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 US Senate Anon US Senate Anon (ID: tdjrwA24)  09/10/17(Sun)17:06:56 No.141078354 ▶ 
>>141078446 >>141078471 >>141078570 >>141078705 >>141078707 >>141078771 >>141078899 >>141079108 >>14
1079119 >>141079168 >>141079183 >>141079460 >>141079636 >>141079718>>141080100 >>141080145 >>141080
205 >>141080315 >>141080689 >>141081417 >>141081828 >>141082412 >>141082639 >>141083291 >>141083358 
>>141083400 >>141083587 >>141083998 >>141084313 >>141084320 >>141084497 >>141084541 >>141084804 >>14
1084842 >>141085572 >>141085719 >>141085741>>141085810 >>141085820 >>141086026 >>141086224 >>141086
643 >>141087093 >>141087104 >>141087336 >>141087357 >>141087516 >>141087852 >>141087885 >>141087967 
>>141088079 >>141088086 >>141088311 >>141088972 >>141089351 >>141089834 >>141090885 
I'm a high level staffer for a US Senator. 
 
Both parties are trying to get Trump to bend the knee, and he still refuses. Pence is a traitor, so is Paul Ryan, and Trump 
has no one to help him drain the swamp. It's high time someone broke ranks and told you what's really going on in DC. 
 
Ask questions and I may answer. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 8jAWIASI)  09/10/17(Sun)17:07:47 No.141078446▶ 
>>141078354 (OP) 
proof or gtfo 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 60gThBsz)  09/10/17(Sun)17:07:59 No.141078471▶ 
>>141078903 
>>141078354 (OP) 
 
>Pence is a traitor 
 
Explain 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: tgh53bp8)  09/10/17(Sun)17:08:54 No.141078570▶ 
>>141078354 (OP) 
Well just give us the rundown then. How is Pence a traitor? What's really going on in DC? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: gFNC9jik)  09/10/17(Sun)17:10:17 No.141078705▶ 
>>141079458 
>>141078354 (OP) 
You can either provide some level of proof or stop. Snap a pic of your Senator's name plaque with your thread ID or a 
timestamp, or something equally difficult to forge.. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: u7YL4AA5)  09/10/17(Sun)17:10:19 No.141078707▶ 
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>>141079303 >>141079458 
>>141078354 (OP) 
 
IS PUNNISHED TRUMP REAL? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: aKaXKOdS)  09/10/17(Sun)17:10:58 No.141078771▶ 
>>141078354 (OP) 
nobody believes you 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: TUIOEWiq)  09/10/17(Sun)17:11:55 No.141078870▶ 
>>141079303 
Why does trump keep getting rid of the people that he is supposedly most ideologically aligned with? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: DQgR99nB)  09/10/17(Sun)17:12:10 No.141078899▶ 
>>141078354 (OP) 
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=se3abx45m1k [Embed] 
 
Why do you allow this anon? 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: tdjrwA24)  09/10/17(Sun)17:12:12 No.141078903▶ 
>>141079139 >>141079177 >>141079298 >>141079336 >>141079430 >>141079797 >>141080053 >>141080129 >>14
1081850 >>141083260 >>141084846 >>141085792 
>>141078471 
 
His associates run pedophile rings. Indiana is the headquarters of several of these blackmail rings. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: og4bldZZ)  09/10/17(Sun)17:13:54 No.141079108▶ 
>>141079698 
>>141078354 (OP) 
Have there really been plans to go to war with Russia? Is this because it is needed for the economy or what? 
 
Will there be a push for conflict somewhere if they break Trump? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: tYWNEq5Q)  09/10/17(Sun)17:13:59 No.141079119▶ 
>>141078354 (OP) 
timestamp 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: TUIOEWiq)  09/10/17(Sun)17:14:08 No.141079139▶ 
>>141080135 >>141083699 >>141087453 
>>141078903 
Dude the pedo stuff is out of control. I don't think ppl understand how prevalent it is. Why would trump even hire pence if 
that was the case? Did he not have prior knowledge? Seems like something you should check for when picking a VP. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: KXDiy18m)  09/10/17(Sun)17:14:23 No.141079168▶ 
>>141078354 (OP) 
>I'm a high level larper subcontracted for board disruption. I will say vague things that my magic 8 ball tells me, and I will 
show you no pictures or proof of said 8 ball. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mbZw+aPb)  09/10/17(Sun)17:14:28 No.141079177▶ 
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>>141078903 
Don't (want to) believe you. 
What about Ryan? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: kL4ZdHZ9)  09/10/17(Sun)17:14:31 No.141079183▶ 
>>141078354 (OP) 
epic win for the win XD! MAGA! 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: BBd4XmVN)  09/10/17(Sun)17:15:48 No.141079298▶ 
>>141080135 >>141085869 
>>141078903 
>Ask questions and I may answer. 
is the porn vid shot actually him?  
 
what is your guy's game strategy for setting this back to normal or is that no longer in the cards? 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: tdjrwA24)  09/10/17(Sun)17:15:52 No.141079303▶ 
>>141079780 >>141080081 >>141080337 >>141088430 
>>141078707 
 
The "House Arrest" stuff? Trump is playing games with them. He wants them to think he is isolated and depressed. 
Reality is, he knows the whole city is dirty and he has no allies. 
 
>>141078870 
 
Pence made him take out Flynn, because Flynn knew about the pedophile rings. Some of the others, like Bannon, were 
blackmailed. He had no choice. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: q7bVs22n)  09/10/17(Sun)17:16:10 No.141079336▶ 
>>141079435 >>141079705 >>141080135 >>141087036 
File: 1498118096273.jpg (563 KB, 762x900) 

 
>>141078903 
FUCK STEVE BANNON 
 
 
THIS IS A SHILL THREAD DO NOT TRUST ANYTHING 
 
 
TRUMP IS GOING TO EXPOSE IT ALL TOMORROW. 
JEWS DID 9/11 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: q7bVs22n)  09/10/17(Sun)17:16:36 No.141079384▶ 
>>141079687 
THIS ANON WILL PROVIDE NO PROOF AND WILL ANSWER EVERYTHING WITH VAUGE ANSWERS.  
 
HES A PIECE OF SHIT SHILL 

>> 
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 Anonymous (ID: BNlS8oiG)  09/10/17(Sun)17:16:55 No.141079430▶ 
>>141079656 >>141080306 
>>141078903 
What cities in Indiana? I know Gary and Terre Haute are shit holes. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: TUIOEWiq)  09/10/17(Sun)17:16:58 No.141079435▶ 
>>141079705 
>>141079336 
Dude if that happened I would cry tears of joy 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: nmyRHs6G)  09/10/17(Sun)17:17:08 No.141079458▶ 
>>141078705 
Agreed this is good and anonymous. Otherwise just show tits or GTFO. 
 
>>141078707 
>punishedtrump.png  
What a redpill oy vey goyim. I want this to be true so much. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: xfKaoOQd)  09/10/17(Sun)17:17:08 No.141079460▶ 
>>141080849 
File: IMG_3552.jpg (65 KB, 422x750) 

 
>>141078354 (OP) 
If one person in the swamp was to suddenly be killed in an assassination, who would be the one most useful to Trump to 
be assassinated? 
 
This is purely a thought experiment. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: MWkpYYyv)  09/10/17(Sun)17:18:07 No.141079558▶ 
4skin gets all the best gaping larp 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 3RqDarnS)  09/10/17(Sun)17:18:32 No.141079594▶ 
>>141088632 
File: D3642F87-6841-40A4-A1A7-8(...).png (452 KB, 785x757) 

 
PROOOFFF 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: A3CvDwVU)  09/10/17(Sun)17:19:02 No.141079636▶ 
>>141085881 >>141088632 
File: tiresome.png (643 KB, 1022x731) 
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>>141078354 (OP) 
>Pence is a traitor 
>His associates run pedophile rings 
They're really trying to push this meme, aren't they? I don't buy it. 
Post something useful or gtfo faggot. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: X660lfSj)  09/10/17(Sun)17:19:12 No.141079656▶ 
>>141079430 
my guess are the nig infested ones 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: zy6dOARk)  09/10/17(Sun)17:19:27 No.141079687▶ 
>>141079384 
That's why we all come here anon 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: tdjrwA24)  09/10/17(Sun)17:19:30 No.141079698▶ 
>>141079801 >>141079826 >>141079856 >>141079898 >>141085894 >>141086279 >>141087719 >>141090662 
>>141079108 
 
Yes. The US created ISIS. During Obama's time, the Generals (including Flynn) helped the Russians stop them. Trump 
has let the Russians finish ISIS off. Israel is trying to save them. 
 
They're trying to push Trump into fighting North Korea. CFR has wanted to reunify the peninsula for years. China is the 
next host for the globalists' disease. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 1Hsta9v7)  09/10/17(Sun)17:19:32 No.141079705▶ 
>>141079336 
>>141079435 
PEACE AND PROSPERITY DAY PLEASE BE REAL TIME TRAVEL CONFIRMED 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ezxIEYGG)  09/10/17(Sun)17:19:39 No.141079718▶ 
>>141080849 
>>141078354 (OP) 
I support us having a Constitutional Republic. I support us having a functional society. I cannot abide dealing with 
politicians and their fanboy/zealots. 
 
My experience with the US Senate is one of futility. Their decisions and lack thereof affect me while I have no effect on 
them. Tell me why we shouldn't have a Convention of the States to weaken your boss's authority and relevance? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: q7bVs22n)  09/10/17(Sun)17:20:12 No.141079777▶ 
>>141080154 >>141080415 >>141082199 >>141082503 >>141084330 >>141084974 
File: 1488215895028.jpg (3.59 MB, 3600x3949) 
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PUNISHED TRUMP IS REAL 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: TUIOEWiq)  09/10/17(Sun)17:20:15 No.141079780▶ 
>>141080849 
>>141079303 
Why couldn't he tell Pence to go fuck himself? I don't think the ppl who voted for trump really give a fuck about what 
pence thinks. Trump could go on tv and redpill the fuck out of America. State of the union style. Trump has tons of ppl 
power and support throughout America, but the admin is not utilizing it in any way shape or form. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: jbEdLe/Y)  09/10/17(Sun)17:20:21 No.141079792▶ 
>>141080455 >>141080849 
Is Mueller really /our guy/? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: IsGDEM+L)  09/10/17(Sun)17:20:25 No.141079797▶ 
>>141081263 
>>141078903 
Tory Smith said pence was a pedo. Is that why he was killed? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: q7bVs22n)  09/10/17(Sun)17:20:29 No.141079801▶ 
>>141079698 
ISRAEL CREATED ISIS 
 
 
SEE HE WONT ADMIT ISRAEL CREATED ISIS 
 
BECAUSE HES AN ISRAELI SHILL 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 1Hsta9v7)  09/10/17(Sun)17:20:40 No.141079826▶ 
>>141081263 
>>141079698 
So the Jews will move to China next? What becomes of NYC? How will this effect the US as a whole? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: q7bVs22n)  09/10/17(Sun)17:20:55 No.141079856▶ 
>>141079698 
FUCK ISRAEL 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: og4bldZZ)  09/10/17(Sun)17:21:20 No.141079898▶ 
>>141080040 >>141081263 
>>141079698 
So are we now out of that situation? 
They are trying to ramp up Russia, preparing people for war, do you think it is working? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: q7bVs22n)  09/10/17(Sun)17:22:50 No.141080040▶ 
>>141080246 
>>141079898 
This is a mossad shill. 
 
kys. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: DQgR99nB)  09/10/17(Sun)17:22:57 No.141080053▶ 
>>141080086 
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>>141078903 
Confirmed OP is not lying Mike pence has raped over 150 children and killed over 50 back in 2016.  
This guy was dead serious. https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=P9WKL_UNxds [Embed] 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: X660lfSj)  09/10/17(Sun)17:23:14 No.141080081▶ 
>>141081769 
>>141079303 
>Pence made him take out Flynn, because Flynn knew about the pedophile rings. 
 
plausible larp so far, i'll bite. 
 
if you say he really has no one to help him drain the swamp, what's the endgame here? why are you telling us this? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: q7bVs22n)  09/10/17(Sun)17:23:19 No.141080086▶ 
>>141081769 
>>141080053 
Nope. Jeff flake rapes kids though, 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: SJcCLoy+)  09/10/17(Sun)17:23:29 No.141080100▶ 
>>141080949 >>141081769 
>>141078354 (OP) 
Why does Trump keep Jared and Ivanka when everyone under the sun knows they are both commie-globalists, and Jared 
is also a slum lord who took millions in a loan from Soros, and are both working against Trump's agenda and campaign 
promises? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: XUKqyBjZ)  09/10/17(Sun)17:23:36 No.141080115▶ 
>>141083196 >>141085487 
Did Gorka really leave because of the Afgahn plan, or something else? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: wPWlzFgj)  09/10/17(Sun)17:23:44 No.141080129▶ 
>>141078903 
Where in Indiana 
 
NTK 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: tdjrwA24)  09/10/17(Sun)17:23:53 No.141080135▶ 
>>141080588 >>141080610 >>141080756 >>141081208 >>141082572 >>141084494 >>141086959 >>141090839 
>>141079139 
 
He was going to make Flynn the VP. The cucks said they would go to war, and Trump wasn't ready to unsheath the knife 
and backstab all the traitors. 
 
>>141079298 
 
Don't know about the porno.  
 
My senator is blackmailed and can't do anything. Honestly, the blackmail isn't that bad, but he's convinced he'd be run out 
of town if it was ever revealed, so he just does whatever his handlers tell him. 
 
>>141079336 
 
Yes, Mossad was in on 9/11. So were the Saudis, and they were funded by the British. So were the cucks, like Bush Sr. 
and Cheney. All the cucks are closet Anglophiles. 

>> 
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 Anonymous (ID: FsolbMDN)  09/10/17(Sun)17:23:57 No.141080145▶ 
>>141078354 (OP) 
Cool I didn't know senators hired larping faggots. 
Keep reaching for that rainbow! 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: eYBMx5NQ)  09/10/17(Sun)17:24:03 No.141080154▶ 
File: 1504357436834.jpg (4 KB, 246x232) 

 
>>141079777 
Fucking checked. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: LN/yj8yE)  09/10/17(Sun)17:24:29 No.141080205▶ 
>>141082067 
File: obama mother.jpg (13 KB, 264x191) 

 
>>141078354 (OP) 
Is it that hard to drop some fucking NSA leaks of Obama or who ever crewing kids ? 
 
Just drop it and /pol/ will do the rest. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: og4bldZZ)  09/10/17(Sun)17:24:48 No.141080246▶ 
>>141080040 
so what, i am here for the entertainment 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: tdjrwA24)  09/10/17(Sun)17:25:32 No.141080306▶ 
>>141080720 >>141084846 >>141085282 
>>141079430 
 
Indianapolis is the head, but they do all kinds of stuff. They give hookers to influential people at the Indiana casinos, and 
then have cameras in their hotel room. That goes on all over the country. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: RkcwJ9WZ)  09/10/17(Sun)17:25:41 No.141080315▶ 
>>141080539 
>>141078354 (OP) 
Prove it. Post a pic of your badge or nameplate or something. You can hide your real identity, but give us something to 
work with. A pic of your badge with a paper saying "/pol/" and today's date will suffice. Please do this so we can believe 
you. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: gAaoAN/d)  09/10/17(Sun)17:25:49 No.141080328▶ 
>>141080526 >>141082067 
OP, Ive said since before Trump took office that McConnel and Ryan are the president and vice president of the US now.  
 
Am I right in any sense? 
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>> 

 Anonymous (ID: GaODi61q)  09/10/17(Sun)17:25:54 No.141080337▶ 
>>141083080 
>>141079303 
WTF was Bannon blackmailed for? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: u7YL4AA5)  09/10/17(Sun)17:26:38 No.141080415▶ 
>>141079777 
>777 
 
Damn nigga. I thought so 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: PvK6Tup5)  09/10/17(Sun)17:26:48 No.141080431▶ 
File: wevealwaysbeenhere.jpg (211 KB, 900x675) 

 
Is the Humanity Party working behind the scenes? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: wnf9TrKY)  09/10/17(Sun)17:27:01 No.141080455▶ 
>>141079792 
Mueller is dead m8. Clone has been running around. 
 
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=U9nZCRjG1UI [Embed] 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: q7bVs22n)  09/10/17(Sun)17:27:42 No.141080526▶ 
>>141080328 
no you fucking retard. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: u7YL4AA5)  09/10/17(Sun)17:27:51 No.141080539▶ 
>>141080622 
>>141080315 
Hello CIA 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 9dW3Wxxi)  09/10/17(Sun)17:28:08 No.141080573▶ 
>Drain the swamp 
 
LOLOLOLOL. Trump and his goons ARE the swamp. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: gFNC9jik)  09/10/17(Sun)17:28:20 No.141080588▶ 
>>141080135 
You've posted six times now and none of it has any proof of your ethos. You can't even be taken with a grain of salt. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: zy6dOARk)  09/10/17(Sun)17:28:31 No.141080610▶ 
>>141080135 
>implying thousands of staffers of senators/representatives would know who was behind 9/11 and somehow word hasn't 
gotten out for 16 years 

>> 
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 Anonymous (ID: RkcwJ9WZ)  09/10/17(Sun)17:28:38 No.141080622▶ 
>>141080728 >>141080955 
>>141080539 
Not CIA dipshit, just someone that's tired of obvious larping 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: CLuNC42u)  09/10/17(Sun)17:29:19 No.141080689▶ 
>>141078354 (OP) 
You lie and I know it. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: BNlS8oiG)  09/10/17(Sun)17:29:38 No.141080720▶ 
>>141082067 
>>141080306 
French Lick? Odd small town with a big casino and a lot of history. I've always thought it was shady. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: u7YL4AA5)  09/10/17(Sun)17:29:42 No.141080728▶ 
>>141080622 
FBI? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: TUIOEWiq)  09/10/17(Sun)17:29:55 No.141080756▶ 
>>141080135 
Yeah I originally took interest in trump when I heard Flynn's name floated around as a possible vp. Why does Sonny give 
a fuck about the establishment? He could literally have 1 million armed patriots ready to go with a few tweets. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: q7bVs22n)  09/10/17(Sun)17:30:14 No.141080790▶ 
>>141080868 >>141081000 >>141081043 
THERE IS MAJOR DAMAGE CONTROL GOING ON ON /pol/ RIGHT NOW. FUCK T HE SHILLS 
 
ISRAEL DID 9/11 THE TRUTH WILL COME OUT 
 
THE PEDOS WILL BE ARRESTED 
 
ROTHSCHILDS WILL FALL 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: tdjrwA24)  09/10/17(Sun)17:30:50 No.141080849▶ 
>>141081067 >>141081286 >>141081394 >>141082241 
>>141079460 
 
Leaders of the secret societies. They control everything. 
 
>>141079718 
 
Any convention of the states would be controlled. You have to take down the blackmail rings to be free. 
 
>>141079780 
 
Trump was, and still is, pretending he's part of the game. If he wanted to, he could have done a run-down on Hillary's 
body count during the debates, or talked about Bill Clinton's drug-running, and won by 50 points.  
 
>>141079792 
 
In no way. Mueller led the 9/11 coverup as head of the FBI. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: u7YL4AA5)  09/10/17(Sun)17:31:03 No.141080868▶ 
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>>141080790 
Big if true 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 6PU/oWK9)  09/10/17(Sun)17:31:48 No.141080949▶ 
>>141080100 
Hi Styx 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: DQgR99nB)  09/10/17(Sun)17:31:50 No.141080955▶ 
>>141080622 
Lmao CIA is very worried by this thread as they should be. They know this guy is is credible and re tryna find him rn. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: TUIOEWiq)  09/10/17(Sun)17:32:16 No.141081000▶ 
>>141081169 
>>141080790 
Please be true 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: q7bVs22n)  09/10/17(Sun)17:32:16 No.141081001▶ 
>>141083080 
File: 1488860759409.jpg (1.58 MB, 2048x1366) 

 
TRUMP IS BRINING THIS WHOLE SHITSHOW DOWN NO MATTER WHAT ANYONE ELSE SAYAS 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: q7bVs22n)  09/10/17(Sun)17:32:35 No.141081034▶ 
File: 1496563553875.png (525 KB, 780x831) 

 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 3RqDarnS)  09/10/17(Sun)17:32:37 No.141081043▶ 
>>141080790 
True if big 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: eYBMx5NQ)  09/10/17(Sun)17:32:53 No.141081067▶ 
>>141083080 
>>141080849 
Trump supposedly pardoned Mueller for his past crimes, that one hour behind closed door meeting they had in February. 
Mueller is free and clear of his crimes and is now working with Trump to expose the seedy underbelly. He's part of the 
game too. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 3RqDarnS)  09/10/17(Sun)17:33:49 No.141081169▶ 
File: AF4CAF0B-C432-4297-95FF-0(...).png (110 KB, 600x800) 
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>>141081000 
Checked 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: BBd4XmVN)  09/10/17(Sun)17:34:15 No.141081208▶ 
>>141083080 
>>141080135 
>the blackmail isn't that bad, but he's convinced he'd be run out of town if it was ever revealed 
he's likely downplaying what they actually have, he's going to be run out of town either way, huge amounts of the public 
are considering that all of congress is child molesters 
 
remind him that soon the public may demand that public representatives have a lens installed in their eye so everything 
they see and hear can be uploaded to the public cloud,  
 
the public has the right to deny it's representatives 100% of their privacy while they serve 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: q7bVs22n)  09/10/17(Sun)17:34:17 No.141081212▶ 
File: 1482251082479.png (56 KB, 642x172) 

 
PLUS ULTRA IS REAL  
 
>>140830609 → 
 
>>140864989 → 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: tdjrwA24)  09/10/17(Sun)17:34:42 No.141081263▶ 
>>141081711 >>141082377 
>>141079797 
 
Don't know. 
 
>>141079826 
 
Honestly, it was David Rockefeller that really got the ball rolling, so it's not exactly a Jew thing. More like a CFR 
Anglophile thing. 
 
>>141079898 
 
ISIS is still there, and Israel is trying to intervene and may do something stupid like intervene full-bore on behalf of ISIS. 
But they are crumbling. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: DQgR99nB)  09/10/17(Sun)17:35:04 No.141081286▶ 
>>141083080 
>>141080849 
when will you confirm the reptilian meme is real?  
 
And most of them have been cleaned out and the scraps are struggling to keep it together. 

>> 
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 Anonymous (ID: mbZw+aPb)  09/10/17(Sun)17:36:02 No.141081394▶ 
File: Jesuits-Everywhere-300x163.jpg (14 KB, 300x163) 

 
>>141080849 
Give us one of the blackmail secrets. Doesn't have to be on your senator. Just something we can play with. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 54P+0YKi)  09/10/17(Sun)17:36:14 No.141081417▶ 
>>141081472 
>>141078354 (OP) 
what will happen on september 23 ? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: q7bVs22n)  09/10/17(Sun)17:36:52 No.141081472▶ 
>>141081417 
trump will win for eternity 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: +2B7dHlu)  09/10/17(Sun)17:37:12 No.141081510▶ 
Thoughts on WW3 or North Korea. What is it really going on geopolitically 

>> 

 Sage (ID: g01VF5JI)  09/10/17(Sun)17:38:38 No.141081660▶ 
Have you accepted Jesus Christ as your Savior? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: b1vEysaU)  09/10/17(Sun)17:38:51 No.141081681▶ 
How many bitches you fucked at work? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 2z7fANXR)  09/10/17(Sun)17:39:04 No.141081711▶ 
>>141081263 
If what you are saying is true then can you give us info as to who and where the edo rings are in Indianapolis? How do I 
get a job like yours? Also how many other senator/aids use /pol/? 
 
And one last thing: if everything is compromised like you say, then who is still trustworthy? 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: tdjrwA24)  09/10/17(Sun)17:39:39 No.141081769▶ 
>>141081921 >>141081956 >>141082676 >>141084571 
>>141080081 
 
The cavalry ain't comin' until the blackmail rings are eliminated. 
 
>>141080086 
 
1/3 of Congress rapes kids. Most of the rest are blackmailed some other way. Orgies, gay orgies (Rubio, McConnell), 
selling us out to the Vietnamese (McCain), etc. 
 
>>141080100 
 
He's playing the game. If he fires his whole staff and replaces it with red-blooded nationalists, the cucks can take the 
whole country down. We are totally dependent on things like CIA drug-running to pay our bills. Trump is trying to hang on, 
get tax reform, and grow the economy enough that he'll be able to drain the swamp when he's not running massive 
deficits. 

>> 
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 Anonymous (ID: wnf9TrKY)  09/10/17(Sun)17:40:23 No.141081828▶ 
>>141078354 (OP) 
This guy is fvking CIA Donald trump attended more than one of the child fuck fuck fests at the White House while he was 
campaigning last year. Donald trump is no longer clean. He was until Jan of 2016. 
 
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Yyag4ktR8zc [Embed] 
 
The real problem is the reptilians that possess our presidents. Need to fucking murder all of them because they kill our 
kids and humans. 
 
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=Yyag4ktR8zc [Embed] 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 54P+0YKi)  09/10/17(Sun)17:40:34 No.141081850▶ 
>>141083080 >>141088388 
>>141078903 
was charlottesville staged event with crisis actors? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: q7bVs22n)  09/10/17(Sun)17:41:19 No.141081921▶ 
>>141082693 >>141085162 
>>141081769 
>We are totally dependent on things like CIA drug-running to pay our bills 
 
 
SHILL 
 
 
SHILLSHILL 
 
 
SHILLSHILL 
 
 
SHILLSHILL 
 
 
= 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: q7bVs22n)  09/10/17(Sun)17:41:38 No.141081956▶ 
>>141083617 >>141088703 
>>141081769 
If you knew anything you'd know Trump is going back to a gold standard. But you're a shitty shill without good info. 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: tdjrwA24)  09/10/17(Sun)17:42:54 No.141082067▶ 
>>141082695 >>141082858 >>141082881 >>141089858 
>>141080205 
 
Obama wasn't fucking kids. His secret was his past in the CIA. 
 
>>141080328 
 
No. They all answer to corproations, bankers, the CFR, Freemasons, etc. 
 
>>141080720 
 
Yes. They got caught at Belterra many years ago, but it goes on all over. 

>> 
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 Anonymous (ID: NPDuUYOB)  09/10/17(Sun)17:44:16 No.141082199▶ 
>>141082416 >>141088811 
File: Capture.png (156 KB, 620x493) 

 
>>141079777 
Was it this tweet that started the whole pepe/trump association? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: QRgaTrpT)  09/10/17(Sun)17:44:40 No.141082241▶ 
>>141082881 >>141083617 
>>141080849 
Whose idea were the blackmail rings in the first place? When did they start? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ZQ/kkdjG)  09/10/17(Sun)17:46:02 No.141082377▶ 
>>141082695 >>141082881 >>141083617 
>>141081263 
Is our Government preparing for an economic reset? dollar bubble? stock bubble? alot of financial people have been 
calling for a dollar crisis and stock crash lately. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: hAYPaH4I)  09/10/17(Sun)17:46:25 No.141082412▶ 
>>141082681 
>>141078354 (OP) 
If you're legit (you're not), then why don't you leak some actual tangible shit. Not just your words. If you leaked documents 
to /pol/ we would do the rest. Don't give it to msm and don't give it to wikileaks. Give it directly to the people. If not, fuck off 
and stop larping. There's no need telling us shit we already know or assumed was happening. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: q7bVs22n)  09/10/17(Sun)17:46:29 No.141082416▶ 
File: 1474916512095.jpg (43 KB, 480x678) 

 
>>141082199 
checked, keked, and correc. And he's posed as pepe multiple times in public 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: PvK6Tup5)  09/10/17(Sun)17:46:29 No.141082418▶ 
File: blocksyourpath.jpg (23 KB, 422x360) 

 
US Senate Anon, care to comment on this? 
>>141078733 → 
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>> 

 Anonymous (ID: lRKdiL6W)  09/10/17(Sun)17:47:23 No.141082503▶ 
>>141082624 >>141082657 
>>141079777 
can I get a quick rundown? that jpeg has degraded too much 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: nIGZXFoi)  09/10/17(Sun)17:48:09 No.141082572▶ 
>>141083617 
>>141080135 
> 
My senator is blackmailed and can't do anything. Honestly, the blackmail isn't that bad, but he's convinced he'd be run out 
of town if it was ever revealed, so he just does whatever his handlers tell him. 
 
So- who are the handlers then? I want names at the least. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: q7bVs22n)  09/10/17(Sun)17:48:32 No.141082624▶ 
>>141082900 
File: 1481012963742.jpg (1.76 MB, 1624x1875) 

 
>>141082503 
Trump has been doing the art of war for 8 straight months. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: yF9jP7sd)  09/10/17(Sun)17:48:47 No.141082639▶ 
>>141083617 
>>141078354 (OP) 
What can the normal American do? I feel so lost and depressed lately, I don't know how to deal, man 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: q7bVs22n)  09/10/17(Sun)17:48:58 No.141082657▶ 
>>141082900 
File: 1474117337827.jpg (576 KB, 1200x627) 

 
>>141082503 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: QRgaTrpT)  09/10/17(Sun)17:49:08 No.141082676▶ 
>>141082900 >>141084328 
>>141081769 
So FBI anon said that a huge number of people in government are implicated in blackmail rings. I imagine the situation is 
delicate because wtf who do you use to replace that many people in government and how? Wasn't this supposed to get 
cleaned up quietly behind the scenes with Trump in power? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: hAYPaH4I)  09/10/17(Sun)17:49:11 No.141082681▶ 
>>141082900 >>141084328 
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>>141082412 
To add to this: How hard is it for you or someone like you to carry a hidden camera or recording device? You're not being 
a hero right now, you're wasting people's time with heresay. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: gFNC9jik)  09/10/17(Sun)17:49:16 No.141082693▶ 
>>141082774 >>141082900 
>>141081921 
I'm still convinced this guy is LARPing, but this is true: with all the foreign wars for American elites and Israel, and the gibs 
being handed out, Congress needs every last dollar it can get before begging for people, corporations, and foreign 
governments to buy bonds that don't even fight inflation. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mbZw+aPb)  09/10/17(Sun)17:49:16 No.141082695▶ 
>>141082900 >>141084328 
>>141082067 
>>141082377 
This.  
I think the Nork thing is a ruse and China is making moves on oil sold on gold/yuan. Any freakouts going on at the senate? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: q7bVs22n)  09/10/17(Sun)17:50:18 No.141082774▶ 
>>141082693 
He's going to reset the debt for the world after he takes down the rothschilds. 

>> 

 We Was Kangs an Shit 2066 (ID: 1pX2AG+G)  09/10/17(Sun)17:50:57 No.141082840▶ 
>>141084983 
Is there any hope Senate Anon? WHy won't Trump have other loyal anons dump the real videos and emails into public 
domain and FORCE the take down of some past pesos traitors (HRC and her crew,)? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 8DYLIhcK)  09/10/17(Sun)17:51:08 No.141082858▶ 
>>141083643 >>141083924 >>141084983 
>>141082067 
Really activating my almonds here. Help us think it out logically.  
 
A law enforcement anon advised us just the other day to start exposing the low level blackmail rings, such as those in 
local police departments. He recommended looking into the shriners and staking out their meetings.  
 
Do you agree with that? 
 
Can/should we accelerate the exposure of the larger rings? If so, what is the best way we can do that? We don't have 
access to resources like law enforcement does. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: DQgR99nB)  09/10/17(Sun)17:51:20 No.141082881▶ 
>>141082377 
>>141082241 
>>141082067 
Because it's a fuvking Larp and OP is CIA/reptilian you dumb fuvk. That's why nothing ever gets released. Obama has 
murdered raped and murdered many children along with his clones.  
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=kUerL_fo3rM [Embed] 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 54P+0YKi)  09/10/17(Sun)17:51:29 No.141082900▶ 
>>141083506 
>>141082695 
>>141082693 
>>141082681 
>>141082676 
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>>141082657 
>>141082624 
make screenshots f this thread ,mods gonna delete it probably 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: UYOW11Oj)  09/10/17(Sun)17:52:26 No.141082987▶ 
Yet another episode of "/pol/ falls for a LARPing faggot". Never change. 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: tdjrwA24)  09/10/17(Sun)17:53:26 No.141083080▶ 
>>141083156 >>141083396 >>141083412 >>141083567 >>141083639 >>141084105 >>141085413 >>141086496 >>14
1088388 
>>141080337 
 
Don't know, but that's how they forced him out. 
 
>>141081001 
 
Not without your help. 
 
>>141081067 
 
No. 
 
>>141081208 
 
Love child with a black prostitute. 
 
>>141081286 
 
No. 
 
>>141081850 
 
Yes. Antifa is Soros, and the Nazis are all FBI, State Department, or CIA. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: q7bVs22n)  09/10/17(Sun)17:54:10 No.141083156▶ 
>>141083080 
Dude you're saying shit everyone already knows. You haven't given a spec of new information. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: XUKqyBjZ)  09/10/17(Sun)17:54:32 No.141083196▶ 
>>141083316 
Hey OP you missed me you larping faggot. 
>>141080115 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: VZ5Q+J+z)  09/10/17(Sun)17:54:54 No.141083232▶ 
Can i get uhhh proof 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: w6gIcN/V)  09/10/17(Sun)17:55:13 No.141083260▶ 
>>141085487 
>>141078903 
>His associates run pedophile rings 
But isn't the pedophilia connection true of the most powerful people on both sides? 
 
(The notion of "sides" being two shifts working at the same factory.) 

>> 
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 Anonymous (ID: BjQHQBQ5)  09/10/17(Sun)17:55:33 No.141083291▶ 
>>141078354 (OP) 
>still refuses 
 
lol! you should really read Art of the Deal... he'll never bend a knee and in the end Congress and Senate will bend their 
knees 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: q7bVs22n)  09/10/17(Sun)17:55:48 No.141083316▶ 
>>141083196 
he left cuz hes a zionist shill 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: WC+vUR5L)  09/10/17(Sun)17:55:49 No.141083317▶ 
>>141088269 
The absolute state of /pol/: 
 
Larping as government officials, trump is a time traveler XD, ___ will be indicted for real this time, Its happening the fat 
Asian tested a missile for the 100th time!!! 
 
I've got to leave 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: QRgaTrpT)  09/10/17(Sun)17:56:16 No.141083358▶ 
>>141078354 (OP) 
What does the liberty smurf hat symbol mean? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 2z7fANXR)  09/10/17(Sun)17:56:39 No.141083396▶ 
>>141085487 
>>141083080 
Bannon was asked to go because of him saying how he supported the alt right in the past and how Breitbart is the home 
of the alt right. 
If he had stayed he would've gave the media more fuel to attack trump. 
 
Helping you out there bud. Stay safe 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: pTX4DPqa)  09/10/17(Sun)17:56:41 No.141083400▶ 
>>141086016 
>>141078354 (OP) 
I don't care what the excuses are. Trump can do whatever he wants as far as communicating with the public. He needs to 
start outing people and declassifying info. He can declassify anything he wants to, when ever he wants to. He can go on 
TV and start dumping CIA corruption. What are they going to do? Kill him after that? Gosh, who could have killed him? He 
needs to go on offense, or go home. That's all their is to it. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: DQgR99nB)  09/10/17(Sun)17:56:49 No.141083412▶ 
>>141083602 
>>141083080 
Should I post my badge and we'll see who has more credibility? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: PvK6Tup5)  09/10/17(Sun)17:57:11 No.141083447▶ 
File: 1492225511456s.jpg (7 KB, 166x250) 
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OP conveniently ignores the anti-Nemelka thread. I wouldn't be surprised if OP is Nemelka. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 0vgFHjOt)  09/10/17(Sun)17:57:39 No.141083495▶ 
>>141083563 >>141085487 
Is Jeff Sessions corrupt as well? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: gFNC9jik)  09/10/17(Sun)17:57:44 No.141083506▶ 
>>141082900 
I seriously doubt this is real; he's doing this for kicks. He's good at it, though. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: q7bVs22n)  09/10/17(Sun)17:58:21 No.141083563▶ 
>>141084260 
>>141083495 
no. Sessions and Tillerson have bible study at teh white house every sunday 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 1Hsta9v7)  09/10/17(Sun)17:58:24 No.141083567▶ 
>>141086016 
>>141083080 
>Love child with a black prostitute. 
Time to get to work 
And honestly that isn't that bad, Clinton has one of those and all he has to do is deny it. depending on which state he's 
from I doubt much of the public would care 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 3Yij7ORJ)  09/10/17(Sun)17:58:30 No.141083573▶ 
You are a retarded LARPer. The only sad thing is that you are marginally less retarded than the 100 piece of shit 
cocksuckers who actually sit in the US Senate. Blackmailed with rape? Puhlease, you could buy these turds off with a free 
ham sandwich so long as you keep the receipt. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: BX/xRRBX)  09/10/17(Sun)17:58:40 No.141083587▶ 
>>141078354 (OP) 
you're not leftypol, right? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: TUIOEWiq)  09/10/17(Sun)17:58:49 No.141083602▶ 
>>141083412 
Yes plz 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: tdjrwA24)  09/10/17(Sun)17:59:02 No.141083617▶ 
>>141083719 >>141083766 >>141084046 >>141084166 >>141084574 >>141085731 >>141090839 >>141091091 
>>141081956 
 
The bankers will control the gold. You need a national credit system, or the globalists will inevitably take it over. 
 
>>141082241 
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Ancient history. 
 
>>141082377 
 
The globalists want to eventually crash the economy, buy up assets cheap, dump the dollar, and head to China with the 
loot. 
 
>>141082572 
 
If I named the handlers, I'd out myself. Lots of groups do sex blackmail. Mormons, freemasons, Mossad, Vatican. And 
that's before you have the NSA reading everything you've ever done online. 
 
>>141082639 
 
Stop the pedophile rings. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: DQgR99nB)  09/10/17(Sun)17:59:11 No.141083639▶ 
>>141083939 
>>141083080 
I know who you are I work two buildings over. Wtf are you doing bro? 
 
You tryna kys? CIA is on the line listening in at Langley rn. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: BjQHQBQ5)  09/10/17(Sun)17:59:13 No.141083643▶ 
>>141082858 
it has to start on all levels and gov't shouldn't not be immune because otherwise you get Putin situation where corruption 
on low and mid level is almost non-existent, up in top levels it still very much alive. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: +vb8MhY0)  09/10/17(Sun)17:59:54 No.141083699▶ 
>>141079139 
Its a hard choice when the entire political class in America is involved. 
 
Im pretty sure theres some record of Trump attending a function at Podestas pizza joint too. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: q7bVs22n)  09/10/17(Sun)18:00:08 No.141083719▶ 
>>141085487 >>141091091 
>>141083617 
NIgger. Mnuchin wen't to fort knox last week. STOP BEING SO FUCKING BAD AT SHILLING ITS TOO EASY 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: W1NGwWhI)  09/10/17(Sun)18:00:39 No.141083766▶ 
>>141085903 >>141086016 
>>141083617 
 
What can we do to shine a light on the pedo networks and the Deep State? 
 
What's the best we can do as regular jackoffs? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: e8ILdKIl)  09/10/17(Sun)18:00:52 No.141083788▶ 
>>141084036 >>141086194 
File: image.jpg (56 KB, 434x479) 
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What are the chinks doing? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vJ3/6y/I)  09/10/17(Sun)18:02:25 No.141083924▶ 
>>141084622 >>141086194 
File: Freemasons structure.jpg (79 KB, 381x603) 

 
>>141082858 
Came across some interesting info the other day at a parade anon. 
One of the cars had a shriner's title on a banner. 'rabban' is a Jewish official. 
Then I did some research and found this neat little info graphic. 
Shriners are a branch of freemasonry begun in the 1800s. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vNjTOWfW)  09/10/17(Sun)18:02:28 No.141083932▶ 
>>141087938 
This whole thread is nonsense. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mDdTA75/)  09/10/17(Sun)18:02:30 No.141083939▶ 
>>141083639 
Shill, fear tactics. You have positively no way to know who OP is. Fuck off 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: UKAI+4I9)  09/10/17(Sun)18:03:09 No.141083998▶ 
>>141078354 (OP) 
Sorry dude, you stink of LARP. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: PvK6Tup5)  09/10/17(Sun)18:03:43 No.141084036▶ 
>>141086194 
>>141083788 
i'm turned off by poop, but i wouldn't mind smelling her butt. hey OP, what do you have against Mormons? I used to attend 
sacrament and I never had anyone try to blackmail me. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ZQ/kkdjG)  09/10/17(Sun)18:03:51 No.141084046▶ 
>>141083617 
This is common knowledge, IMF is considering moving to Beijing as China will be a major player in the silk road. Your 
answering this question as if that's your personal opinion instead of giving us feed back on what your seeing in your 
position. LARP detected. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: w6gIcN/V)  09/10/17(Sun)18:04:29 No.141084105▶ 
>>141086496 
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File: Strom.jpg (9 KB, 236x231) 

 
>>141083080 
>Love child with a black prostitute 
YOU WORK FOR STROM THURMOND?!? 
 
btw, thanks for answering questions. Much appreciated. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: JiruXrtP)  09/10/17(Sun)18:05:05 No.141084166▶ 
>>141086946 
File: Yeltsin.jpg (22 KB, 306x450) 

 
>>141083617 
>The globalists want to eventually crash the economy, buy up assets cheap, dump the dollar, and head to China with the 
loot. 
 
Reminds me of someone. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mDdTA75/)  09/10/17(Sun)18:05:49 No.141084260▶ 
>>141083563 
>bible studies 
Like that means jackshit 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 4/LR3sW6)  09/10/17(Sun)18:06:24 No.141084313▶ 
>>141086946 
>>141078354 (OP) 
is the Antarctica stuff coming out? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: wapDsYJD)  09/10/17(Sun)18:06:27 No.141084320▶ 
>>141084903 
File: 9999.jpg (15 KB, 367x388) 

 
>>141078354 (OP) 
>US Senate Anon  
 
The state of /pol/ 
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>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: tdjrwA24)  09/10/17(Sun)18:06:35 No.141084328▶ 
>>141084434 >>141084806 >>141084999 >>141085410 >>141085520 >>141085992 >>141086054 >>141086262 >>14
1087930 
>>141082676 
 
The federal budget relies on CIA drug-dealing. That's where the bailout money came from. If Trump drains the swamp 
while he's running huge deficits, it's over. 
 
>>141082681 
 
I'm risking my life naming names on pedophile rings so that one of you guys can put a camera on them. 
 
>>141082695 
 
Everyone freaked out about pizzagate. You guys backed off too soon, and stayed too geographically isolated. This goes 
on everywhere. You can take them down and they know it. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: BX/xRRBX)  09/10/17(Sun)18:06:36 No.141084330▶ 
>>141079777 
checked 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: q7bVs22n)  09/10/17(Sun)18:07:45 No.141084434▶ 
>>141085553 
>>141084328 
>The federal budget relies on CIA drug-dealing. That's where the bailout money came from. If Trump drains the swamp 
while he's running huge deficits, it's over. 
 
 
BULLSHIT  
 
 
BULLSHIT 
 
BULLSHIT 
 
BULLSHIT 
 
BULLSHIT  
 
BULLSHIT 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: bvtcLoSk)  09/10/17(Sun)18:08:20 No.141084494▶ 
>>141080135 
What kind of stuff is he blackmailed with? Porn preferences? Health issues? Addictions? 

>> 

 Nathan Bedford Forrest (ID: GUWo5Uac)  09/10/17(Sun)18:08:21 No.141084497▶ 
File: It's fake news then.gif (1.61 MB, 650x275) 

 
>>141078354 (OP) 
 
When will Trump declare that he is the Senate? 

>> 
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 Anonymous (ID: Rttxg9pi)  09/10/17(Sun)18:08:49 No.141084541▶ 
>>141086946 
>>141078354 (OP) 
Do you think Trump could possibly take down the Fed and the C.I.A without getting killed, or is that too unlikely to happen. 
If not, who could Trump bring down without getting himself shot, or toppling the entire country? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: SJcCLoy+)  09/10/17(Sun)18:09:12 No.141084571▶ 
>>141084727 >>141086946 
>>141081769 
>If he fires his whole staff 
I am not talking about the whole staff, I am talking about his commie-globalist daughter and son-in-law, whom, by the way, 
he brought on against nepotism rules. Immediately everyone in Trump's base was furious, they did not want them in the 
White House and did not want the precedent set of brining in your kids for high powered positions in the White House. So, 
on top of the nepotism precedent, Trump is keeping the two commie-globalists who are actually changing Trump's mind 
on key policies that he campaigned on and promised his base. But then again, Trump - after getting voted in - did finally 
admit he is a globalist.  
 
Admit it, you are a shill and Trump betrayed us. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: U+hmrFVU)  09/10/17(Sun)18:09:15 No.141084574▶ 
>>141084793 >>141086946 
>>141083617 
 
>Freemasons do sex blackmail 
Yeah no. Family has history in the organization and I've been around it my whole life at a fairly high level. You're being 
false here. 
 
Freemasonry is literally (mostly) decent white men focused on preservation of culture, theistic commitment (of any kind; 
higher power, not a particular god), and group protectionism. 
 
You're a retard. Dismissed. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vJ3/6y/I)  09/10/17(Sun)18:09:43 No.141084622▶ 
>>141084793 
File: Screenshot_2017-09-10-20-05-37.png (325 KB, 1080x1920) 

 
>>141083924 
Freemasonry uses Kabbalah which is an ancient Babylonian overlay of Hebrew letters and numbers from the old 
testament. Astrology, numerology, dark magic, etc. 
The Clinton email that talks about sacrificing a chicken to molech... 
Guess who sacrificed children to molech in the Bible? Jeremiah 32:35 Jews. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: LYpRfXOl)  09/10/17(Sun)18:10:55 No.141084727▶ 
>>141084853 
>>141084571 
Fuck off idiot. You know everything is more complicated than your simple mind wants. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: SJcCLoy+)  09/10/17(Sun)18:11:37 No.141084793▶ 
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>>141085272 >>141087491 
>>141084574 
>Freemasonry is literally (mostly) decent white men focused on preservation of culture, theistic commitment (of any kind; 
higher power, not a particular god), and group protectionism. 
Maybe in the very beginning, but now Freemasonary follows Satan and is hell bent on communism and destroying 
Christianity and the White Race. Wake up. They are evil. 
 
>>141084622 
>Freemasonry uses Kabbalah 
Yup. And guess who wears the red Kabbala bracelet? Both Ivanka and Marla Maples. Marla has been deep into Kabbala 
for years in LA, as is written in her bio. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: CQeIq7Xv)  09/10/17(Sun)18:11:44 No.141084804▶ 
>>141078354 (OP) 
drain the swamp 
to make more room for goldman sachs? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: hAYPaH4I)  09/10/17(Sun)18:11:44 No.141084806▶ 
>>141084328 
You're risking nothing. You're sitting comfy posting on an anonymous image board. You want to be a hero? Do something 
heroic. If not, shut the fuck up and keep working for pedophiles 

>> 

 Nathan Bedford Forrest (ID: GUWo5Uac)  09/10/17(Sun)18:12:06 No.141084842▶ 
>>141086054 >>141086946 
File: Robert E. Lee pwning Unionists.png (291 KB, 450x474) 

 
>>141078354 (OP) 
 
If right-wing death squads became real and start massacring Antifa supporters left and right, will Trump intervene to stop 
us or let us purify the country for him? 
 
Is Trump just as willing to put down a right-wing uprising as he is a left-wing one? 
 
Can we count on him as a friend or foe on the Day of the Rope? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: PgXVCLFc)  09/10/17(Sun)18:12:11 No.141084846▶ 
>>141086796 >>141086946 >>141089087 >>141089774 
File: Hoosier Awoo.png (808 KB, 900x891) 

 
>>141078903 
>>141080306 
 
Hah, get the fuck outta here. I love my state, but fuckall happens here. If the elite were gonna have someplace where all 
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these pedophile rings converge, why Indianapolis? Why not Jew York or LmAo, if not the capital itself? Also, Pence hasn't 
shown any signs of betraying Trump yet, he seems to be following his agenda pretty well. 
 
You have yet to provide any proof as to your claims or identity. Who are you really, OP? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: SJcCLoy+)  09/10/17(Sun)18:12:15 No.141084853▶ 
>>141084727 
Oh, Jared, did i upset your little ego? boo hoo Go take more money from Soros to wipe your tears. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: z96gnuAp)  09/10/17(Sun)18:12:51 No.141084903▶ 
>>141084320 
>The state of /pol/ 
 
the state of the board tonight - awful. 
 
a bunch of shit threads. the one interesting happening - bannon on 60 minutes - can't even max out a single thread. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: HdnoXlIf)  09/10/17(Sun)18:13:37 No.141084974▶ 
File: AB1C17C1-A2F7-4BA0-A8C4-6(...).jpg (95 KB, 750x734) 

 
>>141079777 
 
>777 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: tdjrwA24)  09/10/17(Sun)18:13:43 No.141084983▶ 
>>141085238 >>141085276 >>141085355 >>141085436 >>141085441 >>141085681 
>>141082840 
>Is there any hope Senate Anon? 
 
I offer you the hope of a long, nasty, uphill battle against all odds. Take down the blackmail networks, and we'll have our 
Republic back. Fail, and we're doomed. 
 
>WHy won't Trump have other loyal anons dump the real videos and emails into public domain and FORCE the take 
down of some past pesos traitors (HRC and her crew,)? 
 
If Trump exposes all of this right now, the whole country goes down. If you expose it, nothing happens. 
 
>>141082858 
 
Yes. Who do you think controls the DC police? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: gFNC9jik)  09/10/17(Sun)18:13:54 No.141084999▶ 
>>141085128 >>141086946 
>>141084328 
>I'm risking my life naming names on pedophile rings 
But you haven't directly stated who's a pedo ring. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: q7bVs22n)  09/10/17(Sun)18:15:27 No.141085128▶ 
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File: 1499113844652.png (389 KB, 600x432) 

 
>>141084999 
checked and kekd 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 69P2cWrG)  09/10/17(Sun)18:15:51 No.141085162▶ 
>>141085369 
File: IMG_4185.jpg (42 KB, 416x200) 

 
>>141081921 
This is the most true thing he has said larper or not 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: TUIOEWiq)  09/10/17(Sun)18:16:40 No.141085238▶ 
>>141084983 
Yeahhhh but trump doesn't have to expose it if he leaks it for someone else to expose 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: MbUMAbG6)  09/10/17(Sun)18:16:59 No.141085272▶ 
>>141086057 >>141087436 >>141089065 
>>141084793 
 
Wasn't George Washington a Free Mason? Then you have the DC layout with the pentagram. Was the US ever really its 
own country? Or has this all been planned since long ago? A large christian population ruled over by masons/jews. Our 
supreme court logo has a star of david shape. The "cleopatra needle" washington monument. Now, I don't necessarily 
believe in all of this and I'm just shooting shit with ideas. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: RkcwJ9WZ)  09/10/17(Sun)18:17:00 No.141085276▶ 
>>141087436 
>>141084983 
What can your average anon do about pedo rings? About missing kids and so-called hotspots from /htg/ threads? All I 
know to do is try and keep friends and family and another anons engaged and try to explain what I think is going on with 
news coming out instead of letting people fall to the media narrative or to sensationalism. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: w6gIcN/V)  09/10/17(Sun)18:17:02 No.141085282▶ 
File: Trump Casino boat.jpg (38 KB, 540x405) 

 
>>141080306 
>They give hookers to influential people at the Indiana casinos 
"Whoa...you mean I get an all-expenses-paid trip to Gary?" 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: PvK6Tup5)  09/10/17(Sun)18:17:45 No.141085355▶ 
>>141084983 
what if some of us have a fetish for being blackmailed? 
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>> 

 Anonymous (ID: q7bVs22n)  09/10/17(Sun)18:17:58 No.141085369▶ 
>>141085162 
Key word. OUR BILLS. 
 
Trump is going to end the fucking debt slavery on the world. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vJ3/6y/I)  09/10/17(Sun)18:18:17 No.141085410▶ 
>>141087436 
>>141084328 
Any casino owners in particular? 
Were we on the right track with pizza restaurants? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: BBd4XmVN)  09/10/17(Sun)18:18:20 No.141085413▶ 
>>141086496 >>141087436 
>>141083080 
>Love child with a black prostitute. 
not even murder gay? who fucking cares, he should come out as a proud republican faggot father of a half black crack 
prostitute baby 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: BX/xRRBX)  09/10/17(Sun)18:18:32 No.141085436▶ 
>>141087436 
>>141084983 
1) Did Trump really collude with the Russians, or is that just political theater? 
 
2) Are there any senator's who aren't blackmailed? 
 
3) Are all elections predetermined beforehand? If so, who will win midterms? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: QRgaTrpT)  09/10/17(Sun)18:18:36 No.141085441▶ 
>>141087750 
>>141084983 
Lets say you're right. How do we figure out who is involved in these networks? Is the info already out there from all the 
leaks? 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: tdjrwA24)  09/10/17(Sun)18:19:04 No.141085487▶ 
>>141085677 >>141085690 >>141086083 >>141087030 >>141087308 
>>141083260 
 
Yes. There's a lot, and more of it the higher up you get, but not the majority. The majority is stuff like having a video of a 
guy at an orgy. 
 
>>141080115 
 
Blackmailed. 
 
>>141083719 
 
Mnuchin=Skull and Bones. Why do you think the Chinese are buying up US real estate? 
 
>>141083396 
 
Bannon is on the Council for National Policy, the most important group of non-cucked conservatives. He could have easily 
hung on to power... except someone had dirt. They wanted him out of the way so Trump would be forced to accept 
Pence's plan at the Camp David meeting to reinforce Afghanistan to preserve the CIA's poppy supply. 
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>>141083495 
 
Yes. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ULMx+In3)  09/10/17(Sun)18:19:27 No.141085520▶ 
File: 1504082755473.png (668 KB, 3292x2365) 

 
>>141084328 
>Everyone freaked out about pizzagate. You guys backed off too soon, and stayed too geographically isolated. This goes 
on everywhere. You can take them down and they know it. 
YES. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 69P2cWrG)  09/10/17(Sun)18:19:50 No.141085553▶ 
>>141086600 
File: IMG_4186.jpg (84 KB, 720x540) 

 
>>141084434 
True shit... 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: q3DWCDYq)  09/10/17(Sun)18:19:59 No.141085572▶ 
>>141087750 
>>141078354 (OP) 
What is going on with Awan and where is it leading to? 
 
Will people be going to prison/hung? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: BX/xRRBX)  09/10/17(Sun)18:21:04 No.141085677▶ 
>>141087750 
>>141085487 
Will Trump be impeached for "Russian ties"? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: w6gIcN/V)  09/10/17(Sun)18:21:09 No.141085681▶ 
File: Business handshake.jpg (85 KB, 1072x1200) 

 
>>141084983 
>I offer you the hope of a long, nasty, uphill battle against all odds 
Better than a quick, certain descent into slavery and death. 
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I'll take it. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: XUKqyBjZ)  09/10/17(Sun)18:21:15 No.141085690▶ 
>>141087750 
>>141085487 
>Blackmailed. 
Don't tell me Gorka is a chomo too. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: FmUnCiP0)  09/10/17(Sun)18:21:33 No.141085719▶ 
>>141087750 
File: 1504974543975.jpg (46 KB, 545x677) 

 
>>141078354 (OP) 
So are ALL us senators and congressman being blackmailed with hardcore stuff or are they just being paid for? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: yF9jP7sd)  09/10/17(Sun)18:21:40 No.141085731▶ 
>>141083617 
>>Stop the pedophile rings 
How? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mCJ0PRx9)  09/10/17(Sun)18:21:46 No.141085741▶ 
>>141078354 (OP) 
You think I care about you? Try and find me, big shot.  
 
t. Shawn Christian 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mCJ0PRx9)  09/10/17(Sun)18:22:17 No.141085792▶ 
>>141078903 
Oh pedophile rings? Lie, he's never even been here. Go to sleep. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 66/7ppVD)  09/10/17(Sun)18:22:25 No.141085806▶ 
>>141088197 
Is hurricane Irma the physical manifestation of Trump's desire to drain the swamp? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ay6cmiUU)  09/10/17(Sun)18:22:27 No.141085810▶ 
>>141078354 (OP) 
>>LARPing this hard 
>>/Pol/ eats it up as gospel lmmfao 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: hubLkswN)  09/10/17(Sun)18:22:34 No.141085820▶ 
>>141078354 (OP) 
 
>high level staffer  
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I know you're bullshitting, otherwise you'd say you're "Chief of Staff" 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: hTe0n5DE)  09/10/17(Sun)18:23:02 No.141085869▶ 
>>141086460 
>>141079298 
porn shot? explain and post 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: duH1s/xn)  09/10/17(Sun)18:23:06 No.141085881▶ 
>>141088197 
>>141079636 
>>Pence is a traitor 
>>His associates run pedophile rings 
>They're really trying to push this meme, aren't they? 
 
I've noticed that too. Different people claiming to be on Trump's side, with different primary topics, but the same 
secondary topic about Pence. 
 
I can't say it's impossible, but it doesn't make a lot of sense. If they could force Trump to choose a central PedoGate figure 
as VP, they could force him to do a lot of other things they've been unable to. Or just forced him out of the election.  
 
Either Trump is trying to drain the swamp, or he isn't. If he is, he wouldn't have picked Pence if Pence is what they're 
saying. If he isn't, then their other claims about Trump are false. They're lying about one man or the other. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mCJ0PRx9)  09/10/17(Sun)18:23:17 No.141085894▶ 
>>141079698 
We know that you morons created ISIS. Just like you pulled WTC7, just like you made the ME your personal playground. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: zy6dOARk)  09/10/17(Sun)18:23:25 No.141085903▶ 
>>141083766 
I'll answer for OP: 
>keep digging, you're on the right track 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: zy6dOARk)  09/10/17(Sun)18:24:18 No.141085992▶ 
>>141084328 
>I'm risking my life.  
My god. A hero among us. 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: tdjrwA24)  09/10/17(Sun)18:24:36 No.141086016▶ 
>>141086225 >>141086232 >>141088288 >>141089347 
>>141083400 
 
Would you please pay attention? If Trump does that, you starve to death or get killed in a riot when the dollar collapses. 
He has to wait for the economy to improve, and he has no allies because of the blackmail rings. 
 
>>141083567 
 
I've seriously considered leaking it to try to free him up. It's a complex analysis, because the handlers would probably get 
it minimized in the media because he's such a loyal cuck, but they also might choose to take him out because they know 
that's all they have on him. 
 
>>141083766 
 
Investigate. And it has to go deeper, like getting access to computers or in-person investigations. Like O'keefe did. 

>> 
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 Anonymous (ID: hubLkswN)  09/10/17(Sun)18:24:41 No.141086026▶ 
>>141088197 
>>141078354 (OP) 
Do you work out of the capitol or state office? 

>> 

 Nathan Bedford Forrest (ID: GUWo5Uac)  09/10/17(Sun)18:24:52 No.141086054▶ 
>>141088197 
>>141084328 
 
How did they react to Pizzagate? Everyone in DC in on it or is it a select few? 
 
Why are they dumb enough to molest kids in a publicly accessible building where someone could easily swipe potentially 
damning evidence rather than private property? 
 
Also answer >>141084842 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: SJcCLoy+)  09/10/17(Sun)18:24:54 No.141086057▶ 
>>141085272 
>Wasn't George Washington a Free Mason? 
It is my understanding he was. 
 
You ask good questions and make good points. I don't know. To be honest, I never have studied freemasonary too 
deeply, but the few things Ii have come across over the years do not paint a pretty picture of the group. Also, some 
suggest that the Masons originally started off as a good group but like everything that is created by White Christians, it 
becomes infiltrated and destroyed and made ugly. So perhaps that is what happened here. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 0vgFHjOt)  09/10/17(Sun)18:25:11 No.141086083▶ 
>>141085487 
I suspected as much with his recusal for the fake Russia narrative, sad. 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: tdjrwA24)  09/10/17(Sun)18:26:26 No.141086194▶ 
>>141086563 
>>141083788 
 
Trying to build up Asia's infrastructure. But they're secretly controlled by the CFR and the globalists. 
 
>>141083924 
 
Masons are a pretty big part of the corruption. Shriners are especially perverted. 
 
>>141084036 
 
I don't have anything against Mormons. There's groups of Mormons that run blackmail rings. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: tgwQjSYV)  09/10/17(Sun)18:26:41 No.141086224▶ 
>>141078354 (OP) 
This is enough to make me cry, but I foresee Pence becoming POTUS. 
 
You know what that means, anons. God bless Trump. God be with him and protect him to the very end. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mCJ0PRx9)  09/10/17(Sun)18:26:43 No.141086225▶ 
>>141086338 >>141088596 
>>141086016 
Tell the United States to stop sex trafficking kids to my country. Thank you. 
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>> 

 Anonymous (ID: cpKYIxtf)  09/10/17(Sun)18:26:47 No.141086232▶ 
>>141088596 
>>141086016 
What's the deal with DWS and Awan's planted laptop? 
 
More shit swept under the rug like Weiner? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: w6gIcN/V)  09/10/17(Sun)18:27:03 No.141086262▶ 
>>141088596 
File: Gold Rush.jpg (225 KB, 1200x770) 

 
>>141084328 
>pizzagate 
>You guys backed off too soon, and stayed too geographically isolated 
Yeah, but we're still new at this overthrowing governments thing. (Not everyone here is CIA.) 
 
Any suggestions for where to expand, geographically speaking? 
 
I'm happy to hitch up my mule and join the gold rush, but even a vague general direction would be nice too. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: hubLkswN)  09/10/17(Sun)18:27:10 No.141086279▶ 
>>141086327 >>141088596 
>>141079698 
 
There's no way for a staffer to have such knowledge on issue like this. You guys are idiots for eating this up.  
 
t. Former D.C. lobbyist and congressional staffer 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: hxi9HqwD)  09/10/17(Sun)18:27:46 No.141086325▶ 
>>141086465 >>141089132 
Why did Trump have to get rid of Flynn? Like yeah you can be like "cause CIA" but what would they have done 
otherwise? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mCJ0PRx9)  09/10/17(Sun)18:27:47 No.141086327▶ 
>>141086279 
They're Americans just like you. They're born stupid. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: MPWL38tW)  09/10/17(Sun)18:27:54 No.141086338▶ 
>>141086485 
>>141086225 
Pretty sure your niglets are for eating. Nobody wants to Fuck that. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: BBd4XmVN)  09/10/17(Sun)18:29:17 No.141086460▶ 
>>141086610 
>>141085869 
some porn video box cover the guy looks like Pence and then people jump out with thats not him, I don't think it is him 
unless he rocked black and blonde hair back in the day 

>> 
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 Anonymous (ID: mCJ0PRx9)  09/10/17(Sun)18:29:23 No.141086465▶ 
>>141086776 >>141089132 
>>141086325 
Because of Kushner, you idiot. Kushner's father hired a prostitute to seduce his brother-in-law, arranged to record an 
encounter between the two, and had the tape sent to his sister. These aren't good people 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mCJ0PRx9)  09/10/17(Sun)18:29:38 No.141086485▶ 
>>141086615 
>>141086338 
You couldn't even come to my island, you fat fuck 

>> 

 Nathan Bedford Forrest (ID: GUWo5Uac)  09/10/17(Sun)18:29:44 No.141086496▶ 
File: pickett_gb.png (88 KB, 207x239) 

 
>>141083080 
 
>literally a nigger lover 
 
Yeah, he deserves the rope. 
 
>Nazis are all FBI, State Department, or CIA 
 
Even Cantwell? 
 
>>141084105 
 
kek'd 
 
I hate that fucking race traitor. 
 
>>141085413 
 
Well Sarah Palin's daughter has three kids out of wedlock and they weren't in the least bit ashamed of it so I guess it's a 
natural next step. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vJ3/6y/I)  09/10/17(Sun)18:30:08 No.141086528▶ 
>>141089132 
Have a patriot at fbi leak a file so we can unravel one of these rings. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: BBd4XmVN)  09/10/17(Sun)18:30:25 No.141086563▶ 
>>141086978 
File: Jeffs_ws1.jpg (4 KB, 150x200) 
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>>141086194 
>I don't have anything against Mormons 
they're a pedophile cult 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: akmCUP0t)  09/10/17(Sun)18:30:25 No.141086567▶ 
File: images-9.jpg (9 KB, 275x183) 

 
My gut tells me your a shill, if you can't provide proof your words are worthless. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 9qs3xYuf)  09/10/17(Sun)18:30:39 No.141086587▶ 
>it's an anonymous5 larp thread 
haven't killed yourself yet, frank? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 3MHzxIJL)  09/10/17(Sun)18:30:41 No.141086591▶ 
im gonna assume no proof has been posted ITT. i hate this place. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: gFNC9jik)  09/10/17(Sun)18:30:51 No.141086600▶ 
>>141085553 
>western NGO makes titanic, public ruckus over Afghan opium ruining the world 
>begins converting Afghan farmers to other cash crops 
>this is done politely, but mercenaries are hired to put down anyone that challenges this narrative 
>NGO calls every incident their hired mercs engage in "an unfortunate clash with regional terrorists" 
>internet is reduced to either NGO access or sat phones and foreign press are chauffeured by mercs 
wonder how feasible this is 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: hTe0n5DE)  09/10/17(Sun)18:30:56 No.141086610▶ 
>>141086460 
Ah okay, I remember seeing that. Thanks Anon 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: MPWL38tW)  09/10/17(Sun)18:30:59 No.141086615▶ 
>>141086485 
Wtf. Why would i want to. You niggers have kuru. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: CLuNC42u)  09/10/17(Sun)18:31:05 No.141086624▶ 
What happens with the Anwan investigation? How deep does the rabbit hole go and how many go down? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ub8Vk7sM)  09/10/17(Sun)18:31:20 No.141086643▶ 
>>141089132 
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>>141078354 (OP) 
How do the Israelis feel about Trump? How about AIPAC? I understand it's silly to only implicate Jews in the swamp or act 
like they're all-powerful, but they do have influence. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: w6gIcN/V)  09/10/17(Sun)18:32:45 No.141086776▶ 
>>141087372 
File: Kushner Corps.jpg (45 KB, 587x403) 

 
>>141086465 
>Kushner 
>These aren't good people 
No fucking joke. 
 
If we don't stop them from making Kushner President in 2024, we're all dead. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: PlWzfXbn)  09/10/17(Sun)18:32:57 No.141086796▶ 
>>141084846 
>fuckall happens here. 
Exactly why they have it located there, keep it on the down low 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ia89iXGQ)  09/10/17(Sun)18:33:41 No.141086855▶ 
>>141087196 
Sorry yo. I absolutely do NOT believe Trump cucked himself like this. 
Whether or not you believe in the time traveler theory, he has been planning on running for president for almost 30 years. 
He knows everything about everything and would NOT have chosen Pence as VP unless he could trust him. He would 
NOT have chosen Sessions as AG if he didn't think he would do his job, and so on. 
Everyone Trump brought into his admin right now each serves a specific purpose at this point in time. Once their purpose 
is over, they will leave, and be of more use somewhere else not in the admin. IE, Bannon and Gorka. 
You are right about some of your points, like the CIA drug money keeping the US economy afloat, that is correct, and the 
pedo rings, but Trump is not cucked.  
Why are all you namefags the same? 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: tdjrwA24)  09/10/17(Sun)18:34:33 No.141086946▶ 
>>141087237 >>141087244 >>141087290 >>141087354 >>141087365 >>141087461 >>141087627 >>141088001 >>14
1089159 
>>141084166 
 
Yelstin was a plant by the globalists. Bush Sr. bought him off with drug money. 
 
>>141084313 
 
There's nothing to come out. 
 
>>141084541 
 
He could do it without getting killed. But not with the economy the way it is and almost $20 trillion in debt. 
 
>>141084571 
 
Besides Ben Carson, almost every single person in his cabinet and inside the White House is dirty. 
 
>>141084574 
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And the Catholic Church is supposed to be about worshipping God, but there's people inside that were raping kids. 
 
>>141084842 
 
Soros wants you to form right-wing death squads and fight Antifa, so you don't fight him. 
 
>>141084846 
 
Bush Sr. got his kids from Nebraska. Easier to hide it. 
 
>>141084999 
 
Already named Mike Pence. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 90B9qUJ4)  09/10/17(Sun)18:34:43 No.141086959▶ 
>>141080135 
High level staffer for a US Senator: 
>The cucks said they would go to war 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: PvK6Tup5)  09/10/17(Sun)18:34:55 No.141086978▶ 
>>141087140 >>141087237 
>>141086563 
i was a hot little piece of ass and i never had anyone try to pedophile me. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: dywM0YrU)  09/10/17(Sun)18:35:22 No.141087030▶ 
File: 1501284853587.jpg (47 KB, 720x439) 

 
>>141085487 
>Bannon is on the Council for National Policy, the most important group of non-cucked conservatives. He could have 
easily hung on to power... except someone had dirt. They wanted him out of the way so Trump would be forced to accept 
Pence's plan at the Camp David meeting to reinforce Afghanistan to preserve the CIA's poppy supply. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 7cMx6u9i)  09/10/17(Sun)18:35:24 No.141087036▶ 
>>141087179 
>>141079336 
>Fuck Steve Bannon 
Nope. 
 
http://www.jta.org/2016/11/14/news-opinion/politics/trumps-chief-strategist-5-things-jews-need-to-know-about-stephen-
bannon 
 
The whole Trump loves Isreal, Bannon loves Isreal, shit is just them keeping their enemies close. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: gc4sWZdY)  09/10/17(Sun)18:36:00 No.141087093▶ 
>>141088173 >>141089707 
File: trumpduke_0.png (369 KB, 645x363) 

 
>>141078354 (OP) 
What relationship does David Duke have with the establishment? 
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It seems like the media uses people like David Duke to incite hatred against Trump voters. 
 
Also, is there any truth to reports of Trump being incompetent or mentally ill? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: zNwLcI3K)  09/10/17(Sun)18:36:10 No.141087104▶ 
>>141089707 
>>141078354 (OP) 
If you're still there, Senateanon,I want you to know something.  
We the people believe strongly in Donald Trump. I honestly think that affords him a level of protection. As long as the 
Overton Window remains such that the idea of harming Trump is unacceptable, and as long as there's visible outrage 
whenever these bastards threaten a coup, I think Trump is under a certain degree of protection. That's why we meme so 
hard. The ideas that people are exposed to matter and have a tangible effect.  
It's not enough on its own, though. We need people in positions of power to stand up and make it clear that they are on 
the side of the President. We need people in the military and judges to make it clear that they support him. We need 
people like you to tell us what's going on and to protect us from being PSYOP'd.  
This is a dangerous game you're playing. Seth Rich ate a bullet for this kind of shit, and you could probably face 
nonviolent retaliation for this even if you don't get hurt. These people don't fuck around. But we need brave people. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: MPWL38tW)  09/10/17(Sun)18:36:31 No.141087140▶ 
>>141086978 
Wtf. Just because you were too ugly to diddle doesn't mean pedos don't exist. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: q7bVs22n)  09/10/17(Sun)18:37:00 No.141087179▶ 
>>141087408 
File: 1491773098358.jpg (247 KB, 882x846) 

 
>>141087036 
NO DUDE  
 
https://www.cbsnews.com/videos/steve-bannon/ 
 
2 minutes and 30 seconds in. 
 
STEVE BANNON SAYS THE SWAMP IS BENEFICIAL TO US AND HE SAYS HE THINKS ITS A SUCCESSFUL 
BUSINESS MODEL. 
 
 
FUCK STEVE BANNON 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: KNXF6Egi)  09/10/17(Sun)18:37:12 No.141087196▶ 
>>141087402 >>141089707 
>>141086855 
I agree there is 0 chance he isn't planning this. The MUH Russia will be a screen, so when shit starts coming down the 
MSM can tell the sheep that it is Russian disinfo, and congress will force Trump publicly to go to war. He wont so they 
impeach and put in pence. Now that's the KEY is Pence on Trumps side? or not? Notice Ted Cruz has been on Trumps 
side? I think he knows whats up. Same with sessions and Paul. they support him as much as they can, but still playing a 
part. I think Cruz fought so hard in the primary becasuse he thought Trump was one of them, and he isn't. 

>> 
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 Anonymous (ID: PvK6Tup5)  09/10/17(Sun)18:37:34 No.141087236▶ 
File: republicofamerica.jpg (95 KB, 612x575) 

 
I support the real Trump. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: BBd4XmVN)  09/10/17(Sun)18:37:35 No.141087237▶ 
>>141087386 
>>141086978 
>i was a hot little piece of ass and i never had anyone try to pedophile me. 
too bad your mom didn't want you to succeed in show business 
 
>>141086946 
>And the Catholic Church 
when will we tax them? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: +Qdlrd3d)  09/10/17(Sun)18:37:39 No.141087244▶ 
File: 55264364.jpg (72 KB, 482x320) 

 
>>141086946 
>He could do it without getting killed. But not with the economy the way it is and almost $20 trillion in debt. 
It seems like people keep forgetting this part- we can't do anything against that mountain of debt collapsing not because 
we're literally helpless fucks (we are, but being charitable here) but because OTHER COUNTRIES WONT and will want to 
snatch up whatever they can. If chaos breaks out, it'll be outside forces to worry about moreso than the main opposition. 
Correct? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: SJcCLoy+)  09/10/17(Sun)18:38:19 No.141087290▶ 
>>141089707 
>>141086946 
>Besides Ben Carson, almost every single person in his cabinet and inside the White House is dirty. 
I absolutely believe you and believe this to be true. Trump campaigned saying he had the "best and brightest" minds and 
people that he knew and would bring in to the White House. Instead, we got a bunch of commie-globalist swamp 
monsters who have no intention of allowing Trump to move forward with the agenda he was voted in for. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: q4KsY7J+)  09/10/17(Sun)18:38:29 No.141087308▶ 
>>141089707 
>>141085487it seems liberal media is throwing stories at public to desensitize. Think about it. If people don't raise 
eyebrows on dildos in schools, young transgender kids, shills on pol about Dick size. Fast forward, if tape comes out 
w/senator in orgy- no big deal. No one cares. They are guiding public' response in just story breaks. Even furry 
congressman got very little reaction. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: zNwLcI3K)  09/10/17(Sun)18:38:43 No.141087336▶ 
>>141089963 
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>>141078354 (OP) 
Be real with us, OP. What do you know about the pedos that we don't know already? Names. Hints. Even a confirmation 
that something 4chan suspects is correct. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: cpKYIxtf)  09/10/17(Sun)18:38:57 No.141087354▶ 
>>141086946 
OK how do you know all of this again? What's your credentials? My guess is you're at best some LARPing LC who's 
posting shit he read off the internet. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 573/5VRL)  09/10/17(Sun)18:38:58 No.141087357▶ 
>>141089963 
>>141078354 (OP) 
>I'm a high level staffer for a US Senator. 
 
Who? 
McCain? Feinstein? Cruz? McConnel?Schumer? 
 
You're all trying to fuck over Trump, and the American people. 
All of you are nothing but self serving shit. 
Eventually the American people will get to the point were we dust off the gallows and the guillotines and give you sons-of-
bitches your what for. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: gFNC9jik)  09/10/17(Sun)18:39:07 No.141087365▶ 
>>141089963 
>>141086946 
>Mike Pence 
I know Mike is the kind of guy that would service a whole group of people, but one person is not a ring or organization. 
The closest you've come to pointing the finger at an organization blackmailing to keep pedos safe was another guy talking 
about the ROJ. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mCJ0PRx9)  09/10/17(Sun)18:39:14 No.141087372▶ 
>>141088150 
>>141086776 
I'm hoping that Zuckerberg has Kushner killed. Seriously. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: PvK6Tup5)  09/10/17(Sun)18:39:20 No.141087386▶ 
>>141087237 
>too bad your mom didn't want you to succeed in show business 
I almost went to BYU film school. I was going to direct a Joseph Smith biopic but instead I stayed home and smoked 
weed. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: MPWL38tW)  09/10/17(Sun)18:39:37 No.141087402▶ 
>>141087196 
I agree, anon. Cruz is creepy. But in the end I really fucking respect him. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: VM7+saoA)  09/10/17(Sun)18:39:40 No.141087408▶ 
>>141087639 
>>141087179 
he says it's a successful business model for swamp creatures you idiot. That's why he thinks it'll take 20 years to drain it 
completely 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: tdjrwA24)  09/10/17(Sun)18:39:52 No.141087436▶ 
>>141087606 >>141087664 >>141087888 >>141088649 
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>>141085272 
 
Washington was Grand Orient. The pyramid on the dollar is Christian, not masonic. 
 
>>141085276 
 
You can do more than the FBI or police, not less. 
 
>>141085410 
 
Most of them. Sheldon Adelson is the worst of the bunch. 
 
>>141085413 
 
Preaching to the choir, anon. 
 
>>141085436 
 
No. Bernie Sanders. Yes. Whoever the rich guys want will get enough money to win the primaries, then it's up to the 
people. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 0XjAsshr)  09/10/17(Sun)18:39:59 No.141087453▶ 
>>141079139 
>wants to sound intelligent 
>says ppl 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: lErhaE/g)  09/10/17(Sun)18:40:04 No.141087457▶ 
>>141087850 >>141090153 
Unimportant lurker here... 
 
I know about 90% of what you mentioned in this thread, even about Pence and Mueller. 
 
All of it pisses me off. 
 
What pisses me off more is how BRAIN DEAD this supposed red pulled board is. Especially since we have the numbers 
to beat these occult faggots. 
 
We need an overhaul during the 2018 election. Replace the swamp with /our/ own guys and also take down all the pedo 
rings. 
 
I just wish there was a pragmatic way to guide people in the Right direction without getting v&'d. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mCJ0PRx9)  09/10/17(Sun)18:40:07 No.141087461▶ 
>>141087601 >>141090153 
>>141086946 
>>141086946 
What country are they getting this kids from then, know it all? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: TUIOEWiq)  09/10/17(Sun)18:40:21 No.141087491▶ 
>>141087982 
>>141084793 
Meh. I dunno mate. Maybe at a certain level. I got recruited 10+ years ago to join the masons and they were a bunch of 
really old dudes. I was like, nah bros, no thanks. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Rttxg9pi)  09/10/17(Sun)18:40:38 No.141087516▶ 
>>141090153 
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>>141078354 (OP) 
Do you plan to make a 2nd thread once this hits bump limit? I.E 300 posts 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: MPWL38tW)  09/10/17(Sun)18:41:37 No.141087601▶ 
>>141087684 
>>141087461 
Places with attractive children. Why do you think the Russian collusion is all mixed up with us adoption bans. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mCJ0PRx9)  09/10/17(Sun)18:41:41 No.141087606▶ 
>>141090153 >>141090422 
>>141087436 
It's never been up to the people, stop lying. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: SJcCLoy+)  09/10/17(Sun)18:41:52 No.141087627▶ 
File: 1483478188926.png (1.7 MB, 1022x1205) 

 
>>141086946 
>And the Catholic Church is supposed to be about worshipping God, but there's people inside that were raping kids. 
Because it was infiltrated by commies and I have found documentation of this, admitted by the commies themselves, 
going back to the 1940s. But my readings have found that even as far back as the mid 1800s they were already infiltrating 
the Church to destroy it from within. Now they have pretty much succeeded. 
 
But, fear not! Jesus promised His church would never die, and it will not. There are still plenty of traditional Catholics who 
practice the true religion and it will be on us to keep the flame of the church alive. And we will with the help of Jesus and 
the Holy Ghost. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: q7bVs22n)  09/10/17(Sun)18:42:00 No.141087639▶ 
>>141087408 
He's a zionist puppet. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: iY4z0hhM)  09/10/17(Sun)18:42:09 No.141087664▶ 
>>141090698 
>>141087436 
>Whoever the rich guys want will get enough money to win the primaries, then it's up to the people. 
So I'm guessing the rich guys wanted Jeb, not Trump. Can't control for candidates being rich on their own though. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mCJ0PRx9)  09/10/17(Sun)18:42:23 No.141087684▶ 
>>141087981 >>141090698 
>>141087601 
Then why do so many kids go missing in Virginia? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vcgyjW/y)  09/10/17(Sun)18:42:23 No.141087685▶ 
>>141090698 
File: IMG_9378.jpg (91 KB, 469x762) 
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>ok imma gonna bite. 
I keep hearing how stopping the drug trade crashes the US economy. But the amount is usually something like $500 bills. 
Against an economy of $19 trills. So I can see the hit against seeAyyys(lmao)eeehs and the non profit (Amazon, FB, 
Google, etc) but how does it crash the economy overall? (For the record, the Owl landscape around the Capitol Bldg didn't 
get put in until 1911. Before that, it was pretty comfy. And MCain has this stupid long office on the first of the senate 
across from OP says what?) 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: zNwLcI3K)  09/10/17(Sun)18:42:33 No.141087701▶ 
>>141087895 >>141090698 
Who, to your knowledge, is on the President's side in the case of a civil war scenario, and who is a traitor? 

>> 

 Nathan Bedford Forrest (ID: GUWo5Uac)  09/10/17(Sun)18:42:42 No.141087719▶ 
>>141090698 
File: Trump leading Communist R(...).png (929 KB, 940x614) 

 
>>141079698 
>Yes. The US created ISIS. During Obama's time, the Generals (including Flynn) helped the Russians stop them. Trump 
has let the Russians finish ISIS off. Israel is trying to save them. 
>They're trying to push Trump into fighting North Korea. CFR has wanted to reunify the peninsula for years. China is the 
next host for the globalists' disease. 
 
What's the war plan with Russia/NK? Total war of annihilation complete with nuclear bombs or some Gulf War "limited" 
airstrikes that just puts on a show for the cameras? 
 
Given the US Military's appalling state, it seems any big ground would turn into a humiliating fiasco à la the Russo-
Japanese/1st World War and trigger an outcry that pushes America toward Civil War à la the Russian Revolution? 
 
Will Bannon/Trump be /ourLenin/? 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: tdjrwA24)  09/10/17(Sun)18:43:01 No.141087750▶ 
>>141088173 
>>141085441 
 
Don't worry about the perverts. Find the blackmailers. 
 
>>141085572 
 
Operation Gladio B. No one important is going to prison, as of right now. That could be changed with a proper dose of 
autism. 
 
>>141085677 
 
That's being considered, and Pence has discussed it with his own party. 
 
>>141085690 
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Again, I don't know what they had on him, but he was dirty. 
 
>>141085719 
 
Most are blackmailed. And paid for. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: zNwLcI3K)  09/10/17(Sun)18:44:08 No.141087850▶ 
>>141087457 
This is key. Pedogate and the human trafficking element are nuke-level important in winning this. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: E7x1GgXV)  09/10/17(Sun)18:44:11 No.141087852▶ 
>>141088236 
>>141078354 (OP) 
Gtfo pence is a trime taveler. Fuck of. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ifJxupgs)  09/10/17(Sun)18:44:30 No.141087885▶ 
>>141088236 
File: IMG_2855.png (371 KB, 1136x640) 

 
>>141078354 (OP) 
You know the rules: time stamp. 
 
But, just in case, what is the end game of defying trump? Are you all just reading "the dictator's handbook" (an actual book 
like the prince) and trying to appease your keys to power by keeping the swamp filled? 
 
Does the south need to rise again? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: +Qdlrd3d)  09/10/17(Sun)18:44:30 No.141087888▶ 
>>141087436 
>You can do more than the FBI or police, not less. 
Is this because we aren't strictly bound by their rules voluntarily like these public servants/agents of the state? Because 
they need to always keep a show for people outside of their world but can do whatever they want to the people inside of 
it? Just throwing out thoughts 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mCJ0PRx9)  09/10/17(Sun)18:44:34 No.141087895▶ 
>>141087701 
>on his side 
Militias 
 
>Traitors 
Likely most of the US military. Why? Majority of them were enlisted during the Obama Administration and a lot of them still 
have commanders that were in there during Bush and Obama's reign of terror 
 
I doubt at this very moment that Trump's own family is on his side. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: dBi0KMaT)  09/10/17(Sun)18:44:57 No.141087930▶ 
>>141084328 
>I'm risking my life naming names on pedophile rings so that one of you guys can put a camera on them. 
 
Bullshit. If you're actually a staffer, post your hill badge with your info covered or STFU. I'd post mine but I left the hill in 
2010. 
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Right now you've offered evidence of nothing, with ridiculous claims, like the typical conspiracy larpers around here. 
 
Post proof or fuck off. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 6uk+FUyL)  09/10/17(Sun)18:44:59 No.141087938▶ 
>>141083932 
>This whole thread is nonsense. 
 
But hilarious nonsense. I know most of us are just fucking around but I also suspect some of the most brainwashed /pols 
actually believe some of this. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: rUiSlJ/N)  09/10/17(Sun)18:45:22 No.141087967▶ 
>>141078354 (OP) 
You goddamned motherfuckers do not represent WE the people and the day of the rope is coming for you and (((them))) 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: MPWL38tW)  09/10/17(Sun)18:45:29 No.141087981▶ 
>>141088080 
>>141087684 
>Niglet island monkey thinks American children are ugly 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: SJcCLoy+)  09/10/17(Sun)18:45:29 No.141087982▶ 
>>141088904 
>>141087491 
Like everything there is good and bad. But overall, I do believe the Freemasons are a bad, bad group doing bad things 
behind the scenes. 
 
Personally, I believe any secret group is questionable and the fact we allow Bilderberg and Bohemian Grove to exist tells 
you the power they have. They are in those secret groups and they are making decisions on us and our world without our 
input and without regard to what we want and say. And we allow it. Every year they meet and we allow it, never knowing 
what they discuss. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: BNlS8oiG)  09/10/17(Sun)18:45:40 No.141088001▶ 
>>141088289 
>>141086946 
>He could do it without getting killed. But not with the economy the way it is and almost $20 trillion in debt. 
>Globalists plan to crash the economy and make bank in China. 
 
Why not just fucking leak it all then? Give us our Day of the Rope. Trump would literally be God Emperor with 100% 
support from the populace. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: tgwQjSYV)  09/10/17(Sun)18:46:10 No.141088056▶ 
Can you make a new thread and provide link and copy pasta original post? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 9n/gallO)  09/10/17(Sun)18:46:20 No.141088079▶ 
>>141088872 
File: Semitic Anglo Traits.jpg (85 KB, 680x458) 
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>>141078354 (OP) 
These anglokikes are so scared of Trump's Irish administration. 
 
Hue hue Bannons a traitor 
Hue hue Flynns a traitor 
Hue hue McMasters a traitor 
Hue hue Spicers traitor 
Hue hue Kelly Conway is a traitor 
Hue hue Pence is a traitor. 
 
What do all these people have in common other than being traitors? They are Irish Americans. 
 
hue hue I'm an anglokike faggot. kys 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mCJ0PRx9)  09/10/17(Sun)18:46:21 No.141088080▶ 
>>141088282 
>>141087981 
I never said they were ugly. It's been proven that there's a conspiracy with AMBER Alert and Virginia. Don't believe me? 
Look it up yourself. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Rttxg9pi)  09/10/17(Sun)18:46:23 No.141088086▶ 
>>141078354 (OP) 
Do you think Clinton may pre-emptively end America by releasing everything on the C.F? Because she doesnt have any 
more left to lose. Or would that be something Clinton isn't willing to do. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: w6gIcN/V)  09/10/17(Sun)18:47:08 No.141088150▶ 
>>141088709 
File: CNBC attacks Zuckerberg t(...).jpg (110 KB, 621x740) 

 
>>141087372 
If Faceberg shows any real sign of doing more than just sucking all the oxygen out of the race so no one else opposes 
Kushner, the Zionists will have Faceberg killed faster than his zombie army can hit the "like" button. 
 
Zuckerberg may have $50B in Wall St. debt-money, but that won't keep him alive if Kushner's cult wants him dead. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: gc4sWZdY)  09/10/17(Sun)18:47:21 No.141088173▶ 
>>141087093 
>>141087750 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: tdjrwA24)  09/10/17(Sun)18:47:34 No.141088197▶ 
>>141088374 >>141088516 >>141088558 >>141088650 >>141088937 
>>141085806 
 
No, weather control by the deep state. 
 
>>141085881 
 
I already explained why Trump picked Pence. If he stayed with Flynn, the cat's out of the bag and the dollar collapses 
before he takes office. You guys have no idea what he's up against because you don't even bother to learn the stuff about 
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the CIA that's available to the public. 
 
>>141086026 
 
No comment. 
 
>>141086054 
 
Full-on panic. Robert David Steele was set up to be the limited hangout if it got really bad. They would have hung the 
pedos, kept the more normal perverts, and told everyone it was ok. 

>> 

 Nathan Bedford Forrest (ID: GUWo5Uac)  09/10/17(Sun)18:48:06 No.141088236▶ 
File: robert e lee you could've(...).png (615 KB, 559x700) 

 
>>141087852 
 
You're thinking of Baron Trump and Steve Bannon. 
 
>>141087885 
>Does the south need to rise again? 
 
Do you even need to ask that? None of the evil shit that happens on a daily basis would exist in a world where the South 
had won. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: tgwQjSYV)  09/10/17(Sun)18:48:06 No.141088237▶ 
Pence will be the President and he's going to shill the country ala Obama style "unity" and "healing" while quietly 
marching us closer to a third-world communist hellhole. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: PlWzfXbn)  09/10/17(Sun)18:48:23 No.141088269▶ 
>>141083317 
>XD 
Yes please do leave 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: MPWL38tW)  09/10/17(Sun)18:48:30 No.141088282▶ 
>>141088080 
>no actually I'm not an island niglet monkey. Here's breaking news from literally 12months ago that i just heard from 
George Webb 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: lErhaE/g)  09/10/17(Sun)18:48:30 No.141088283▶ 
>>141088923 >>141090211 
OK OP, now I have a question for you 
 
Last year in Nov/December people were chasing the block chain dead man switch Assange had. Polacks had to be extra 
cautious and go to endchan just to keep investigating. 
 
What the fuck was that all about? What happened to anyone who got close to the whole enchilada? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 66/7ppVD)  09/10/17(Sun)18:48:32 No.141088288▶ 
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>>141086016 
 
Is Mark Zuckerberg connected to Pedowood in some way? Also I have a theory regarding China and the wall. 
 
Considering how big communism is down in South America I think it's going to go to shit pretty badly even worse than it is 
now. Trump doesn't want to just build a better and more sturdy wall because he wants to curb illegals coming into the 
country but to stop the fallout of communism from spreading. A lot of SJW shit is paid for by China and Zuckerberg is also 
probably connected to that since he's been trying to get in bed with the Chinese for years and I've noticed there has been 
a big demand for white people in China in the past few years with shit like Vice running articles on how you can live like a 
God if you're white. If communism fails in South America and the after effects fuck America then the college professors 
are going to flee to China and live like kings like in the old days. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Rttxg9pi)  09/10/17(Sun)18:48:34 No.141088289▶ 
>>141088001 
Then you wouldn't have a country, as the anon said. Gotta make sure everything is prepped and in place, unless some 
autists here decide to do investigative work, and risk their life. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: DUcbLtQU)  09/10/17(Sun)18:48:46 No.141088311▶ 
>>141088398 >>141088791 
File: Fuckoff.jpg (18 KB, 320x240) 

 
>>141078354 (OP) 
Digits says you're a LARPing faggot. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: SJcCLoy+)  09/10/17(Sun)18:49:32 No.141088374▶ 
>>141088197 
>I already explained why Trump picked Pence. 
I am too lazy to go through the thread and find what said but it is my understanding that commie-globalist Jared and 
Ivanka convinced Trump to pick Pence, which tells you Pence is (((their))) guy. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: V5mLEpAu)  09/10/17(Sun)18:49:38 No.141088388▶ 
File: 8-12-17_FalseFlag4.jpg (1.88 MB, 2352x4838) 

 
>>141081850 
>>141083080 
>Yes. Antifa is Soros, and the Nazis are all FBI, State Department, or CIA. 
Exactly, there's a lot of video clips and things that raise questions about the official narrative 
>https://i.imgur.com/aYqS7DX.jpg 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: RkcwJ9WZ)  09/10/17(Sun)18:49:49 No.141088398▶ 
File: 1505052389826.jpg (87 KB, 882x640) 
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>>141088311 
checked 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: tgwQjSYV)  09/10/17(Sun)18:50:05 No.141088430▶ 
>>141079303 
>Reality is, he knows the whole city is dirty and he has no allies. 
I'm crying for Trump. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: gFNC9jik)  09/10/17(Sun)18:51:03 No.141088516▶ 
File: 220664.png (122 KB, 200x134) 

 
>>141088197 
>weather control 
>No comment. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: cpKYIxtf)  09/10/17(Sun)18:51:28 No.141088558▶ 
>>141088197 
>t. Intern who reads Infowars and Sibel Edmond's website 
 
How about you offer something tangible? 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: tdjrwA24)  09/10/17(Sun)18:51:51 No.141088596▶ 
>>141088897 >>141089102 >>141089137 
>>141086225 
 
I have no power to effect this policy change. You have the power to catch them in the act, and shut it down. 
 
>>141086232 
 
Other party, so I don't know all the details, but it was basically all part of the Democrats' blackmail networks and the CIA. 
 
>>141086262 
 
Start small, then. Try to catch your mayor, or a state senator, or even a dirty cop or some political donor. These guys 
aren't hard to catch. 
 
>>141086279 
 
Yeah, there's a lot of people in DC that don't see what goes on around them. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: JXqAtgg2)  09/10/17(Sun)18:52:14 No.141088632▶ 
File: 286d3369dbe09f69e8d0c6da7(...).jpg (38 KB, 403x392) 
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>>141079594 
>>141079636 
Give proof! 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: BNlS8oiG)  09/10/17(Sun)18:52:23 No.141088649▶ 
>>141087436 
>Bernie Sanders 
DNC emails suggest otherwise 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 9n/gallO)  09/10/17(Sun)18:52:22 No.141088650▶ 
>>141088818 
File: Irish & Pan-European Popu(...).png (708 KB, 1756x1045) 

 
>>141088197 
Oy Vey! Trump selected all these Irish American to fill up his administration. This really has my Rabbi worried. I think I'll 
LARP on 4chan as a staffer and call them all "traitors". 
 
I'm a card carrying British Tory kiddy fucker so It's my duty to sabotage any uprising against my criminal cabal of 
anglokikes. Oy vey! 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: t7e2MDkP)  09/10/17(Sun)18:52:48 No.141088703▶ 
>>141081956 
You have me convinced that you know as well. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mCJ0PRx9)  09/10/17(Sun)18:52:52 No.141088709▶ 
>>141089454 
>>141088150 
What does Kushner have that Zuckerberg doesn't? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 1zCerudY)  09/10/17(Sun)18:52:58 No.141088717▶ 
How deep and wide does the Dennis Hastert rabbit hole go? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: PvK6Tup5)  09/10/17(Sun)18:53:18 No.141088736▶ 
>>141088867 >>141088980 

File: 匿名.jpg (55 KB, 418x626) 
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my message to the blackmailers: 
"omae wa mou shindeiru" 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mCJ0PRx9)  09/10/17(Sun)18:53:51 No.141088791▶ 
>>141088311 
But am I? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: t7e2MDkP)  09/10/17(Sun)18:54:02 No.141088811▶ 
>>141082199 
Nice digits 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: gFNC9jik)  09/10/17(Sun)18:54:06 No.141088818▶ 
>>141088650 
Didn't someone point out a lot of major credit reporters and bankers are run by Irish Catholics? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: q7bVs22n)  09/10/17(Sun)18:54:34 No.141088867▶ 
File: 1474218326565.png (546 KB, 625x639) 

 
>>141088736 

>> 

 Nathan Bedford Forrest (ID: GUWo5Uac)  09/10/17(Sun)18:54:35 No.141088872▶ 
>>141089303 
File: International Irish Conspiracy.jpg (495 KB, 748x2009) 

 
>>141088079 
 
FUCKING HIBERIANS 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mCJ0PRx9)  09/10/17(Sun)18:54:53 No.141088897▶ 
>>141088596 
We already had a sex trial on this island. I thought Trump was going to go after Podesta and all that shit? Didn't happen. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: TUIOEWiq)  09/10/17(Sun)18:54:58 No.141088904▶ 
>>141087982 
I don't doubt that they get into some bad shit. But I don't think at this time they are a very powerful group. That's all. Not 
discounting the evil that secret societies facilitate by any means. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: meNEX/Kn)  09/10/17(Sun)18:55:12 No.141088923▶ 
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>>141088283 
OMG, I would love an answer to this. I spent more time than I care to admit on this topic. It was very irritating to say the 
least. The amount of shills & virgin trolls that would derail shit was disgusting. There were some serious mentally unstable 
people working on it as well that derailed shit non-stop as well. After 3 or 4 months, I gave up. I think it was a huge larp 
personally. Which really angers me. Oh well. At least I feel dumb about wasting all that time & energy thinking I was 
actually making a difference. God I'm an idiot. Never again 

>> 

 Anonymous4 (ID: lErhaE/g)  09/10/17(Sun)18:55:20 No.141088937▶ 
>>141089210 >>141089410 
>>141088197 
>No, weather control by the deep state. 
 
I figured it was HAARP... Those insufferable faggots. 
 
And you mentioned Nebraska, came across this the other day 
>https://www.reddit.com/r/C_S_T/comments/5h8rw3/crime_inc_this_pedophilia_scandal_is_a_resonance/?utm_content=ti
tle&utm_medium=user&utm_source=reddit&utm_name=frontpage 
 
I've also seen /our blue guys/ come on here asking for help taking down crooked policemen. 
 
This is literally a battle between good and evil, but the Good is too stupid to be cohesive and too distracted to stay on 
task. 
 
This is our war room and we're not even using it to the full capacity like we did last year, fucking shills and shariablue 
faggots coming in every hour sliding threads and pushing bullshit. 
 
We need to get everyone Researching, Observing, and for fucks sake Thinking about what's going on, what has 
happened, and what we could do to turn the tides already. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: iNbBhtk4)  09/10/17(Sun)18:55:46 No.141088972▶ 
File: 1504831555673.png (165 KB, 845x182) 

 
>>141078354 (OP) 
ok i have a pic related and this thread 
>>141088648 → 
 
can you explain if anything will be a /happening/ tomorrow 
>will anything big go down 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mCJ0PRx9)  09/10/17(Sun)18:55:52 No.141088980▶ 
>>141089341 
File: 1482246198275.jpg (14 KB, 500x375) 

 
>>141088736 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 06MmW30T)  09/10/17(Sun)18:56:35 No.141089049▶ 
God bless 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: tgwQjSYV)  09/10/17(Sun)18:56:42 No.141089063▶ 
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Who are the blackmailers? How do we find them and kill them? 
 
Asking for a friend. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: pWlsJMHS)  09/10/17(Sun)18:56:42 No.141089065▶ 
>>141085272 
The whole idea of courts ruling is called kritarchy, which the ancient Jews practiced. It's why they've pushed for the 
SCOTUS to become a fourth branch of government that rules in ways that effectively make laws not intended by any 
democratic legislature. It's why there's such a commotion about judicial nominations every election. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: r7NSdICU)  09/10/17(Sun)18:56:53 No.141089087▶ 
>>141084846 
Look up the Franklin Nebraska cover-up 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 9n/gallO)  09/10/17(Sun)18:57:02 No.141089102▶ 
File: 1486936080022.jpg (427 KB, 800x820) 

 
>>141088596 
>British Tory Kiddy Fucker Confirmed 
Oy vey! we must get rid of these Irish Americans inside Trump's administration. My Rabbi says they're really fucking up 
our global plans. 
 
After Pence is gone we'll go after Trump next. None of these populist scum are part of our British Troy / Jewish kiddy 
fucker cult. Oy Vey! 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: tdjrwA24)  09/10/17(Sun)18:57:17 No.141089132▶ 
>>141089701 >>141089739 >>141090470 
>>141086325 
 
CIA drug-dealing is a major portion of the federal budget. 
 
>>141086465 
 
Kushner is 3-4 levels down the totem pole. Soros funded and created him, and Soros is a patsy for the globalists that run 
the Federal Reserve. 
 
>>141086528 
 
Clean people at FBI don't have the info. Superiors won't let them do their job. 
 
>>141086643 
 
They're not happy with him letting Russia take out ISIS. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: gc4sWZdY)  09/10/17(Sun)18:57:19 No.141089137▶ 
File: putin-boy-kiss.jpg (280 KB, 2048x1536) 
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>>141088596 
You make it sound like this shit only happens in America, Shill. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: PlWzfXbn)  09/10/17(Sun)18:57:39 No.141089159▶ 
>>141086946 
>Soros wants you to form right-wing death squads and fight Antifa, so you don't fight him. 
If you kill your enemies they win 

>> 

 Anonymous4 (ID: lErhaE/g)  09/10/17(Sun)18:58:06 No.141089210▶ 
>>141091180 
File: 1476925352801.jpg (89 KB, 480x480) 

 
>>141088937 
Retrying that link 
 
https://www.reddit.com/r/C_S_T/comments/5h8rw3/crime_inc_this_pedophilia_scandal_is_a_resonance/ 
 
Everyone here needs this redpill more than they know. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 9n/gallO)  09/10/17(Sun)18:59:07 No.141089303▶ 
File: Anglokike Empire.jpg (27 KB, 395x400) 

 
>>141088872 
Oy Vey! these Irish Americans and Trump are really screwing up our plans. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mS/Q9Ps8)  09/10/17(Sun)18:59:34 No.141089341▶ 
>>141088980 
>flag 
>rare af 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: E7x1GgXV)  09/10/17(Sun)18:59:35 No.141089347▶ 
>>141086016 
I did hear something like that from another secret govt anon. They need more allies before they go after the Fed. 

>> 
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 Anonymous (ID: VvYFukEc)  09/10/17(Sun)18:59:42 No.141089351▶ 
>>141078354 (OP) 
What about Nikki Haley 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: meNEX/Kn)  09/10/17(Sun)19:00:16 No.141089410▶ 
>>141088937 
Seriously though. The weather shit by deep state kinda makes sense. If the only thing stopping Trump from going all in is 
the deficit, what better way to make it grow even larger than Billions & Billions in disaster relief. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: w6gIcN/V)  09/10/17(Sun)19:00:37 No.141089454▶ 
File: jta.jpg (220 KB, 909x930) 

 
>>141088709 
>What does Kushner have that Zuckerberg doesn't? 
The support of Rothschild, Soros, Netanyahu, Murdoch, the Russian Lubavitcher oligarchs, the entire globalist-Zionist 
cabal. 
 
Zuckerberg only has money, data, and followers. While this isn't usually enough to get any political leader around the 
globe assassinated, it *is* enough to complicate the Zionists' plans for the ascension of their new messiah. 
 
Best outcome for the Zionists is a race between Zuckerberg and Kushner. Zuckerberg's money keeps all the other 
contenders from even entering the race, the Zionists make sure Kushner wins. 
 
A worse outcome for the Zionists is that Zuckerberg also knows their plan, and if he runs in 2020 - the MSM won't be done 
fabricating the Kushner "global statesman" myth until 2024 - then suddenly it's Faceberg who's President. And while 
Zuckerberg would play Zionist ball, he won't necessarily sign up for the global genocide of the goyim that Kushner and cult 
are salivating to start. 
 
Best outcome of all is we expose them both. That will take work, but wtf. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 1zCerudY)  09/10/17(Sun)19:00:47 No.141089470▶ 
>>141089654 
Ollie North 'landed on a grenade ' for someone. 
 
Who? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 66/7ppVD)  09/10/17(Sun)19:02:39 No.141089654▶ 
>>141089470 
 
In the 80s there was cold war drama 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 9n/gallO)  09/10/17(Sun)19:03:03 No.141089701▶ 
File: Kelly.jpg (6 KB, 268x188) 
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>>141089132 
Oy Vey! after we get rid of Pence, we'll take down Kelly. He's way too Irish for our Jewish Synagogue. Let's give these 
goys at 4chan vague-overly-generic-half-truths that everyone already knows in order to build trust. Hehe! they'll never 
catch on. 
 
Down with Kelly! 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: tdjrwA24)  09/10/17(Sun)19:03:05 No.141089707▶ 
>>141090124 
>>141087093 
 
State Department cover for CIA in Vietnam, FBI since then. Trump is not incompetent or mentall ill, but Pence is floating 
this as an option to remove him. 
 
>>141087104 
 
You don't need to slowly infiltrate places of power. They won't let you. They are controlled by pedophiles. 
 
>>141087196 
 
Rand Paul is a good guy, but they found dirt in his past. Cruz is dirty as hell, fucks around on his wife all the time and his 
family is CIA. 
 
>>141087290 
 
That's the best he can do until you take down the powers behind the swamp. 
 
>>141087308 
 
It's not liberal media, it's CIA media. Do you know who Mika Brzezinski's dad is? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: +Qdlrd3d)  09/10/17(Sun)19:03:28 No.141089739▶ 
>>141089132 
Should be be preparing for tomorrow for any reason? No need to state the reason. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: LpwI7JLc)  09/10/17(Sun)19:03:46 No.141089774▶ 
>>141090041 
File: Screenshot 2017-09-10 22.03.22.png (53 KB, 435x244) 

 
>>141084846 
Uhm.. anon, where was the Franklin Credit Scandal located? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Iv8pi4CZ)  09/10/17(Sun)19:04:21 No.141089834▶ 
>>141090414 
>>141078354 (OP) 
Is Pence really capable of pulling a Johnson and killing Trump? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: yDpk3KvY)  09/10/17(Sun)19:04:40 No.141089858▶ 
File: 1421040651270.jpg (79 KB, 1024x672) 
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>>141082067 
>mfw fingered a girl in a hallway and then fucked her in a french lick hotel room last year. 
>mfw im on tape probably 
 
Guess no public office for me famalam 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: PvK6Tup5)  09/10/17(Sun)19:04:56 No.141089882▶ 
File: THumP.jpg (52 KB, 500x500) 

 
as a member of the Humanity Party, I will not allow this thread to die too soon. 
 
BUMP for THumP 

>> 

 Anonymous33 (ID: lErhaE/g)  09/10/17(Sun)19:04:59 No.141089891▶ 
Let's not forget the """Earthquake""" that happened in Mexico before was actually a Hydrogen Bomb. 
 
I'm sure you know that already, OP. 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: tdjrwA24)  09/10/17(Sun)19:05:44 No.141089963▶ 
>>141090211 >>141090518 >>141090542 
>>141087336 
 
You want me to name names and places? I need you guys' word that you'll go do something about it. 
 
>>141087357 
 
Not saying who. 
 
>>141087365 
 
ROJ controls DC police. Headquarted in (you guessed it) Indiana. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 1zCerudY)  09/10/17(Sun)19:05:58 No.141089979▶ 
In Dec of '81, General Dozier was captured by the Red Army in Italy. How did this happen, and why was it allowed to? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: w6gIcN/V)  09/10/17(Sun)19:06:44 No.141090041▶ 
>>141089774 
Remember the S&L scandal was connected to both the Bush family and the Clintons. The CIA was using the S&L's to 
launder drug money through real estate deals. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 9n/gallO)  09/10/17(Sun)19:07:30 No.141090124▶ 
File: 1484947368681.jpg (386 KB, 1296x834) 
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>>141089707 
Oy vey! InfoWars tier vague-overly-generic-half-truths. These German and Irish Populist are really starting to scare me. 
Let's call everyone in Trumps Administration a "traitor". hehe! good trick. 
 
Trump picked way too many Irish Americans for his Administration. My Rabbi is really scared. 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: tdjrwA24)  09/10/17(Sun)19:07:48 No.141090153▶ 
>>141090406 >>141090627 >>141090800 >>141090982 
>>141087457 
 
>Especially since we have the numbers to beat these occult faggots. 
 
Help me awaken the sleeping giant, anon. I work 70 hours a week and it's hard to get to a safe place to connect to the 
internet. 
 
>>141087461 
 
All over. US, Haiti, Syria, any war zone. 
 
>>141087516 
 
Sure. 
 
>>141087606 
 
Enjoy your chains. I'm going down fighting. 

>> 

 Anonymous33 (ID: lErhaE/g)  09/10/17(Sun)19:08:27 No.141090211▶ 
>>141090359 
File: 1494972389698.png (937 KB, 571x742) 

 
>>141089963 
Don't be daft, OP. Why would we want to compromise one of /our guys/ for a fucking crapshoot? 
 
You and the /others/ need be in the trenches, the more the better. 
 
2018 we need to meme more of our own into DC so we can start cracking down on these sick twisted bastards. 
 
Now do me a favor, read my other posts in this thread and give me some answers to those, I would like that much more 
than for you to out yourself. 
 
>>141088283 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 1zCerudY)  09/10/17(Sun)19:09:12 No.141090279▶ 
The same people who engineered the S&L scandal also engineered the Crash of '08. 

>> 
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 Anonymous (ID: +Qdlrd3d)  09/10/17(Sun)19:10:03 No.141090359▶ 
File: i'm ready.jpg (34 KB, 438x354) 

 
>>141090211 
This x 1000000000 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: w6gIcN/V)  09/10/17(Sun)19:10:36 No.141090406▶ 
File: Samuel Adams - Chains.jpg (90 KB, 850x400) 

 
>>141090153 
>Enjoy your chains. I'm going down fighting. 
You may go down fighting, but you won't be alone. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 9n/gallO)  09/10/17(Sun)19:10:43 No.141090414▶ 
File: British WASP.jpg (45 KB, 657x624) 

 
>>141089834 
Probably the dumbest fucking question I've ever read. Johnson was Anglo and JFK was Irish. Trump is Scottish German 
and Pence is Irish. 
 
Why the fuck would Pence kill a Scot German at the orders of a bunch of Anglo Kike spergs? 
 
This is why you're stupid. You will always be stupid. I'm guessing your IQ hovers around 95. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: tgh53bp8)  09/10/17(Sun)19:10:50 No.141090422▶ 
>>141087606 
nice flag 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: SDPstr38)  09/10/17(Sun)19:11:14 No.141090470▶ 
>>141089132 
Did your senator take care of the child ? 
Or did he just leave it to the wind? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: VjG5LLSW)  09/10/17(Sun)19:11:51 No.141090518▶ 
>>141089963 
>name names/places 
 
Yes please! Any hint would be appreciated, lots of avenues were once investigated when p1zz@g8 was first starting. 
 
Also, is Trump very aware of his powerful meme presence on the internet? 
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>> 

 Anonymous (ID: LpwI7JLc)  09/10/17(Sun)19:12:07 No.141090542▶ 
>>141090671 >>141090892 
>>141089963 
ROJ? I'm in Indiana and never heard of ROJ and can't find in a search. Expand? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: uE5ORO6d)  09/10/17(Sun)19:12:39 No.141090587▶ 
>>141091023 
He said Bernie was the only clean senator. 

>> 

 Anonymous33 (ID: lErhaE/g)  09/10/17(Sun)19:13:02 No.141090627▶ 
>>141090982 
File: 1490811509366.png (62 KB, 425x439) 

 
>>141090153 
>Help me awaken the sleeping giant, anon. 
 
I'm brainstorming how to go about that. It'll require some time, but having other likeminded /pol/acks on board would 
greatly increase the odds of it happening. 
 
Considering making a Discord to serve as a War Room, a Wordpress with a concise red pill  
to digest as well as a plan of action.  
 
I have a lot of books I need to read first. 
 
Saving our Economy will be necessary, I think building a Space Elevator will be the best way to achieve that, but how to 
get the capital to upstart such a project is the question. 
 
What a time to be alive. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: djyjd/f1)  09/10/17(Sun)19:13:20 No.141090646▶ 
tell me something about Trudeau 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: yBuEUx7+)  09/10/17(Sun)19:13:28 No.141090662▶ 
>>141079698 
>No proof 
>Parroting stale unproven pol theories 
>Thinks writing with correct spelling and punctuation will make shitpost believable 
 
Just a wild and crazy Sunday night. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: z+52E178)  09/10/17(Sun)19:13:32 No.141090671▶ 
>>141090849 
>>141090542 
Royal order of jesters anon 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: tdjrwA24)  09/10/17(Sun)19:13:53 No.141090698▶ 
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>>141091002 
>>141087664 
 
They knew they couldn't get Jeb. Cruz was the plan, and Kasich ended up being a wild card. Trump pretended it was all a 
set up to create his own TV channel, but FBI anon's group had asked him to run. 
 
>>141087684 
 
Easier to transport to the perverts. 
 
>>141087685 
 
That's basically 1/4 of our tax revenue for a year. Combine that with the globalists controlling the Fed, the major banks 
and corporations, and the media, and it's easy to destroy confidence in the US dollar. 
 
>>141087701 
 
Enlisted military would support Trump 5 to 1 or better. Support is even better among the brass. Civil war literally isn't a 
thing we would win it so fast. The problem is saving the dollar. 
 
>>141087719 
 
CFR wants to take over NK, they know it's coming, so they're trying to create their own Samson option. CFR created NK 
by giving the Chinese our nuclear tech under Clinton, and W helping them get reactors. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: PvK6Tup5)  09/10/17(Sun)19:13:59 No.141090711▶ 
Why haven't white-hat Anon hackers uncovered the blackmailers, OP? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 9n/gallO)  09/10/17(Sun)19:14:53 No.141090800▶ 
File: Steve Pieczenik the Irish(...).jpg (40 KB, 499x583) 

 
>>141090153 
I like how this generic obvious shill faggot pretends to ignore me. Knowing full well he's read every single word and is 
trying his hardest not to be enraged... like the anglokike shill he is. 
 
Oy Vey, Steve Pieczenik. Go back to InfoWars you Irish hating Jew. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: V5mLEpAu)  09/10/17(Sun)19:15:16 No.141090839▶ 
>>141091091 
>>141080135 
>>141083617 
Can you tell us where he was blackmailed? Was it in Indiana, or some place in LA, Seattle, DC? 

>> 

 Anonymous33 (ID: lErhaE/g)  09/10/17(Sun)19:15:24 No.141090849▶ 
>>141091055 
File: 1485997477984s.jpg (4 KB, 125x125) 
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>>141090671 
This. Use DuckDuckGo and search "Royal Order of Jesters" there's youtube videos giving you the rundown. 
 
the tl;dr is masonic pervs that went full Absurdism. Probably autofellatiophiles when they're low on money for hookers. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Rttxg9pi)  09/10/17(Sun)19:15:44 No.141090885▶ 
>>141078354 (OP) 
Hey you should probably answer the questions about what happened on that October night when the insurance files were 
released and what went down at the Embassy. 
 
Anyways how likely would Israel use the "Samson Option" if they were to be exposed in any capacity. Also whats the 
whole ordeal with the City of London and the MI6 are they implicated in this aswell? And how much is Canada connected 
to this shit, like if we dug deep enough would we find shit about them along the way, or would we need to dig even 
deeper? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: r7NSdICU)  09/10/17(Sun)19:15:47 No.141090892▶ 
>>141090542 
 
Royal court of Jesters, an offshoot of the Shriners. Look up Bill Schnoebelen on the topic. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: +Jm8HEpe)  09/10/17(Sun)19:16:29 No.141090950▶ 
>>141091115 
Celebrities are blackmailed too, right?  
 
Is this why they all overwhelmingly wanted Hillary and despise Trump? Louie CK seems like the type to be blackmailed for 
fucking some kid or hooker 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: LpwI7JLc)  09/10/17(Sun)19:16:50 No.141090982▶ 
>>141091180 
>>141090627 
>>141090153 
The *only* way the giant awakens is with some damning, irrefutable evidence of the pedo rings used by people in 
positions of power, including the blackmail evidence.  
 
I can't fathom any other scenario where this works without that... the people with access are afraid from top to bottom (if 
they're not compromised). the people without access are exhausted from being thwarted or mocked at every turn. the 
tools to leak this stuff already exist, but yet no one with access is willing to throw the grenades.  
 
we need miracles at this point. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 7sxWgWjI)  09/10/17(Sun)19:16:53 No.141090991▶ 
Larp saged 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: TUIOEWiq)  09/10/17(Sun)19:17:04 No.141091002▶ 
>>141090698 
Fuck the dollar. That is the ultimate option. Trump could very easily put together some extraction ops teams to get the Fed 
niggers. Chop the head of the snake off. It's not like China and Russia are huge Fed fans right? 
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>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: tdjrwA24)  09/10/17(Sun)19:17:14 No.141091021▶ 
New thread 
 
>>141090963 → 

>> 

 Anonymous33 (ID: lErhaE/g)  09/10/17(Sun)19:17:15 No.141091023▶ 
File: RonPaulBased.jpg (21 KB, 260x288) 

 
>>141090587 
 
He is (kinda). 
 
Still a full blown Commie, and a spineless Jew at the end of the day. 
 
Ron Paul is better to mire. ;) 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: w6gIcN/V)  09/10/17(Sun)19:17:32 No.141091055▶ 
>>141090849 
>Probably autofellatiophiles 
Hey, don't judge a man just because he has a big dick. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: V5mLEpAu)  09/10/17(Sun)19:17:57 No.141091091▶ 
File: Mormon_Church_gold_SLCtemple.png (611 KB, 514x674) 

 
>>141083719 
You can't just trust that everything is fine because he said so, we need solid proof but that's rare from the federal 
government 
 
 
>>141083617 
>>141090839 
Also few people realize how much gold and influence the Mormons have (pic related) 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: TUIOEWiq)  09/10/17(Sun)19:18:10 No.141091115▶ 
>>141090950 
100000000% 

>> 

 Anonymous33 (ID: lErhaE/g)  09/10/17(Sun)19:18:49 No.141091180▶ 
>>141090982 
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There's already so much proof if you look at Recent History. I already posted a plebbit post that highlights their sick 
fuckery. More people need to dig into that and understand PizzaGate isn't just a fucking faggot pizza place meet up, it's 
the tip of the iceberg for the whole damn child trafficking network. 
 
>>141089210 

http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/141078354 

 

File: SenateII.jpg (155 KB, 640x627) 

 

 US Senate Anon Part II US Senate Anon (ID: OML9Vdsr)  09/10/17(Sun)19:16:36 No.141090963 ▶ 
>>141091069 >>141091092 >>141091113 >>141091123 >>141091144 >>141091152 >>141091167 >>141091172 >>14
1091241 >>141091247 >>141091315 >>141091322 >>141091325>>141091340 >>141091354 >>141091511 >>141091
523 >>141091659 >>141091713 >>141091718 >>141091725 >>141091735 >>141091941 >>141092007 >>141092010 
>>141092096 >>141092178 >>141092202 >>141092229 >>141092393 >>141092561 >>141093238 >>141093489 >>14
1093587 >>141093943 >>141094017>>141094777 >>141094854 >>141094965 >>141095335 >>141095849 >>141096
606 >>141096827 >>141096842 >>141096911 >>141097342 >>141097388 >>141097505 >>141098034 >>141098113 
>>141098148 >>141098885 >>141099039 >>141099452 >>141099569 >>141099767 >>141099790 >>141101405 
I'm a high level staffer for a US Senator. 
 
Both parties are trying to get Trump to bend the knee, and he still refuses. Pence is a traitor, so is Paul Ryan, and Trump 
has no one to help him drain the swamp. It's high time someone broke ranks and told you what's really going on in DC. 
 
Ask questions and I may answer. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 8vUBwZA4)  09/10/17(Sun)19:17:44 No.141091069▶ 
>>141092016 
>>141090963 (OP) 
Is Trump from the future? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: +R0dSddl)  09/10/17(Sun)19:17:58 No.141091092▶ 
>>141090963 (OP) 
STOP SHILLING 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: tsMtFF8r)  09/10/17(Sun)19:18:09 No.141091113▶ 
>>141092016 
>>141090963 (OP) 
 
Reposted from last thread. 
 
 
Is Mark Zuckerberg connected to Pedowood in some way? Also I have a theory regarding China and the wall. 
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Considering how big communism is down in South America I think it's going to go to shit pretty badly even worse than it is 
now. Trump doesn't want to just build a better and more sturdy wall because he wants to curb illegals coming into the 
country but to stop the fallout of communism from spreading. A lot of SJW shit is paid for by China and Zuckerberg is also 
probably connected to that since he's been trying to get in bed with the Chinese for years and I've noticed there has been 
a big demand for white people in China in the past few years with shit like Vice running articles on how you can live like a 
God if you're white. If communism fails in South America and the after effects fuck America then the college professors 
are going to flee to China and live like kings like in the old days. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: +R0dSddl)  09/10/17(Sun)19:18:17 No.141091123▶ 
>>141091908 >>141094340 >>141098444 >>141100052 
>>141090963 (OP) 
THIS IS THE MOST OBVIOUS LARP OF ALL TIME. 
 
 
NO ANON IN THE GOVERMENT HAS ENOUGH TIME FOR 2 THREADS BACK TO BACK 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 26C5ONwC)  09/10/17(Sun)19:18:29 No.141091144▶ 
>>141091609 >>141092016 
>>141090963 (OP) 
When's the crash supposed to happen? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: LFybfDR1)  09/10/17(Sun)19:18:31 No.141091152▶ 
>>141100052 
>>141090963 (OP) 
still haven't provided proof. everything you say will be considered a larp until we see proof. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: +R0dSddl)  09/10/17(Sun)19:18:42 No.141091167▶ 
>>141092016 
File: 1495385565573.jpg (563 KB, 762x900) 

 
>>141090963 (OP) 
JEWS DID 9/11 
 
MOSSAD DID 9/11 
 
DISMANTLE ISRAEL 
 
JEWS DID 9/11 
 
MOSSAD DID 9/11 
 
DISMANTLE ISRAEL 
 
JEWS DID 9/11 
 
MOSSAD DID 9/11 
 
DISMANTLE ISRAEL 
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JEWS DID 9/11 
 
MOSSAD DID 9/11 
 
DISMANTLE ISRAEL 
 
JEWS DID 9/11 
 
MOSSAD DID 9/11 
 
DISMANTLE ISRAEL 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: AN46lwBi)  09/10/17(Sun)19:18:44 No.141091172▶ 
>>141092016 
>>141090963 (OP) 
Hey you should probably answer the questions about what happened on that October night when the insurance files were 
released and what went down at the Embassy. 
 
Anyways how likely would Israel use the "Samson Option" if they were to be exposed in any capacity. Also whats the 
whole ordeal with the City of London and the MI6 are they implicated in this aswell? And how much is Canada connected 
to this shit, like if we dug deep enough would we find shit about them along the way, or would we need to dig even 
deeper? 

>> 

 卐 IM A FUCKIN ϟϟ NAZI 卐 (ID: j2UYBHKm)  09/10/17(Sun)19:19:30 No.141091241▶ 

>>141092016 
File: ANewDawn.png (1.06 MB, 1200x1600) 

 
>>141090963 (OP) 
 
why don't you just tell us whatever you think would be interesting or enlightening. since we don't know what you know we 
can't ask good questions. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: q1lLrHYD)  09/10/17(Sun)19:19:33 No.141091247▶ 
>>141092816 
>>141090963 (OP) 
Fake and Gay. 
 
OP should provide proof, or at the very least provide some kind of evidence. Hell, even fucking name the building he 
works in. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: zQjVyqrr)  09/10/17(Sun)19:19:38 No.141091254▶ 
Previous bread link 
>>141078354 → 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: FGcHYVrK)  09/10/17(Sun)19:20:11 No.141091315▶ 
>>141092816 
File: 1466117615284.png (148 KB, 327x338) 
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>>141090963 (OP) 
Why are republican senators such massive cocksuckers? 
 
How the fuck can the complain about Obamacare for 8 years and then fuck up when Trump gives them a vote? 
 
How fucking incompetent is the republican senate? Fucking spineless bureaucrat assholes. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Qhlj2sz1)  09/10/17(Sun)19:20:15 No.141091322▶ 
>>141090963 (OP) 
Will the black flag fly above the Capitol dome? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: i8qklMep)  09/10/17(Sun)19:20:15 No.141091325▶ 
>>141091556 >>141092816 
>>141090963 (OP) 
You mentioned FBI Anon a few times in the previous thread. Do you know what happened to him/them? Why no recent 
posts? I hope they are ok. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: moS5mj4Q)  09/10/17(Sun)19:20:24 No.141091340▶ 
>>141092816 >>141094821 
>>141090963 (OP) 
Who are Trump's rock solid allies in all of this? 
 
Is Trump going through all of this just because it's the right thing to do? or does he have a personal vendetta? 
 
Is Trump affiliated with any secret societies? Plus Ultra? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: sSWGiVeV)  09/10/17(Sun)19:20:32 No.141091354▶ 
>>141092816 >>141100052 
>>141090963 (OP) 
>falling for another LARP thread in the year of our lord 2017 
 
The fact that you think that he has nobody at all on his side is how I know you're full of shit. Mnuchin, Ross and Lighthizer 
are on the frontlines of cuntpunching the swamp's money-men. Try harder next time. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: SzItoM3f)  09/10/17(Sun)19:21:17 No.141091438▶ 
>>141091576 >>141092816 
File: twitter_verified_account.jpg (17 KB, 640x360) 

 
How do they create the hurricanes? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ymRqvyF8)  09/10/17(Sun)19:21:45 No.141091480▶ 
>>141093314 
Who did Ollie North cover for? 
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>> 

 Anonymous (ID: t+RufzDx)  09/10/17(Sun)19:21:56 No.141091511▶ 
>>141091768 
File: Patches_b6e1e3_6086455.jpg (96 KB, 900x900) 

 
>>141090963 (OP) 
Is the Trump admin ready to accept Lord KEKs new new world order? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 30aP/nWJ)  09/10/17(Sun)19:22:05 No.141091523▶ 
>>141093314 
>>141090963 (OP) 
You said Bernie is clean. DNC emails suggested he was being blackmailed. Also he's a commie jew race baiter. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: rJRyUBrB)  09/10/17(Sun)19:22:25 No.141091556▶ 
>>141091325 
 
This. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=puqhrUiHdd0 [Embed] 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: XvDz0o7z)  09/10/17(Sun)19:22:30 No.141091560▶ 
>>141093314 
What are the odds they go for a military coup? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: X/q50XBA)  09/10/17(Sun)19:22:38 No.141091576▶ 
>>141091438 
>what is HAARP 
http://www.arrl.org/news/haarp-facility-to-reopen-in-2017-under-new-ownership 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: DYWl404K)  09/10/17(Sun)19:23:03 No.141091609▶ 
>>141091144 
This anon knows what's up 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: PVQA4u32)  09/10/17(Sun)19:23:12 No.141091624▶ 
>>141100052 
Another thread? LOL LARPing nigger. Fuck off. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: RYbI2KLw)  09/10/17(Sun)19:23:17 No.141091627▶ 
File: 1505008576450.jpg (52 KB, 586x560) 
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>one post by this ID 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: VDMdmBvg)  09/10/17(Sun)19:23:38 No.141091659▶ 
>>141092229 >>141093314 
>>141090963 (OP) 
Okay, I'll bite. How do you prevent the destruction of the dollar since you're making it sound like Trump going nuclear 
means they'll just crash the economy out of spite. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: HnfhJt8G)  09/10/17(Sun)19:24:06 No.141091713▶ 
>>141093314 
>>141090963 (OP) 
Celebrities are blackmailed too, right?  
 
Is this why they all overwhelmingly wanted Hillary and despise Trump? Louie CK seems like the type to be blackmailed for 
fucking some kid or hooker and then be forced to shill for hill 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: gKhiX7eu)  09/10/17(Sun)19:24:13 No.141091718▶ 
>>141090963 (OP) 
Gods work OP 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: jL8Zq8b0)  09/10/17(Sun)19:24:15 No.141091725▶ 
>>141093314 
>>141090963 (OP) 
He shouldn't have fired Bannon then 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: rJRyUBrB)  09/10/17(Sun)19:24:20 No.141091735▶ 
>>141092685 >>141093314 
>>141090963 (OP) 
Can you tell us about the Masonic Royal Order of Jesters and its connection to the D.C. police? 
 
For reference: 
https://youtu.be/H5rL3I1QFE0?t=3870 [Embed] 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ncKtJJHK)  09/10/17(Sun)19:24:41 No.141091768▶ 
>>141094180 
>>141091511 
lol 
 
well... he didn't on twatter, why the hell would he here. 
 
still, lord kek has his eyes and ears everywhere, but i think america is toast. you got bought by the zionists, sorry to say 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 94XroPQC)  09/10/17(Sun)19:25:02 No.141091804▶ 
>>141092061 
ITT: FULL BLOWN DAMAGE CONTROL, SHILLFAGS FUMBLING TO HIDE THE TRUTH BUT IT CANNOT BE DONE. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 0Y0Xcfnk)  09/10/17(Sun)19:25:40 No.141091878▶ 
>>141092061 
What do you do with all the internet attention and (you)'s you gain from being a colossal faggot? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: GimluhAx)  09/10/17(Sun)19:26:01 No.141091908▶ 
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>>141092061 >>141100052 
>>141091123 
FUCKING THANK YOU 
GOD I HATE LARPERS 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: LFybfDR1)  09/10/17(Sun)19:26:22 No.141091941▶ 
>>141092061 >>141100052 
>>141090963 (OP) 
a previous thread to bump limit with no proof. another thread and still no proof. confirmed larp. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ymRqvyF8)  09/10/17(Sun)19:26:56 No.141092002▶ 
How deep and wide is Dennis Hastert's rabbit hole? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 1yoQjstd)  09/10/17(Sun)19:26:58 No.141092007▶ 
>>141100052 
>>141090963 (OP) 
>Larp the post 
Post your ID with name/pic blacked out and timestamp. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vmUsB9hL)  09/10/17(Sun)19:26:59 No.141092010▶ 
>>141090963 (OP) 
bump 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: OML9Vdsr)  09/10/17(Sun)19:27:03 No.141092016▶ 
>>141092259 >>141092403 >>141092463 >>141092627 >>141092892 >>141092988 >>141093073 >>141093567 >>14
1094005 >>141094063 >>141094240 >>141094488 >>141094741 >>141095360 >>141095439 >>141097057 >>141099
239 
>>141091069 
 
No 
 
>>141091113 
 
Facebook was an intelligence operation, probably NSA. He's a useful idiot that stole his program. You guys need to get 
off there entirely. Communism has always been a globalist plot to co-opt the real enemy of the globalists, which is 
economic nationalism. Listen to Bannon, you should understand what the American System is, because it's what made 
America great. 
 
>>141091144 
 
Don't know. But the NSA will, because they read the e-mails of every CEO of a public company. That's why Congress 
earns about double the return on their portfolio as regular people. 
 
>>141091167 
 
Mossad was involved, but so was Saudi Arabia, the UK, and globalists like Cheney and Bush Sr. Look into all the cocaine 
money Bush Sr. was flying into Russia in the 1990s. 
 
>>141091172 
 
Don't know what you're referring to with insurance files. Israel is unlikely to actually use Samson. Only US and Rusia can 
attack them and withstand their nuclear arsenal, and neither wants to. 
 
City of London is the co-headquarters of the swamp, along with New York. Learn about the history of the CFR. Canada is 
not an important power in geopolitics. Nice people, though. 
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>>141091241 
 
The most important thing is to take on the pedophile rings. You are the sleeping giant, now wake up. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: gKhiX7eu)  09/10/17(Sun)19:27:32 No.141092061▶ 
>>141092679 
>>141091804 
Called it 
>>141091878 
>>141091908 
>>141091941 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: X/q50XBA)  09/10/17(Sun)19:27:53 No.141092096▶ 
>>141093870 
File: hank.jpg (70 KB, 600x799) 

 
>>141090963 (OP) 
Would you like to share some facts about the Freemasons to set us on the right path? You said take down the blackmail 
rings and it seems like they're one of the main players in that realm. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: QJLdwf3i)  09/10/17(Sun)19:28:44 No.141092178▶ 
File: 1503630137468.png (64 KB, 588x469) 

 
>>141090963 (OP) 
 
No one to help him? 
 
Anon, even outnumbered, our army is bigger than yours. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: lb3uRU8A)  09/10/17(Sun)19:28:56 No.141092202▶ 
>>141093870 
>>141090963 (OP) 
Should we expect anything BIG from Trump or NK tomorrow, it's 9/11 after all. Maybe news about NK could be a cover up 
for something someone will try announce to the world... 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: PNpQmiUt)  09/10/17(Sun)19:29:16 No.141092229▶ 
>>141092655 >>141093870 
>>141090963 (OP) 
Pretty curious about >>141091659 as well. 
So what's happening with Trump and Schumer and taking away the debt ceiling? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ILXmK24h)  09/10/17(Sun)19:29:27 No.141092245▶ 
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>>141100052 
Larping faggot 
Where's your proof 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: wLos6CSc)  09/10/17(Sun)19:29:38 No.141092259▶ 
>>141092887 >>141093870 >>141100052 
>>141092016 
All you namefags always say for us to take down this group or that group. 
You honestly think a bunch of larping fascists on a anime image board are really going to bring down all these pedo rings? 
Get real. You are larping. There is no way Trump cucked himself as bad as you said he did. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: v1QmYu1z)  09/10/17(Sun)19:30:57 No.141092393▶ 
>>141095589 >>141095843 
>>141090963 (OP) 
When are you shitty mother fuckers going to pass a budget? I'm a financial analyst working for a dod component in at the 
pentagon. Shit is getting real old for every CR we have to do a drill for. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: gKhiX7eu)  09/10/17(Sun)19:31:00 No.141092403▶ 
>>141092630 >>141093186 >>141093787 >>141093870 
>>141092016 
Can you explain CFR in more detail? 
Who what where? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vmUsB9hL)  09/10/17(Sun)19:31:45 No.141092463▶ 
>>141093870 >>141094063 
>>141092016 
>The most important thing is to take on the pedophile rings. You are the sleeping giant, now wake up. 
 
 
Ok, again, where do we start digging? HTG is an ongoing thread some anons are working on and Pizzagate was a dead 
end as far as bringing down pedo rings. Do you think the info is in the email leaks? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: AN46lwBi)  09/10/17(Sun)19:32:42 No.141092561▶ 
>>141094515 
>>141090963 (OP) 
From last thread: OK OP, now I have a question for you 
 
Last year in Nov/December people were chasing the block chain dead man switch Assange had. Polacks had to be extra 
cautious and go to endchan just to keep investigating. 
 
What the fuck was that all about? What happened to anyone who got close to the whole enchilada? 
 
On a side note, the insurance files were something wikileaks released on October 5 2016 (I think it was the fifth) But what 
do you think it has, or is it Anthony Weiners file. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: GimluhAx)  09/10/17(Sun)19:33:27 No.141092627▶ 
>>141092016 
>reddit spacing 
well there you have it folks 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: q1lLrHYD)  09/10/17(Sun)19:33:28 No.141092630▶ 
>>141092785 >>141093787 >>141100052 
>>141092403 
Council on Foreign Relations. Big International thinktank that's been around for decades, and anyone remotely into 
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"conspiracy" shit for decades has heard about them. 
 
Same shit as Bilderberg Group, Trilateral Commission, etc. 
 
OP is LARPing fag who is regurgitating shit from Zero Hedge and Sibel Edmonds. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: VDMdmBvg)  09/10/17(Sun)19:33:46 No.141092655▶ 
>>141093349 
>>141092229 
The debt ceiling seems to be its own unique kind of interesting: the return on American sovereign securities is pathetic; 
whoever is buying any has zero financial interest in them since you actually lose money to inflation. So the next question 
to ask is "why are people, corporations, and foreign governments still buying them?" even when some of those answers 
are obvious. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: GimluhAx)  09/10/17(Sun)19:34:03 No.141092679▶ 
>>141092893 >>141100052 
>>141092061 
>defending larpers 
you are CANCER 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: gO33lA03)  09/10/17(Sun)19:34:06 No.141092685▶ 
>>141091735 
Ya know I was reading some forums not to long ago about people being followed non-stop, as it happened to me. On one 
of the forums this person was from D.C and would talk about how D.C police cars would pull up next in front of her on 
several occasion and turn their high beams on. Not sure if it was still going on at the time with this particular person, but it 
was a common occurrence. Not sure if it's related but who knows. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: gKhiX7eu)  09/10/17(Sun)19:35:12 No.141092785▶ 
>>141092630 
I'm aware 
Who are there high profile members and where are they based? 
Who would be easiest to investigate? 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: OML9Vdsr)  09/10/17(Sun)19:35:28 No.141092816▶ 
>>141093186 >>141093284 >>141093286 >>141093591 >>141093630 >>141094435 >>141095298 >>141095882 >>14
1097160 >>141097249 
>>141091247 
 
It sounds like it's more than just shills now, so I'll explain. I am giving you things that would get me killed, and I'm much 
more valuable to you alive than dead. I don't want to give you a photo where I make some mistake and the CIA can 
identify me with it. 
 
>>141091315 
 
Every single Republican in the Senate is blackmailed. 
 
Paul Ryan only got his spot because he's a freemason. He is genuinely too stupid to fix obamacare, and he won't even 
listen to the think tanks that are trying to feed him good ideas, like making the system more efficient. There's a PWC study 
on healthcare waste that any policy wonks should read. 
 
Mostly incompetent. Rand Paul is sharp, but blackmailed. He and Carson have good ideas on healthcare, but the rest 
won't listen. 
 
>>141091325 
 
He's on Infowars all the time. 
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>>141091340 
 
Roger Stone, but Stone was a fixer and blackmailer for Nixon. He's not a great guy. 
 
Trump is actually a nationalist and wants to MAGA. But he's not a DC veteran and he has literally no support at all. 
 
Gingrich is 33rd degree, and he said no. If he is, he's done a great job hiding it. 
 
>>141091354 
 
Is this a joke? A Goldman Sachs Bonesman is taking on the moneymen? 
 
>>141091438 
 
Operation Popeye. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 94XroPQC)  09/10/17(Sun)19:36:09 No.141092887▶ 
>>141097400 
>>141092259 
>You honestly think a bunch of larping fascists on a anime image board are really going to bring down all these pedo 
rings? 
Of course not. The real /pol/ is very much alive investigating this shit 24/7 while jerkofs like you are debating who's the 
hottest tranny of the webz. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: PNpQmiUt)  09/10/17(Sun)19:36:13 No.141092892▶ 
>>141093997 >>141095475 
>>141092016 
>The most important thing is to take on the pedophile rings. 
Any insight on where we should focus with this? We have the /HTG/ threads going but we need to look from a standpoint 
of what organizations are involved.  
I'm guessing we could revamp the Pedogate threads, get some people on the Deep Web searching, and look at police 
departments, cartels/gangs, casinos, lower-level drug dealers and weapons suppliers, send out signals/requests for 
lower-level victims and insiders to come out and check their stories against everything else we have... 
I'm guessing we should focus on American stuff first, or look internationally right away? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: gKhiX7eu)  09/10/17(Sun)19:36:17 No.141092893▶ 
>>141092679 
>damage controlling so hard you capitalise a whole word 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: kWdd0P7l)  09/10/17(Sun)19:37:18 No.141092976▶ 
>>141093417 >>141093520 
File: 1499393192043s.jpg (3 KB, 125x114) 

 
Explain Pence's Treachery. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: YBEXkEW0)  09/10/17(Sun)19:37:23 No.141092988▶ 
>>141100052 
File: 1459680665376.jpg (55 KB, 1200x675) 
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>>141092016 
Oy Vey! Steve Pieczenik.It looks like everyone is calling you a LARPing faggot. I guess ignoring me didn't matter. I'm 10x 
more skilled than you, fucking Jew. 
 
Hue hue, let's get rid of all the Irish Americans in Trump's administration because (((Steve Pieczenik))) says so. 

>> 

 卐 IM A FUCKIN ϟϟ NAZI 卐 (ID: j2UYBHKm)  09/10/17(Sun)19:38:09 No.141093073▶ 

>>141093361 >>141095475 
File: TheBeastHungers.png (2.07 MB, 1488x777) 

 
>>141092016 
>The most important thing is to take on the pedophile rings. You are the sleeping giant, now wake up. 
 
but without actual vigilantism, which in principle I would encourage, we rely on law enforcement's willingness to go kinetic 
on this issue. and I suspect that most of the sorts in the LE community who are ready to put hell to leather and take 
someone down are similarly hamstrung by yet higher offices.  
 
I've seen a great deal of serious effort as far as internet snooping on this website. but in the end it requires someone to 
knock on doors and do the work of street detectives.  
 
with this in mind and good faith in your credentials, what would you suggest as the order of business in organizing 
something that would have a real chance at impacting these sorts of people? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: VDMdmBvg)  09/10/17(Sun)19:39:24 No.141093186▶ 
>>141093787 
>>141092403 
This is their about page: https://www.cfr.org/about 
 
>>141092816 
I can't believe I'm biting, but what's Rand being blackmailed with? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vmUsB9hL)  09/10/17(Sun)19:40:03 No.141093238▶ 
>>141094194 
>>141090963 (OP) 
bump 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: K0UOUluJ)  09/10/17(Sun)19:40:26 No.141093284▶ 
>>141094073 
>>141092816 
im gonna ask alot of questions  
>who is exactly kim jong un what do you guys know 
>how likely is ww3 because of chinas gold backed yuan  
>why are you guys making islam being embraced in public its literally killing people and other violence 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: YBEXkEW0)  09/10/17(Sun)19:40:27 No.141093286▶ 
File: 1459676104122.jpg (9 KB, 200x200) 
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>>141092816 
>British Tory Kiddy Fucker Confirmed 
Oy vey! we must get rid of these Irish Americans inside Trump's administration. My Rabbi says they're really fucking up 
our global plans. 
 
After Pence is gone we'll go after Trump next. None of these populist scum are part of our British Troy / Jewish kiddy 
fucker cult. Oy Vey! 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: OML9Vdsr)  09/10/17(Sun)19:40:44 No.141093314▶ 
>>141093520 >>141093680 >>141094057 >>141094194 >>141094454 >>141094882 
>>141091480 
 
Bush Sr. and Bill Clinton. 
 
>>141091523 
 
Threatened more than blackmailed. Idiots can be clean. 
 
>>141091560 
 
Against Trump? 0 
 
>>141091659 
 
You have to rebuild the real economy. Manufacture things, make the healthcare system efficient. Read about what Henry 
Clay did to MAGA in the first place. 
 
>>141091713 
 
Yes. Pedophilia in Hollywood is worse than DC. 
 
>>141091725 
 
Would you prefer if Bannon was publicly exposed as a pervert? That was the other option. 
 
>>141091735 
 
They control the cops, and lower level blackmail. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: PNpQmiUt)  09/10/17(Sun)19:41:09 No.141093349▶ 
>>141094268 
>>141092655 
Right, I want to see if Trump is going to try to manage things and bring us around with the changing global economy, or if 
he's going to be able to crash/burn/restart things with major changes. I was really hoping that his skills in business and 
making deals would be the thing to help starting to navigate us out of huge fiat debt crisis finally, or at least not have the 
consequences of our financial/trade situation be so bad in the end. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: kWdd0P7l)  09/10/17(Sun)19:41:14 No.141093361▶ 
>>141093940 >>141094515 
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>>141093073 
Anons have ended up disappearing when trying to actually going out and being street detectives for pizza gate 

>> 

 Boomla (ID: C5lrFMpy)  09/10/17(Sun)19:41:29 No.141093382▶ 
>>141094515 
I knew this was going to happen. Is he basically boxed in now? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 94XroPQC)  09/10/17(Sun)19:41:48 No.141093417▶ 
>>141092976 
Look for the previous thread dude, it's there 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: wLos6CSc)  09/10/17(Sun)19:42:19 No.141093463▶ 
>>141094515 >>141096498 >>141100052 
/pol/ I know you all really want to be believe a true larp for a change, but this is NOT it.  
This guy isn't saying much of anything at all that isn't already known, and he wants us to think Trump has no idea what he 
is doing. 
Sorry Robert David Steele(lite) i'm not falling for your shit 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: lHPMf5ds)  09/10/17(Sun)19:42:38 No.141093489▶ 
>>141094515 >>141095475 
>>141090963 (OP) 
Reposting from the last thread, concerning the pedos: can you give us any more of a hint ("name names/places")? Many 
avenues were explored before and continue to be on Voat, but it's an uphill battle when threads and archives get deleted. 
 
Also, does Trump know that the meme armies of the internet support him? Does he have any idea of the support he has 
online? 

>> 

 Boomla (ID: C5lrFMpy)  09/10/17(Sun)19:42:41 No.141093500▶ 
Honestly larp thread or not Trump is losing power. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: kWdd0P7l)  09/10/17(Sun)19:43:04 No.141093520▶ 
>>141094515 
File: 1492656433788s.jpg (2 KB, 125x103) 

 
>>141093314 
Answer this>>141092976 
 
What have you heard or seen about Pence? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: IpWBrHSh)  09/10/17(Sun)19:43:40 No.141093567▶ 
>>141094021 >>141094515 >>141095471 
File: WikiLeaks pre-commitment (...).png (94 KB, 671x461) 
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>>141092016 
>Don't know what you're referring to with insurance files 
It's a reference to the CIA taking out Julian Assange from the Ecuador embassy in London in October 2016, most likely to 
prevent WikiLeaks from releasing anything else they had on Clinton (in particular the 33K emails). 
 
WikiLeaks had released huge "insurance files" shortly before the CIA attack on the embassy, but never released the key 
to decrypt them. The night Assange was kidnapped/killed WikiLeaks tweeted 3 cryptic messages indicating the attack on 
Assange was being coordinated by Kerry, UK FCO, and Ecuador. 
 
Assange and the information released by WikiLeaks have never been the same since. The speculation is Assange was 
kidnapped or killed, and WL since then being run as a controlled opposition CIA honeypot. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: w5u36hf/)  09/10/17(Sun)19:43:55 No.141093584▶ 
>>141094515 
How are we supposed to do anything?  
Do we need to do physical action? Becuse I don't see any other way. /pol/ had become too disorganized. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: RpsVK5hE)  09/10/17(Sun)19:43:57 No.141093587▶ 
>>141100052 
File: b62.gif (407 KB, 359x371) 

 
>>141090963 (OP) 
LARPERS FUCK OFF. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: i8qklMep)  09/10/17(Sun)19:43:59 No.141093591▶ 
>>141094515 
>>141092816 
I don't watch Info Wars, but the only person I can think of is that Steve guy? Why hasn't he come back? When there is 
nothing for a long time hinting at insiders on our side, it kinda bums me out & makes things look hopeless. Eh. I'm 
probably going to die soon anyway, so I'll miss the good shit anyway 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: rmHxWR35)  09/10/17(Sun)19:44:20 No.141093622▶ 
>>141094515 
What are your thoughts on the High Level Insider anon? Did you read his AMAs? Everything you've stated is right in line 
with him - do they have a candidate lined up for 2024? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Iu52gSlg)  09/10/17(Sun)19:44:30 No.141093630▶ 
>>141092816 
I love Trump but it's hard to have sympathy. He alone surrounded himself with these ghouls. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: kWdd0P7l)  09/10/17(Sun)19:45:02 No.141093680▶ 
>>141095268 
>>141093314 
What did Bannon do?? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: PNpQmiUt)  09/10/17(Sun)19:46:02 No.141093787▶ 
>>141094268 
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File: Bohemian_club.png (836 KB, 4537x3871) 

 
>>141092403 
>>141092630 
>>141093186 
John Coleman, Committee of 300 and the CFR 
>http://www.otvoroci.com/uploads/3/8/0/5/38053843/committee300.pdf 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: w5u36hf/)  09/10/17(Sun)19:46:21 No.141093812▶ 
>>141095268 >>141096788 
So your saying if trump can fix the economy , then he has free reign to drain the swamp? It would explain it 
Is the economy going to crash Soon? Every sign is pointing to it. And it's been 100 years since 1917 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: OML9Vdsr)  09/10/17(Sun)19:46:57 No.141093870▶ 
>>141093919 >>141094016 >>141094073 >>141094268 >>141094489 >>141095099 >>141095337 >>141095785 >>14
1098059 >>141100217 
>>141092096 
 
Probably 1/4 of Congress are members. 
 
>>141092202 
 
No. 
 
>>141092229 
 
Paul Ryan was going to make an even worse deal. 
 
>>141092259 
 
>You honestly think a bunch of larping fascists on a anime image board are really going to bring down all these pedo 
rings? 
 
There's no one else left, anon. You're the last hope of the Republic. 
 
>>141092403 
 
You can read membership lists, white papers (i.e their plans), and everything online. It was created by Cecil Rhodes and 
the Round Table. 
 
>>141092463 
 
Pizzagate was a dead end? They hacked the server and found all kinds of incriminating info. Probably could have blown it 
open with some real world sleuthing, like literally every high level anon has said. If you're outside DC, just start looking 
into the influential people in your town or state. Does your senator rape kids? How would you find out? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: kWdd0P7l)  09/10/17(Sun)19:47:29 No.141093919▶ 
>>141093870 
What did Bannon do? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: gKhiX7eu)  09/10/17(Sun)19:47:30 No.141093921▶ 
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While I'm posting in a thread that CIAniggers will be monitoring, fuck you for destroying my laptop just because I used the 
sublime text key that got released in vault 7 

>> 

 卐 IM A FUCKIN ϟϟ NAZI 卐 (ID: j2UYBHKm)  09/10/17(Sun)19:47:47 No.141093940▶ 

File: SAS.png (1.09 MB, 945x951) 

 
>>141093361 
 
yeah, and as far as i know, that hasn't helped a bit. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: McLeEb+H)  09/10/17(Sun)19:47:50 No.141093943▶ 
>>141095268 
>>141090963 (OP) 
Why do the Senate Repubs tolerate cucks like McConnell or personified evil like McCain? I know DC is a swamp but even 
so I don't get why Senators tolerate pieces of shit like them 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: UJSHaoht)  09/10/17(Sun)19:48:22 No.141093997▶ 
>>141094849 
>>141092892 
how do i post i pic? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: QPNOUG3u)  09/10/17(Sun)19:48:26 No.141094005▶ 
>>141095268 
>>141092016 
>Communism has always been a globalist plot to co-opt the real enemy of the globalists, which is economic nationalism. 
Listen to Bannon, you should understand what the American System is, because it's what made America great. 
 
I know the American system like the back of my hand and it really is the what made us great. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: LV1wKE6c)  09/10/17(Sun)19:48:33 No.141094016▶ 
>>141095268 
>>141093870 
>There's no one else left, anon. You're the last hope of the Republic. 
 
So Trump will not remove these people? Not even a chance? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: nIdeL+JQ)  09/10/17(Sun)19:48:34 No.141094017▶ 
>>141095268 
>>141090963 (OP) 
repost from >>141090982 →  
>>141090627 → 
>>141090153 → 
The *only* way the giant awakens is with some damning, irrefutable evidence of the pedo rings used by people in 
positions of power, including the blackmail evidence.  
 
I can't fathom any other scenario where this works without that... the people with access are afraid from top to bottom (if 
they're not compromised). the people without access are exhausted from being thwarted or mocked at every turn. the 
tools to leak this stuff already exist, but yet no one with access is willing to throw the grenades.  
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we need miracles at this point. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: i8qklMep)  09/10/17(Sun)19:48:37 No.141094021▶ 
>>141093567 
IF he didn't know what you meant by "Insurance files" then he has no idea about it. Fuck. I wish SOMEONE would speak 
up about it 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: YBUhra3a)  09/10/17(Sun)19:48:56 No.141094057▶ 
>>141095268 
File: 1502341167466.png (622 KB, 1268x1645) 

 
>>141093314 
If there are all these pedos in the political office and media then why did they let the feminists raise the age of consent? 
Or is the "pedophilia" more for blackmail purposes and "haha now you're stuck with us! If it gets exposed we are all fucked 
so play ball." than genuine attraction to children? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: O8HDCOMp)  09/10/17(Sun)19:48:58 No.141094063▶ 
>>141094849 >>141095268 >>141095475 
File: 1502671521071.png (1.45 MB, 5191x3799) 

 
>>141092463 
>Ok, again, where do we start digging? 
You have to think about how a ring operates. Different scale rings have different needs. 
 
HTG is good because it loosely follows this principle. STUDY THIS GRAPHIC 
https://img.4plebs.org/boards/pol/image/1501/04/1501049584593.png 
and think about Where procurement happens, Who provides different logistical services, Who produces & Where. [The 
consumers/End users are not as important] 
 
OP is right - ti does involve govt in many aspects, or you might say many people are co-opted/compromised into helping 
see pic related 
>>141092016 
>The most important thing is to take on the pedophile rings. You are the sleeping giant, now wake up. 
Think like an investigator that has no chain of command, no such strictures, no accountability of public funds and engage 
weaponized autism. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: K0UOUluJ)  09/10/17(Sun)19:49:05 No.141094073▶ 
>>141095268 
>>141093870 
why did you skip me >>141093284 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vtMYJK/I)  09/10/17(Sun)19:49:07 No.141094077▶ 
>>141095797 
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File: pepe26.jpg (3.02 MB, 3600x2589) 

 
There was another Anon on here a few days ago saying he was higher rank in a police force, and that there's a group 
called ROYAL ORDER OF JESTERS (High level Shriners become Jesters) and these people fix police forces and courts 
in favor of pedos getting off free. Go on Google maps and search the headquarters location. Some kind of connection with 
Indiana, which coincides with info in this thread.  
>Crossroads of America 
 
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/140697895/#140697895 
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/140697895/#140697895 
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/140697895/#140697895 
 
(HEY SENATE ANON, I"M A HOOSIER AND I LIVE BY THOSE PESKY CASINOS AND DRIVE TO INDY SEMI-
REGULARLY. CAN YOU DROP AN MORE HINTS?) 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: kWdd0P7l)  09/10/17(Sun)19:49:32 No.141094109▶ 
>>141094230 
Someone link me to the original Thread 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: t+RufzDx)  09/10/17(Sun)19:50:21 No.141094180▶ 
File: 1496799693652.jpg (7 KB, 215x250) 

 
>>141091768 
Bah, Lord KEK has divided the jews. Zionism is dead. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: YBEXkEW0)  09/10/17(Sun)19:50:28 No.141094194▶ 
File: 1486859921110.png (8 KB, 229x220) 

 
>>141093314 
>>141093238 
Steve Pieczenik's 12 year old 'bump' assistant. Fucking pathetic. A master CIA spy and Psychologist like Steve Pieczenik 
can't keep his own thread alive. 
 
These Irish Americans sure know how to fuck your Synagogue up. 
 
The fact you've ignored all 20 of my post let's me know you're infuriated with rage. haha, stupid kike 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vtMYJK/I)  09/10/17(Sun)19:50:52 No.141094230▶ 
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>>141094299 
>>141094109 
 
here >>141078354 → 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: tzMFeCTh)  09/10/17(Sun)19:51:00 No.141094240▶ 
>>141095797 
>>141092016 
 
Yeah I have a question 
 
Are the gubberment illuminati or no? Child molestation? Little boys shining their flag pole under the podium while they 
conflagrate to the masses about our nation's problems? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: VDMdmBvg)  09/10/17(Sun)19:51:18 No.141094268▶ 
>>141095797 
>>141093349 
I'm not really sure what's going to happen; there's been promises for a big beautiful wall and a massive pot for other 
infrastructure projects, and there's a bump in military spending. That obviously doesn't bode well for reducing debt 
considering one of the hardest things you can try to do is reduce gibs in the US since the left will scream about you trying 
to murder hard-working Americans and their children. 
 
The only hope for a debt reduction is foreign powers to anger Trump out of commitments and enough Republicans to say 
"fuck 'em" when the gibs get slashed, but if the supposed Senatorial Staffer here is right, that's not going to happen since 
bread and circuses makes people easier to control. 
 
>>141093787 
Promising. 
 
>>141093870 
>Paul Ryan was going to make an even worse deal. 
Okay. What is it? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: kWdd0P7l)  09/10/17(Sun)19:51:41 No.141094299▶ 
>>141094230 
thanks 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: eyOjPvFV)  09/10/17(Sun)19:52:07 No.141094340▶ 
>>141094660 
>>141091123 
I don't know of anyone who has more down time than a government employee 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 1k5qiFi/)  09/10/17(Sun)19:52:40 No.141094390▶ 
File: f84443fb406da141b279118a8(...).jpg (9 KB, 236x177) 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VtgBdUtw26c [Embed] 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: tzMFeCTh)  09/10/17(Sun)19:53:05 No.141094435▶ 
>>141095797 
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>>141092816 
 
Nothing said about a photo, maybe something you could tell us that is supposed to happen in a few days? Not BS either, 
like planned, scheduled date-and-time sort of shit. 
 
ANYTHING, MAN! ANYTHING! I JUST WANT TO BELIEB! 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: rJRyUBrB)  09/10/17(Sun)19:53:04 No.141094436▶ 
File: 1504396540105.png (2.7 MB, 1249x8613) 

 
truth bump 

>> 

 NSA Anon (ID: dRPPJ8ks)  09/10/17(Sun)19:53:19 No.141094454▶ 
File: 1504911178308.png (123 KB, 785x757) 

 
>>141093314 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: EXq2NDJ+)  09/10/17(Sun)19:53:40 No.141094488▶ 
>>141095797 >>141100052 
>>141092016 
>Facebook was an intelligence operation, probably NSA 
This is how I know you're a larping piece of shit. Facebook would be CIA. Just because humint happens electronically 
doesn't mean it's an NSA operation. NSA is a bunch of math and crypto nerds that don't give two fucks about human 
intelligence. Fuck off. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: QPNOUG3u)  09/10/17(Sun)19:53:41 No.141094489▶ 
>>141096696 
>>141093870 
Why shouldn't we let the dollar crash then rebuild? 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: OML9Vdsr)  09/10/17(Sun)19:53:54 No.141094515▶ 
>>141094789 >>141094828 >>141095122 >>141095581 >>141095923 >>141096108 
>>141092561 
 
I don't know. But Assange isn't going to break this open, he's a limited hangout. 
 
>>141093361 
 
Not a single one. You know that screen names on voat stopped posting, and concluded (like they wanted) that they were 
real people that got killed. 
 
>>141093382 
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Yes. 
 
>>141093463 
 
Already addressed Steele. 
 
>>141093489 
 
Already asked for your word that you'll actually use the information. 
 
>>141093520 
 
He's the head of a pedophile ring. 
 
>>141093567 
 
Assange is not dead. Wikileaks is limited hangout. 
 
>>141093584 
 
Hack, follow people around, use cameras. You want it to be disorganized, or the Feds will infiltrate it. 
 
>>141093591 
 
Yes, Steve Pieczenik is FBI anon. 
 
>>141093622 
 
The smart people in DC are scared shitless. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: IHBjvZX8)  09/10/17(Sun)19:54:06 No.141094532▶ 
How much do donors participate in the blackmailing of their candidates? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 8ndCySqb)  09/10/17(Sun)19:54:26 No.141094560▶ 
>>141094634 
Okay, I'll bite Mr. LARPer. Will any of this shit get exposed? Does Trump stand a chance against the Swamp? Is the Awan 
case making them afraid? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: +R0dSddl)  09/10/17(Sun)19:55:16 No.141094634▶ 
>>141094709 
>>141094560 
Stop feeding this obvious shill dude. This is sliding other good threads. He's saying Assange is a limited hangout after he 
gave information to Trump 2 weeks ago. Wtf 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: YBEXkEW0)  09/10/17(Sun)19:55:33 No.141094660▶ 
File: 1461057796504.jpg (113 KB, 792x1010) 

 
>>141094340 
The one dumbfuck who uses a Republican icon at /pol/ gets duped by the Jew.  
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You idiot baby boomer. 

>> 

 I'M MAD AS HELL AND I'M NOT TAKING IT ANYMORE (ID: Du57q4FP)  09/10/17(Sun)19:56:01 No.141094696▶ 
>>141094852 >>141095284 
>Say It With Me 
>https://youtu.be/ZwMVMbmQBug [Embed] 
 
We're going to war with the deep state. 
 
Awaken Your Autism Anons, we're going in with no lube. 
 
Quick rundown for those just tuning in 
 
>Pence is a traitor, His associates run pedophile rings. Indiana is the headquarters of several of these blackmail rings. 
>Indianapolis is the head, but they do all kinds of stuff. They give hookers to influential people at the Indiana casinos, and 
then have cameras in their hotel room. That goes on all over the country. 
>Pence made Trump take out Flynn, because Flynn knew about the pedophile rings. Some of the others, like Bannon, 
were blackmailed. He had no choice. 
>The US created ISIS. During Obama's time, the Generals (including Flynn) helped the Russians stop them. Trump has 
let the Russians finish ISIS off. Israel is trying to save them. 
>They're trying to push Trump into fighting North Korea. CFR has wanted to reunify the peninsula for years. China is the 
next host for the globalists' disease. 
>Obama is a CIAnigger, we all knew this but what most people don't know is he as an Actor playing Osama Bin Laden at 
one point 
>Mossad was in on 9/11. So were the Saudis, and they were funded by the British. So were the cucks, like Bush Sr. and 
Cheney. All the cucks are closet Anglophiles. 
>Mueller led the 9/11 coverup as head of the FBI. Confirmed faggot. 
>Trump is playing the game. If he fires his whole staff and replaces it with red-blooded nationalists, the cucks can take the 
whole country down. We are totally dependent on things like CIA drug-running to pay our bills.  
>Trump is trying to hang on, get tax reform, and grow the economy enough that he'll be able to drain the swamp when 
he's not running massive deficits. 
>Blackmailed cucks in DC. They all answer to corproations, bankers, the CFR, Freemasons, etc. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: EXq2NDJ+)  09/10/17(Sun)19:56:11 No.141094709▶ 
>>141094634 
It's called sage 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: eyOjPvFV)  09/10/17(Sun)19:56:36 No.141094741▶ 
>>141096696 
>>141092016 
>Don't know. But the NSA will, because they read the e-mails of every CEO of a public company. That's why Congress 
earns about double the return on their portfolio as regular people. 
 
 
What shop in NSA does this? It isn't all of them. 

>> 

 I'M MAD AS HELL AND I'M NOT TAKING IT ANYMORE (ID: Du57q4FP)  09/10/17(Sun)19:56:37 No.141094743▶ 
File: 1474056823401.jpg (40 KB, 600x600) 
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9/11 was a Heist, Coup, Distraction & Domino Effect. It should be called "Oceans 9/11" because many different groups 
were involved.  
 
1) Heist [The Gold & Silver in/under Ground Zero & all those Trillions that "Vanished"] 
 
2) Coup [Jets were moved to be out of position so they couldn't intercept anything & Building 7 being destroyed due to 
who/what was operating in it] 
 
[Pentagon being hit is very interesting, since it happened to an area that was specifically reinforced almost like a bunker. 
Which means the Pentagon strike was either "sending a message", a counter strike against those in there, or a false flag 
done by those inside it to look like they were also the "victims".] 
 
3) Distraction [Look at what else was going on that day around the world & in the US, also what followed in the months 
after(such as how China joined the WTO in December)] 
 
4) Domino Effect. [It was a result of previous Domino Effects, and created a Domino Effect of its own]  
 
Groups involved in 9/11: 
 
1) Mossad [In 2 different ways, a rogue group that was part of the 9/11 operation & a separate group who was trying to 
stop the rouge group and the Saudi's] 
 
2) Saudi's [Funding for the fall guys(hijackers)] 
 
3) Deep State ["Intel", Drones, Logistics, Help with planning, etc] 
 
4) MSM/Hollywood [Provided "Plane" footage to be shown on TV/Media(Planes on TV/Media were not real)] 
 
5) Al-Q[Agreed to take the blame for it & keep the "Bin is Alive" thing going.(As a "reward" they got more arms/cash 
shipments(likely from the CIA) that would be used lately on for things like Syria)] 
 
6) M.I.C. & Contractors[They wanted war & also helped with the quick "Clean up" of Ground Zero(Dump Truck/Heavy 
Machinery Convoys for instance)] 
 
>ignore frank5 shills, A5 is absolutely right about this 
>keep the thread going 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: w5u36hf/)  09/10/17(Sun)19:56:49 No.141094762▶ 
Why don't ((we)) screen cap and make theses threads viral. Push it as a major leak. Msm do say it's fake, but they know 
we know. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: oSVCMlvw)  09/10/17(Sun)19:56:59 No.141094777▶ 
>>141095094 >>141096162 >>141096696 
>>141090963 (OP) 
what's going to happen on September 23? 

>> 

 I'M MAD AS HELL AND I'M NOT TAKING IT ANYMORE (ID: Du57q4FP)  09/10/17(Sun)19:57:00 No.141094780▶ 
Crime Inc.: this pedophilia scandal is a resonance, a replay of an older, international abuse. If anyone says pgate isn't 
real, ask them if they know it already happened once and why they think it can't happen again? 
 
https://www.reddit.com/r/C_S_T/comments/5h8rw3/crime_inc_this_pedophilia_scandal_is_a_resonance/ 
 
>inb4 plebbitshill faggots ruin this thread 
>important information in that thread going forward 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: gKhiX7eu)  09/10/17(Sun)19:57:09 No.141094789▶ 
>>141095077 >>141095288 >>141096696 
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>>141094515 
Why would Wikileaks release a trove of CIA attack vectors if they're a limited hangout? 

>> 

 I'M MAD AS HELL AND I'M NOT TAKING IT ANYMORE (ID: Du57q4FP)  09/10/17(Sun)19:57:30 No.141094814▶ 
>>141096696 
File: 1494972389698.png (937 KB, 571x742) 

 
>How do we replace the Economy with a good one? 
 
Simple. WE BUILD A SPACE ELEVATOR. 
>inb4 "haha faggot that's not possible" 
 
Go fuck yourself, the research has been done, it'll get us out of the $20trillion debt hole we're fucking stuck in. 
 
We can build an Orbital Ring Space Elevator today, using steel and kevlar. The Orbital Ring goes to low earth orbit, so it 
does not need advanced materials. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0qezLhypA0Y [Embed] [Embed] [Embed] 
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_ring 
 
Why build the Orbital Ring? It would cut our costs of going to orbit from about $2000/kg to about $1/kg. There are 
individual asteroids that have tens of trillions of dollars in materials on them that could be mined. One mission could easily 
pay for the cost of building the Orbital Ring. 
 
We could then deploy solar power satellites in orbit above cloud cover and return the power back to the surface with near 
zero loss by running power transmission cables down the elevator, and sell the power at a profit. 
 
With increased luminosity in space, enhanced exposure time, and the ability to deliver base loads, solar panels pay for 
themselves in only 1-2 years while having a 20 year life time. 
 
In other words, if you put $5 trillion of solar panels into space, you get your $5 trillion back by the end of year two and a $5 
trillion income stream each year thereafter. 
 
In other words, the US could cut everyone's taxes, both personal and business, income, capital, death, or otherwise, all to 
0%, not even cut any benefits or current spending, and pay off the national debt within a decade. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: tzMFeCTh)  09/10/17(Sun)19:57:37 No.141094821▶ 
File: allmightmha-1499892508024(...).jpg (167 KB, 1280x720) 

 
>>141091340 
 
>Did someone say 
 
PLUS ULTRA!?!? 
sorry desu i'll go back to /a/ now 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 3djtOO7S)  09/10/17(Sun)19:57:44 No.141094828▶ 
>>141094947 >>141097162 >>141099633 >>141100052 
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>>141094515 
>Pence is pedo kingpin 
 
I was believing your LARP up until this point. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: PNpQmiUt)  09/10/17(Sun)19:58:00 No.141094849▶ 
>>141095475 
File: Networks_CP.png (668 KB, 3292x2365) 

 
>>141093997 
What? Are you trolling? 
 
>>141094063 
Think like a trafficker that wants to get away with this shit. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: dRPPJ8ks)  09/10/17(Sun)19:58:03 No.141094852▶ 
File: its-magic-i-aint-gotta-ex(...).jpg (78 KB, 720x479) 

 
>>141094696 
https://youtu.be/ImAlx0amAIc [Embed] 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Dysf9iwV)  09/10/17(Sun)19:58:06 No.141094854▶ 
>>141090963 (OP) 
 
We already know this. Trump is isolated. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: IHBjvZX8)  09/10/17(Sun)19:58:20 No.141094880▶ 
>>141096696 
A bit of typo, I should have asked... 
 
What is the frequency of large donors playing a role in the extortion of their candidates? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: /AQBshfc)  09/10/17(Sun)19:58:21 No.141094882▶ 
>>141093314 
You've been here before talking about Henry Clay, correct? 

>> 

 I'M MAD AS HELL AND I'M NOT TAKING IT ANYMORE (ID: Du57q4FP)  09/10/17(Sun)19:58:23 No.141094886▶ 
There was another Anon on here a few days ago saying he was higher rank in a police force, and that there's a group 
called ROYAL ORDER OF JESTERS (High level Shriners become Jesters) and these people fix police forces and courts 
in favor of pedos getting off free. Go on Google maps and search the headquarters location. Some kind of connection with 
Indiana, which coincides with info in this thread.  
>Crossroads of America 
 
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/140697895/#140697895 

>> 
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 Anonymous (ID: moI0+Tx5)  09/10/17(Sun)19:58:49 No.141094930▶ 
>>141096696 
does coulter know the truth of the red pill? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 5wabrb8K)  09/10/17(Sun)19:59:00 No.141094944▶ 
Not accusing you of LARPing. I'm accusing you of not knowing mych because you're a Senate staffer. Do you have 
access to classified intel? Does your staffer(s) work for the Intellegence Committee? If not, you're inflating your own 
importance here. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: tZRKCVcI)  09/10/17(Sun)19:59:00 No.141094947▶ 
>>141095249 >>141096696 
>>141094828 
Yes, Pence who has pool parties with Hastert isn't a pedo. Sure, pal. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: rtuc1182)  09/10/17(Sun)19:59:14 No.141094965▶ 
>>141097492 
>>141090963 (OP) 
What's going on between China and the West in Africa? How serious is it? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: i8qklMep)  09/10/17(Sun)20:00:31 No.141095077▶ 
>>141095502 
>>141094789 
Because they were old and nothing happened like they knew nothing would. It has been long since forgotten. When was 
the last time he released GOOD shit? Hilary & Podesta emails. I think he was legit then. But when all the October shit 
happened, thats when he flipped & now we get NOTHING from him. He knows shit that can help the regular people. But 
he can't or won't release it. We are truly alone. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Dysf9iwV)  09/10/17(Sun)20:00:35 No.141095094▶ 
File: kek ascetic's tattoo.jpg (1.31 MB, 3264x2448) 

 
>>141094777 
 
Judging by your digits anon, something huge. 
 
Epic. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: nIdeL+JQ)  09/10/17(Sun)20:00:38 No.141095099▶ 
>>141095383 >>141097492 
>>141093870 
hmm red flag here.. the "hacked server" at comet was a disinfo op as well as the 'pizza menu' that was "found".  
 
theres plenty of other damning info from the CPP debacle, but everyone with influence appears to be compromised or 
afraid. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: rmHxWR35)  09/10/17(Sun)20:00:49 No.141095122▶ 
>>141097492 
>>141094515 
>The smart people in DC are scared shitless. 
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Thats basically verbatim what the HLI said - the smart ones see it coming, and they are scared. 
 
But if this candidate REALLY is coming, then why are we screwed if the public doesn't crack the blackmail networks? Is 
breaking the networks vital for paving the way for the new candidate? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: gKhiX7eu)  09/10/17(Sun)20:01:21 No.141095162▶ 
>>141095016 
CIAniggers should know better than to use reddit spacing by now 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: lHuV5P7d)  09/10/17(Sun)20:01:54 No.141095206▶ 
>>141095289 
>>141095016 
He really hasn't said shit that wasn't known or assumed by anyone who spends time here. I have to admit, it's not half bad 
LARP. And it looks like Frank is in here too under a different trip. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: i8qklMep)  09/10/17(Sun)20:02:14 No.141095249▶ 
>>141095491 
>>141094947 
But the Kingpin? The main Pedo? That seems far fetched. 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: OML9Vdsr)  09/10/17(Sun)20:02:30 No.141095268▶ 
>>141095475 >>141095529 >>141095642 >>141095694 >>141095871 >>141096049 >>141096108 >>141098521 
>>141093680 
 
Don't know. 
 
>>141093812 
 
Yes, he needs a vibrant economy to shut down the CIA's drug dealing. 
 
>>141093943 
 
All of the Senate Republicans are blackmailed. 
 
>>141094005 
 
Most people don't. Even people that should, like policy analysts for Senators or think tanks. 
 
>>141094016 
 
No. You have to take down the blackmailers. 
 
>>141094017 
 
It just takes a few incidents and they'll get scared and start to shut it down. Even pizzagate had them terrified. 
 
>>141094057 
 
Pedophilia is blackmail material. But some of these people really enjoy it. David Rockefeller and Bush Sr., for example. 
 
>>141094063 
 
HTG would do better to figure out the rings, surveil them, and work backwards to the logistics. 
 
>>141094073 
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Kim Jong Un is a dictator trying to hang onto power by developing a Samson option. WWIII is unlikely, but regional 
conflicts are possible. I'm not pushing Islam, that's the globalists. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 7fUsSNHu)  09/10/17(Sun)20:02:39 No.141095284▶ 
>>141097492 
>>141094696 
Freemasonry isn't /that/ shady. The Scottish Rite is. I know someone who is extremely high up in the Scottish Rite in 
Indianapolis, and I must say he's extremely shady. He has a small office job in which he manages donations to 
Freemasons, yet he rakes in a rather large amount. It's estimated by ThatsThem that his wife brings in $250,000/year, 
when she doesn't have a job. Extremely strange. He personally makes 6 figures easily. Something else to note is that he 
seems extremely impartial about politics. Whenever someone begins to speak politics to him, he just nods his head.. Says 
very little. Perhaps not to leak anything? Everyone down there has that "i diddle kids" look on their face. 
Regardless, it's some weird shit. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: IpWBrHSh)  09/10/17(Sun)20:02:42 No.141095288▶ 
>>141096100 
File: RIP Julian.jpg (43 KB, 1086x652) 

 
>>141094789 
A hangout has to be believable, otherwise it doesn't work. 
 
The trick is to release things that are salacious, to get people reacting emotionally rather than thinking rationally, but *not 
damaging to anything meaningful*. 
 
Since October (the Podesta emails) WikiLeaks hasn't released anything that seriously threatened either an operation - or 
more revealingly a person - of importance. 
 
(From its beginning there was always a question of whether WL was independent or controlled.) 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: lHuV5P7d)  09/10/17(Sun)20:02:42 No.141095289▶ 
>>141095016 
>>141095206 
I'm really not sure how my link messed up. 

>> 

 I'M MAD AS HELL AND I'M NOT TAKING IT ANYMORE (ID: Du57q4FP)  09/10/17(Sun)20:02:50 No.141095298▶ 
>>141097016 >>141101723 
>>141092816 
FBI Anon was Steve Pieczenik. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: KkxAoXwE)  09/10/17(Sun)20:03:11 No.141095335▶ 
>>141097492 
File: crest_1660.png (9 KB, 256x256) 

 
>>141090963 (OP) 
Sup mr senator 
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Let me tell you this: What's happening the US right now is the death of the US. 
 
Divided population 
Being outmaneuvered geopolitically by Russia China 
Inordinant Israeli/Saudi political influence  
Secret NKVD "murder squads" (we all know they fucking exist) 
 
The US Government loses its mandate to govern if Trump goes down, it is as simple as that. You and others in 
government won't notice or realize, but you'll have set the country up for disaster. If war breaks out, civil war will break 
out. If the economy shits itself, civil war will break out. If mass immigration continues unabated, civil war breaks out.  
 
Trump is the only thing keeping the country together - because he represents the collective will of Americans to fix their 
country. Impeaching him, assassinating him, whatever - tells half the country that their opinions don't matter, and that will 
make things ugly. 
 
Here's a quote for you: 
>“A large populace held in check by a small but powerful force is quite a common situation in our universe. And we know 
the major conditions wherein this large populace may turn upon its keepers— 
>“One: When they find a leader. This is the most volatile threat to the powerful; they must retain control of leaders. 
>“Two: When the populace recognizes its chains. Keep the populace blind and unquestioning. 
>“Three: When the populace perceives a hope of escape from bondage. They must never even believe that escape is 
possible!” 
 
Two is already satisfied. One is Tenuous, I don't think Trump is that Leader, but another will come along eventually, so it 
may as well be satisfied. 
 
The only thing the US Government has going for it now is 3. People don't think they can take on the US Government. That 
WILL change the moment anything weakens Federal Omnipotence. War, economy, riots, terrorists. It won't take much. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 30aP/nWJ)  09/10/17(Sun)20:03:13 No.141095337▶ 
>>141093870 
>There's no one else left, anon. You're the last hope of the Republic. 
>Sessions is compromised. 
>Mueller is not /ourguy/ 
>Trump has no support  
 
So nothing will happen unless there's overwhelming evidence made available to the public. You're asking Anons to 
physically investigate people and locations, and risk their lives. But you won't drop specific info. This is too much of a 
blackpill. Seems like a ShareBlue psyop to kill morale around here. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: lNeiugYs)  09/10/17(Sun)20:03:30 No.141095360▶ 
>>141098000 
>>141092016 
pedo rings is a false flag, but other shit is shit.  
 
I believe you know more than most, but "high ranking" you are not, until proofs given.  
 
love the bit about returns though, thats juicy af 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: i8qklMep)  09/10/17(Sun)20:03:48 No.141095383▶ 
>>141095099 
I thought that too about the Server. It was bullshit. Hmmm.... 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: w5u36hf/)  09/10/17(Sun)20:04:09 No.141095419▶ 
>>141097492 >>141097802 
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>/pol/ the the US last chance.  
This is both horrifying and amazing.  
But I'm nowhere near DC. Is there anything I can irl from WA? 
I will give my life for the the country if I have to. 

>> 

 bodhi mantra (ID: iXbyIToK)  09/10/17(Sun)20:04:19 No.141095439▶ 
>>141092016 
All of this is pretty standard for the god tier red pilled and in my book in great detail if anyone wants to be full power level I 
will give you a free copy 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: yvjmIl/S)  09/10/17(Sun)20:04:47 No.141095471▶ 
>>141097207 >>141098143 
>>141093567 
 
Assange has been interviewed a dozen times since you retard shills said he was "killed". 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: O8HDCOMp)  09/10/17(Sun)20:04:45 No.141095475▶ 
>>141097492 
File: 1488355292236.png (2.8 MB, 5393x7897) 

 
>>141092892 
>Any insight on where we should focus with this?  
>>141093489 
>concerning the pedos 
 
see >>141094063 
 
>>141093073 
>I've seen a great deal of serious effort as far as internet snooping on this website. 
What does LE do? They investigate the CONNECTIONS between people, businesses, organizations first. They build up 
the data and organize it. You have many free resources at your disposal online to research these people, businesses & 
organizations (record search of businesses reveals a lot of info) and you can start mapping those connections to see the 
relationships between them 
>Person A runs this NGO 
>Person B is on the board of NGO 
>Person B also alumni of X Uni 
>Person B on the board of company R 
>Person C alumni of X Uni, on board of NGO and company R 
etc, etc. Use real, verifiable sources that LE can use to overcome the hurdle of their supervisor or to get a warrant. 
 
Example is pic related 
 
You have to be careful with a bit on this chan or you'll get b& for d0x of even corporate info fullch!n is better for that... 
 
>>141094849 
>Think like a trafficker that wants to get away with this shit. 
Exactly. What would they need, how would they do it? Who would they use? 
 
>>141095268 
Front to back or back to front 

>> 
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 Anonymous (ID: tZRKCVcI)  09/10/17(Sun)20:04:59 No.141095491▶ 
>>141097492 
>>141095249 
Nothing is unbelievable anymore anon. Israel has complete control with their blackmail network. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: gKhiX7eu)  09/10/17(Sun)20:05:09 No.141095502▶ 
>>141095077 
True. It was the CIA leaks combined with the leaks that helped get Trump elected that kept my faith. Vault 7 was so 
intense tho, it's hard to even imagine better cyber weaponry than that. Just not sure why they would want them exposed 
to the public consciousness 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: lHuV5P7d)  09/10/17(Sun)20:05:29 No.141095529▶ 
>>141095843 
>>141095268 
>No. You have to take down the blackmailers. 
okay I'll bite, who are the blackmailers? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: nIdeL+JQ)  09/10/17(Sun)20:06:06 No.141095581▶ 
>>141098707 
>>141094515 
anon -- send info to hp0y6@slipry.net and i'll post on a credible steemit account so it can be saved on blockchain 
permanently. ill push to voat with another credible account on the pizzagate forums 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: lqMxp39a)  09/10/17(Sun)20:06:09 No.141095589▶ 
>>141092393 
This man asks the real questions. But it doesn't take a Senate worker to give you an answer, anon. 
 
Never. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: tZRKCVcI)  09/10/17(Sun)20:06:41 No.141095642▶ 
>>141098707 
>>141095268 
Roy Cohn, I think? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: kWdd0P7l)  09/10/17(Sun)20:07:19 No.141095694▶ 
>>141098707 
>>141095268 
So Trump is completely red pilled on everything from 9-11 to congress being black mailed? If so, long has Trump been 
fully redpilled and does he despise Pence for his treason? Trump looks genuinely happy with pence whenever on camera. 
Is he just good at faking body language? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: YBEXkEW0)  09/10/17(Sun)20:07:48 No.141095733▶ 
>>141097114 >>141098791 >>141100052 
File: Retarded Anglokike Sperg.jpg (535 KB, 3555x2198) 

 
>OP is Steve Pieczenik the Irish hating Jew from InfoWars. 
What has this LARPing kike said? All he has done is rehash common knowledge that made headlines. Anyone? can 
anyone here explain what OP has revealed? Go ahead name one thing. Exactly, you can't remember. The only thing you 
will remember after this LARPing kike is done will be.... "Pence is a traitor". After all this time... the lasting thought inside 
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of your head will be "Pence is a traitor". OP is Steve Pieczenik the Irish hating Jew from InfoWars. He's a master spy and 
physiologist who hates Irish Americans. 
 
Learn how Jewish psychologist think and operate. They are so transparent and childish. Their mindset is childish in 
nature. Childish and insidious. 
 
OP is Steve Pieczenik the Irish hating Jew from InfoWars. 
OP is Steve Pieczenik the Irish hating Jew from InfoWars. 
OP is Steve Pieczenik the Irish hating Jew from InfoWars. 
OP is Steve Pieczenik the Irish hating Jew from InfoWars. 
OP is Steve Pieczenik 
OP is Steve Pieczenik 
OP is Steve Pieczenik 
Steve Pieczenik 
Steve Pieczenik 
Steve Pieczenik 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 7fUsSNHu)  09/10/17(Sun)20:08:32 No.141095785▶ 
>>141098707 
>>141093870 
>Probably 1/4 o Congress are members. 
How many of said members are also members of the Scottish Rite? 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: OML9Vdsr)  09/10/17(Sun)20:08:40 No.141095797▶ 
>>141096017 >>141096249 >>141096308 >>141096577 >>141097190 
>>141094077 
 
Ask the people at the hotel. Ask blackjack dealers who they've seen in there. Ask the security. Michael Jordan goes to 
Gary and they hook him up. I'm sure they do the same for the Chicago elites. 
 
>>141094240 
 
There isn't a group called the Illuminati in DC. It's others, like masons, CIA, Mossad, etc. 
 
>>141094268 
 
Infrastructure pays for itself quickly. It's one of the few things the government does well. That's why the globalists hate it; 
they want you to be poor. 
 
>>141094435 
 
Stop chasing fortune tellers, and judge people by the content they provide. 
 
>>141094488 
 
NSA does most of the spying to discover new tech. CIA does a lot less sigint, and a lot more clandestine activities. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: VDMdmBvg)  09/10/17(Sun)20:09:06 No.141095843▶ 
>>141097122 >>141098707 
>>141092393 
>CR 
What's a CR? 
 
>>141095529 
He's claiming low-level is Royal Order of Jesters. Him and other people that may or may not be LARPing usually go after 
secret societies. 

>> 
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 Anonymous (ID: MHtzgXTq)  09/10/17(Sun)20:09:09 No.141095849▶ 
>>141090963 (OP) 
Is Russia good or bad? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: w5u36hf/)  09/10/17(Sun)20:09:22 No.141095871▶ 
>>141098707 
>>141095268 
So then we need to use HTG. Investage in person, take justice into our own hands with what we find 
>HTG finds something  
>investigate  
>if pedos are found , take action  
>disrupt the operation 
Simple. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: lNeiugYs)  09/10/17(Sun)20:09:34 No.141095882▶ 
>>141092816 
>He and Carson 
ok even if you are legit this just prooves DC is stupid as fuck and in way over their heads.  
 
Heres the solution: Senate is bumped to 1000 members, 20 for each state. 
 
House is bumped to 3380 members, in the exact same ratio as if they had 338 now and forever. 
 
repeat for every hundred million population milestone cuz believe me sonny boy, 10,000 brains are better than one. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vtMYJK/I)  09/10/17(Sun)20:09:52 No.141095919▶ 
>>141098707 
File: z.jpg (180 KB, 1110x693) 

 
SENATE ANON, I live in the belly of the beast. I've already stumbled upon a low level pedo and tried to turn him in. I 
might have fucked up by going to the police first, assuming my police dept is pozzed at some point in the chain. ANON 
YOU HAVE MY WORD. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 4PD93+mE)  09/10/17(Sun)20:09:54 No.141095923▶ 
>>141098707 
File: word.jpg (1.43 MB, 1699x1130) 

 
>>141094515 
as one anon to another i'm giving you my word 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: VDMdmBvg)  09/10/17(Sun)20:10:53 No.141096017▶ 
>>141095797 
Yes, but gibs and the military are kind of expensive and the improved commercial efficiency doesn't quite cover the bill. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: wFVqsETF)  09/10/17(Sun)20:11:11 No.141096049▶ 
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>>141095268 
why isn't anyone asking the important question? 
if this guy is real, why is he in the senate and not compromised? how did he avoid it? why hasn't he told who isn't 
compromised? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Cz0W/cO4)  09/10/17(Sun)20:11:22 No.141096071▶ 
How much do you guys think OP weighs? I'm guessing 345lbs. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: gKhiX7eu)  09/10/17(Sun)20:11:44 No.141096100▶ 
>>141095288 
Checked 
But why release CIA info at all? Just to scare us? Wikileaks is so broad they could released info on anyone this year. Why 
is he tweeting red pills? To discredit himself from leftists? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: PNpQmiUt)  09/10/17(Sun)20:11:49 No.141096108▶ 
>>141098707 
>>141094515 
>Steve Pieczenik is FBI anon. 
How would a staffer like you know this? Or are you guessing based on the info he gave out in the thread? 
 
>>141095268 
>HTG would do better to figure out the rings 
It's a goal, we're looking for this stuff too but it needs to be attacked from all angles. Finding where stuff happens can also 
help determine what groups/services/buildings/companies/individuals are involved. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: oSVCMlvw)  09/10/17(Sun)20:12:24 No.141096162▶ 
>>141096522 
File: Space Pepe.png (168 KB, 298x296) 

 
>>141094777 
digits say u have to answer 
but seriously what do u make of this? 
http://imgur.com/gallery/YMTJd 
http://imgur.com/gallery/DLRgU 

>> 

 I'M MAD AS HELL AND I'M NOT TAKING IT ANYMORE (ID: Du57q4FP)  09/10/17(Sun)20:12:58 No.141096216▶ 
>>141096531 >>141096562 >>141099425 
File: 3e9efcf4aa6d71cf40abe24ce(...).jpg (36 KB, 417x600) 

 
2018 mid-terms we need to elect /our guys/ to take over positions of the faggots wasting space in DC. 
 
We need to act quickly on that, make a Mid-Terms General and come up with clean names that'll be up to the task. 
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Additionally, we need more eyes on the /HTG/ - Human Trafficking General 
 
I'm making a discord right now as a Starting Point. We need to coordinate, go on the offensive if we want to see Big 
Changes happen. 
discord gg/dya3Fd 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vtMYJK/I)  09/10/17(Sun)20:13:27 No.141096249▶ 
>>141099425 
File: indianaswampsbloom.png (2.06 MB, 1023x766) 

 
>>141095797 
 
ANON 
My ex was a blackjack dealer at one of the casinos. She was even at the high-roller tables. She got fired (I'm not sure we 
broke up around this point) for not playing politics with other staff. Maybe she didn't want to cover for pedo shit? This 
person would have said something. I also know someone who knows someone in CPS. Did you know this area got its first 
child trafficking busting unit this year? Is this really helping or is CPS pozzed all the way up too? 
FUCK I FEEL LIKE IM SO CLOSE TO ALL OF THIS 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: wFVqsETF)  09/10/17(Sun)20:14:09 No.141096308▶ 
>>141096405 >>141096489 >>141096531 >>141096558 
>>141095797 
the content you have provided us is bogus so far if not verified and you have to understand that.  
 
tell you what, tell us something that is going to happen or planned, a meeting, anything really, that isn't in the news right 
now. when it happens in a day, a week, or a month, everybody will know you are legit, without having any clue who you 
are. fair? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: i8qklMep)  09/10/17(Sun)20:15:15 No.141096405▶ 
>>141096558 
>>141096308 
Yup. Like with WH Anon 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: NSZZSzij)  09/10/17(Sun)20:16:23 No.141096489▶ 
>>141096308 
In a month when the prediction comes true, an anon starts a thread and says, 'it was me who predicted it'. How do you 
know it's the right anon? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: /ZZlI0YA)  09/10/17(Sun)20:16:31 No.141096498▶ 
>>141093463 
This does feel like a limited hangout 

>> 

 bodhi mantra (ID: iXbyIToK)  09/10/17(Sun)20:16:55 No.141096522▶ 
>>141096162 
here know yourselves out guys most of this is too complex and lengthy to explain to most of the useful idiots here  
https://youtu.be/gfRxWwaOO1s [Embed] 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aNu3Z9SyJ84 [Embed] 
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/139838784 
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/138010792 
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https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/138030306 
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/138051194 
https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/139729323 
>>140430739 → 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: VDMdmBvg)  09/10/17(Sun)20:17:01 No.141096531▶ 
>>141096628 
>>141096216 
Unfortunately, my state elected a guy that capitulated. We have another chance in 2018, but I don't hold high hopes. 
 
>>141096308 
I can get behind this. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ZBQRsUdg)  09/10/17(Sun)20:17:19 No.141096552▶ 
File: IMG_6804.png (52 KB, 500x327) 

 
Shout out from the Ford HOB, OP. Congress is a constant shit-show, but I do enjoy the steady paycheck and am so 
happy that I work for a non-partisan office. I hope you're maxing out your TSP contribs! 

>> 

 I'M MAD AS HELL AND I'M NOT TAKING IT ANYMORE (ID: Du57q4FP)  09/10/17(Sun)20:17:26 No.141096558▶ 
>>141096780 >>141098955 
>>141096308 
>>141096405 
 
Don't be doubtful skeptics right now. Now's not the time for that. 
 
He's provided more than enough to qualify him as Legit. Read Part 1, or the quick rundown I provided in this thread, that 
was all him. 
 
READ THE DAMN THREADS 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: p4MDwfpl)  09/10/17(Sun)20:17:28 No.141096562▶ 
>>141096216 
How do we draw people to these, we're gonna need to do geolocated, targeted memetics by districts and states 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: WBZaMXmt)  09/10/17(Sun)20:17:35 No.141096572▶ 
This doesn't seem like anything not already known is being passed on. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: YBEXkEW0)  09/10/17(Sun)20:17:40 No.141096577▶ 
>>141100052 
>>141095797 
Now this LARPing kike is trying to associate Pence with his own Anglo / Jew pedophile elites. You guys are legit retarded 
if you fall for this. 
 
Are you honestly this easy to convince? "Hey guys, I'm special... ask me anything. Btw, Trump's a traitor and has to go." 
 
Wow.... at least half of you can spot this guy for who he is. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 495aI4jx)  09/10/17(Sun)20:18:04 No.141096606▶ 
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>>141090963 (OP) 
Hi Anon. 
 
do you know anything about Dave Flintstone and the hawaii pedo ring?  
 
was Richard Windsor Lisa Jackson? 

>> 

 I'M MAD AS HELL AND I'M NOT TAKING IT ANYMORE (ID: Du57q4FP)  09/10/17(Sun)20:18:19 No.141096628▶ 
>>141097701 
>>141096531 
 
We don't need hope, we need plans of action. We need to coordinate our efforts like we did in 2016. We can make it 
happen, we do not have to do this alone. 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: OML9Vdsr)  09/10/17(Sun)20:19:06 No.141096696▶ 
>>141097267 >>141097363 >>141097405 >>141097548 >>141097583 >>141097585 >>141097640 >>141098379 
>>141094489 
 
How much food, ammo, and gold do you have? 
 
>>141094741 
 
I don't know specific departments, but my boss gets stock tips regularly from somewhere. 
 
>>141094777 
 
Don't know. 
 
>>141094789 
 
Demoralize the populace. 
 
>>141094814 
 
I don't know enough about this, but tax reform would get us another 2% growth easily, and fixing regulations could double 
that. That's what Trump is trying to do. 
 
>>141094880 
 
Common. They only fund people that are blackmailed in the primaries, so you end up with two controlled stooges going 
for the seat. 
 
>>141094930 
 
The media won't tell you, but Coulter is one of the smartest policy people in DC. She actually knows what she's talking 
about, which is why they hate her so much. Also, she's a lesbian, if you didn't know yet. 
 
>>141094947 
 
If he is, no one in Washington has proof. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 3HUOaVaf)  09/10/17(Sun)20:19:07 No.141096699▶ 
File: 1495347672950.jpg (269 KB, 1000x1196) 
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Are you by chance the son of some random person who lives in New Jersey? I heard them saying before that their son 
heard that the CIA does drug dealing. If you tell me the dad's profession, I'll believe your BS. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 0cqyrrer)  09/10/17(Sun)20:19:12 No.141096707▶ 
I'm not really caught up on US politics, but isn't Paul Ryan the "It's Every Day Bro" guy? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: i8qklMep)  09/10/17(Sun)20:20:02 No.141096780▶ 
>>141096993 
>>141096558 
How am I being skeptical? I wasn't being sarcastic or anything. wtf 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: /ZZlI0YA)  09/10/17(Sun)20:20:06 No.141096788▶ 
>>141093812 
(((They))) can't crash the economy. Everyone would have their heads. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ie8xpAlN)  09/10/17(Sun)20:20:30 No.141096827▶ 
>>141096939 
>>141090963 (OP) 
>>Trump has no one to help him 
 
Trump has /pol/ to help him. 
What more could he need? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: e2InYX+Q)  09/10/17(Sun)20:20:44 No.141096842▶ 
>>141090963 (OP) 
Slides coming fast and furious, so have this bumperoni. Worthless lurker here, but I have a brain and a nose, and smell 
something interesting. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: w5u36hf/)  09/10/17(Sun)20:21:36 No.141096908▶ 
>>141099425 
If they really dont stand a chance, We also could have our own Sampson option . Go full out 100%, shill for civil war, 
make it happen. 
The US will collapse, but ((they)) will too. And we can rebuild it, stronger then before. I have faith in the people , even if a 
1/3 is hopelessly brainwashed. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: lJxqjETA)  09/10/17(Sun)20:21:40 No.141096911▶ 
>>141099425 
>>141090963 (OP) 
Pence isn't a traitor. Bannon would've named him in the interview 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: LFybfDR1)  09/10/17(Sun)20:21:56 No.141096939▶ 
>>141098867 
>>141096827 
/pol/ hasn't been /pol/ for a while. 
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>> 

 I'M MAD AS HELL AND I'M NOT TAKING IT ANYMORE (ID: Du57q4FP)  09/10/17(Sun)20:22:35 No.141096993▶ 
>>141096780 
 
If I come off rude, I apologize. 
>nickname related 
 
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/search/username/US%20Senate%20Anon/ 
 
Here is an archive of everything OP has posted so far. Double checked the search results and it's only his posts. Hope 
that helps. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: iJhwrSgl)  09/10/17(Sun)20:22:51 No.141097016▶ 
>>141097453 
>>141095298 
all the shit that goes on behind closed doors is fucking infuriating but I am at a loss as to how to fight it 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vpcYWxnE)  09/10/17(Sun)20:23:19 No.141097057▶ 
>>141092016 
>Canada is not an important power in geopolitics. 
=] 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 4cY4Nlmg)  09/10/17(Sun)20:23:49 No.141097090▶ 
>>141097772 
>people falling for this LARP shit 
Are you all really that bored? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: oSVCMlvw)  09/10/17(Sun)20:24:00 No.141097103▶ 
>>141099425 
how can trump dismantle and abolish the federal reserve? 

>> 

 bodhi mantra (ID: iXbyIToK)  09/10/17(Sun)20:24:12 No.141097114▶ 
>>141097991 
>>141095733 
>They are so transparent and childish. Their mindset is childish in nature. Childish and insidious. 
this, they have a massive inferiority complex and nasty nature, indoctrinated hatred with projecting 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ZBQRsUdg)  09/10/17(Sun)20:24:19 No.141097122▶ 
File: IMG_6790.jpg (1.15 MB, 2624x1887) 

 
>>141095843 
Continuing Resolution. Wreaks havoc on the appropriations process because nothing is set in stone. Haven't had a real 
budget passed since ~2010. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vpcYWxnE)  09/10/17(Sun)20:24:50 No.141097160▶ 
>>141092816 
Don't listen to the assholes asking you to give out info that could identify you anon bro. The real anons are reading 
carefully and digesting. Just pay the shills no mind. 
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>> 

 Anonymous (ID: iJhwrSgl)  09/10/17(Sun)20:24:51 No.141097162▶ 
>>141094828 
it would make sense, he likes fucking boys but is in denial so talks about shock therapy for gays 

>> 

 bodhi mantra (ID: iXbyIToK)  09/10/17(Sun)20:25:08 No.141097190▶ 
>>141095797 
>There isn't a group called the Illuminati in DC. It's others, like masons, CIA, Mossad, etc. 
all you post is the obvious guy 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: IpWBrHSh)  09/10/17(Sun)20:25:21 No.141097207▶ 
>>141095471 
Your GS-2 level "retard" disinfo won't work here. 
 
For the next 6-9 months after the October 2016 operation, whatever it was, Assange was never seen in public - only from 
the waist up, against a green screen. 
 
Watch these videos for indications of why that might be. While this video doesn't prove Assange is dead or alive, it does 
show why the question is important - and why not to believe something just because it looks like a video of a live person. 
 
Face2Face: Real-time Face Capture and Reenactment 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ohmajJTcpNk [Embed] 
 
Synthesizing Obama: Learning Lip Sync from Audio 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MVBe6_o4cMI [Embed] 
 
(Not trying to derail your thread SenateAnon, these videos are generally helpful.) 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vpcYWxnE)  09/10/17(Sun)20:25:55 No.141097249▶ 
>>141092816 
>He's on Infowars all the time. 
hehe 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: svnHO+aP)  09/10/17(Sun)20:26:05 No.141097267▶ 
>>141099425 
>>141096696 
Did Sessions intentionally mislead Trump for his nomination? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Yzi7lRZz)  09/10/17(Sun)20:26:52 No.141097342▶ 
>>141090963 (OP) 
kys retard 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: kWdd0P7l)  09/10/17(Sun)20:27:05 No.141097363▶ 
>>141099425 
>>141096696 
You're not the first one to mention the Pence pedophile and flynn thing. Alex Jones had a guest talk about it like 5 months 
ago. Also, can you tell me if Trump is fully redpilled on the ins and outs of what you're telling us? Is Trump privy to what 
Pence is done? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Iu52gSlg)  09/10/17(Sun)20:27:17 No.141097381▶ 
>>141099425 
What is up with Chelsea Manning? CIA asset to rally the fringier/damaged parts of the left? 

>> 
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 Anonymous (ID: WzbvXZ0L)  09/10/17(Sun)20:27:20 No.141097388▶ 
>>141090963 (OP) 
Please don't grow a vagina. I guess that's not really a question, but uh, yeah. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: bVEM6A4q)  09/10/17(Sun)20:27:27 No.141097400▶ 
>>141092887 
this 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Ltp7iwt8)  09/10/17(Sun)20:27:32 No.141097405▶ 
>>141099425 
>>141096696 
Do you know if Cruz and Paul were working together with Trump to ensure he sealed the nomination? I know that Cruz 
and Paul and Trump were all compromised by the same people but idk if they were ever literally in cahoots to make 
Trump win or if the blackmailers were just going to go with whomever won out of the three. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: YBEXkEW0)  09/10/17(Sun)20:27:50 No.141097433▶ 
File: 1459674512884.jpg (43 KB, 688x456) 

 
>tfw when 4chan has become infowars comment section 
Any generic kike spamming the most common knowledge headlines gets an audience of desperate low IQ fools waiting 
for his every post. 
 
This place is a fucking joke. OP would get banned in 60 seconds at 8ch.  
 
All OP did was drop 4-5 buzzwords (CIA, FBI, Pedophile, Pence) and you idiots go along. Fucking retarded InfoWars 
crowd. 

>> 

 I'M MAD AS HELL AND I'M NOT TAKING IT ANYMORE (ID: Du57q4FP)  09/10/17(Sun)20:28:05 No.141097453▶ 
File: 1493512773887.jpg (127 KB, 1000x1000) 

 
>>141097016 
 
Join us in fighting back. 
 
discord server gg/dya3Fd 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: OML9Vdsr)  09/10/17(Sun)20:28:33 No.141097492▶ 
>>141097575 >>141097664 >>141097670 >>141097701 >>141097937 >>141098360 >>141100065 
>>141094965 
 
China is trying to develop things, and the globalists want them to be poor. Same as it was under Kennedy. 
 
>>141095099 
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The hacked server was definitely not disinfo. 
 
>>141095122 
 
Have you seen High Level Insider lately? I hope they come, but no one knows. There's people raping kids right now in 
Washington DC. We can stop it. 
 
>>141095284 
 
Southern Jurisdiction Scottish Rite is definitely the most powerful in the US. 
 
>>141095335 
 
It's got nothing to do with states rights vs. the feds. The state governments are just as full of perverts. 
 
>>141095419 
 
Start busting pedophiles in WA. 
 
>>141095475 
 
No. That's exactly where Pizzagate went wrong. 
 
>>141095491 
 
Epstein was shut down a long time ago. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: KvFuQN2v)  09/10/17(Sun)20:28:42 No.141097505▶ 
File: 3058c5a61fd66856443f47390(...).jpg (1.69 MB, 1656x2160) 

 
>>141090963 (OP) 
Your days are numbered in the senate if you vote for the bridge act. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: tZRKCVcI)  09/10/17(Sun)20:29:08 No.141097548▶ 
>>141096696 
>contradicting yourself this hard 
You stated 
>pence is pedo kingpin 
You can't even keep your lark straight ffs 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Yzi7lRZz)  09/10/17(Sun)20:29:29 No.141097575▶ 
>>141097492 
>we can stop it 
>doesnt stop it 
obvious b8 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: if49yMHl)  09/10/17(Sun)20:29:32 No.141097583▶ 
>>141099808 
>>141096696 
Can you tell us everything you know about Bannon? 
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And can you tell us what the deep state's plans are when it comes to demographic replacement, immigration, and the 
like? 

>> 

 bodhi mantra (ID: iXbyIToK)  09/10/17(Sun)20:29:33 No.141097585▶ 
>>141096696 
You are not posting anything I have not been posting here for over 2 years that is my book fake and gay 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 9pAU8XUC)  09/10/17(Sun)20:29:58 No.141097617▶ 
File: DrJONES.png (1.08 MB, 1026x2008) 

 
Perhaps we stick to our guns and meme.  
 
Meme victims coming forward 
Meme a pedobus crashing 
Meme local businesses as harborers 
Meme children museums as trafficers 

>> 

 I'M MAD AS HELL AND I'M NOT TAKING IT ANYMORE (ID: Du57q4FP)  09/10/17(Sun)20:30:18 No.141097640▶ 
>>141097950 
>>141096696 
>I don't know enough about this, but tax reform would get us another 2% growth easily, and fixing regulations could 
double that. That's what Trump is trying to do. 
 
I see him making progress. 
3% GDP growth, something Obama was too incompetent (or just a complete piece of shit) to accomplish. 
 
We need to help him. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: svnHO+aP)  09/10/17(Sun)20:30:32 No.141097664▶ 
>>141099808 
>>141097492 
Will Hillary ever get imprisoned? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: O8HDCOMp)  09/10/17(Sun)20:30:34 No.141097670▶ 
>>141097773 >>141099808 
>>141097492 
Then your suggestion is IRL vigilantism? Or if something else, specify. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Paj4xxey)  09/10/17(Sun)20:30:47 No.141097682▶ 
>>141097892 >>141099808 
What happens at the Bohemian Grove? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: VDMdmBvg)  09/10/17(Sun)20:31:01 No.141097701▶ 
>>141099808 
>>141096628 
Thank you. It's probably a good thing I didn't take that DoD budget forensics position. 
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>>141097492 
You may wanna clarify where Pizzagate went wrong. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: MFL+wnaF)  09/10/17(Sun)20:31:47 No.141097764▶ 
What are Trump's options?  
Is he basically a lame duck president now? Is he blackmailed? And will Mueller get him impeached? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: tZRKCVcI)  09/10/17(Sun)20:31:53 No.141097772▶ 
>>141097090 
Yeah, I really am. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: w5u36hf/)  09/10/17(Sun)20:31:54 No.141097773▶ 
>>141097670 
Thats the only option. If you podrsta or Soros irl, would you not try to kill them? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: oSVCMlvw)  09/10/17(Sun)20:32:13 No.141097802▶ 
>>141098068 
>>141095419 
>WA 
whereabouts? 

>> 

 I'M MAD AS HELL AND I'M NOT TAKING IT ANYMORE (ID: Du57q4FP)  09/10/17(Sun)20:33:11 No.141097892▶ 
>>141098752 
>>141097682 
The Bohemian Grove used to be a ritual place of old, then it was turned into a Lodge/Retreat for Elites.  
 
Now the "Ritual Reenactment" has been a big event/show for a very long time, it also gets grander every couple of 
years.(In some cases abit too grand and almost caused some fires burning the place down in the past(Which is why in the 
Alex Jones older footage, trees are cleared around some places)) 
 
People really need to take Anonymous5 seriously, he has a lot of information to offer. 
 
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/search/subject/knowledge%20bomb/username/anonymous5/tripcode/%21%219O2tecpDHQ6
/ 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: svnHO+aP)  09/10/17(Sun)20:33:41 No.141097927▶ 
>>141100267 
So if the CIA is so powerful, why didn't they rig the digital voting machines for Hillary? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: FLx7749q)  09/10/17(Sun)20:33:46 No.141097937▶ 
>>141098253 
>>141097492 
>There's people raping kids right now in Washington DC. We can stop it. 
 
Yeah yeah we've heard this many times, but you need to realize the normies do NOT at all believe this, and we absolutely 
need very large numbers of normies on board in order to do anything about it. 
 
And the only way to do this is to get a smoking gun so clear, so blatant, so shocking, to finally smash through their 
conditioning. 
 
Like we'd need video evidence of some very high up and respected person literally doing it. 
 
Without a smoking gun this is all just a larp 
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So where's the smoking gun? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: w5u36hf/)  09/10/17(Sun)20:33:56 No.141097950▶ 
>>141098366 
>>141097640 
We need to shill for trumps tax and economic plans more then anything. If he fixes it, then ((they)) are fucked. He can 
hang them easily once it's fixed.  
Anything proposed by anyone else but Trump directly is a shill. The house will try to delay and pur off tax reform untill 
another dem eventually wins 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: YBEXkEW0)  09/10/17(Sun)20:34:19 No.141097991▶ 
>>141098123 >>141099496 
File: 1459675265726.jpg (8 KB, 368x376) 

 
>>141097114 
This is why OP has ignored all 25 of my post. He doesn't want to show his natural Jewish rage to everyone here. He's 
been trained to hide it. He's a self-aware kike. 
 
His messages are childish and simplistic in nature. The Jews always keep things simple and simplistic. They appeal to 
base emotions because they are the easiest to control and manipulate. By supplying triggering buzzwords like FBI, CIA, 
Pedophile he gets their attention and sympathy. He slowly drips more and more buzzwords and generic headlines that 
everyone can relate too, or had heard of the months and years. He then associates these things with Vice President 
Pence. OP's end game remains the same... take out the Vice President. 
 
Only a child minded individual goes along with the transparent OP's agenda. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: /ZZlI0YA)  09/10/17(Sun)20:34:30 No.141098000▶ 
>>141095360 
Pedo rings are NOT a false flag. Trust. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: zisqfaiU)  09/10/17(Sun)20:34:52 No.141098034▶ 
>>141090963 (OP) 
that's an offical looking image you used on this image board. 
 
i believe you. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vpcYWxnE)  09/10/17(Sun)20:35:09 No.141098059▶ 
>>141093870 
>There's no one else left, anon. You're the last hope of the Republic. 
We're fucked. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: w5u36hf/)  09/10/17(Sun)20:35:20 No.141098068▶ 
>>141097802 
Id like to get together with other anons to do something, but saying speificly here is more likely to get you V&'d 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: A8ik0G2X)  09/10/17(Sun)20:35:47 No.141098113▶ 
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>>141100267 
>>141090963 (OP) 
After reading what you has said I believe you're not larping. However, since you're here. How the fuck do "we the people" 
solve this fucked up system? Trump is alone and sessions isn't prosecuting/investigating to drain the 
swamp..Lerner/Clinton/podesta. What do we do anon to MAGA?? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: pVwTtbVv)  09/10/17(Sun)20:35:52 No.141098121▶ 
>>141098350 >>141100267 
Do you ever know aboiut kid fucking in advanced? Would you be able to covertly have someone here /swat/ the place? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: FLx7749q)  09/10/17(Sun)20:35:55 No.141098123▶ 
>>141097991 
big if true 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: /ZZlI0YA)  09/10/17(Sun)20:36:12 No.141098143▶ 
>>141095471 
Have you seen the vid where his collar digitally morphs? I don't think assange is even alive at this point desu. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: CsprSODN)  09/10/17(Sun)20:36:15 No.141098148▶ 
>>141090963 (OP) 
bump 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vtMYJK/I)  09/10/17(Sun)20:36:34 No.141098185▶ 
>>141098383 
File: 8ca.jpg (53 KB, 600x500) 

 
MOTIVATIONAL STORY TIME 
 
THIS SHIT IS IN YOUR BACK YARD 
 
>Some years ago 
>I found a discarded phone 
>Looked through the pictures 
>Boring shit, little league game, kids at a park, etc 
>Open the downloads folder 
>CP 
>OH FUCK 
>THEY WERE GROOMING AT LOCAL BASEBALL FIELDS/PLAYGROUNDS 
>Freak out and turn it in to the police 
 
To this day I'm not sure if turning it in was the right thing to do since many forces are pozzed up in their command. But 
there was a kiddie diddler right in my area and I caught on to him just by keeping my eye out. Tried to track him IRL but 
came to a dead end.  
 
ANONS IT CAN BE DONE 
THIS STUFF IS EVERYWHERE 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: YBUhra3a)  09/10/17(Sun)20:37:18 No.141098253▶ 
>>141100267 
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>>141097937 
>Like we'd need video evidence of some very high up and respected person literally doing it. 
Video evidence that would literally be illegal and they could arrest you and shut you up before it got to the media. 
Damn they got you guys good. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: zY908U+y)  09/10/17(Sun)20:37:28 No.141098273▶ 
>>141098314 >>141098337 >>141100052 
I can't believe none of you newfags didn't ask for any kind of proof. 
 
OP is a larping cunt and you all fell for it. proof or GTFO 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: LFybfDR1)  09/10/17(Sun)20:38:04 No.141098314▶ 
>>141098273 
asked for proof twice here and many times in the last thread. op doesnt provide. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: i8qklMep)  09/10/17(Sun)20:38:23 No.141098337▶ 
>>141098273 
read the fucking threads you cock eater 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: FLx7749q)  09/10/17(Sun)20:38:32 No.141098350▶ 
>>141100267 
>>141098121 
it's the only way anything will come of it. 
 
normal people cannot be convinced about pizzagate from circumstantial evidence which is all that there is 
 
there needs to be HARD irrefutable evidence, otherwise it just stays a internet meme 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: bVEM6A4q)  09/10/17(Sun)20:38:35 No.141098360▶ 
>>141097492 
Will tomorrow be announced as peace and prosperity day by Trump? Is the September 23 prophecy legit? 

>> 

 I'M MAD AS HELL AND I'M NOT TAKING IT ANYMORE (ID: Du57q4FP)  09/10/17(Sun)20:38:44 No.141098366▶ 
>>141098817 >>141100267 
>>141097950 
 
Getting the Space Elevator project up and running would be the ultimate BTFO to (((them))) 
 
Exposing the Pedo Rings would be another excellent way to BTFO them. 
 
Replacing all of them in the 2018 Mid-Terms would be another way. 
 
We have the numbers and the power. We just need to coordinate. I posted a discord link twice in this thread, people need 
to join and I'll start getting the framework ready. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: IpWBrHSh)  09/10/17(Sun)20:38:55 No.141098379▶ 
File: Coulter.jpg (45 KB, 627x356) 
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>>141096696 
>Coulter is one of the smartest policy people in DC. She actually knows what she's talking about 
Funny and ballsy, too. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Yzi7lRZz)  09/10/17(Sun)20:38:57 No.141098383▶ 
>>141098185 
>this stuff is everywhere 
hmm i wonder who runs all the honeypots that distributes it all... HMMM 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: i3kVnojC)  09/10/17(Sun)20:39:38 No.141098444▶ 
>>141098601 >>141098643 >>141098701 
>>141091123 
You say that like gov officials work or something 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 9WZxjVC/)  09/10/17(Sun)20:40:29 No.141098521▶ 
>>141100267 
>>141095268 
Where did bush sr get the 10 year old boys skull back when he was in skull and bones? Anyone know the true story? It is 
never mentioned and was never investigated 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Yzi7lRZz)  09/10/17(Sun)20:41:26 No.141098601▶ 
>>141098444 
mainly fundraising, but everyone is poor as fuck now 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 4PD93+mE)  09/10/17(Sun)20:41:52 No.141098640▶ 
>>141098710 
OK say we do catch a diddler out. How are we supposed to properly report them? If departments are corrupt then is 
blasting them on social media the next step? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: FLx7749q)  09/10/17(Sun)20:41:54 No.141098643▶ 
File: 1503098875845.jpg (44 KB, 650x366) 

 
>>141098444 
underrated 

>> 

 I'M MAD AS HELL AND I'M NOT TAKING IT ANYMORE (ID: Du57q4FP)  09/10/17(Sun)20:42:07 No.141098665▶ 
File: 1492412828292.png (530 KB, 883x904) 

 
It's getting late. I posted everything I needed to. 
 
OP, keep up God's work and don't die on us. 
 
Everyone who still has their nuts dangling between their legs should go over the posts I shared here and join the discord 
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server I presented. We're going to War. 
 
Skeptic Shills, eat a dick and lurk moar. Faggots. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: gKhiX7eu)  09/10/17(Sun)20:42:35 No.141098701▶ 
>>141098444 
Excuse me young man, I'm going to have to check those digits 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: OML9Vdsr)  09/10/17(Sun)20:42:38 No.141098707▶ 
>>141099001 >>141099575 >>141100010 >>141100240 >>141100621 
>>141095581 
 
You didn't post a public key, meaning you don't know enough about cryptography for me to take you seriously. 
 
>>141095642 
 
Dead for a long time, but yes. 
 
>>141095694 
 
Trump is red-pilled on the big stuff, yes. 
 
>>141095785 
 
Almost all of the masons are Scottish Rite. 
 
>>141095843 
 
Jesters get cops, state judges, staffers, that kind of things. For Senators, it's usually stuff like Epstein's pedo island. 
 
>>141095871 
 
Yes. 
 
>>141095919 
>>141095923 
 
 
Alright, the Jesters have a building in Adams Morgan, under Billiken property management. Last I heard, things go on 
there. 
 
>>141096108 
 
I'm not revealing sources. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: FLx7749q)  09/10/17(Sun)20:42:39 No.141098710▶ 
>>141098640 
this 

>> 

 bodhi mantra (ID: iXbyIToK)  09/10/17(Sun)20:43:04 No.141098752▶ 
>>141097892 
nah he is a shill who tells the obvious shit anyone can find mixed with ridiculous horseshit and steals credit for others 
people work 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: +R0dSddl)  09/10/17(Sun)20:43:10 No.141098760▶ 
File: 1503716358107.png (454 KB, 496x592) 
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https://unvis.it/wired.com/story/hackers-gain-switch-flipping-access-to-us-power-systems 
 
 
JEWS PLAN ON FALSE FLAG EMP TOMORROW 
 
THE WANT TO BLAME NK 
 
DONT LET THEM 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 3rtK/Is1)  09/10/17(Sun)20:43:33 No.141098791▶ 
>>141095733 
Gonna go with this anon. 
Whoever the fuck you are, OP, you're full of shit and AIDS and should snuff yourself with a quickness. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: w5u36hf/)  09/10/17(Sun)20:43:57 No.141098817▶ 
>>141099103 
>>141098366 
You can't replace all of them. Your need to fire 90%+ of everyone working in DC, include trumps cabinare. Op said all 
Republicans are owned.  
Anons can meet irl and back trace HTG threads to locations, see if infiltration is possible. The pedo ring doesn't run itself. 
Sign up to work at somewhere that's a front, once your in, take pics, or whatever, if you see someone like podesta, shoot 
them. Even if it costs your own life. Sacrifice is needed.  
I'm too old now but I had thought to joining politics, so when I get black mailed I'll turn it around on them. They rely on 
people too scared. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: GGP25AMG)  09/10/17(Sun)20:44:27 No.141098867▶ 
>>141096939 
That's in no small part because Trump has clean up everyone who was anti-swamp and just added more swampers to his 
staff. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 9HIpSIoD)  09/10/17(Sun)20:44:41 No.141098885▶ 
>>141099944 
>>141090963 (OP) 
How involved is the UN with this pedophile ring? Sexual misconduct is not uncommon amongst it and it gives a lot of 
directives the US follows. 
 
And is UN Agenda 2030 going to be immediately slammed down our throat if Trump is taken down? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 3rtK/Is1)  09/10/17(Sun)20:45:32 No.141098955▶ 
>>141099295 
>>141096558 
Shut the fuck up, you spammy retard. Your shit is more transparent than Saran Wrap. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: VDMdmBvg)  09/10/17(Sun)20:46:00 No.141099001▶ 
>>141099163 
>>141098707 
Except you earlier said Epstein was long gone. You got anything new? 
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>> 

 Anonymous (ID: EMcMYD/z)  09/10/17(Sun)20:46:20 No.141099039▶ 
>>141099338 
File: 1489743887000.jpg (658 KB, 687x1117) 

 
>>141090963 (OP) 
 
How many high ranking Washington elites are aware of the existence of pregnant Anne Frank porn? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: RYbI2KLw)  09/10/17(Sun)20:46:41 No.141099063▶ 
>>141100813 
tell me some dirt on the Federal Reverse 

>> 

 I'M MAD AS HELL AND I'M NOT TAKING IT ANYMORE (ID: Du57q4FP)  09/10/17(Sun)20:47:01 No.141099103▶ 
>>141098817 
 
We need to replace as many seats as possible if we want to see any genuine progress(Majority would be the Ideal). 
Sitting around masturbating and letting (((them))) choose who gets a seat is utterly cucked up. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: FLx7749q)  09/10/17(Sun)20:47:36 No.141099163▶ 
>>141099001 
not exactly trying to defend our 'friend' here but he did say "stuff LIKE Epstein's pedo island" 
 
meaning like it but not actually Epstein 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: cKqPvg8y)  09/10/17(Sun)20:48:20 No.141099239▶ 
>>141092016 
Wake up? And what? Where? You are there. Lead the way Rambo. 

>> 

 I'M MAD AS HELL AND I'M NOT TAKING IT ANYMORE (ID: Du57q4FP)  09/10/17(Sun)20:48:57 No.141099295▶ 
>>141099616 
File: 1492475237315.jpg (47 KB, 500x529) 

 
>>141098955 
Headbutt a rusty nail you fucking waste of organic decaying matter. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ATQBh2X+)  09/10/17(Sun)20:49:21 No.141099338▶ 
>>141099559 >>141099982 
>>141099039 
I am genuinely in love with Anne Frank. She was beautiful, witty, and graceful young woman who light was snuffed out far 
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too early. 
I frequently fantasize about being Peter van Pels hiding with her. Oh god, just imagine deflowering that sweet girl on a 
lazy Amsterdam afternoon, lying and learn what each other's bodies were for. 
Now imagine nine months later, she's got a massive bulging stomach from carrying your child inside of her and it seems 
like she’s gonna pop any moment now. Her popped belly button makes it look like she's got a giant third boob where her 
stomach once was. She waddles around and can barely move half of the time. She's developed an insatiable craving for 
your dick and you've likewise developed a taste for her pussy. You’re both cooped up in an attic all day have nothing 
better to do besides fuck like an unsustainable third world population. You lie down on your back, she strips off her almost 
comically too small clothes and kneels on top of you. She grabs a hold of your rock hard cock, inserts it deep inside of 
her, and begins to ride you like a stallion. You feel the pressure from her incredible weight and huge round belly bearing 
down on you but the indescribable pleasure of her tight pussy throbbing on you cock negates any discomfort. You sink 
into her beautiful soul, into that secret place where no one dares to go. After 30 minutes, you and her are both moaning 
with ever greater intensity, you know it won't be long now. Suddenly, you feel your cock shaking like a V-2 rocket and the 
orgasm reaches it's climax as your cum literally explodes like an 88mm AT round inside her Sherman tank, blowing the 
turret right off. You and her both join as one, souls screaming from the sheer ecstasy. As the elation wears off, she lies 
next to you. Too exhausted to do anything else, you simply hold her in your embrace. 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: OML9Vdsr)  09/10/17(Sun)20:50:14 No.141099425▶ 
>>141099647 >>141099657 >>141099724 >>141099892 >>141099967 >>141100873 
>>141096216 
 
Don't use Discord, it's not secure. You need something encrypted with no backdoor. 
 
>>141096249 
 
Blackjack dealers aren't going to know about pedo stuff. They're going to see important people at the tables. 
 
>>141096908 
 
Good idea, anon. Destroy your own country while the bankers run off to China. 
 
>>141096911 
 
Bannon is blackmailed. 
 
>>141097103 
 
An alternative. 
 
>>141097267 
 
No. He was a Trump supporter. 
 
>>141097363 
 
Trump knows everything. 
 
>>141097381 
 
Whistle blower that was part of a CIA plan to take down the NSA. NSA was spying on the CIA, so CIA retaliated. 
 
>>141097405 
 
No, Cruz and Paul hate Trump. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: HKkRtKes)  09/10/17(Sun)20:50:31 No.141099452▶ 
>>141100052 
>>141090963 (OP) 
Shit-tier larp. Not even intelligent enough for an entertaining larp. 
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>> 

 bodhi mantra (ID: iXbyIToK)  09/10/17(Sun)20:50:59 No.141099496▶ 
>>141097991 
anon is in the upper level of spotting the jew and awareness 
 
add this to your list 
 
Gaslight 
deflect with forced humor/mockery 
deny evidence/attack source of proven facts 
counter with Jew propaganda from Jew sources 
NEVER ADDRESS THE FACTS 
 
also they always attack the weakest mixing in some shit about black cock and white women which is actually projecting 
cuckold porn was kike fetish, mixed with calling you a loser basement dweller demoralization techniques etc  
 
HOW TO SPOT THE JEW WRITE THIS DOWN IT MAY SAVE YOUR LIFE 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ATQBh2X+)  09/10/17(Sun)20:51:44 No.141099559▶ 
>>141099645 >>141099982 
>>141099338 
In that moment, there is no family squabbles, no Nazis, no war. Just you and her, watching the sky turn pink with the 
setting sun. 
You dream of the beautiful face you have found in this place. So soft and sweet. 
One day you will both die and your ashes will fly from an aeroplane over the sea. But for now you are young and all you 
want is lay in the sun, and count every beautiful thing you can see. Love to be in the arms of all you’re keeping here with 
you. 
What a beautiful dream that could flash on the screen in a blink of an eye. 
Suddenly, you awaken from your slumber to the sound of a bloodcurdling scream. You open your eyes to darkness, it 
takes a split second for your vision to readjust. You feel lonely and cold. Another shriek knocks you back into reality. Anne 
sitting next to you, clutching her belly, face contorted from pain. A foul smelling fluid lies pooled on the floor around her 
mid-section. Your hot dirty fuckfest has brought on labor. she cries your name, begging for help, begging for you. The 
noise. She’s louder than a line of Louisiana Tigers giving the Rebel Yell right now. You raise your finger to your lips to tell 
her to be quiet. But the agony is too much for her to bear. You’ve got to do something or else it will awaken the entire 
neighborhood and with it, the Nazis. Suddenly you remember the bulge in your pants. You’ve got morning wood. It’s not 
the best gag, but it will have to do. You stand up, squat like a slav, using her belly as an impromptu stool, grab your still 
cum-crusted cock, and shove it right inside her mouth. At first, she tries to scream even louder in surprise, but your 
circumcised 100% Kosher dong blocks her windpipe, reducing her screams to a barely audible gurgle. Suffering from 
unbearable pain, she bites down on her your meat with each contraction. Now you’e in pain too. With each contraction, 
she bites down harder, it feels like she’s gonna tear your cock right off. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: DPDS4dG3)  09/10/17(Sun)20:51:51 No.141099569▶ 
>>141100718 
File: king-jeb.jpg (143 KB, 866x1200) 

 
>>141090963 (OP) 
I want to know on a scale of 1-10 how fucked we are. 
 
Well no, what I really want is an excuse to have some hope. I just want things to go back to normal, the establishment to 
get their teeth fucking kicked in, how likely is that? Do Establishment types seem honestly scared? 

>> 
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 Anonymous (ID: kWdd0P7l)  09/10/17(Sun)20:51:56 No.141099575▶ 
>>141100813 
>>141098707 
What did you mean in the last thread by "Trump pretended it was his own TV show" Did you mean he pretended in front 
of the swamp? Did the swamp not know steve pieczenik and his people asked Trump to run? Also, how much of an 
insider is Roger Stone? Is he being blackmailed? I noticed Stone never talks about the pedos even though Alex Jones 
will. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 1s9zpA1q)  09/10/17(Sun)20:52:23 No.141099616▶ 
>>141100052 
>>141099295 
Whatever puts an end to this ridiculous fucking mass shill larp. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: YBEXkEW0)  09/10/17(Sun)20:52:35 No.141099633▶ 
File: Mike Pence Defense League.jpg (45 KB, 960x624) 

 
>>141094828 
This. 
Look, the Irish are here to stay. So deal with it you Irish hating kikes. Pic related 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ATQBh2X+)  09/10/17(Sun)20:52:44 No.141099645▶ 
>>141099732 >>141099982 
>>141099559 
Eventually, the pain subsides for her and she doesn’t bite down as much. Now it seems almost as if she’s starting to enjoy 
it. You can feel your child kick on your testicles. Clearly it’s excited too. Suddenly, your cock starts to shake like a V-2 
again, you pull it out of her mouth just in time. You bust your steaming hot and sticky load, blanketing her like an 
incendiary carpetbombing of Dresden. Semen stains her mountaintops (all three of them), along with her hair and most of 
her face. She quietly giggles from the ironic amusement of it all. You giggle too. 
Then a look of sharp pain shoot across her face. She’s having your baby. You wish you could bear all the pain for her, but 
all you can do is sit and watch. You look down at her vulva, still oozing with cum from that great fucking you gave her a 
few hours ago. You can see a head of black hair poking out. You fear that she’s gonna start screaming again, much to 
your relief, it seems that she’s gotten better control of the pain, thanks to you. She begins to softly moan, it seems as if 
instead of experiencing excruciating agony, she’s experiencing an orgasm. You can’t help but grin as she keeps pushing. 
As more of the head becomes visible, her moaning intensifies. Finally a small head emerges from her vagina. You can 
see a face wrapped in an umbilical cord. A small pair of hands grab the head, she weakly tries to pull the head out. 

>> 

 I'M MAD AS HELL AND I'M NOT TAKING IT ANYMORE (ID: Du57q4FP)  09/10/17(Sun)20:52:44 No.141099647▶ 
>>141100964 
>>141099425 
>Don't use Discord, it's not secure. You need something encrypted with no backdoor. 
Thanks for the heads up. Can you propose a better alternative? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: svnHO+aP)  09/10/17(Sun)20:52:51 No.141099657▶ 
>>141100813 
>>141099425 
If Sessions is a Trump supporter, why isn't he helping Trump prosecute Hillary/swamp/etc 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Ban4GEeG)  09/10/17(Sun)20:52:56 No.141099665▶ 
>>141100691 
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Describe to us the chain of events that lead these politicians to end up in compromising positions... 
 
Is it like a job requirement like hey if you want this job or promotion, you have to fuck this kid? 
 
Is it like they get tricked into it? Like they get told to get into a room for unrelated reasons (fox example, there is food 
there) and then a kid just starts fucking them and they end up in that position? 
 
Are they put a gun to their head to do it? 
 
What kind of things are said or done to get them to do such evil things? Given the volume of the occurrences as you 
describe there has to be a systematic procedural model by now I presume? 
 
 
List common locations and generic locations these occur in.. Hotels or under ground caves, lodges,  
 
Alternative to blackmail, how often are these kiddy fuckers fucking kids due to satanism? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Yzi7lRZz)  09/10/17(Sun)20:53:27 No.141099708▶ 
File: 1426457473499.jpg (59 KB, 604x427) 

 
this whole fucking thread was retarded 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: VDMdmBvg)  09/10/17(Sun)20:53:37 No.141099724▶ 
>>141100813 
>>141099425 
>An alternative. 
So moving it to the Treasury? Isn't that one of the plausible reasons Kennedy died? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ATQBh2X+)  09/10/17(Sun)20:53:43 No.141099732▶ 
>>141099824 >>141099982 
>>141099645 
You put your hands around the head and begin to help her pull. Desperately, she goes into the next contraction with all of 
her energy, and pushed with everything inside of her. She feels everything. She feels shoulders and hips and feet all slide 
down inside of her and pop out in one long push, with a rush of fluid behind it, and it feels amazing. She throws her head 
back with a rip-roaring orgasm that penetrates the very heart of her soul. 
You look at the newborn now lying on the floor and see that it is a boy. You have a son. Perfect, perfect in every way. He 
begins to stir and you realize he’s about to cry. After all that’s happened, you don’t to given away to the Germans from the 
wails of a newborn. You gently lift him up and place him on Anne’s semen stained mountaintops. The baby quickly finds 
the breast is soon sucking happily. Semen, blood, amniotic fluid, breastmilk all mix and fill the air with a strange scent that 
while repulsive, is also extremely arousing. You can’t resist the urge anymore. Your mouth land on top of Anne’s opposite 
breast, sucking first your own cum, but then her tasty milk. You look into her eyes, she’s somewhat annoyed, but too 
exhaust to really care. A gust of wind coming from a hole in the wall blows through, cooling both of your sweat-drenched 
bodies, but also disturbing the little one. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: x0T9OD7o)  09/10/17(Sun)20:54:06 No.141099767▶ 
>>141100275 
>>141090963 (OP) 
 
Whether OP is larping or not (I think not), I've been telling you guys for 4 months about the high ranking pols who hang 
out in /pol/. 
 
To repeat (and for the sake of OP, I will be more vague than usual)... 
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I know of at least 3 staffers (1 whose rank is higher than anyone will admit) 
 
I also know of one member of congress who reads and posts in /pol/ on a fairly regular basis. 
 
The left never could understand how a bunch of misfits in here could have such power an poll. The answer is simple... 
we're already inside the walls. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: DBGIzqIt)  09/10/17(Sun)20:54:22 No.141099790▶ 
>>141090963 (OP) 
>post most obvious current politics  
>says he has inside info 
KYS faggot 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: OML9Vdsr)  09/10/17(Sun)20:54:35 No.141099808▶ 
>>141099944 >>141100021 >>141100182 >>141100266 >>141100687 
>>141097583 
 
The real power in DC is divided into CFR vs. CNP. Bannon is CNP, and a real nationalist. Cucks and Democrats are CFR. 
The real power to make policy in DC comes from policy groups and think tanks. 
 
>>141097664 
 
That's up to you. 
 
>>141097670 
 
I've been very clear, expose the blackmail rings. 
 
>>141097682 
 
Lots of gay shit, some hetero orgies, some pedophilia. The elites are divided into camps based on their area of work, and 
they plan things for the year. 
 
>>141097701 
 
Pizzagate kept looking at people's instagram accounts and didn't go into live investigations. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ATQBh2X+)  09/10/17(Sun)20:54:43 No.141099824▶ 
>>141099732 
You’re afraid he’ll start shivering. You look around the dusty attic for something to keep the baby warm. You settle on 
Anne’s fur winter jacket, having sat unused for the past two years. You know Anne will definitely not be happy that you 
ruined her favorite coat, but it’s for the best. She hasn’t been able to fit in it for the past nine months anyway. You carefully 
wrap your little one in the coat and hand him to an exhausted Anne, she continues to quietly feed him. You notice the 
dead silence for the first time, not even the other occupants of the Annex, mere feet away in the next room, were roused. 
You feel a sense of relief. You’re safe, for the moment at least. Eventually you curl up next to her quietly and begin to 
doze off. Your secret sleeps in winter clothes. Tomorrow, you can find a way to explain the night’s events to your parents 
and hope they don’t kill each other. You can somehow find a way to get your little bundle of joy to safety. But tonight, you 
just rest, your first night as a family. 
Oh god, just thinking about this is making me rock hard. The hardest I’ve ever gotten. Oh, I think I’m gonna… I’m gonna- 
Cums in Diary 
Fin 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 9WZxjVC/)  09/10/17(Sun)20:55:34 No.141099892▶ 
>>141099425 
Quick rundown on pence? Ive never trusted him 100% but whats with the pedo shit? Trump knows? What will/can he do? 

>> 
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 Anonymous (ID: Ban4GEeG)  09/10/17(Sun)20:55:37 No.141099899▶ 
>>141101203 
Also isn't blackmailing a senator or congressman once enough? 
 
Why so many kids being kidnapped and diddled if only a handful amount of representatives and you only need to 
blackmail them once? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 9HIpSIoD)  09/10/17(Sun)20:56:13 No.141099944▶ 
>>141099808 
 
Just giving this a second try, in case you didn't see it. 
>>141098885 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: lLh0aNRr)  09/10/17(Sun)20:56:25 No.141099965▶ 
There's no way Pence is a pedo, kys shill. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: FLx7749q)  09/10/17(Sun)20:56:29 No.141099967▶ 
>>141099425 
hol up there 
 
>pence is master pedo 
>runs everthing 
>trump knows this  
>trump makes him #2 
 
This makes absolutely no sense unless Trump is a total moron who didn't learn from JFK 
 
Your VP is your insurance policy, you have to pick someone they'll hate even more than you because if you don't and you 
start causing trouble you'll probably wind up like JFK with hole in your head and your (((VP))) taking over business 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: EMcMYD/z)  09/10/17(Sun)20:56:38 No.141099982▶ 
File: 1489993151564.jpg (574 KB, 511x850) 

 
>>141099338 
>>141099559 
>>141099645 
>>141099732 
 
kek'd 
 
Senateanon try and get some of the anti-Trump congressmen into pregnant Anne Frank porn then dox the fuckers. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: VFsK6O6y)  09/10/17(Sun)20:56:57 No.141100010▶ 
>>141100154 
>>141098707 
What do you know about Steve King? He seems to be solidly behind Trump and frequently talks about immigration and 
alludes to white genocide all the time. Is he blackmailed but just doesn't give a shit anymore? 
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 Anonymous (ID: kWdd0P7l)  09/10/17(Sun)20:57:05 No.141100021▶ 
>>141100952 
>>141099808 
What did you mean in the last thread by "Trump pretended it was to make a TV show" Did you mean Trump pretended 
that was his reason for running in front of the swamp? Did the swamp not know steve pieczenik and his people asked 
Trump to run? Also, how much of an insider is Roger Stone? Is he being blackmailed? I noticed Stone never talks about 
the pedos even though Alex Jones will. 
(repeated question to make sure you see it, I'm super curious about this one) 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: IpWBrHSh)  09/10/17(Sun)20:57:23 No.141100052▶ 
File: disinformation.jpg (10 KB, 300x259) 

 
Looks like the new disinfo guide says to switch the "attack the messenger" buzzword to "larp." 
 
REPEAT: SWITCH ALL AD HOMINEM ATTACKS TO "LARP" 
 
>>141091123 
>LARP 
>>141091152 
>larp 
>>141091354 
>LARP 
>>141091624 
>LARPing 
>>141091908 
>LARPERS 
>>141091941 
>larp 
>>141092007 
>Larp 
>>141092245 
>Larping 
>>141092259 
>larping 
>>141092630 
>LARPing 
>>141092679 
>larpers 
>>141092988 
>LARPing 
>>141093463 
>larp 
>>141093587 
>LARPERS 
>>141094488 
>larping 
>>141094828 
>LARP 
>>141095733 
>LARPing 
>>141096577 
>LARPing 
>>141098273 
>larping 
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>>141099452 
>larp 
>>141099616 
>larp 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 36sMJJq3)  09/10/17(Sun)20:57:24 No.141100053▶ 
>>141100813 
what i want to know: 
 
is this pedo shit actually little children, or do politicians just love slutty teens? 
 
yes it matters 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 8ckRfRbB)  09/10/17(Sun)20:57:31 No.141100065▶ 
>>141097492 
>Epstein was shut down a long time ago 
So who's running the blackmail game? 
CIA is the only thing that comes to mind but that is still nameless and faceless. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 9WZxjVC/)  09/10/17(Sun)20:58:38 No.141100154▶ 
>>141100010 
This. King is based and dgaf 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: O8HDCOMp)  09/10/17(Sun)20:59:03 No.141100182▶ 
>>141101672 
>>141099808 
>expose the blackmail rings 
Hmm, so with no starting point, no direction, no connections between people that's impossibly vague and unworkable. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: w5u36hf/)  09/10/17(Sun)20:59:28 No.141100215▶ 
>>141101191 >>141101380 
I don't there is an alternative besides meeting irl far away from any electronics.  
Vault 7 said that there is nothing in the world the cia can't havk and use as a audio feed 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: dD8kaG5t)  09/10/17(Sun)20:59:31 No.141100217▶ 
>>141100414 
File: 1474953115641.png (310 KB, 580x282) 

 
>>141093870 
>There's no one else left, anon. You're the last hope of the Republic. 
 
tfw when a mongolian shitpost basketweave image board is the last bastion for the hope of all mankind 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vtMYJK/I)  09/10/17(Sun)20:59:47 No.141100240▶ 
File: p-1sted.jpg (194 KB, 744x1053) 
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>>141098707 
>the Jesters have a building in Adams Morgan, under Billiken property management. Last I heard, things go on there. 
 
ALL ANONS UNLEASH YOUR AUTISM ON THIS 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: VDMdmBvg)  09/10/17(Sun)21:00:03 No.141100266▶ 
>>141101191 
>>141099808 
Well, Pizzagate had one live investigation which took the form of a retard storming the place with an AR-15 during 
business hours, which conveniently killed it. HUMINT/B&E isn't really the strong suit of social media users. 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: OML9Vdsr)  09/10/17(Sun)21:00:03 No.141100267▶ 
>>141100398 >>141100508 >>141100520 >>141100607 >>141100715 >>141100735 >>141100786 >>141101306 >>14
1101672 >>141101769 
>>141097927 
 
They did. Hillary lost by 20 points according to our polling. 
 
>>141098113 
 
Drain the swamp yourselves. 
 
>>141098121 
 
I'm not invited to pedophilia parties, that's mostly for Senators and Congress. My boss doesn't rape kids. 
 
>>141098253 
 
Then don't be silly and release it anonymously. 
 
>>141098350 
 
Exactly. Media won't cover it. You must force an investigation out of fear. 
 
>>141098366 
 
Get me a fucking white paper already, High Level Insider. 
 
>>141098521 
 
The Finders in Nebraska. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: HKkRtKes)  09/10/17(Sun)21:00:07 No.141100275▶ 
>>141100562 
>>141099767 
this guy is really is a larp. he made all that shit up. he has no idea what's going on behind the scenes. Pence is with us. 
DOJ is swamped in cases right now, too much really. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: YBEXkEW0)  09/10/17(Sun)21:00:33 No.141100312▶ 
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File: Kelly.jpg (6 KB, 268x188) 

 
Was on the phone with Kelly just now. He says OP is an Irish hating jew. Apparently the Jews hate Irish Americans and 
don't like how Trump literally filled his entire administration with them. 
 
Makes sense. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: svnHO+aP)  09/10/17(Sun)21:01:38 No.141100398▶ 
>>141101191 
>>141100267 
 
>They did. Hillary lost by 20 points according to our polling. 
 
Ok so why didn't they rig it for her to WIN? 
 
 
And if they didn't, did they just rig it to make it close so the Democrat party didn't lose all hope? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: U/oNWt2E)  09/10/17(Sun)21:01:42 No.141100404▶ 
This idea that nothing can be done unless we fix muh economy is retarded. 20 Trillion public debt and 220~ Trillion 
outstanding liabilities? Good one. Not to mention the globalists can just crash everything whenever it suits. 
 
Bannon's conservative economic nationalism fixes nothing. The demographics will determine the fate of America. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: FLx7749q)  09/10/17(Sun)21:01:47 No.141100414▶ 
>>141100814 
File: 1491785019024.png (101 KB, 500x366) 

 
>>141100217 
this place is not for that sort of things 
we just make off colour jokes and make fun of politically incorrect things. we were not meant to save the world 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: w5u36hf/)  09/10/17(Sun)21:02:06 No.141100441▶ 
Is pence blackmailed with gay stuff? I'd bet 200$ he was a flaming gay when he was younger and buries it with being a 
Christcuck 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 5w4YUAMm)  09/10/17(Sun)21:02:49 No.141100508▶ 
>>141101191 
>>141100267 
How did we get the skippy video with the child screaming in terror? What source did that come from? 

>> 

 I'M MAD AS HELL AND I'M NOT TAKING IT ANYMORE (ID: Du57q4FP)  09/10/17(Sun)21:03:04 No.141100520▶ 
>>141100267 
>Get me a fucking white paper already, High Level Insider. 
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Best I can offer is his posts that were archived. Maybe you'll find something useful. 
 
http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/search/username/high%20level%20insider/ 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: x0T9OD7o)  09/10/17(Sun)21:03:32 No.141100562▶ 
>>141100275 
 
I think you're making assumptions as to which party his boss is in. That would, of course, effect what is known about 
certain people. 
 
If I wanted to narrow it down, I would ask.... does OP's boss drink diet sprite in a coffee cup. 
 
(this, of course, will make no sense to anyone but 1 person) 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: kWdd0P7l)  09/10/17(Sun)21:04:04 No.141100607▶ 
>>141100267 
Can you answer my question What did you mean in the last thread by "Trump pretended it was his own TV show" Did you 
mean he pretended in front of the swamp? Did the swamp not know steve pieczenik and his people asked Trump to run? 
Also, how much of an insider is Roger Stone? Is he being blackmailed? I noticed Stone never talks about the pedos even 
though Alex Jones will. 
, I've repeated it twice so you don't miss it? I've been super curious about this for a while 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: RYbI2KLw)  09/10/17(Sun)21:04:15 No.141100614▶ 
is Tom Cotton is kiddie fondler. he looks like he would be one 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: JQOTEPDL)  09/10/17(Sun)21:04:20 No.141100621▶ 
>>141100730 
>>141098707 
>Alright, the Jesters have a building in Adams Morgan, under Billiken property management. Last I heard, things go on 
there. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: cKqPvg8y)  09/10/17(Sun)21:05:08 No.141100687▶ 
>>141101158 >>141101191 
>>141099808 
Why don't any of you overpaid "professionals" lead the way? 
 
The country is full of people ready to light torches and raise the pitchforks. All you pussies want someone else to die first. 
 
No. You profited from this shitshow. We have endured it and survived. You want help, lead the way. If you and your kind 
are too much of a pack of pussies to do it, I hope put you in the front of the line for the guillotine. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: PNpQmiUt)  09/10/17(Sun)21:05:12 No.141100691▶ 
>>141101191 
>>141099665 
I have heard they are often drunk or drugged and given the child in the middle of whatever they are doing with someone 
legal. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: zQjVyqrr)  09/10/17(Sun)21:05:16 No.141100697▶ 
Can you make another thread? enjoying this 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: YBEXkEW0)  09/10/17(Sun)21:05:30 No.141100715▶ 
>>141100267 
A typical Jew post. Very simplistic and repetitious. 
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>> 

 bodhi mantra (ID: iXbyIToK)  09/10/17(Sun)21:05:31 No.141100718▶ 
>>141099569 
>I want to know on a scale of 1-10 how fucked we are. 
 
You have no idea how bad it really is anon 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: w5u36hf/)  09/10/17(Sun)21:05:40 No.141100730▶ 
>>141100621 
I looked it up, it's not listed on Google maps. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: FLx7749q)  09/10/17(Sun)21:05:45 No.141100735▶ 
>>141100267 
>You must force an investigation out of fear. 
>out of fear 
 
Yeah yeah yeah but how do we make them afraid of us, we have no leverage over them, not unless we had something 
that we could threaten them with [smoking gun] 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: xZvnjpg6)  09/10/17(Sun)21:06:17 No.141100786▶ 
File: IMG_4160.png (387 KB, 1200x600) 

 
>>141100267 
Are there pedos in the Australian government? or is there nothing to gain from black mailing is as we do what ever the 
USA asks regardless? 

>> 

 I'M MAD AS HELL AND I'M NOT TAKING IT ANYMORE (ID: Du57q4FP)  09/10/17(Sun)21:06:18 No.141100789▶ 
File: 1493000557598.jpg (2.02 MB, 2143x1421) 

 
Last post for tonight, this is for you OP. 
 
Write down the Post Numbers on a piece of paper and keep it with you. You can search 4plebs using the post numbers to 
direct you. 
 
Keep this thread in mind, you should also look for Usernames "High Level Insider" "The Librarian" and "Anonymous5" 
 
Good night, may God watch over you in these trying times. 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: OML9Vdsr)  09/10/17(Sun)21:06:37 No.141100813▶ 
>>141101104 >>141101227 >>141101239 >>141101429 >>141101434 >>141101511 
>>141099063 
 
It's run by the City of London and the Crown. 
 
>>141099575 
 
No, they didn't know Pieczenik asked him to run. Roger Stone is pretty deep, did a lot of dirty stuff for Nixon. 
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>>141099657 
 
Already explained. 
 
>>141099724 
 
That's exactly why Lincoln died. Public control of the money press. 
 
>>141100053 
 
Many of them are young children. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: dD8kaG5t)  09/10/17(Sun)21:06:39 No.141100814▶ 
File: 1475096924047.jpg (14 KB, 480x360) 

 
>>141100414 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: WaXKTCAy)  09/10/17(Sun)21:07:18 No.141100868▶ 
>>141101064 
what kind of blackmail is used on congressmen? like secret affairs with secrataries or something? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 3Cq8r39g)  09/10/17(Sun)21:07:20 No.141100873▶ 
>>141099425 
what is bannon black mailed with?? I really thought he was /ourguy/ 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: cKqPvg8y)  09/10/17(Sun)21:08:27 No.141100952▶ 
>>141100021 
His blood is more precious than ours. 

>> 

 bodhi mantra (ID: iXbyIToK)  09/10/17(Sun)21:08:36 No.141100964▶ 
>>141101298 
>>141099647 
https://xmpp.org/ 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Ag6Vhx31)  09/10/17(Sun)21:09:08 No.141101015▶ 
So what's trumps next move if he's in shark infested waters? He can't push his agenda if he has no support. Is this pedo 
shit absolutely necessary to bust? How much time do you give us before things away too heavily in their favor? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: IpWBrHSh)  09/10/17(Sun)21:09:39 No.141101064▶ 
>>141100868 
Especially if those "secretaries" are underage, black, and end up having babies. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Ban4GEeG)  09/10/17(Sun)21:09:50 No.141101097▶ 
Also isn't blackmailing a senator or congressman once enough? 
 
Why so many kids being kidnapped and diddled if only a handful amount of representatives and you only need to 
blackmail them once? 
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Describe to us the chain of events that lead these politicians to end up in compromising positions... 
 
Is it like a job requirement like hey if you want this job or promotion, you have to fuck this kid? 
 
Is it like they get tricked into it? Like they get told to get into a room for unrelated reasons (fox example, there is food 
there) and then a kid just starts fucking them and they end up in that position? 
 
Are they put a gun to their head to do it? 
 
What kind of things are said or done to get them to do such evil things? Given the volume of the occurrences as you 
describe there has to be a systematic procedural model by now I presume? 
 
 
List common locations and generic locations these occur in.. Hotels or under ground caves, lodges,  
 
Alternative to blackmail, how often are these kiddy fuckers fucking kids due to satanism? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: kWdd0P7l)  09/10/17(Sun)21:09:55 No.141101104▶ 
>>141100813 
How can we contribute to bringing down the swamp without being disappeared? In one sense I don't mind dying for, but 
not sure I could because of loved ones 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: FLx7749q)  09/10/17(Sun)21:10:35 No.141101158▶ 
>>141101830 
>>141100687 
>No. You profited from this shitshow. We have endured it and survived. You want help, lead the way. If you and your kind 
are too much of a pack of pussies to do it, I hope put you in the front of the line for the guillotine. 
 
This. You are on the inside and we are on the outside. You can have an effect. We cannot. We are but simple memers, 
who are ready to meme the good fight. But we need something to meme.  
 
That's were you come in. All these vague hints are all well and good for a larp but ultimately useless. 
 
So shit or get of the pot Mr Insider. 
 
And if you don't do something and they really are diddling kiddies, well then go fuck yourself you can burn with the rest of 
them when the day of the rope eventually comes. 
 
And if they don't well then cheers for the good larp 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: RYbI2KLw)  09/10/17(Sun)21:10:47 No.141101169▶ 
NEW THREAD WHEN??? 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: OML9Vdsr)  09/10/17(Sun)21:10:58 No.141101191▶ 
>>141101405 >>141101408 >>141101434 >>141101588 >>141101699 >>141101781 
>>141100215 
 
It's best to stick with a small group of people you know and keep it off the internet. 
 
>>141100266 
 
Obvious false flag. 
 
>>141100398 
 
Bill Mitchell exposed the crooked polling that was going to cover it up. Remember when she cancelled the firewrorks? 
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That's when it was called off. Bernie Sanders won the primaries, too. 
 
>>141100508 
 
Don't know, and I wouldn't out someone if I did know. 
 
>>141100687 
>Why don't any of you overpaid "professionals" lead the way? 
 
When you ask questions like this, it tells me that you're not serious. You expect someone else to ride in on a white stallion 
and save you. That's why I ignore people like you, and pay attention to the people that are serious about action. 
 
>>141100691 
 
Yes. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: PNpQmiUt)  09/10/17(Sun)21:11:02 No.141101203▶ 
>>141099899 
He did say some enjoy it. Also there are a lot of other people that would be involved, pedos in Hollywood and other 
societies that work with the government, cartels and gangs, trafficking illegals, all these people would be among the less 
esoteric/EWS reasons for keeping access to a steady flow of kids. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: VDMdmBvg)  09/10/17(Sun)21:11:17 No.141101227▶ 
>>141100813 
>That's exactly why Lincoln died. 
Okay, then your options are let it go or die. You ruled out pulling the sheet off since that would crash the dollar. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: EMcMYD/z)  09/10/17(Sun)21:11:23 No.141101239▶ 
>>141100813 
 
Where are most of the kids from? Haiti? 

>> 

 I'M MAD AS HELL AND I'M NOT TAKING IT ANYMORE (ID: Du57q4FP)  09/10/17(Sun)21:11:48 No.141101298▶ 
File: 1486793178138.jpg (49 KB, 600x800) 

 
>>141100964 
Thank you 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: kMp9wFN8)  09/10/17(Sun)21:11:55 No.141101305▶ 
Since we discussed mediafags, what's with ben Shapiro ? Why does he hate trump so much ? He's insaleny biased for a 
right wing orthodox jew. It's like I'm reading huffpo everytime he mentions trump. He's smart so he obviously knows he's 
bullshiting, wtf is wrong with him ? Is it ALL just because he's salty at bannon ? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 9WZxjVC/)  09/10/17(Sun)21:11:56 No.141101306▶ 
>>141100267 
Explain. Finders in nebraska? Whos child and where did it go? 

>> 
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 Anonymous (ID: w5u36hf/)  09/10/17(Sun)21:12:05 No.141101321▶ 
What cause the economy to get so fucked that the cia needs to run drugs? Was it on purpose? Was it a retard in charge 
of the money? 
Is it part of the trillion dollars that vanished before 9/11? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: bywfNoxS)  09/10/17(Sun)21:12:20 No.141101348▶ 
Doesn't the blackmail thing work both ways? Can't they theoretically blackmail/silence anyone trying to investigate? Most 
people have things they don't want embarrassing things blasted to the public, even if publicly acceptable. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: JQOTEPDL)  09/10/17(Sun)21:12:44 No.141101380▶ 
>>141101714 
>>141100215 
yep. this has to be decentralized. we all have to become lone wolves. only trust people you're 100% sure you can trust. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: IpWBrHSh)  09/10/17(Sun)21:13:03 No.141101405▶ 
>>141090963 (OP) 
>>141101191 
Thanks for all your contributions tonight. Please come back when you can. 
 
You're not alone in fighting for America. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: svnHO+aP)  09/10/17(Sun)21:13:06 No.141101408▶ 
>>141101191 
Any chance that the Voter Fraud investigations find out about CIA vote tampering? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: kWdd0P7l)  09/10/17(Sun)21:13:25 No.141101429▶ 
>>141100813 
Well, we all know Stone did shady stuff that's sort of his shtick and he's proudly and openly known for being a dirty 
trickster, but I mean serious dirt more than having a black love child 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: YBEXkEW0)  09/10/17(Sun)21:13:29 No.141101434▶ 
File: Anglokike Empire.jpg (27 KB, 395x400) 

 
>>141100813 
>>141101191 
 
Hey, I only have one question for you. How do I convert to Judaism? I hate Irish Americans like you do. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: GLJUWVWX)  09/10/17(Sun)21:13:41 No.141101456▶ 
My friends dad is the house speaker for one of the new England states. If I were to tell you which one would you spill 
some beans on him? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: RYbI2KLw)  09/10/17(Sun)21:14:05 No.141101496▶ 
can you make a list of Senators and Congressmen i should trust 
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>> 

 Anonymous (ID: wFVqsETF)  09/10/17(Sun)21:14:13 No.141101511▶ 
>>141100813 
would you say trump ran with the intention of taking down pedophile rings so our political machine can operate closer to 
genuine levels? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: crum2JvP)  09/10/17(Sun)21:14:36 No.141101546▶ 
what's up with above top secret folks flipping shit whenever 2020 is mentioned? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: svnHO+aP)  09/10/17(Sun)21:15:06 No.141101588▶ 
>>141101191 
Is the swamp going to just restore things back to normal after 2024? Would court judges and US attorneys be the only 
way to ensure a long term win against globalists? 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: OML9Vdsr)  09/10/17(Sun)21:15:15 No.141101602▶ 
New thread 
 
>>141101552 → 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: PNpQmiUt)  09/10/17(Sun)21:16:03 No.141101672▶ 
>>141100182 
He already gave us some directions in this and the last thread. Look at what he said about Pedogate, pizzagate, HTG, 
and other people like in casinos and looking for who was seen where. 
Although, >>141100267, when we do find incriminating evidence, should we spread it around on here to get traction, then 
let authorities take over after it's out? Not sure which LE to trust. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: kWdd0P7l)  09/10/17(Sun)21:16:20 No.141101699▶ 
>>141101191 
I heard that multiple states were stolen from Trump and that he really won by a lot more. Are you saying they called it off 
all rigging before with the fireworks and the numbers that came out election night were actually all correct and states 
weren't stolen from Trump? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: w5u36hf/)  09/10/17(Sun)21:16:30 No.141101714▶ 
>>141101380 
The best way to seriously orgizine is to give a general order to all anons about what to do in general. And only operate on 
your own.  
Instead of an orgizine angry mob burning down a pedo house, it's 100 angry lone wolves conveging at once. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: z2XL73zl)  09/10/17(Sun)21:16:33 No.141101723▶ 
>>141095298 
Peter Strzok 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: NSZZSzij)  09/10/17(Sun)21:17:05 No.141101769▶ 
>>141100267 
Don't give any more information that might be used to identify you. I'm fairly certain I know the small handful of people you 
work for. Just stick to the facts and leave yourself out of it please. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: FLx7749q)  09/10/17(Sun)21:17:14 No.141101781▶ 
>>141101191 
>When you ask questions like this, it tells me that you're not serious. You expect someone else to ride in on a white 
stallion and save you. 
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Nooooooop you can go fuck yourself now.  
Unlike us, you can actually do something. I love how YOU who has the dirt expects US who don't to do something about 
this alleged shit. 
Give us dirt and we will help you. 
 
Fucking hell, if only there were a few more people with actual balls in Washington like Seth Rich we wouldn't be in this 
fucked up situation. 
 
SHIT OR GET OF THE POT YOU COWARD 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: cKqPvg8y)  09/10/17(Sun)21:17:45 No.141101830▶ 
>>141101158 
Dude, wrong burger. I happen to be inside the continental United States, but couldn't afford gas to get to DC. 
 
Nice rage, but check you aim. 

http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/141090963 

 

File: SenateIII.png (1.31 MB, 2816x1880) 

 

 US Senate Anon Part III US Senate Anon (ID: kYW8LVil)  09/10/17(Sun)21:14:37 No.141101552 ▶ 
>>141101585 >>141101631 >>141101698 >>141101760 >>141101802 >>141101810 >>141101826 >>141101834 >>14
1101860 >>141101885 >>141101908 >>141101920 >>141101937>>141101956 >>141101962 >>141102088 >>141102
135 >>141102179 >>141102214 >>141102263 >>141102350 >>141102359 >>141102388 >>141102702 >>141102817 
>>141103012 >>141103033 >>141103057 >>141103090 >>141103093 >>141103365 >>141103472 >>141103668 >>14
1103754 >>141104368 >>141104910>>141105004 >>141105411 >>141105467 >>141105500 >>141105569 >>141106
148 >>141106209 >>141106536 >>141106934 >>141107076 >>141107102 >>141107203 >>141107682 >>141107925 
>>141108630 >>141109421 >>141109706 
I'm a high level staffer for a US Senator. 
 
Both parties are trying to get Trump to bend the knee, and he still refuses. Pence is a traitor, so is Paul Ryan, and Trump 
has no one to help him drain the swamp. It's high time someone broke ranks and told you what's really going on in DC. 
 
Ask questions and I may answer 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: j2hMemXI)  09/10/17(Sun)21:15:06 No.141101585▶ 
File: 1485525259533.jpg (71 KB, 851x478) 

 
>>141101552 (OP) 
ISRAEL IS PLANNING A FALSE FLAG TOMORROW> 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: WGXxXMEO)  09/10/17(Sun)21:15:09 No.141101593▶ 
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>>141102543 
Prove it 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: j2hMemXI)  09/10/17(Sun)21:15:36 No.141101631▶ 
>>141109023 
File: 1501376761387.jpg (51 KB, 500x400) 

 
>>141101552 (OP) 
THREAT LEVEL MAXIMUM ISRAEL IS PLANNING A FALSE FLAG 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: CkcUK9mG)  09/10/17(Sun)21:15:50 No.141101657▶ 
>>141102444 
tell me what Senators and Congressmen i should trust 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 7HkEh2oP)  09/10/17(Sun)21:16:00 No.141101666▶ 
Previous Thread 
>>141090963 → 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: SsvmZnio)  09/10/17(Sun)21:16:18 No.141101698▶ 
>>141102183 >>141102444 
>>141101552 (OP) 
What can Trump do to ensure the swamp doesn't return after 2024? 
 
Justices/judges? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: EfD2K5lB)  09/10/17(Sun)21:16:30 No.141101717▶ 
File: p-flagg.png (326 KB, 1920x1076) 

 
Lend your autism and start researching this. A hint from the Senate Anon 
 
>the Royal Order of Jesters have a building in Adams Morgan, under Billiken property management. Last I heard, things 
go on there. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: j2hMemXI)  09/10/17(Sun)21:16:34 No.141101722▶ 
File: 1503955203563.png (751 KB, 677x825) 

 
FALSE FLAG IMMENENT 

>> 
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 Anonymous (ID: 9h+ZM1Ch)  09/10/17(Sun)21:16:35 No.141101726▶ 
>>141102444 
Also isn't blackmailing a senator or congressman once enough? 
 
Why so many kids being kidnapped and diddled if only a handful amount of representatives and you only need to 
blackmail them once? 
 
Describe to us the chain of events that lead these politicians to end up in compromising positions... 
 
Is it like a job requirement like hey if you want this job or promotion, you have to fuck this kid? 
 
Is it like they get tricked into it? Like they get told to get into a room for unrelated reasons (fox example, there is food 
there) and then a kid just starts fucking them and they end up in that position? 
 
Are they put a gun to their head to do it? 
 
What kind of things are said or done to get them to do such evil things? Given the volume of the occurrences as you 
describe there has to be a systematic procedural model by now I presume? 
 
 
List common locations and generic locations these occur in.. Hotels or under ground caves, lodges,  
 
Alternative to blackmail, how often are these kiddy fuckers fucking kids due to satanism? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ZzlfgXGn)  09/10/17(Sun)21:16:38 No.141101728▶ 
>>141101856 >>141102072 
>>141101191 → 
>Obvious false flag. 
Well, no shit; I called it "convenient" for a reason. The point still stands: something like a Pizzagate requires after-hours 
B&E, getting in without setting off what would be an unreasonably expensive alarm system for a pizza joint. 
 
>>141101408 → 
Unlikely. One of their programs leaked in Vault7 was for falsifying forensic markers in malware to pin it on foreign 
governments. Like Russia. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 8sRJbD/7)  09/10/17(Sun)21:16:59 No.141101760▶ 
>>141101552 (OP) 
proof or btfo 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: j2hMemXI)  09/10/17(Sun)21:17:03 No.141101763▶ 
File: 1475941558607.png (454 KB, 496x592) 

 
ISRAEL IS PLANNING A FALSE FLAG TO DISTRACT FROM THE FACT THAT THEY DID 9/11 
 
THEY WANT TO DO MORE DAMAGE|!!!!! 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: j2hMemXI)  09/10/17(Sun)21:17:20 No.141101790▶ 
File: 1494666006783.jpg (563 KB, 762x900) 
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>> 

 Anonymous (ID: TL50aSio)  09/10/17(Sun)21:17:24 No.141101802▶ 
File: BarackObummer.jpg (82 KB, 338x339) 

 
>>141101552 (OP) 
how long until Paul "Cryin" Ryan is out out out? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: th89xvzS)  09/10/17(Sun)21:17:29 No.141101808▶ 
hey, this a repost from part 2, what are some examples of the blackmail used against congressmen? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: KQSaOe2K)  09/10/17(Sun)21:17:31 No.141101810▶ 
>>141101552 (OP) 
ISRAEL CANNOT GET AWAY WITH IT THIS TIME YOU FUCKERS!!! ENOUGH IS ENOUGH FFS 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: j2hMemXI)  09/10/17(Sun)21:17:37 No.141101817▶ 
File: 1498293679341.jpg (287 KB, 1680x1586) 

 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: HDZkZMeZ)  09/10/17(Sun)21:17:44 No.141101826▶ 
>>141102444 
>>141101552 (OP) 
War anytime soon? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: qx862Y2H)  09/10/17(Sun)21:17:46 No.141101834▶ 
>>141102977 
>>141101552 (OP) 
Have you met any aliens, maybe from the planet venus 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: CC1D0DqK)  09/10/17(Sun)21:17:47 No.141101835▶ 
>>141102977 
My friends dad is the house speaker for one of the new England states. If I were to tell you which one would you spill 
some beans on him? Also what areas should I look into to find out some stuff. 
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>> 

 Anonymous (ID: zmDMA/8d)  09/10/17(Sun)21:17:54 No.141101844▶ 
know anything about Ron Maurer? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: SsvmZnio)  09/10/17(Sun)21:18:00 No.141101856▶ 
>>141102272 >>141102977 >>141103478 
>>141101728 
Would returning to 100% paper ballots prevent future rigging or would the CIA say fuck it and just replace vote counts? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: u1cCpN+7)  09/10/17(Sun)21:18:03 No.141101860▶ 
>>141102977 
>>141101552 (OP) 
This one's for you from last thread 
 
>When you ask questions like this, it tells me that you're not serious. You expect someone else to ride in on a white 
stallion and save you. 
 
Nooooooop you can go fuck yourself now. 
Unlike us, you can actually do something. I love how YOU who has the dirt expects US who don't to do something about 
this alleged shit. 
Give us dirt and we will help you. 
 
Fucking hell, if only there were a few more people with actual balls in Washington like Seth Rich we wouldn't be in this 
fucked up situation. 
 
SHIT OR GET OF THE POT YOU COWARD 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: j2hMemXI)  09/10/17(Sun)21:18:05 No.141101863▶ 
File: 1502489007256.jpg (106 KB, 1024x683) 

 
ISRAEL IS PLANNING A FALSE FLAG TOMORROW  
 
ISRAEL IS PLANNING A FALSE FLAG TOMORROW  
 
ISRAEL IS PLANNING A FALSE FLAG TOMORROW  
 
ISRAEL IS PLANNING A FALSE FLAG TOMORROW  
 
ISRAEL IS PLANNING A FALSE FLAG TOMORROW  
 
ISRAEL IS PLANNING A FALSE FLAG TOMORROW 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ZJ/GRcgx)  09/10/17(Sun)21:18:21 No.141101885▶ 
>>141102977 >>141109466 
>>141101552 (OP) 
Do you know anything about why 2020 is such a big panic-attack for high level intel in the Air Force? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: WGXxXMEO)  09/10/17(Sun)21:18:25 No.141101890▶ 
Prove it or riot. 

>> 
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 Anonymous (ID: BEBNoOkU)  09/10/17(Sun)21:18:40 No.141101908▶ 
>>141101552 (OP) 
is trump proclaiming 9/11 peace and prosperity day tomorrow as a national holiday? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: k4T8DKzy)  09/10/17(Sun)21:18:53 No.141101919▶ 
>>141102977 
you keep answer the "what do we do questions" with "drain the swamp". you've given us leads on the pedo rings. honestly 
though, what are you suggesting the majority of people reading this do? call out the pedophilia? write their local rep? i'm 
serious. many of us are willing and waiting. but if we don't live near specific places, what can we do? 
trying to believe you, and i think i do. but honestly you would have to help us here 
 
also, give us a headup about some nothing event hats not in the news, but you would know is coming. (even some stupid 
ass meeting). when it happens we will a) knows you are legit and b) still have no clue who you are 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: GI3MQVhQ)  09/10/17(Sun)21:18:53 No.141101920▶ 
>>141102977 
>>141101552 (OP) 
How true is the stereotype of politicians killing hookers? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: O+t4T9WU)  09/10/17(Sun)21:19:00 No.141101932▶ 
>>141102977 
out of 100 percent, how truthful are the Ronald Bernard (dutch banker turned whistleblower) videos? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3C-KHt9vi5k [Embed] 
also how do u take out the 8500 Satanists/Zionist Jews that rule the world? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 8J58F08P)  09/10/17(Sun)21:19:02 No.141101937▶ 
>>141102977 
>>141101552 (OP) 
 
I'm trying to narrow you down from the staffers who I know are /pol/acks 
 
Does your boss drink diet sprite in a coffee cup? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: HYvtSRv1)  09/10/17(Sun)21:19:12 No.141101956▶ 
>>141102032 >>141102364 >>141102395 >>141102592 >>141103699 >>141104129 
File: 1503624475123.png (353 KB, 586x589) 

 
>>141101552 (OP) 
My dad is the president - AMA 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: YJfVqM+H)  09/10/17(Sun)21:19:20 No.141101962▶ 
>>141101552 (OP) 
bump 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: WGXxXMEO)  09/10/17(Sun)21:19:54 No.141102009▶ 
PROVE IT YOU LARPER SHILL 
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>> 

 Anonymous (ID: j2hMemXI)  09/10/17(Sun)21:20:07 No.141102032▶ 
>>141102162 
>>141101956 
Which of the God Emperor's kin are you? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: SsvmZnio)  09/10/17(Sun)21:20:35 No.141102072▶ 
>>141102774 >>141103300 
>>141101728 
What is the deep state's plan for 2018? Rig the primaries for a Dem majority then impeach? 
 
How can we prevent vote rigging in 2018? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Ifr4+m51)  09/10/17(Sun)21:20:47 No.141102088▶ 
>>141103300 
>>141101552 (OP) 
So James Alefantis was indeed running a pedo ring out of his pizza shop? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: rWOob6Dw)  09/10/17(Sun)21:21:29 No.141102135▶ 
>>141103300 
>>141101552 (OP) 
Is the Senate going to pass DACA? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: RwuMNyzd)  09/10/17(Sun)21:21:42 No.141102149▶ 
>>141103300 
Are there any serious talks involving federally implemented crypto currency? Cashless Economy? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: HYvtSRv1)  09/10/17(Sun)21:21:50 No.141102162▶ 
>>141102245 >>141102384 >>141102592 
>>141102032 
The expert. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 0S9ByH7a)  09/10/17(Sun)21:21:57 No.141102176▶ 
File: Oy Vey, These Irish Popul(...).png (631 KB, 1756x1019) 

 
>>141101191 → 
>Bill Mitchell 
Literally shilling for Bill Mitchell now. Whats the best neighborhood in Tel Aviv to purchase a condo, OP? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: /emH/s3I)  09/10/17(Sun)21:22:00 No.141102179▶ 
>>141102448 >>141103300 
>>141101552 (OP) 
Whats rand paul black mailed for? Also elaborate on "the finders in nebraska" 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: TUIBo4B9)  09/10/17(Sun)21:22:06 No.141102183▶ 
>>141102988 >>141103300 >>141106292 >>141106451 
>>141101698 
Trump can't do shit. 
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It's up to the people of the united states. You need to do a lot more than just vote every 4 years. 
 
Improve yourself 
Improve your family 
Improve your community 
 
The government gains power when the average person is dependent, ignorant, and lacks self-control. The government 
loses power when the average person is self-sufficient, aware, and in control of his own behavior. 
 
If you want to take down the monster that the US Government has become, you need to start replacing the functions of 
the US government from the ground up. Decentralize and unplug. Create the communities you want to see. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 9CY7HTWR)  09/10/17(Sun)21:22:28 No.141102214▶ 
>>141102366 >>141103954 
>>141101552 (OP) 
Is Trump waiting for 2018 to enact his major promises? Is he going to give us names of people to vote in? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: l3c0Uu3C)  09/10/17(Sun)21:22:34 No.141102230▶ 
>>141103954 
What causes the economy to get fucked so hard the cia needs to drug smuggle?  
Soros? 
Some idiot was put in charge of the fed?  
Is it related to the trillion dollars that evaporated before 9/11? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: j2hMemXI)  09/10/17(Sun)21:22:47 No.141102245▶ 
>>141102162 
bs. I don't believe that. Too young for this website. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: klY7PWmX)  09/10/17(Sun)21:22:59 No.141102263▶ 
>>141102373 >>141102534 
File: The_Eagle.jpg (85 KB, 496x498) 

 
>>141101552 (OP) 
>Pence is a traitor 
 
In what way is Pence a traitor? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ZzlfgXGn)  09/10/17(Sun)21:23:06 No.141102272▶ 
>>141103478 
>>141101856 
They'd compromise people in charge of the counts, or just target the firmware running whatever machines are created to 
quickly count the voting cards. You aren't getting rid of computers in any social process, they're too good at handling 
repetitive processes where human error isn't even tolerable. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: nAlbWFvi)  09/10/17(Sun)21:23:45 No.141102322▶ 
>>141103954 
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Repost 
 
Since we discussed mediafags, what's with ben Shapiro ? Why does he hate trump so much ? He's insaleny biased for a 
right wing orthodox jew. It's like I'm reading huffpo everytime he mentions trump. He's smart so he obviously knows he's 
bullshiting, wtf is wrong with him ? Is it ALL just because he's salty at bannon ? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 1Sk9AQWV)  09/10/17(Sun)21:23:58 No.141102341▶ 
WHY DO ALL OF YOU FAGGOTS REPLY TO LARP THREADS INSTEAD OF DISCUSSING ACTUALLY POLITICAL 
HAPPENINGS LIKE AWAN TURNING ON THE DEMOCRATS FOR FUCK'S SAKE 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: LHaOaTed)  09/10/17(Sun)21:24:03 No.141102350▶ 
>>141103954 
>>141101552 (OP) 
Should we continue to look into the art world re: all the pedo shit -- like the artists whose work Tony Podesta collects? Are 
the artists in on it or are they just edgy liberals and the actual pedos like their aesthetic? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: YbyE2oYm)  09/10/17(Sun)21:24:13 No.141102359▶ 
File: Annoyed Pepe.jpg (11 KB, 251x242) 

 
>>141101552 (OP) 
 
I'll take "Shit that just isn't true" for $1000.... 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: l3c0Uu3C)  09/10/17(Sun)21:24:16 No.141102364▶ 
>>141102427 
>>141101956 
How's it going baron 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: TUIBo4B9)  09/10/17(Sun)21:24:17 No.141102366▶ 
>>141102214 
Trump's boxed in and can't do anything. He had a chance before surrounding himself with swamp creatures. 
 
But now he has no chance of doing anything he wants whatsoever. 
 
When it comes to congressmen, you're going to have to figure out for yourself who to vote in or out. You won't get names 
on a silver platter from Trump or the media. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: u1cCpN+7)  09/10/17(Sun)21:24:21 No.141102373▶ 
>>141102263 
apparently he is the mastermind of a gigantic pedo operation cough op is a faggot cough 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: MA9h1X8C)  09/10/17(Sun)21:24:29 No.141102384▶ 
>>141102162 
Why is no one manufacturing phones in USA? I think I can fix this one. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: R2rcttf0)  09/10/17(Sun)21:24:30 No.141102388▶ 
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>>141103954 
>>141101714 → 
>>141101552 (OP) 
 
Which is why we need this guy and Law Enforcement anon to stick around. We still can't be sure these threads aren't 
LARPs or misdirection because there's so little direction. 
 
We have no experience with this shit. At least give us some tips/ general direction / techniques to study. Do we really want 
random anons sneaking around trying to surveil kid fuckers and kid fucking facilities? If it's not done properly, all it will do 
is put heat on the rings so that they change their locations / methods of operations, making them even harder to track. 
 
A lot more foundation needs to be laid before this can work. 

>> 

 SAGE (ID: WGXxXMEO)  09/10/17(Sun)21:24:35 No.141102392▶ 
OP IS NOT SENATOR CONFIRMED 
SAGE GOES IN ALL FIELDS 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: B/1nMCW5)  09/10/17(Sun)21:24:37 No.141102395▶ 
>>141101956 
Eric! 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: HYvtSRv1)  09/10/17(Sun)21:25:01 No.141102427▶ 
>>141102592 
>>141102364 
Gnu? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Ifr4+m51)  09/10/17(Sun)21:25:07 No.141102436▶ 
>>141103954 
Did congress and Obama take us off the petro dollar in preparation for major war in the Middle East and an attempt to buy 
allies with, or (greater) profit from, oil? Did Obama admin orchestrate the Arab Spring and replace all the secular puppets 
with Muslim Brotherhood peeps in order to create a more cohesive ideological sovereign entity for us to invade and 
eventually colonize? Also, thank you for doing this. Wish more people would. 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: kYW8LVil)  09/10/17(Sun)21:25:13 No.141102444▶ 
>>141102505 >>141102731 >>141102774 >>141102779 >>141102866 >>141102959 >>141103006 >>141103068 >>14
1103478 >>141104046 >>141106380 >>141107515 >>141107780 >>141107885 >>141108041 >>141108476 
>>141101657 
 
Bernie Sanders is the only clean Senator I know of. Some of the Freedom Caucus is clean, but there's dirty people in 
there, too. 
 
>>141101698 
 
Don't worry about what Trump can do for you. Worry about what you can do for Trump. 
 
Supreme Court are all definitely dirty. I believe all the appeals judges are dirty, too. Probably 75% of the district. 
 
>>141101726 
 
Yes. They only got my boss for one thing. But the elites like to revel in their perversions together. They see it as a 
privilege. 
 
It's not all kids. The majority is adults. And sometimes they get drugged, or tricked into fucking a 17 year old. Sometimes 
the NSA just finds something from their past. I think you could say all of them are Satanists, although they might not call it 
that. Kids are usually held at special locations like Epstein's island, occasionally held at their home. Hookers happen in 
hotels and houses mostly,but sometimes lodges. There was a guy that had a "bat cave" in the Carribbean where they had 
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hookers and cocaine, but I don't think they were pedophiles. 
 
>>141101826 
 
Maybe with North Korea. I hope not. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Mf8wuQxR)  09/10/17(Sun)21:25:15 No.141102448▶ 
File: 1484797497276.jpg (1.93 MB, 1276x3412) 

 
>>141102179 
>finders 
weird, disgusting shit anon but with anything like this, one cell gets shut down but the rest keep going, perhaps different 
name etc. 

>> 

 SAGE (ID: WGXxXMEO)  09/10/17(Sun)21:25:56 No.141102505▶ 
>>141102444 
No proof? Fuck off then. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 0S9ByH7a)  09/10/17(Sun)21:26:14 No.141102534▶ 
File: Anglokike Empire.jpg (27 KB, 395x400) 

 
>>141102263 
Vice President Pence is too Irish for our Synagogue. Chief Rabbi Council says he's got to go. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 4JdzuYie)  09/10/17(Sun)21:26:22 No.141102543▶ 
>>141101593 
Well, that kinda wraps up the thead considering larping OPfag won't answer that one. Sage. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: O+t4T9WU)  09/10/17(Sun)21:27:00 No.141102592▶ 
>>141102808 
>>141101956 
>>141102162 
>>141102427 
post proof that u are barron like a pic with a piece of paper that says shadilay with u in the pic, otherwise you are larping 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: P4h0lwRE)  09/10/17(Sun)21:28:11 No.141102702▶ 
>>141105168 
>>141101552 (OP) 
How can we keep ourselves safe with all the shit going on? 
I fear they have the technology to impact our businesses and livelihood if we start leaving traces on the internet of digging 
into what you said before. 
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It seems like the only way to truly infiltrate the key players is to become a chad and get into pedo shit, thus self sacrificing 
your own life, big thing to ask. 
 
Also does the guberment actually fear 4chan or are we just sperging as usual about our "importance"? 
 
you're doing gods work but you're giving too much away about your identity. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 1M+Oa3lg)  09/10/17(Sun)21:28:32 No.141102731▶ 
>>141105168 
>>141102444 
Were states stolen from trump? Did he really win the popular vote? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ZzlfgXGn)  09/10/17(Sun)21:29:03 No.141102774▶ 
>>141103037 >>141105168 
>>141102072 
I'm not an insider, I can only guesstimate regurgitate other people's guesstimates. The crazier ones I've heard was 
Democrat majorities in both houses so they can impeach Trump, then Pence, and stop when Pelosi is made PotUS. My 
guess is they would just stop at Trump, or just keep stalling him. 
 
Basically, you can't directly prevent a rig, just make it so hot that they can't actively do it: get some Trump Train guys to 
put pressure on voting and counting processes, especially in heavily Democrat areas. 
 
>>141102444 
You're saying Gorsuch is dirty too, or just the other eight? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mxfO94nQ)  09/10/17(Sun)21:29:07 No.141102779▶ 
>>141102855 >>141102981 >>141105168 
>>141102444 
>Bernie Sanders is the only clean Senator I know of.  
Then how did they get him to turn so easily after the DNC primaries? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: HYvtSRv1)  09/10/17(Sun)21:29:26 No.141102808▶ 
>>141102592 
No 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: B/1nMCW5)  09/10/17(Sun)21:29:31 No.141102817▶ 
>>141105168 
>>141101552 (OP) 
Are you drunk? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ZJ/GRcgx)  09/10/17(Sun)21:30:00 No.141102855▶ 
File: 1473469305865.jpg (32 KB, 480x319) 

 
>>141102779 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vcD0TM1b)  09/10/17(Sun)21:30:07 No.141102866▶ 
>>141102444 
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You lost me when you said that Bernie Sanders is the only clean Senator. No sane person would ever say that lol 
 
I smell a troll here and it stinks 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: OZ0XAmfb)  09/10/17(Sun)21:30:28 No.141102891▶ 
Anyone have the link to High Level Insider anon thread? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: CkcUK9mG)  09/10/17(Sun)21:31:20 No.141102959▶ 
>>141103081 >>141105168 
>>141102444 
>Bernie Sanders is the only clean Senator I know of 
can you elaborate how he's clean 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: kYW8LVil)  09/10/17(Sun)21:31:31 No.141102977▶ 
>>141103087 >>141103145 >>141103369 >>141103780 >>141103795 >>141104033 >>141104086 >>141105982 >>14
1108356 
>>141101834 
 
No aliens. That's all CIA distractions. 
 
>>141101835 
 
You have said too much already. You should definitely see if your dad is blackmailed. 
 
>>141101856 
 
Yes. Hillary got crushed in states where there's a paper trail. Obama won Ohio, then there was like a 15 point swing to 
Trump IIRC due to paper ballots. 
 
>>141101860 
 
I have given you names, locations, and methods, yet you still bitch. The men are talking about how to save children from 
the rapists. Quiet down. 
 
>>141101885 
 
That might be a date for Project Blue Beam, but I cannot confirm. 
 
>>141101919 
 
I want you to do detective work.  
 
>>141101920 
 
Uncommon. The Madams won't keep sending them. Attractive hookers that know to keep their mouth shut are rare. 
 
>>141101932 
 
Pretty accurate, but there's no group called the Illuminati. 
 
>>141101937 
 
No comment. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vpJdMYvh)  09/10/17(Sun)21:31:34 No.141102981▶ 
>>141108123 
File: proofs.jpg (41 KB, 576x463) 
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>>141102779 
Because OP is a colossal LARPing faggot and none of this is real. Without proof this is firmly getting filed under "fake and 
gay." 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: kArvuSqR)  09/10/17(Sun)21:31:40 No.141102988▶ 
>>141102183 
Horribly, criminally underrated 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: u1cCpN+7)  09/10/17(Sun)21:31:51 No.141103006▶ 
>>141103155 >>141105168 
>>141102444 
Ok I'm starting to get my head around this now. 
 
So you work for the government and have discovered illegal activities being engaged in. However you have decided to do 
nothing about it other than give vague hints on a japanese origami crafting board and telling those people to deal with it 
instead. 
 
By knowing and effectively doing nothing you are thus aiding and abetting the crime which makes you guilty of the same 
crimes, and thus worthy of the same punishment. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: FA74qkNB)  09/10/17(Sun)21:31:54 No.141103012▶ 
>>141105168 
>>141101552 (OP) 
how much robert mercer influence donald trump? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 0LI6+U2M)  09/10/17(Sun)21:32:15 No.141103033▶ 
>>141104210 
File: 1485904113839.png (81 KB, 624x628) 

 
>>141101552 (OP) 
THIS GUY IS A LEGIT DISINFO SHILL. 
 
HE'S LEADING YOU ASTRAY BY STATING OBVIOUS SHIT TO GAIN YOUR TRUST AND THEN "CONFIRMING" 
/pol/'S MOST RETARDED CONSPIRACIES IN HOPES THAT YOU WILL TAKE YOUR FOCUS OFF THE REAL ISSUES 
THAT MATTER LIKE EXPOSING THE CORRUPT POLITICAL CLASS AND RESTORING NATIONAL SOVEREIGNTY 
TO WESTERN CIVILIZATION. 
 
WHAT DID FBI ANON SAY? HE SAID "FOLLOW THE FOUNDATION", BECAUSE THE REAL ISSUE IS CORRUPT 
GLOBALISTS THAT HAVE INFILTRATED OUR GOVERNMENTS WITH BRIBES AND BACKROOM DEALS. 
 
THE PEDO CONSPIRACIES ARE PUSHED BY GLOBALIST SHILLS THAT SEEK TO DIVERT YOUR ATTENTION 
FROM THE REAL CRIMES. 
 
DO NOT BELIEVE A WORD THIS FAGGOT SHILL SAYS. 
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>> 

 Anonymous (ID: l3c0Uu3C)  09/10/17(Sun)21:32:15 No.141103037▶ 
>>141103780 
>>141102774 
Thats not how that working though. It's a specify amount of seats up for vote, if the democrats blow it out of the water they 
would still be minority.  
It's like 20 dem seats vs 10 Republican seats 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: FA74qkNB)  09/10/17(Sun)21:32:32 No.141103057▶ 
>>141101552 (OP) 
when trump gonna drop the beans on the pedophile stuff 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: RTnzYkb+)  09/10/17(Sun)21:32:42 No.141103068▶ 
>>141103249 >>141105168 
>>141102444 
How the fuck, exactly is all this "our" responsibility to fix? 
 
I think the guy on the last thread had a point. You're no larper, just a sniveling rich kid pussy who doesn't have the balls to 
go over to the dark side like his daddy did, the honor to ACT, and is to addicted to his own power to just quit and go home. 
 
You are too stupid to start a revolution and to proud to realize what a dumbass you are. The CIAniggers are going to 
enjoy fucking you. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Ok4MCuNP)  09/10/17(Sun)21:32:57 No.141103081▶ 
>>141102959 
He doesn't diddle kids 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mkB7mjm6)  09/10/17(Sun)21:32:59 No.141103087▶ 
>>141105168 
>>141102977 
Is White Genocide real? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 4ZT7APTV)  09/10/17(Sun)21:33:00 No.141103090▶ 
>>141101552 (OP) 
Last thread you said the Federal Reserve 
>It's run by the City of London and the Crown. 
I linked the PDF of John Coleman's Committee of 300 in >>141093787 → where he talks about the British having control 
over US politicians, gov, and companies through think tanks and societies like Co300, CFR, TC, Bilderberg, etc. How 
much influence do these groups have over companies in the MIC, or against China? Will they even allow us to get back 
towards a gold standard- basically how much of his own control does Trump even have? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: FA74qkNB)  09/10/17(Sun)21:33:01 No.141103093▶ 
>>141101552 (OP) 
war is it happening soon? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: O+t4T9WU)  09/10/17(Sun)21:33:40 No.141103145▶ 
>>141105168 
>>141102977 
what do u think about what's going on down in Antarctica?? 
flash frozen civilization that's couple billion years old, hidden Nazi base, agartha 
any confirmations? 

>> 
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 Anonymous (ID: RTnzYkb+)  09/10/17(Sun)21:33:45 No.141103155▶ 
>>141103642 
>>141103006 
Sorry about the misunderstanding on the last thread. 
 
Fire away, leaf anon! 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 0S9ByH7a)  09/10/17(Sun)21:34:20 No.141103207▶ 
>>141103347 >>141103600 >>141105357 
File: Kelly.jpg (6 KB, 268x188) 

 
I'm a high level counter-kike operative trained in the art of intelligence gathering and dissemination. I have personally 
prevented over 30 Jewish false flags and imprisoned 5 Jewish traitors. 
 
Ask me anything. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: l3c0Uu3C)  09/10/17(Sun)21:35:01 No.141103249▶ 
>>141103068 
It's our problem to fix becuse it's our country. We are not krautcucks bending over. A2 exists for a reason.  
If thet will no, the people need to. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: +wxtQIoI)  09/10/17(Sun)21:35:15 No.141103264▶ 
IF you are the real thing, you know that /pol/ possesses now even greater reach than before /pol/ and Co. received the 
most coveted tools possible. However, for /pol/ to find that single which unravels the entire web; it needs to start 
somewhere. 
 
tl;dr is there a place other than this board to look for: 
>a key individual 
>key information 
>and with the ability to completely isolate the individual from those who(m) were once very close allies 
 
No offense Homegoy, but Congress, the Senate, the US military and the DOJ are irrelevant. this is a job for those NOT 
connected in any way to a fully compromised and unchallenged traitor-ship 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vpJdMYvh)  09/10/17(Sun)21:35:19 No.141103270▶ 
Reminder that "Pence is a traitor" and "Bernie is clean" are 100% guaranteed signs that this guy is leftypol trying to mess 
with us. Pence won't even eat lunch alone with a woman not his wife and this dumbass expects /pol/ to believe he's a 
pedo? Pull the other one, it's got bells on it. The absurdity of Bernie "literally a Soviet sympathizer who steals his 
neighbors newspapers like the Jew he is" Sanders being clean is self evident. 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: kYW8LVil)  09/10/17(Sun)21:35:43 No.141103300▶ 
>>141103537 >>141104149 >>141104955 >>141105193 >>141106012 
>>141102072 
 
They have plenty of votes with the cucks on the Republican side. They have no excuse to do it, and would risk a coup or 
armed revolt which would be supported by Russia. 
 
>>141102088 
 
He was a pedophile, but I don't know if the pizza place was the place where they raped them, or just a meeting place. 
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>>141102135 
 
Probably not. 
 
>>141102149 
 
No. You can find out what is in the works by reading papers by the major think tanks. A senior analyst at Heritage knows 
more policy than my boss. 
 
>>141102179 
 
He did something at a frat party in college.  
 
>>141102183 
 
Basically, this. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: STj+g5Mj)  09/10/17(Sun)21:36:13 No.141103347▶ 
File: 1503635368100.gif (1.98 MB, 299x224) 

 
>>141103207 
make your own read fagot 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: FF/zqVHY)  09/10/17(Sun)21:36:26 No.141103365▶ 
>>141101552 (OP) 
 
Gov. Cuomo here. I'm a huge faggot and so is this retard. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Y7DZ5pcO)  09/10/17(Sun)21:36:32 No.141103369▶ 
>>141103425 >>141103509 >>141105168 
>>141102977 
>Project Blue Beam 
Are you fucking kidding me? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: CkcUK9mG)  09/10/17(Sun)21:36:32 No.141103370▶ 
so i shouldn't trust Tom Cotton then? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vpJdMYvh)  09/10/17(Sun)21:37:13 No.141103425▶ 
>>141103369 
See my previous posts. This guy is leftypol throwing bait and fags ITT are gobbling it up like delicious candy. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: XqKNVKlW)  09/10/17(Sun)21:37:43 No.141103472▶ 
>>141101552 (OP) 
can an anon link this guy that Law Enforcement anon that needed help busting pedo politicians? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 4ZT7APTV)  09/10/17(Sun)21:37:50 No.141103478▶ 
>>141105732 
>>141101856 
>>141102272 
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What about Blockchain used for voting? 
 
>>141102444 
Do you know how much of the police are compromised as well? Obviously depends on the city/region, we have to spread 
info everywhere online before going to the LE though. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: u1cCpN+7)  09/10/17(Sun)21:37:52 No.141103480▶ 
I have two words for you Mr 'insider': 
 
S E T H R I C H 
 
That one man did more with a few emails that a thousand of you cowardly pussies who talk in such riddles to save 
yourselves that no one can even understand what the fuck you're saying. 
 
Do your duty, honor your country, give us DIRT 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ZJ/GRcgx)  09/10/17(Sun)21:38:09 No.141103509▶ 
>>141103913 
>>141103369 
with all the crazy shit we've uncovered, project blue beam is far from abnormal 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: SsvmZnio)  09/10/17(Sun)21:38:24 No.141103537▶ 
>>141105732 
>>141103300 
Is the White House still bugged?  
 
Is the intel community feeding info to Obama? 
 
Is Hillary in danger for not delivering on major donor promises? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: j2hMemXI)  09/10/17(Sun)21:39:00 No.141103579▶ 
>>141105732 
COREY GOODE AND DAVID WILOCK ARE HUGE FAGGOTS 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: j2hMemXI)  09/10/17(Sun)21:39:10 No.141103591▶ 
File: 1481210662476.jpg (225 KB, 639x612) 

 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: +wxtQIoI)  09/10/17(Sun)21:39:17 No.141103600▶ 
>>141103207 
you're still in the belly of the beast. since a 'list' of A-Listers is too obvious; one name, key info and their vulnerabilities 
(one name at a time) is all that is necessary to create a domino effect. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vpJdMYvh)  09/10/17(Sun)21:39:37 No.141103628▶ 
File: jurassic proofs.jpg (40 KB, 466x452) 
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I'm still not seeing any verifiable proof, OP. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: j2hMemXI)  09/10/17(Sun)21:39:38 No.141103629▶ 
File: 1479835753458.png (1.33 MB, 776x1076) 

 
JUDGEMENT IS COMING SHILLS. NOTHING YOU POST WILL CHANGE THE INEVITABLE. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: u1cCpN+7)  09/10/17(Sun)21:39:46 No.141103642▶ 
File: 1491860295027.png (56 KB, 500x382) 

 
>>141103155 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 8UyzXuP9)  09/10/17(Sun)21:40:05 No.141103668▶ 
>>141103903 >>141103970 
>>141101552 (OP) 
Anon, I think you and all larpers are full of shit. You all get on here and make these suggestions of what people should do, 
like trump is powerless.  
Have you ever thought of the strategy of telling the american people THE GOD DAMNED TRUTH FOR ONE FUCKING 
TIME IN THIS LIFETIME?!?!?!?!?!?!? 
All you stupid fucks have to do is tell the people THE TRUTH. ITS THAT FUCKING SIMPLE. DECLASSIFY SHIT AND 
SHOW THE PEOPLE WHAT THE GOVT HAS DONE. 
Trump has this power, he can use it at a whim. If the GOP wants to be fucking traitors, oust them with classified info. 
TELL THE FUCKING TRUTH OR FOR HERE BY FOREVER FUCKING DIE LIKE THE TREASONOUS CUNTS YOU 
REALLY ARE. FUCK YOU 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: eUq13RZJ)  09/10/17(Sun)21:40:27 No.141103699▶ 
>>141101956 
President of what? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ZJ/GRcgx)  09/10/17(Sun)21:41:20 No.141103754▶ 
>>141104073 >>141105732 
>>141101552 (OP) 
What's the deal with China's ghost cities? 
I know they, and most everyone, has underground cities to escape to if SHTF, so I can't quite figure out what gives 

>> 
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 Anonymous (ID: ZzlfgXGn)  09/10/17(Sun)21:41:41 No.141103780▶ 
>>141102977 
>Yes. Hillary got crushed in states where there's a paper trail. Obama won Ohio, then there was like a 15 point swing to 
Trump IIRC due to paper ballots. 
The problem there is if you give red time to prepare, they'll have a way to compromise the paper votes: enough people to 
lie and then bullshit to cover it. Keeping them on their toes helps giving them too many avenues to cover. 
 
>>141103037 
I was just saying the "Democrat supermajority" thing because it's amusing. The real problem is you need guys that aren't 
establishment, and party affiliations means dick in that department. There's no way in hell you'll give all 30 seats to people 
that don't wanna play ball, but trying as hard as you can is all that can be asked. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: VJ5yaFMn)  09/10/17(Sun)21:41:51 No.141103795▶ 
>>141102977 
Richard Blumenthal ?Marco Rubio?Rand Paul?James Lankford? 
you seem one of these guys 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 3Ixa6263)  09/10/17(Sun)21:42:08 No.141103817▶ 
>bunch of retards being trolled by a faggot from leftypol 
 
Saged and reported 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: RTnzYkb+)  09/10/17(Sun)21:43:08 No.141103903▶ 
>>141103668 
Amen. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Y7DZ5pcO)  09/10/17(Sun)21:43:15 No.141103913▶ 
>>141103509 
pedophile rings are not uncommon 
 
reptile-tier conspiracy theories too crazy for Alex Jones are definitely abnormal 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: kYW8LVil)  09/10/17(Sun)21:43:42 No.141103954▶ 
>>141104067 >>141104105 >>141104142 >>141104221 >>141104412 >>141104835 >>141105161 >>141105214 >>14
1109971 
>>141102214 
 
No. He is in bad shape, and desperately needs your help. This is him playing 4d chess on all cylinders. 
 
>>141102230 
 
The globalists have done this since the British Empire and the Opium Wars. Skull and Bones. 
 
Soros is a couple steps down from the top. Rothschild and Rockefeller are some of the biggest names (although 
Rockefeller died, so they're falling off). Robert Mercer and Sheldon Adelson are some of the bigggest funders for 
Republicans. 
 
>>141102322 
 
He's blackmailed. 
 
>>141102350 
 
Art world does a lot of bribery, too. Buy shitty artwork for $2000, sell it to billionaire in a few years for $5000. Same with 
houses, although harder to cover up. 
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>>141102388 
>We still can't be sure these threads aren't LARPs or misdirection because there's so little direction. 
 
Step 1: think for yourself. WH Anon didn't give any specifics, obvious LARP/distraction. 
 
>>141102436 
 
Obama was CIA, and funded ISIS on purpose. They wanted to run a pipeline through Syria. Arab Spring was all CIA. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: u1cCpN+7)  09/10/17(Sun)21:43:57 No.141103970▶ 
>>141103668 
This anon gets it 
When again will we have /ourguy/ in power? 
WHAT THE FUCK ARE YOU SCARED OF?? 
The chips are in place, the pitchforks are in hand, we have the hero we need in the position of power we need him in. We 
just need a match to set it all off. 
 
 
SO LIGHT THE FUCKING MATCH ON THIS MUTHERFUCKING POWEDERKEG ALREADY  
 
this part is NOT our responsibility 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 0S9ByH7a)  09/10/17(Sun)21:44:07 No.141103986▶ 
>>141104163 
File: Mike-Pence-The-Irish-Bomb(...).jpg (39 KB, 690x462) 

 
Vice President Pence here. Thanks for the invite. Just wanted to stop by to say a few words. OP is a giant fucking Jew. 
Pretty sure I fucked his sister in high school. It's not pedophilia. We were both 16 at the time. 
 
kys OP 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: CC1D0DqK)  09/10/17(Sun)21:44:50 No.141104033▶ 
>>141104418 >>141105732 >>141106017 
>>141102977 
I know for a fact my dad is blackmailed, I don't know exactly what but if he wasn't blackmailed I feel he would be able to 
become a congressman. Its demoralizing that my father didn't get into politics because his father, my grandpa, was 
beyond well known in the community. He was a member of the John Birch Society I think.  
 
My father pushed for me to get into politics but I'm somewhat scared of what I can get into. Is racist stuff be used as 
blackmail? Could they resurface videos from the past that was on one person's phone and bring it to light to the public? 
Need this info to determine if I should start getting involved in politics. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 9rZ2CE8t)  09/10/17(Sun)21:44:59 No.141104046▶ 
>>141104178 
File: Scalia.jpg (100 KB, 960x640) 
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>>141102444 
>Supreme Court are all definitely dirty 
And Scalia's dirty...because he's now on the wrong side of it. 
 
US v Texas 
(For anons who don't know, Scalia was going to be the swing vote in US v Texas, the SCOTUS case where Obama 
admin wanted to prevent states from enforcing immigration laws. Scalia was going to be the 5-4 vote to say the states 
*could* halt illegal immigration even if the federal government wouldn't. Scalia was essentially going to close the gates of 
the country to the globalists' immigration Trojan Horse.) 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 8UyzXuP9)  09/10/17(Sun)21:45:13 No.141104067▶ 
>>141106109 
>>141103954 
Why dont you just tell the fucking truth to the american people you larping faggot? 9/11 for starters. PUBLICLY. If you 
want to oust the deepstate start declassifying all the shit theyre up to. Larper 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Y7DZ5pcO)  09/10/17(Sun)21:45:16 No.141104073▶ 
>>141104634 >>141106109 
>>141103754 
That's more about economics than about any conspiracy. Construction is fueling their economy, and investors in China 
would rather put their money in real estate rather than the stock market, even if no one is renting the property. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: CC1D0DqK)  09/10/17(Sun)21:45:29 No.141104086▶ 
>>141106109 
>>141102977 
Also I don't live in New England 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: J5JakoaY)  09/10/17(Sun)21:45:46 No.141104105▶ 
>>141106109 
>>141103954 
What's the deal with Ted Cruz? 
 
Also daily reminder your enemy is also the Jew. Where there's decay and corruption you bet your ass those rats are knee 
deep in it. 
Take a look around if you don't believe me. 
Talmudic culture is something else. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: RTnzYkb+)  09/10/17(Sun)21:46:03 No.141104129▶ 
>>141101956 
Make sure your family gets right with Jesus. The real one, not whoever this faggot pope serves. The end is nigh. Make 
sure you guys are on the right side of it. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: R2rcttf0)  09/10/17(Sun)21:46:14 No.141104142▶ 
>>141103954 
>Step 1: think for yourself. WH Anon didn't give any specifics, obvious LARP/distraction. 
 
You don't give any specifics either. This entire thread could be a trap or a prank. You've said nothing that we didn't 
already know or could be culled from previous LARP threads. 
 
If you were really trying to recruit a surveillance army, you wouldn't do it like this. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 1fg/GorR)  09/10/17(Sun)21:46:18 No.141104149▶ 
>>141105165 >>141106109 
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>>141103300 
couple questions  
im a pretty smart guy how do i jump into stuff, care to take on a fresh guy going into college.  
2 know anything about Leonardo DiCaprio, kinda like him alot whats he done. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: eUq13RZJ)  09/10/17(Sun)21:46:30 No.141104163▶ 
>>141105303 
>>141103986 
Tell us about the future Pence. Why does everyone look like you? Was male pattern baldness eliminated along with the 
other Jewish tricks? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: aDC7U1Rn)  09/10/17(Sun)21:46:47 No.141104178▶ 
>>141104436 
>>141104046 
Scalia is dead you dumb motherfucker 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: xtPcEH1c)  09/10/17(Sun)21:46:52 No.141104189▶ 
Need more information on the Billiken Property Management. List of properties they own.  
 
Found an address 1811 Columbia Road, DC. It's a restaurant called So's your mom. They seem to like meeting in 
restaurants. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: uboZR3vu)  09/10/17(Sun)21:47:06 No.141104210▶ 
>>141106109 
>>141103033 
Dude, your damage control mode is showing, take it down a notch. Can the allcaps for starters ffs. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 1M+Oa3lg)  09/10/17(Sun)21:47:11 No.141104221▶ 
>>141103954 
White House anon did give specifics. He predicted the awan arrest before it was public 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mJu6Cp+p)  09/10/17(Sun)21:49:04 No.141104368▶ 
>>141106109 >>141110196 
>>141101552 (OP) 
If Trump were going to drain the swamp why did he stock his government with political hacks and economic toadies? All 
he's doing is advancing the neoliberal agenda. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: STj+g5Mj)  09/10/17(Sun)21:49:44 No.141104412▶ 
>>141106431 
File: sheldon_adelson.jpg (6 KB, 291x173) 

 
>>141103954 
>Sheldon Adelson 
/pol/ it's about time we start paying attention to him you know 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: RTnzYkb+)  09/10/17(Sun)21:49:46 No.141104418▶ 
>>141104033 
Get right with Jesus, anon. The halls of power are about to be burned by God's fiery wrath. Well, and everything else that 
is degenerate. Time is almost up, the end is nigh. 
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>> 

 Anonymous (ID: j2hMemXI)  09/10/17(Sun)21:50:06 No.141104436▶ 
>>141104728 
>>141104178 
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHHA 
 
 
THIS SHILL IS SO STUPID!! 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 1fg/GorR)  09/10/17(Sun)21:52:08 No.141104601▶ 
op kill? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ZJ/GRcgx)  09/10/17(Sun)21:52:36 No.141104634▶ 
>>141104834 >>141105831 
>>141104073 
but they have a gazillion people, why would they not use some of it? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 9rZ2CE8t)  09/10/17(Sun)21:53:43 No.141104728▶ 
>>141105104 
>>141104436 
Now, now. It's not nice to laugh at the mentally handicapped. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: STj+g5Mj)  09/10/17(Sun)21:53:47 No.141104734▶ 
File: 8cbbce77a63e43c19ccbbecc8(...).jpg (29 KB, 800x450) 

 
US Senate Anon has mentioned Adelson repeatedly and he's been lurking in the shadows funding the cucks for years 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vpJdMYvh)  09/10/17(Sun)21:54:54 No.141104834▶ 
>>141104634 
Most of those gazillion people are still dirtfucking illiterate peasants. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 7q5kqmd2)  09/10/17(Sun)21:54:53 No.141104835▶ 
>>141106431 
>>141103954 
Do you currently have any blackmail on any of the "bad guys?" If so, what can you do with it? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: I3Gle/Sr)  09/10/17(Sun)21:55:46 No.141104910▶ 
>>141101552 (OP) 
Does kid rock go to senate with his pimp hat ? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: aXn0sDjF)  09/10/17(Sun)21:56:15 No.141104955▶ 
>>141105011 >>141106431 
>>141103300 
What do you know about Al Franken? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: jI1SEDpy)  09/10/17(Sun)21:56:57 No.141105004▶ 
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>>141101552 (OP) 
 
Why is thread logo crooked? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ZJ/GRcgx)  09/10/17(Sun)21:57:03 No.141105011▶ 
>>141104955 
he's good enough 
he's smart enough 
and doggon it, people like him 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: j2hMemXI)  09/10/17(Sun)21:58:16 No.141105104▶ 
>>141104728 
IM CALLING YOU MENTALLY HANDICAPPED FAGGOT 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: U/b21zEo)  09/10/17(Sun)21:58:57 No.141105161▶ 
>>141106431 
File: jews_diversity.jpg (232 KB, 1200x866) 

 
>>141103954 
What do you think the odds of the people/goyim winning this war against the Jews/globalists? 
 
Is there hope? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: STj+g5Mj)  09/10/17(Sun)21:59:01 No.141105165▶ 
>>141104149 
>how do i jump into stuff 
Any anon can answer this. 
 
You jump into stuff, it's that easy. If you're just going into college, you're going to have the opportunity to join all kinds of 
extracurricular clubs. Join the campus media clubs: the newspapers, journals, TV/radio stations, etc., the ones that 
matter. You'll have a great time and learn all you need to know. 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: kYW8LVil)  09/10/17(Sun)21:59:04 No.141105168▶ 
>>141105639 >>141105652 >>141108538 >>141110149 >>141110647 
>>141102702 
 
It helps if you have blackmail on powerful people. I know I'm not going down for anything petty. Otherwise, you need to be 
careful, and start with low-level, soft targets. You guys could be busting low-level perverts all day, but everyone just 
screams about Hillary not being in jail. 
 
>>141102731 
 
Yes. He won the popular vote by a landslide. Aleppo man got 7% in our polling. 
 
>>141102774 
 
Gorsuch is dirty. They're all dirty, Scalia was dirty, but he was thinking about taking the fall and blowing the lid off the job 
they did on Roberts on the Obamacare decision. I know Thomas and Scalia were Knights of Malta, and the other 
Catholics might be. 
 
>>141102779 
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Threatened to kill him, and offered to buy him a house. That's why he cried so hard at the convention, he knew it was all a 
sham. 
 
>>141102817 
 
No. 
 
>>141102959 
 
They don't have any blackmail on him. If he were smarter, he'd be more of a threat. But he doesn't know anything about 
policy, so he listens to his (controlled) staff. 
 
>>141103006 
 
I work 70 hours a week, and my face is known in DC. Lots of you have 30-40 hours of free time in a week to investigate. 
 
>>141103012 
 
Not a lot. Hannity is one of the few people he trusts. 
 
>>141103068 
 
Kids are being raped. I'm not raping them, you're not raping them, and the cops won't stop it. If you don't want to help, 
fine. 
 
>>141103087 
 
Yeah. Including viruses that target whites. Remember SARS? Remember anyone that wasn't Asian that got it? 
 
>>141103145 
 
Nothing. 
 
>>141103369 
 
No. I'm pretty sure they're planning Project Blue Beam. The Space Force was a very high priority that came out of 
nowhere. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 1M+Oa3lg)  09/10/17(Sun)21:59:24 No.141105193▶ 
>>141106431 
>>141103300 
Alex Jones is clean right? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: GP4/QWkw)  09/10/17(Sun)21:59:35 No.141105214▶ 
>>141105361 
>>141103954 
What is shapiro blackmailed with? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: c3fCIRdm)  09/10/17(Sun)22:00:40 No.141105297▶ 
File: shillpost.jpg (11 KB, 225x225) 
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>be op  
>CAnt answer be ur question 
>magic 8 ball says ask again 
>NAH  
>cant rEVEAL! 
>rand paul fucked a black dude in college 
>bernie 'reddit' sanders perfect clean guys fr 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 0S9ByH7a)  09/10/17(Sun)22:00:44 No.141105303▶ 
File: Irish_Navy_Rescues_Last_A(...).jpg (204 KB, 1023x681) 

 
>>141104163 
Well, my fellow American. As Vice President of the United States of America I am privileged to have the honor of knowing 
the future. I asked one of my staffers to provide you with a visual simulation. 
 
You see, the Anglo-Saxon / Jewish power structure is collapsing rapidly. We should not fear this, but instead embrace it 
with open arms. As we move forward towards a new era of Western Enlightenment, we will take advantage of a new 
liberty. A new freedom. One without the specter of the anglokike menace, or it's 97 volumes of Talmudic tricks.  
 
The Last Anglo of London shall be our turning point. 
 
Mike "Irish Madman VP Backup Plan" Pence 
/Out 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: RwuMNyzd)  09/10/17(Sun)22:00:57 No.141105322▶ 
>>141105610 >>141105749 
Stay on target. Stay on target!!! IF you dont like the thread, piss off. If you just want to dick off and fight, piss off. Grown 
ups talking. Determinations are being made. Stop clogging the board with useless crap 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: I3Gle/Sr)  09/10/17(Sun)22:01:19 No.141105357▶ 
>>141103207 
Do you think it was a fun run but seriously we cant let this guy have the nuclear codes? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vpJdMYvh)  09/10/17(Sun)22:01:23 No.141105361▶ 
>>141105214 
He had to get spine stretching surgery and femur extensions to be more than a 4'11" microhobbit. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: VJ5yaFMn)  09/10/17(Sun)22:01:54 No.141105393▶ 
>>141106810 
is trey cowdy blackmailed 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 7MZHnoyX)  09/10/17(Sun)22:02:13 No.141105411▶ 
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>>141106810 
>>141101552 (OP) 
Is the Fed a problem? 
What your opinion on Austrian economics? 
Was Ron Paul really cheated out of a victory in 2012? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: k3+RHAWQ)  09/10/17(Sun)22:03:01 No.141105467▶ 
File: IMG_3250.png (118 KB, 500x543) 

 
>>141101552 (OP) 
Sage all faggot larp threads 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 0/LcLyD2)  09/10/17(Sun)22:03:27 No.141105500▶ 
File: 1489743887000.jpg (658 KB, 687x1117) 

 
>>141101552 (OP) 
 
How many members of the Washington Elite jack off to pregnant Anne Frank porn? 
 
Is Donald Trump one of them? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: STj+g5Mj)  09/10/17(Sun)22:03:59 No.141105536▶ 
File: 17adelson600.jpg (62 KB, 600x280) 

 
one more reminder to look into sheldon you fags 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ZJ/GRcgx)  09/10/17(Sun)22:04:19 No.141105569▶ 
>>141106810 
>>141101552 (OP) 
what are your thoughts on fluoride in the water? 
or any other MKUltra type stuff that might be turning the frogs gay / destroying our pineal gland 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Vl0Pkjj7)  09/10/17(Sun)22:04:50 No.141105610▶ 
>>141105322 
dont engage the shills 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: xT1rC0NU)  09/10/17(Sun)22:05:04 No.141105625▶ 
File: mural11.jpg (63 KB, 476x616) 
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Who is the kid? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: J5JakoaY)  09/10/17(Sun)22:05:13 No.141105639▶ 
>>141106810 
>>141105168 
>They were Knights of Malta 
(((Catholics))) doing the usual I guess 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: R2rcttf0)  09/10/17(Sun)22:05:32 No.141105652▶ 
>>141106810 
>>141105168 
Let's say we come across some kid rapers and/or kid raping facilities. What is the best way to surveil them, i.e. tell us 
exactly what to do to gather some solid intel without being caught? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 1fg/GorR)  09/10/17(Sun)22:05:33 No.141105655▶ 
Ok ill ask something thats not dumb, whats the plan on dumping the dollar i know chinas gold backed yuan is here, just 
when is it gonna kick on. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Vl0Pkjj7)  09/10/17(Sun)22:06:39 No.141105729▶ 
>>141106810 
were the hurricanes man made? 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: kYW8LVil)  09/10/17(Sun)22:06:41 No.141105732▶ 
>>141105931 >>141106017 >>141106133 >>141106228 >>141106311 >>141106761 
>>141103478 
 
LA has a huge problem with masons in the police. Masons are the biggest group compromising local police. 
 
>>141103537 
 
They cleaned bugs during the renovation. I assume they haven't been replaced. 
 
Yes. Obama was a CIA agent. They are fiercely loyal to him. 
 
No. Hillary could bring down half of Washington with the dirt she has. 
 
>>141103579 
 
Yes. 
 
>>141103754 
 
China's economic plan has been to just build the hell out of infrastructure and see what happens. Luckily, that's one of the 
few things governments are good at, and it has made them into a modern economy. 
 
>>141104033 
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John Birch Society was run by the CFR as controlled opposition. You should ask him about it, see who his handlers are, 
and try to catch them. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 9rZ2CE8t)  09/10/17(Sun)22:06:51 No.141105749▶ 
File: Chaff.jpg (1.25 MB, 2100x1179) 

 
>>141105322 
>Stop clogging the board with useless crap 
But that's one of the shills' primary weapons. 
 
It's the disinformation version of chaff. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Y7DZ5pcO)  09/10/17(Sun)22:07:55 No.141105831▶ 
>>141104634 
These cities are in the middle of no where. There are no jobs there.  
 
On the other hand, there are cities in HeBei that are a 3-4 hour+ commute to Beijing that have more people than San 
Francisco yet have virtually no real infrastructure (1 bus stop). 
 
People go where the jobs are. It's like saying why don't the people who are paying high rents in SF just move to Nebraska 
where the rent is cheaper. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: j2hMemXI)  09/10/17(Sun)22:09:11 No.141105931▶ 
>>141105732 
Thanks Corey. Can't wait to see thread 4 with more shilling BULLSHIT! 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: n+ONfoTj)  09/10/17(Sun)22:09:43 No.141105982▶ 
>>141106146 >>141108038 
File: FATLAUGH.gif (2.59 MB, 200x150) 

 
>>141102977 
 
This is the LARPiest LARP in the history of LARPS.  
 
>implying some aide to a US senator would know about Eyes Wide Shut and Illuminati type bullshit.  
>implying this faggot is even an aide to a US senator 
 
 
saged and gay 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: v22srPMs)  09/10/17(Sun)22:10:09 No.141106012▶ 
>>141103300 
>He did something at a frat party in college. 
A Q U A B U D D H A 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: J5JakoaY)  09/10/17(Sun)22:10:15 No.141106017▶ 
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>>141107605 
>>141105732 
>>141104033 
It would be a shame if someone found out who the handlers were, dumped their info on the web somewhere, and said 
handlers committed suicide by shooting themselves point blank in the chest and dropping backwards into a canal. 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: kYW8LVil)  09/10/17(Sun)22:11:37 No.141106109▶ 
>>141106266 >>141106384 >>141106482 >>141109075 
>>141104067 
 
No one would listen and I would immediately die. 
 
>>141104073 
 
Economics is the conspiracy. American System vs. globalism. 
 
>>141104086 
 
Stop telling me any more specific information about yourself. 
 
>>141104105 
 
Cruz's family is CIA. It's not just Jews, anon. 
 
>>141104149 
 
There is no way for me to find out who you are without putting both of us in danger. You don't want to work in DC, not until 
the swamp gets drained. 
 
>>141104210 
 
The swamp is terrified of this discussion. 
 
>>141104368 
 
Already explained. He had no choice. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 7MZHnoyX)  09/10/17(Sun)22:12:00 No.141106133▶ 
>>141106449 
>>141105732 
was Ron Paul cheated out of a presidency in 2012? If so why? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ks1mZFzr)  09/10/17(Sun)22:12:08 No.141106146▶ 
File: 1475089061538.gif (186 KB, 678x422) 

 
>>141105982 
sounds sincere. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: jI1SEDpy)  09/10/17(Sun)22:12:12 No.141106148▶ 
>>141106498 >>141106536 
>>141101552 (OP) 
 
Seriously. 
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A thread of this magnitude would definitely have sounded alarms by now. Live over an hour. 
 
100 Senators. 
16,883 Staff Members http://congressional-staff.insidegov.com/ 
 
Process of elimination would be relatively easy. 
 
If you are legit...spilling "real" inside info...you're a dead man walking. 
 
p.s. I hope you are legit but... 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: RTnzYkb+)  09/10/17(Sun)22:12:19 No.141106160▶ 
>>141106335 
Ok, on a more serious note...the 23rd is quickly approaching. It would behoove all of you to accept Jesus Christ, Son of 
God &Messiah of the Jews, who died for your sins, was buried, and rose again according to Old Testament prophecy. 
 
His limited time offer is about to expire. The end is nigh. If you fail to accept it in time, you will burn for eternity in the lake 
of fire. Is it really worth all that? Give up the LARPing and live. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: u2KlhtoL)  09/10/17(Sun)22:13:05 No.141106209▶ 
>>141106316 
>>141101552 (OP) 
Ah sure, pal, and why the Christ should we be trusting you? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: S2NF0MNr)  09/10/17(Sun)22:13:26 No.141106228▶ 
>>141107605 
>>141105732 
I hope you know its a tall order to ask outsider/citizens to do something when there are so many insiders remaining silent. 
 
What are the chances of a US senator coming clean and naming names? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: R2rcttf0)  09/10/17(Sun)22:13:57 No.141106266▶ 
>>141106109 
>Let's say we come across some kid rapers and/or kid raping facilities. What is the best way to surveil them, i.e. tell us 
exactly what to do to gather some solid intel without being caught? 
Let's say we come across some kid rapers and/or kid raping facilities. What is the best way to surveil them, i.e. tell us 
exactly what to do to gather some solid intel without being caught? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: UPtQQb+5)  09/10/17(Sun)22:14:15 No.141106290▶ 
I can't believe this larp lasted three threads. This is a larp you fags. They have only given broad answers anyone would 
know. 
In fact this fag sounds like another name fag from a couple days ago with the same answers. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vdyw2fNc)  09/10/17(Sun)22:14:17 No.141106292▶ 
>>141110536 
>>141102183 
10/10 post 
Glad to see there are sane people around.  
 
>a fucking leaf 
Are you behind a proxy or somethin? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: CC1D0DqK)  09/10/17(Sun)22:14:30 No.141106311▶ 
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>>141107605 
>>141105732 
Unfortunately my grandpa has been dead for years now. Also how come you didn't respond to anything about what I 
mentioned in regards about me getting into politics and bringing up stuff off of other people's phones? 
 
Also where should I be looking right now if I want to get into politics. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vpJdMYvh)  09/10/17(Sun)22:14:35 No.141106316▶ 
>>141106209 
We shouldn't, barring a picture of his government ID with the sensitive bits covered by a piece of paper with his thread ID 
written on it. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ZJ/GRcgx)  09/10/17(Sun)22:14:55 No.141106335▶ 
>>141106160 
just be a good person, guy 
stop with the fire and brimstone, hate and fear is a human construct.  
God loves all his children. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: neVRDypf)  09/10/17(Sun)22:15:35 No.141106380▶ 
>>141106491 
>>141102444 
>Bernie 
dude's dirty as fuck you larper 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: R2rcttf0)  09/10/17(Sun)22:15:36 No.141106384▶ 
>>141107605 
>>141106109 
>No one would listen and I would immediately die. 
You could do it with your Senator though. Just have him go spill the beans on the floors of the Senate live on C-SPAN 
while you livestream it yourself on YouTube. 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: kYW8LVil)  09/10/17(Sun)22:16:21 No.141106431▶ 
>>141106687 >>141106690 >>141106738 >>141106760 >>141106925 >>141107107 >>141107153 >>141107606 >>14
1108026 
>>141104412 
 
Adelson is one of the biggest donors out there, and he runs CIA blackmail ops. Look into Steven Jacobs.  
 
>>141104835 
 
Yes. Turn in the pedophiles, leverage anything else for policy change. 
 
>>141104955 
 
Dirty, suspected pedophile. 
 
>>141105161 
 
If 4chan swings into gear? Good. If not? We're fucked. 
 
>>141105193 
 
No. God no. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Y7DZ5pcO)  09/10/17(Sun)22:16:29 No.141106449▶ 
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>>141106738 
>>141106133 
As I remember, the second they though RP was a threat, they started with the smear (muh newsletter) 
 
He never had a chance fighting the establishment the way Trump does now. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: NX+Rq06O)  09/10/17(Sun)22:16:30 No.141106451▶ 
>>141107731 
File: rosesarered.jpg (93 KB, 500x500) 

 
>>141102183 
This is the truth that /pol/ cannot stand to face. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 1M+Oa3lg)  09/10/17(Sun)22:17:04 No.141106482▶ 
>>141107605 
>>141106109 
Are spooks monitoring this thread? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: J5JakoaY)  09/10/17(Sun)22:17:11 No.141106491▶ 
>>141106380 
Assuming he's not a LARP he probably only knows surface info and rumors hence the "threatened to kill and to buy a 
house" stuff only. He would only have a view from the office he's under and anyone who talks. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: oHOGtQNt)  09/10/17(Sun)22:17:17 No.141106498▶ 
>>141106856 
>>141106148 
please don't share and weaponize that. he's doing us a service. if he stops posting abruptly i will assume the van 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 9rZ2CE8t)  09/10/17(Sun)22:17:47 No.141106536▶ 
>>141109693 
>>141106148 
Just like with FBI Anon, Senate Anon has to not say anything that could be specifically tied to him, and maintain plausible 
deniability if someone does come sniffing around. The real currency in D.C. isn't money, it's pain and death. 
 
>>141101552 (OP) 
Hey Senate Anon, question for you: Did you ever read the Senate report on CIA torture? Anything special in there we 
haven't heard? 
 
(You're obviously smart enough to know this, but don't answer if that narrows down the list of people you might be.) 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: CkcUK9mG)  09/10/17(Sun)22:19:06 No.141106628▶ 
>>141107605 
did JFK Jr. really die by his own cause? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 1M+Oa3lg)  09/10/17(Sun)22:19:59 No.141106687▶ 
>>141107605 
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>>141106431 
What has Alex Jones done? Is he CIA controlled OP? Why does steve pieczenik like him? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: S2NF0MNr)  09/10/17(Sun)22:20:01 No.141106690▶ 
>>141107152 >>141107605 
>>141106431 
The only real model we have to do this as citizens is OKeefe. It's good, but not as good as an inside leak to Wikileaks.  
 
Do you remember how devastating and enlightening Wikileaks was to the 2016 election? That would have been 
impossible to accomplish by random citizens organizing shit. It came from an inside leaker.  
 
That's what has to happen with the pedos. INSIDERS need to GET DIRT and LEAK IT, or else there is no end in sight. 
Having citizens do what you're suggesting is going to be like cutting of one head of the hydra and having 5 more take its 
place. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 7MZHnoyX)  09/10/17(Sun)22:20:37 No.141106738▶ 
File: pain.jpg (133 KB, 882x1080) 

 
>>141106449 
exactly. 
 
>>141106431 
can you answer my question regarding whether Ron Paul was cheated out of a presidency in 2012? if so why was this 
done? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 7q5kqmd2)  09/10/17(Sun)22:20:59 No.141106760▶ 
>>141107605 
>>141106431 
No I'm asking if you in particular or people on your side who are clean have blackmail on people and are able to do 
something with it. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: It+RHDzK)  09/10/17(Sun)22:21:00 No.141106761▶ 
>>141107605 
>>141105732 
 
I've always wondered if they monitor 4chan like they do in Ender's Game, like when Peter and Valerie dictate policy and 
influence by posting on the internet on forums. 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: kYW8LVil)  09/10/17(Sun)22:21:44 No.141106810▶ 
>>141107021 >>141107074 >>141107125 >>141107191 >>141107356 >>141107593 >>141107899 >>141109935 
>>141105393 
 
I don't think so. Very likely threatened to slow him down. 
 
>>141105411 
 
The Fed is the problem. Austrian economics is a limited hangout. You want to learn American School economics. Ron 
Paul was competitive with Romney before the Diebold vote machines changed things. 
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>>141105569 
 
Fluoride is bad. Frogs are turning gay. Both confirmed science. 
 
>>141105639 
 
Knights of Malta got you DC v. Heller and a sunset to the assault weapons ban. 
 
>>141105652 
 
Hidden camera. 
 
>>141105729 
 
More like man-intensified. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: NX+Rq06O)  09/10/17(Sun)22:22:22 No.141106856▶ 
>>141106498 
>please don't do anything that would threaten my suspension of disbelief 
He's a fucking larper you idiot. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: O/nK02PO)  09/10/17(Sun)22:23:31 No.141106925▶ 
>>141106431 
>If 4chan swings into gear? Good. If not? We're fucked. 
>givemeafuckingbreak.png 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: rj505rOD)  09/10/17(Sun)22:23:40 No.141106934▶ 
File: 1503526892632.png (871 KB, 704x874) 

 
>>141101552 (OP) 
proof or larp 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 1fg/GorR)  09/10/17(Sun)22:25:05 No.141107021▶ 
>>141107605 
>>141106810 
what games do the rosicrucians play in politics, also why was elvis whacked. If you cant answer the elvis one atleast 
answer the rosicrucian one. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ZJ/GRcgx)  09/10/17(Sun)22:25:49 No.141107074▶ 
>>141106810 
>Frogs are turning gay confirmed 
Straight from the senate you guys! 
Haha thanks Senate Anon, and goodnight. 
Keep up the good fight 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: h6nKCgYs)  09/10/17(Sun)22:25:51 No.141107076▶ 
>>141101552 (OP) 
What's going on in Awan investigation, OP? 
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>> 

 Anonymous (ID: PqQQqMOS)  09/10/17(Sun)22:26:14 No.141107102▶ 
>>141107605 
>>141101552 (OP) 
You keep talking about fucking exposing these rings ourselves to bring down this whole shit show. How would a lone 
wolf(as most of us are loners) be able to learn the necessary info and do some work? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: YD6B/NMh)  09/10/17(Sun)22:26:18 No.141107107▶ 
>>141106431 
how would you know if alex jones is clean or not 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 1M+Oa3lg)  09/10/17(Sun)22:26:39 No.141107125▶ 
>>141107193 >>141107605 
>>141106810 
What was their reason to intensify the hurricanes? Trump looks good with them because of his leadership responding to 
them. Was it just to test their weather tech? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vpJdMYvh)  09/10/17(Sun)22:27:03 No.141107152▶ 
>>141107361 >>141107504 >>141107933 
>>141106690 
That's another thing that makes me suspect bait. OP is pushing random 4chan autists to play Hardy Boys on literally the 
biggest threat to western Civilization, when one of the major functions of these networks is CORPSE DISPOSAL. 
>Yes goyim, save the world by traveling alone to the places where human trafficking takes place and recording video.  
>You can also try doing a B&E on the Federal government to leak proof of the pedo cabal. 
It's like he hasn't realized every single IRL 4chan meetup was full of crippling autism and fail. This place works best 
digitally. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 9rZ2CE8t)  09/10/17(Sun)22:27:02 No.141107153▶ 
File: Us. Now.jpg (417 KB, 1024x821) 

 
>>141106431 
>If 4chan swings into gear? Good. If not? We're fucked 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: R2rcttf0)  09/10/17(Sun)22:27:47 No.141107191▶ 
>>141107913 
>>141106810 
>Hidden camera. 
 
sounds exhilarating. is there any strategy here? or just expose whatever you can find as quickly as possible? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: xtPcEH1c)  09/10/17(Sun)22:27:48 No.141107193▶ 
>>141107125 
Weaken the economy to fuel the CIA drug operation 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: jI1SEDpy)  09/10/17(Sun)22:28:00 No.141107203▶ 
>>141107380 >>141107462 >>141107913 >>141108524 
>>141101552 (OP) 
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Easy Question. 
 
ETIs? Yes / No 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 9rZ2CE8t)  09/10/17(Sun)22:30:40 No.141107356▶ 
File: Ah, Wee Wee.jpg (349 KB, 1024x683) 

 
>>141106810 
>Frogs are turning gay 
Ehh, the French were always pretty effeminate. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 1M+Oa3lg)  09/10/17(Sun)22:30:47 No.141107361▶ 
>>141107913 >>141107933 
>>141107152 
This is what I was thinking. How does he expect us to play detective and stay safe when these people will kill you. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mf08xvLR)  09/10/17(Sun)22:31:09 No.141107380▶ 
>>141107676 
>>141107203 
No. Made up by CIA, one of their longest running psyops. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: +hK9Rlbs)  09/10/17(Sun)22:31:32 No.141107408▶ 
>>141107913 
Is it worth joining Government agencies at this point? I have good connections at FEMA, OSC and ICE 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: c3fCIRdm)  09/10/17(Sun)22:32:15 No.141107462▶ 
>>141107537 
>>141107203 
extra-dimensional 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: S2NF0MNr)  09/10/17(Sun)22:32:53 No.141107487▶ 
These US Senator Anon threads are a big happening. I just looked through the old ones. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: l3c0Uu3C)  09/10/17(Sun)22:33:07 No.141107504▶ 
>>141107888 
>>141107152 
There's no one way. Sometimes the tree of liberty must be waterd by the blood of patriots.  
/pol/ online is near useless now, you faggots fell for the shilling 
>fuck reddit, or any e-celebrites that helped push the message they are cucks 
I remeber when getting reddit onboard was half the task. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: jgayOLPz)  09/10/17(Sun)22:33:25 No.141107515▶ 
>>141102444 
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAAAAAAA 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mf08xvLR)  09/10/17(Sun)22:33:47 No.141107537▶ 
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>>141107462 
made up psyop 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: /emH/s3I)  09/10/17(Sun)22:34:49 No.141107593▶ 
>>141107913 
>>141106810 
Is it true imran awan and his wife are getting immunity deals to testify against members of congress? If so fo what? And 
who? What do you think will come of it? Any members shaking in their boots yet? 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: kYW8LVil)  09/10/17(Sun)22:34:58 No.141107605▶ 
>>141107869 >>141107870 >>141107953 >>141107985 >>141108195 >>141108402 >>141108704 >>141111413 
>>141106017 
 
Yes, that would be very naughty and bad. Golly, I hope no one gets ideas from people like you! 
 
>>141106228 
 
If you catch the handlers, it's good. Until then, low. 
 
>>141106311 
 
You will not get anywhere in politics if you're a good person. 
 
>>141106384 
 
I have tried to get him to do this. 
 
>>141106482 
 
And commenting furiously. 
 
>>141106628 
 
No. Clintons had him killed. 
 
>>141106687 
 
Alex Jones is told to shut things down from time to time. Sandy Hook is a good example. 
 
>>141106690 
 
The other guys are obvious, but you need to be called out specifically. You are a shill. Everyone saying "only the elites 
can save us" is a shill. They know 4chan can do this, and they don't want you to. 
 
>>141106760 
 
No. The blackmail is, by definition, collected by dirty people. 
 
>>141106761 
 
Yes. The NSA keeps all of this catalogued. 
 
>>141107021 
 
None, besides mason rosicrucians. 
 
>>141107102 
 
You are the only ones that can do it. How can an FBI agent do an investigation when there's dirty people in his unit? How 
can detectives do it when the prosecutor is a pedophile? 
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>>141107125 
 
Pressuring Trump. Destroying Texas. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: HqyPAtnt)  09/10/17(Sun)22:34:59 No.141107606▶ 
>>141107769 
File: 1504206990051.png (404 KB, 768x768) 

 
>>141106431 
why is this not happening? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: STj+g5Mj)  09/10/17(Sun)22:35:26 No.141107633▶ 
>>141107992 
File: 1492225030835.png (466 KB, 636x358) 

 
For those just tuning in 
US SENATE ANON thread 1 
>>141078354 → 
US SENATE ANON thread 2 
>>141090963 → 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: jI1SEDpy)  09/10/17(Sun)22:36:00 No.141107676▶ 
>>141108094 
>>141107380 
 
*ahem. Pardon me anon but the question was directed to OP. Thank you. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: s+roodIZ)  09/10/17(Sun)22:36:06 No.141107682▶ 
>>141107913 
>>141101552 (OP) 
When is Hillary going to jail? Will it take down the Rothschilds? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: otypE6VU)  09/10/17(Sun)22:36:53 No.141107731▶ 
>>141106451 
Because it's a blackpill. Self improvement cannot save America. The bread and circuses are too embraced. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: RwuMNyzd)  09/10/17(Sun)22:37:13 No.141107753▶ 
Senate Anon 
https://youtu.be/ERfqrNgOW_w [Embed] 
 
Possible investigation tactic? 
"Borrow" assets? 
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Kek does not approve of /pol/ boots on the ground. Is this feasible? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ks1mZFzr)  09/10/17(Sun)22:37:25 No.141107769▶ 
>>141107606 
It needs to break the media safeguards. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 5kJJRYRK)  09/10/17(Sun)22:37:38 No.141107780▶ 
>>141102444 
Bullshit. Watch the vid of Sanders speaking to the banks 
 
He's an obvious shill 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 1M+Oa3lg)  09/10/17(Sun)22:38:39 No.141107869▶ 
>>141108158 
>>141107605 
Is Alex Jones threatened is that why he shuts things down? Or other reasons? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mf08xvLR)  09/10/17(Sun)22:38:41 No.141107870▶ 
>>141107605 
>Sandy hook is a good example 
As well as pizzagate. If anything real starts getting investigated that scares them, they ping him to shut it down. pizzagate 
one was shook him up hard. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: nN96zrrU)  09/10/17(Sun)22:38:53 No.141107885▶ 
>>141102444 
>still no proof 
>Bernie Sanders is the only clean Senator I know of 
Jew socialist who had an agreement to not attack HRC on wealth is the only clean Senator you know of? 
 
Fuck off LARPing faggot, sage 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vpJdMYvh)  09/10/17(Sun)22:38:56 No.141107888▶ 
>>141108158 >>141108382 
People in these threads are waving the China boogeyman, but aren't PAYING ATTENTION to what Trump is ALREADY 
DOING to the little yellow bastards. Look at this: 
 
https://ustr.gov/about-us/policy-offices/press-office/press-releases/2017/august/ustr-announces-initiation-section 
 
This could lead to 50%+ tariffs on, well, basically everything from China that isn't a raw material due to the monstrous 
scope of their IP theft. That's enough to raise Chinese prices to the point where US manufacturing can start competing 
again. Once we get a couple of semiconductor / electronics manufacturing centers going in the US again and sintered-
metal 3D printing takes off, that's enough of a manufacturing base to apply all the tariffs at once. Then China's economy 
implodes, the CCP falls, and either they nukespam and we wipe eastern China off the face of the Earth forever in 
retaliation, or they balkanize and we hem them in like we did with the Russians in the 90s. Either way, the globalists lose 
out on their escape vector across the Pacific. 
 
>>141107504 
You're the one spouting shill talking points. We have an information ratline straight from /pol/ to the eceleb Twitter feeds to 
the President's eyes via Ann Coulter and Don Jr. The Reddit colony has burned that website's credibility as a whole to the 
fucking GROUND, with the CEO doing raw database edits of comments and therefore waiving DMCA safe harbor 
provisions. The only missing piece is a big lawsuit against Reddit to take advantage of these problems, and there aren't 
enough attorneys on /pol/ to get that started solely from here. The point is both those efforts have been wildly successful. 
We don't need to babysit and evangelize to them as much as we did during the election, because we've got thousands of 
lurkers coming here directly. 
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>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 4ZT7APTV)  09/10/17(Sun)22:39:08 No.141107899▶ 
>>141106810 
>More like man-intensified. 
In terms of HAARP geoengineering to increase and drive the storms, or long term 'climate change' stuff? 
I could see the globalists trying to wreck a few cities to further destroy our economy and kill off some more people (though 
adding $200 billion to our economic debt isn't even that hard of a blow at this point). 
Were they also destroying trafficking evidence in Houston? 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: kYW8LVil)  09/10/17(Sun)22:39:18 No.141107913▶ 
>>141108104 >>141108129 >>141108433 >>141110280 
>>141107191 
 
Expose whatever you can find as quickly as possible. 
 
>>141107203 
 
No. 
 
>>141107361 
 
Where would our country be if men said this during WWII? 
 
>>141107408 
 
Maybe to gather intel. 
 
>>141107593 
 
The Awan thing isn't going far up the chain as far as I know. 
 
>>141107682 
 
Hillary is not going to jail unless you guys crack the case. Rothschilds were one of her biggest funders. Pamela Harriman. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: uMA+u2cT)  09/10/17(Sun)22:39:29 No.141107925▶ 
>>141101552 (OP) 
this larp isn't remotely convincing 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 9rZ2CE8t)  09/10/17(Sun)22:39:33 No.141107933▶ 
>>141108762 
File: Perp walk.jpg (40 KB, 468x336) 

 
>>141107152 
>>141107361 
Good question, but also look at it from the other direction. 
 
Political blackmail works like any other pyramid scheme. That means the people at the top have too much power to be 
caught directly, and just as you wisely note trying to go after them directly ends up with somebody going for a nighttime 
swim in the Potomac. 
 
But those bigger fish are protected by layers and layers of smaller fish. So by starting at the lowest level of the food chain, 
find people who could be caught and if not flipped then at least neutralized. This starts to weaken the powerful players at 
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the top. 
 
It's not much to work with, I admit. But even though they're corrupt psychopaths, the D.C. crew are not quite so inept as to 
post their child-rape videos on their fb pages - so we have to check out every avenue we can. 
 
What Senate Anon is suggesting is exactly how law enforcement goes after any RICO organization - Mafia, unions, Wall 
St (hah, just kidding on that one). So it's not unreasonable to do the same the to the government itself. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: S2NF0MNr)  09/10/17(Sun)22:39:53 No.141107953▶ 
>>141107605 
>If you catch the handlers, it's good. Until then, low. 
 
Okay, that makes sense.  
 
>The other guys are obvious, but you need to be called out specifically. You are a shill. Everyone saying "only the elites 
can save us" is a shill. They know 4chan can do this, and they don't want you to. 
 
I'm not. And I understand why you are encouraging us to take action now that you've explained that "You are the only 
ones that can do it. How can an FBI agent do an investigation when there's dirty people in his unit? How can detectives 
do it when the prosecutor is a pedophile?" 
 
It just didn't really make sense until I read that 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: yxUQFuC8)  09/10/17(Sun)22:40:12 No.141107979▶ 
Good thread. Have a bump, and sort your shit out USA. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mf08xvLR)  09/10/17(Sun)22:40:18 No.141107985▶ 
>>141108407 >>141108628 >>141108762 >>141111833 
>>141107605 
I've had posters on 4chan under the names PATRIOT describe me and my likes in full detail. How hard are they 
monitoring us users? An Israeli dropped my first and last name too. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: S2NF0MNr)  09/10/17(Sun)22:40:24 No.141107992▶ 
>>141107633 
>>141107633 
>>141107633 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: O+t4T9WU)  09/10/17(Sun)22:40:57 No.141108026▶ 
>>141106431 
>If 4chan swings into gear? Good. If not? We're fucked. 
Who knew that the fate of the world rests on 4chans shoulders? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: POdLmU4a)  09/10/17(Sun)22:41:07 No.141108038▶ 
>>141105982 
he writes exactly like Anon5, noted LARPer 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: OWS1xljz)  09/10/17(Sun)22:41:10 No.141108040▶ 
>>141108740 >>141108762 
File: 12341354376.jpg (141 KB, 400x400) 
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What were the GATE Gifted & Talented school programs all about? Was CIA or some other secret agency trying to 
identify kids who have psychic powers? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: rDga2AG0)  09/10/17(Sun)22:41:10 No.141108041▶ 
>>141102444 
ok. you are a fucking shill of the worst caliber. Sage. I look forward to interring you into a FEMA camp. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mf08xvLR)  09/10/17(Sun)22:42:01 No.141108094▶ 
>>141108228 
>>141107676 
And he answered your question before you asked it so I knew what it would be. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: S2NF0MNr)  09/10/17(Sun)22:42:13 No.141108104▶ 
>>141108231 
>>141107913 
>Pamela Harriman 
Hmm 
 
Pamela Harriman died on 5 February 1997[13] at the American Hospital, Neuilly-sur-Seine, after suffering a cerebral 
haemorrhage while swimming at the Paris Ritz one day earlier. The morning after her death, President Jacques Chirac of 
France placed the Grand Cross of the Légion d'honneur on her flag-draped coffin. She was the first female foreign 
diplomat to receive this honour.[14] President Clinton, in further recognition of her contributions and significance, 
dispatched Air Force One to return her body to the United States and spoke movingly at her funeral at the Washington 
National Cathedral in Washington, D.C., mentioning her public service in glowing terms.[3] 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: L/lFVOt9)  09/10/17(Sun)22:42:24 No.141108123▶ 
File: 1504061650531.png (352 KB, 848x848) 

 
>>141102981 
this. bernie had no money and his wife was a retard. he would've done anything for a free house. 
I suggest OP takes his larp faggotry to bed soon. Acting like someone who knows something but has a bunch of shitty 
images about fucking berniewho preloaded. Obvious faggotry there are actual somewhat interesting things happening 
tonight 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: b3Guu0vS)  09/10/17(Sun)22:42:29 No.141108129▶ 
>>141108762 
>>141107913 
If the entertainment industry is so fucked, why do some people like Bill Cosby and Roman Polanski get picked to be 
publicly attacked as rapists but other people don't get exposed?  
 
Why bring any more attention to the idea that Hollywood is full of pedos? 
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Also why would the NSA care about the memes I make and how often I say nigger? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: CkcUK9mG)  09/10/17(Sun)22:42:49 No.141108155▶ 
>>141108762 
did the CIA kill JFK by themselves 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: kYW8LVil)  09/10/17(Sun)22:42:51 No.141108158▶ 
>>141108333 >>141108407 >>141108544 >>141108562 >>141109182 >>141109538 
>>141107869 
 
Threatened and blackmailed. He was originally an outright CIA op, but now he's trying his best to get the word out. He just 
can't say anything. Every once in awhile he blurts out real red pills about historical stuff. Bill Cooper exposed him. 
 
>>141107888 
 
Tariffs on China and tax reform could save the American economy and bring back manufacturing very fast. That's why 
they hate Trump, he understands American economics. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: l3c0Uu3C)  09/10/17(Sun)22:43:15 No.141108195▶ 
>>141108762 
>>141107605 
Is podrsta a handler? He has to be. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: jI1SEDpy)  09/10/17(Sun)22:43:36 No.141108228▶ 
>>141108356 
>>141108094 
 
Where? I missed it and wanna see 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: S2NF0MNr)  09/10/17(Sun)22:43:39 No.141108231▶ 
>>141108104 
>U.S. President Bill Clinton appointed her United States Ambassador to France in 1993. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: t4AHH3rm)  09/10/17(Sun)22:44:30 No.141108290▶ 
So. You work for Harry Reid? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: b3Guu0vS)  09/10/17(Sun)22:44:55 No.141108333▶ 
>>141108437 >>141108620 >>141108762 
>>141108158 
Is the story about fish people clawing up in tanks real? Seeing how human body parts are grown on mice, it doesn't seem 
that crazy. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mf08xvLR)  09/10/17(Sun)22:45:05 No.141108356▶ 
>>141108228 
>>141102977 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: oHOGtQNt)  09/10/17(Sun)22:45:26 No.141108382▶ 
>>141107888 
>https://ustr.gov/about-us/policy-offices/press-office/press-releases/2017/august/ustr-announces-initiation-section 
>determine whether acts, policies, and practices of the Government of China related to technology transfer, intellectual 
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property, and innovation are unreasonable 
Just conjecture, but the scope of this could involve crypto currency. 
Goldman Sachs has a hold on bitcoin and SegWit transactions. China has slowed down ICO and altcoin growth with new 
policies. IF golman keeps bitcoin at the top and stifles competition that's a win for bankers.  
 
anyway this is unrelated to the thread imo. make a new one 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: tjojeOup)  09/10/17(Sun)22:45:29 No.141108389▶ 
>>141108501 >>141108549 >>141108573 >>141108682 >>141108762 
If I want to get involved in politics, how would you recommend not getting blackmailed? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 9rZ2CE8t)  09/10/17(Sun)22:45:41 No.141108402▶ 
>>141107605 
>Clintons had him killed. 
Didn't think wet works meant pool parties at the Vineyard. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mf08xvLR)  09/10/17(Sun)22:45:46 No.141108407▶ 
>>141108628 
>>141108158 
Answer this PLEASE 
>>141107985 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: R2rcttf0)  09/10/17(Sun)22:46:03 No.141108433▶ 
>>141109376 
>>141107913 
But specifically the blackmailers are the priority correct? We want to be efficient as possible. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: uMA+u2cT)  09/10/17(Sun)22:46:09 No.141108437▶ 
>>141108581 
>>141108333 
the fucking autism in this gay ass larp thread. jesus christ. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 3biY8k1q)  09/10/17(Sun)22:46:35 No.141108476▶ 
>>141109376 
>>141102444 
>Bernie Sanders is the only clean Senator I know of 
>Some of the Freedom Caucus is clean 
First answer and you're already contradicting yourself. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: +hK9Rlbs)  09/10/17(Sun)22:46:43 No.141108487▶ 
>>141109376 >>141109764 
> maybe to gather intel 
 
Intel for what?  
 
Where do /ourguys/ congregate? 
 
I was leaning towards ICE not because I'm particularly interested in LEO, but because I assume that most people 
organizing mass deportations would be personas non grata around globalist. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: STj+g5Mj)  09/10/17(Sun)22:46:53 No.141108501▶ 
File: 220px-Sheldon_Adelson_crop.jpg (12 KB, 220x308) 
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>>141108389 
Don't do anything that'll get you blackmailed, silly. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: pT7M+Lnw)  09/10/17(Sun)22:47:11 No.141108524▶ 
>>141108640 
>>141107203 
>E.T.I.s 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sYkvpNR8BGU [Embed] 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Wi9PSCUk)  09/10/17(Sun)22:47:20 No.141108538▶ 
>>141108717 
>>141105168 
>I'm pretty sure they're planning Project Blue Beam. 
As if a Senate staffer would have any idea what project blue beam was 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: O+t4T9WU)  09/10/17(Sun)22:47:24 No.141108544▶ 
>>141109376 >>141109764 
>>141108158 
can you give us any hidden names that secretly run the country behind the scenes that we don't know of yet that we can 
look into? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: t4AHH3rm)  09/10/17(Sun)22:47:31 No.141108549▶ 
>>141108389 
Just do bad things, get blackmailed, then expose all the evil bastards anyway. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Ls5p2Cfr)  09/10/17(Sun)22:47:40 No.141108559▶ 
Can you please comment on the following: 
 
Justin Trudeau 
Vaccinations 
Purpose of SARS 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vpJdMYvh)  09/10/17(Sun)22:47:44 No.141108562▶ 
>>141108158 
Let's take that angle. What's the best way for people to report instances of Chinese IP theft to Lighthizer? That's 
something we can gin up a meme campaign on in a hurry, without requiring any bait or trolling at all, and provides direct 
policy results. I'm assuming there's some way for Senators or staffers like you to take letters from angry constituents to 
the USTR's office, if not a direct "report bullshit here"@ustr.gov email address. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mf08xvLR)  09/10/17(Sun)22:47:48 No.141108573▶ 
>>141108389 
Enjoy being the lowest level politician 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: ctOM42hP)  09/10/17(Sun)22:47:52 No.141108580▶ 
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>>141108945 
Do you enjoy LARPing? It's really funny how whenever the current namefag LARPer stops posting, a new one takes his 
place, and coincidentally has the same posting style as the last. It's also pretty funny how you all claim to know each 
other. Why don't you fuck off? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: b3Guu0vS)  09/10/17(Sun)22:47:52 No.141108581▶ 
>>141108835 
>>141108437 
Fuck you CIA, I will burn your house down 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: IzAwCXDZ)  09/10/17(Sun)22:48:15 No.141108613▶ 
How did Epstiens island hold up to Irma? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: OWS1xljz)  09/10/17(Sun)22:48:22 No.141108620▶ 
>>141108692 
>>141108333 
>Is the story about fish people clawing up in tanks real? 
What? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: S2NF0MNr)  09/10/17(Sun)22:48:28 No.141108628▶ 
>>141108722 >>141108913 >>141109376 
>>141107985 
>>141108407 
I had weird shit happen to my phone when I was looking into pizzagate back in november. got random porn pics and 
immediately changed my number 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: f+u32rHj)  09/10/17(Sun)22:48:27 No.141108630▶ 
>>141108826 >>141109376 
>>141101552 (OP) 
Pence isn't a traitor or Bannon would have name dropped him during the 60 Minutes interview. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: jI1SEDpy)  09/10/17(Sun)22:48:40 No.141108640▶ 
>>141108524 
kek 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: l3c0Uu3C)  09/10/17(Sun)22:49:14 No.141108682▶ 
>>141108389 
Don't have a family, get into the black mail circle as if you want to. Turn your life into deep cover. Become a pedo.  
Then when their guard is down, spill everything in as many places as possible before they kill you 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: b3Guu0vS)  09/10/17(Sun)22:49:19 No.141108692▶ 
>>141108620 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jboJnPOuQ_E [Embed] 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 4ZT7APTV)  09/10/17(Sun)22:49:31 No.141108704▶ 
>>141107605 
>Alex Jones is told to shut things down from time to time. Sandy Hook is a good example. 
Interesting when he says "Um.... I never made these claims, I have Interviewed people who made these clams, but I 
never made them, I'm not saying I believe this!" 

>> 
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 Anonymous (ID: mkaZj4Ez)  09/10/17(Sun)22:49:45 No.141108717▶ 
>>141109058 
>>141108538 
/pol/ is basement dwelling neckbeards yet hundreds of thousands of visitors here know what it is. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: aFhfuUIR)  09/10/17(Sun)22:49:49 No.141108722▶ 
File: 1504686710724.gif (628 KB, 320x240) 

 
>>141108628 
Ooh spooky 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: OWS1xljz)  09/10/17(Sun)22:50:02 No.141108740▶ 
File: 1490832361541.gif (3.25 MB, 444x482) 

 
>>141108040 
answer op plox this is serious 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: kYW8LVil)  09/10/17(Sun)22:50:19 No.141108762▶ 
>>141108910 >>141109013 >>141109099 >>141109249 >>141109421 
>>141107933 
 
Small fish don't encrypt their e-mails, and debug their offices. They aren't surrounded by people that will kill you for 
snooping. 
 
>>141107985 
 
They monitor everything. You can stop it by using TOR or other measures. 
 
>>141108040 
 
Don't know. 
 
>>141108129 
 
Their handlers turned on them. 
 
Why not? 
 
They don't. They care about protecting the blackmail networks. 
 
>>141108155 
 
No one's really sure, but Bush Sr. was in charge. 
 
>>141108195 
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No. None of the blackmailers are in the public eye.  
 
>>141108333 
 
No. 
 
>>141108389 
 
Learn how to stop NSA spying. You won't get anywhere if you're not blackmailed. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: STj+g5Mj)  09/10/17(Sun)22:50:38 No.141108788▶ 
File: 1502883584091.jpg (68 KB, 500x500) 

 
US SENATE ANON thread 1 
>>141078354 → (Cross-thread) 
US SENATE ANON thread 2 
>>141090963 → (Cross-thread) 
 
The shills confirm there's meat in this thread. Bump to keep above the fold 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vpJdMYvh)  09/10/17(Sun)22:51:13 No.141108826▶ 
>>141108956 
>>141108630 
All these LARPer/leakers provide some deliberate disinfo to throw people off their trail. OP was just a huge dumbass and 
chose to spread disinfo about Pence and Bernie. Had it been, say, McMaster or Tillerson, that might have been more 
believable. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: uMA+u2cT)  09/10/17(Sun)22:51:15 No.141108835▶ 
>>141108581 
real edgy shit, faggot. quick, think up a super important question for this larping faggot to pull an answer out of his 
prolapsed asshole. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: J5JakoaY)  09/10/17(Sun)22:52:23 No.141108910▶ 
>>141109376 
>>141108762 
TOR was made by the navy. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mf08xvLR)  09/10/17(Sun)22:52:25 No.141108913▶ 
>>141108628 
I just had creepy fuckery on the chans. It stopped when i stopped redpilling on jews and pizzagate. Didn't like my stature, 
porn tastes, name, and personality being flickered at me through their posts. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: uMA+u2cT)  09/10/17(Sun)22:52:45 No.141108945▶ 
>>141108580 
yea man, i really don't understand what these fags get out of this low level larping shit. and the people eating it up make 
me sad. 
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>> 

 Anonymous (ID: CkcUK9mG)  09/10/17(Sun)22:52:46 No.141108946▶ 
>>141109376 
okay now answer me this. are they trying to make plans to assassinate Trump? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: P5VyfRu6)  09/10/17(Sun)22:52:53 No.141108956▶ 
>>141109160 >>141109276 
>>141108826 
Man, I dunno what to believe anymore, the past few months have been all over the place with shills, disinfo, honesty, etc. 
Who knows what is truth and what is fake anymore lol 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: t4AHH3rm)  09/10/17(Sun)22:53:26 No.141109004▶ 
>>141109276 >>141109376 
How many vpn servers do the Alphabet agencies own? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: OWS1xljz)  09/10/17(Sun)22:53:32 No.141109013▶ 
>>141109376 
>>141108762 
Do you know of or have you heard of individuals/cases that did posses some interesting powers, remote viewing, remote 
viewing back in time, weather manipulation, spidey sense about bad situations, ability to read peoples darkest secrets 
etc... 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 1Sk9AQWV)  09/10/17(Sun)22:53:42 No.141109023▶ 
>>141101631 
Nice proof. You have me convinced. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Wi9PSCUk)  09/10/17(Sun)22:54:07 No.141109058▶ 
>>141108717 
They might be aware if they Google it. Not enough to bring up of their own volition. Definitely not enough to decide as a 
Senate staffer that the CIA is planning it because your Senate contacts in the Senate (the Senate) are better spies than 
the CIA and have figured out their super secret plans. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: cYtiV9cc)  09/10/17(Sun)22:54:20 No.141109075▶ 
>>141106109 
TELL US THE TRUTH YOU LARPING SACK OF SHIT, 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: RwuMNyzd)  09/10/17(Sun)22:54:46 No.141109099▶ 
>>141109836 
>>141108762 
Bush Sr or Clintons? 
Am I witnessing Bs or can you explain? 
 
Also , if we are all being monitored, shouldn't we expect some intervention? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: jI1SEDpy)  09/10/17(Sun)22:55:25 No.141109150▶ 
>>141109305 >>141109836 
>Saving Kids 
 
1. What do you think about the HTG threads 
2. Art and depravity correlate. Do they pay / funnel money for their "purchases" through art galleries? (ex: Buy / 
commission piece. Human delivered / arranged. Hang / Install art as a trophy.) Some of Podestas art is way fucked. 
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>> 

 Anonymous (ID: R2rcttf0)  09/10/17(Sun)22:55:34 No.141109160▶ 
>>141108956 
I know that feel. I hate the idea that this could be real, yet something always tells me that it is, for whatever reason. Just a 
feeling. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 1M+Oa3lg)  09/10/17(Sun)22:55:52 No.141109182▶ 
>>141109258 >>141109836 
>>141108158 
Wait, so Alex was originally with the swamp but the he started to genuinely care later on?Alex Jones as genuinely trying 
with all his being to help. He seems like he's on our side, he ]helped Trump get elected definitely 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: l3c0Uu3C)  09/10/17(Sun)22:56:39 No.141109249▶ 
>>141108762 
How do we find out who the handlers are if we never heard of them? Are they senators? Staffers? Ngo guys like epstein? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: j2hMemXI)  09/10/17(Sun)22:56:45 No.141109258▶ 
>>141109525 >>141109757 
>>141109182 
you sound like the most inorganic shilly anon i've ever seen. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vpJdMYvh)  09/10/17(Sun)22:56:55 No.141109276▶ 
>>141109482 
>>141108956 
That's part of the shills' goal. Watch what Trump says and when he says it. He's redpilled to the bone, he's /ourguy/, and 
he knows that he has a direct line to the American people to bypass the media on the important stuff. Anything said by an 
"""insider""" on /pol/ should be considered fake and gay until independent verification happens. 
 
>>141109004 
That's a stupid question given how large scale clouds work and how much money the CIA gives Google, Amazon, and 
Microsoft. The answer is "as many as they need at a given moment, up to hundreds of thousands" 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: STj+g5Mj)  09/10/17(Sun)22:57:04 No.141109287▶ 
File: 1500395227568.jpg (46 KB, 566x562) 

 
US SENATE ANON thread 1 
>>141078354 → (Cross-thread) 
US SENATE ANON thread 2 
>>141090963 → (Cross-thread) 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: OWS1xljz)  09/10/17(Sun)22:57:15 No.141109305▶ 
>>141109444 >>141109836 
>>141109150 
>Art and depravity correlate. Do they pay / funnel money for their "purchases" through art galleries? 
Sounds about right. I don't really get why people are paying millions for shit art when instead the art pieces are just fronts 
and the money is exchanged for some other completely different "''product"'" 

>> 
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 Anonymous (ID: 9rZ2CE8t)  09/10/17(Sun)22:57:57 No.141109354▶ 
>>141109836 
The way to know Senate Anon is saying things that are important is to note the huge presence of posters, many of whom 
are drive-by "1 post by this ID," attacking him. (Also note well few of them attack the truth of what he's saying - they can't, 
since it's true - they simply scream "LARP!") 
 
As if the scores of them simply had as their highest priority in life spending hours and hours protecting us basement-
dwelling neckbeards of 4chan from a LARP. 
 
Such altruism. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 3Ulsb/5o)  09/10/17(Sun)22:57:58 No.141109356▶ 
>>141109453 >>141109836 
There is something to project bluebeam maybe. Remember that forum long time ago in 2007 maybe? Talks about 
Kushner being the new illuminati head, Ivanki the queen goddess. Creepy shit. 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: kYW8LVil)  09/10/17(Sun)22:58:17 No.141109376▶ 
>>141109490 >>141109504 >>141109513 >>141109521 >>141109573 >>141109685 >>141109734 >>141109764 >>14
1109892 >>141110837 
>>141108433 
 
Yes. They run the country. 
 
>>141108476 
 
Learn what the House and Senate are. 
 
>>141108487 
 
There's literally no public group that isn't subverted. Stick with people you know for these investigations. 
 
>>141108544 
 
Stop chasing current events and learn history. For example, if you don't know the history of the Council on Foreign 
Relations, you are incapable of understanding American politics. It's literally impossible. 
 
>>141108628 
 
I hope you switched to TOR. 
 
>>141108630 
 
You lied about the same thing in the other thread. Bannon is blackmailed. 
 
>>141108910 
 
It's much better than nothing. Learn actual cryptography, and you will understand its limitations and benefits.  
 
>>141108946 
 
Yes. 
 
>>141109004 
 
Most of the shills are Defense. 
 
>>141109013 
 
Just weather modification. 
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>> 

 Anonymous (ID: STj+g5Mj)  09/10/17(Sun)22:58:54 No.141109421▶ 
>>141101552 (OP) 
>>141108762 
We hit the bump limit OP, we need a new thread 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: l3c0Uu3C)  09/10/17(Sun)22:59:05 No.141109440▶ 
If you know who the handlers are spit out some names 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vpJdMYvh)  09/10/17(Sun)22:59:10 No.141109444▶ 
>>141109305 
Part of it is a tax dodge. You pay an artist $200,000 for kindergarten tier nonsense, wait a few years, get some 
independent expert to appraise it at $2M, donate it to an art gallery, and take a $2M writeoff on your taxes. Trump 
mentions this sort of thing in Art of the Deal. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mf08xvLR)  09/10/17(Sun)22:59:16 No.141109453▶ 
>>141109356 
Blue Beam is legit hail mary. If that fails, we win. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: cPsiEs42)  09/10/17(Sun)22:59:24 No.141109466▶ 
>>141109836 
>>141101885 
(((Al Quedas))) stated goal was to bring about the collapse of the US by the year 2020. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: t4AHH3rm)  09/10/17(Sun)22:59:36 No.141109482▶ 
>>141109587 
>>141109276 
Then what's the point of even using them these days? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 1fg/GorR)  09/10/17(Sun)22:59:48 No.141109490▶ 
>>141109376 
is mad cow disease back and the meat companies arent telling us? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: STj+g5Mj)  09/10/17(Sun)23:00:01 No.141109504▶ 
File: 675.jpg (301 KB, 1000x800) 

 
>>141109376 
Post us a link to the next one and we'll follow sir 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: fydoOroQ)  09/10/17(Sun)23:00:15 No.141109513▶ 
>>141109579 >>141109700 
File: IMG_4190.jpg (27 KB, 576x255) 
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>>141109376 
What did Obama tell Trump?  
 
Trump has a look on his face that says "if you only knew how bad things really are" 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: CkcUK9mG)  09/10/17(Sun)23:00:28 No.141109521▶ 
>>141109376 
>Yes 
i was afraid of that. but when do you believe they'll try to attempt one 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: uMA+u2cT)  09/10/17(Sun)23:00:30 No.141109525▶ 
File: die_fags.jpg (8 KB, 350x203) 

 
>>141109258 
almost certainly a 15 year old anon. 
faggots in this thread need a visit from the zyklon fairy - but none more than low effort larper OP 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: E8BqfWtm)  09/10/17(Sun)23:00:39 No.141109538▶ 
>>141109636 
>>141108158 
How does one educate himself on what American economics is? 
 
It's not just simple, unfettered capitalism right? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: J5JakoaY)  09/10/17(Sun)23:01:05 No.141109573▶ 
>>141109376 
Atmospheric Manipulation is babby tier 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: mf08xvLR)  09/10/17(Sun)23:01:09 No.141109579▶ 
>>141109513 
THIS 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vpJdMYvh)  09/10/17(Sun)23:01:18 No.141109587▶ 
>>141109482 
Oh, I see, you're a dumbass that doesn't know how to phrase questions properly. What you MEANT to ask was "what 
portion of public VPN servers are cornholed by the feds?" and the answer is "all of them suck for one reason or another." 
Rent a VPS or a dedi and roll your own with OpenVPN. A VPS paid for in bitcoin and with a burner email like cock.li will 
be effectively untraceable. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: uiH9RkLB)  09/10/17(Sun)23:01:55 No.141109636▶ 
>>141109538 
hmmm. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: cYtiV9cc)  09/10/17(Sun)23:02:32 No.141109685▶ 
>>141109376 
When you are ready to REALLY take down these fucks, well be here waiting for truth + proof.  
>Govt lies to the american people 
>fucks everything  
>expects to un fuck everything by telling more lies 
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Are you people fucking retarded? The truth is literally all you have to do. Trump has 100% loyalty from his base. If he tells 
us to march id bet my life savings an army would march to the congress for him. So stop with the LARPING because were 
ready, YOU are not. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: +kuOHdsM)  09/10/17(Sun)23:02:39 No.141109693▶ 
>>141110349 
>>141106536 
>>141106536 
>work for a senator being blackmailed by a love child with a black prostitute 
>maintain plausible deniability 
>plausible deniability 
left that port a while ago 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: vpJdMYvh)  09/10/17(Sun)23:02:49 No.141109700▶ 
>>141109513 
"Michelle is a dude. There are two sets of cum stains on the sheets in the residency." 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: h6nKCgYs)  09/10/17(Sun)23:02:54 No.141109706▶ 
>>141101552 (OP) 
Tell us about the Megyn Kelly-Alefantis interview where Alex Jones was trotted out as a villain 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: dyioMqiH)  09/10/17(Sun)23:03:16 No.141109734▶ 
>>141109376 
New thread please 
Happy to commit to research if you drop more info 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 1M+Oa3lg)  09/10/17(Sun)23:03:43 No.141109757▶ 
>>141109893 
>>141109258 
I'm not, it's just late and I screwed up that sentence big time 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: jI1SEDpy)  09/10/17(Sun)23:03:50 No.141109764▶ 
>>141108544 
>>141108487 
>>141109376 
https://www.cfr.org/career-opportunities/open-positions 
 
Dey be hirin too. Talk about some intel gathering. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: STj+g5Mj)  09/10/17(Sun)23:04:20 No.141109803▶ 
We're at bump limit and the thread is sliding into archives we need a new thread 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: kYW8LVil)  09/10/17(Sun)23:04:49 No.141109836▶ 
>>141109947 >>141109963 >>141109990 >>141110000 >>141110091 >>141110376 >>141110598 >>141111220 
>>141109099 
 
Learn how to evade monitoring. Get a new computer, run TOR, connect from public wifi. That kind of thing. 
 
>>141109150 
 
HTG is the most important thing on 4chan, and thus possibly the country, 
 
>>141109182 
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Yes. His family is deep in the masons, and he was a disinfo agent originally. Now he's limited and addicted to the money 
and fame. 
 
>>141109305 
 
Art=bribes 
 
>>141109354 
 
Bingo. Now, compare to other topics that receive no desperate shilling. 
 
>>141109356 
 
They're working on appropriations for a Space Force. 
 
>>141109466 
 
Al Qaeda was CIA. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 3Ulsb/5o)  09/10/17(Sun)23:05:30 No.141109892▶ 
>>141109376 
Anything being planned on 9/11? I feel quite a coincidence that you are posting here beforehand. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: dyioMqiH)  09/10/17(Sun)23:05:31 No.141109893▶ 
>>141109757 
That's what a shill would want us to believe 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 19xQg46X)  09/10/17(Sun)23:05:36 No.141109900▶ 
>pence is a traitor 
Stopped reading 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: OpJm6u2H)  09/10/17(Sun)23:06:11 No.141109935▶ 
>>141106810 
>Austrian economics is a cia operation 
Confirmed horseshit Larping faggot. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: STj+g5Mj)  09/10/17(Sun)23:06:19 No.141109947▶ 
>>141109836 
Dude, we need a US Senate Anon Thread IV, this thread is sliding off into oblivion, it's not bumping anymore 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: uMA+u2cT)  09/10/17(Sun)23:06:32 No.141109963▶ 
>>141109836 
>run TOR 
you larping fucking retard. tor has security vulnerabilities. but of course you wouldn't know that because you're playing 
pretend. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: cPsiEs42)  09/10/17(Sun)23:06:39 No.141109971▶ 
>>141103954 
>Step 1: think for yourself. WH Anon didn't give any specifics, obvious LARP/distraction. 
Absolutely false. WH anon predicted the arrest of Imran Awan and called the literal day and hour the news story would 
break. 

>> 
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 Anonymous (ID: j2hMemXI)  09/10/17(Sun)23:06:57 No.141109990▶ 
>>141109836 
AL QAEDA IS ISRAEL 
 
AL QAEDA IS ISRAEL 
 
AL QAEDA IS ISRAEL 
 
AL QAEDA IS ISRAEL 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: xSgxm5Vj)  09/10/17(Sun)23:07:02 No.141110000▶ 
>>141109836 
What dirt is there on Warren? 

>> 

 US Senate Anon (ID: kYW8LVil)  09/10/17(Sun)23:07:14 No.141110015▶ 
New thread 
 
>>141109967 → 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 1M+Oa3lg)  09/10/17(Sun)23:08:25 No.141110091▶ 
>>141109836 
So, just trying to get this 100 percent clear, Alex really doesn't care about saving the republic? It's all for the money? He's 
an incredible actor if that's the case. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: kgahKxou)  09/10/17(Sun)23:09:13 No.141110149▶ 
>>141105168 
>It helps if you have blackmail on powerful people. I know I'm not going down for anything petty. Otherwise, you need to 
be careful, and start with low-level, soft targets. You guys could be busting low-level perverts all day, but everyone just 
screams about Hillary not being in jail. 
 
This. You cant get anywhere if you don't take baby steps first. 
 
The ADL was formed to protect Jewish pedophiles, we need to form an organization committed to bringing them to justice. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: LzTCfZhh)  09/10/17(Sun)23:09:57 No.141110196▶ 
>>141104368 
You should watch the Bannon 60 minutes interview, he explains in order to drain the swamp we'd need at least 10-15 
years to do so. In order to have a functioning government right now and get shit done Trump Had to get swamp creatures 
in. Sad! 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: qc6Wfu2k)  09/10/17(Sun)23:11:02 No.141110280▶ 
>>141107913 
>what would WWII heroes do? 
>truth about WWII 
Tavistock Institute. Macy Conferences. Frankfurt school. Compare German Economy trends to Usa. Huxley, Spengler, 
Orwell, 
>conspiracy too deep for simple folk to understand, what is point of sharing truth with ignorant peasants? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 9rZ2CE8t)  09/10/17(Sun)23:11:54 No.141110349▶ 
>>141110542 
>>141109693 
Perhaps, though Senate Anon is probably smart enough to not tell the truth about how they're blackmailing his boss. And 
using the true story of how a *different* Senator was being blackmailed would even be good cover. 
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>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 1M+Oa3lg)  09/10/17(Sun)23:12:13 No.141110376▶ 
>>141109836 
Are e celebs like cernovitch and posobiec dirty? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: Noofbkra)  09/10/17(Sun)23:13:30 No.141110476▶ 
Embarrassing to read op 

>> 

 Not LARP'n faggots (ID: P17wDY5q)  09/10/17(Sun)23:13:50 No.141110503▶ 
US Congressionanon AMA 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: TUIBo4B9)  09/10/17(Sun)23:14:15 No.141110536▶ 
>>141106292 
No proxy, I just have an above average IQ and read a lot - history, philosophy, politics and fiction. 
 
The US isn't the first government to have grown into a bureaucratic monster. Western leadership aren't the first elites to 
have succumbed to degeneracy, spurned their mandate, and selfishly destroyed their own kingdom through 
incompetence. 
 
The writing is on the wall - the west is going to collapse. The American people are not weak though - Trump wouldn't have 
been elected if they were. Trump is an expression of what the American people really want to see, and I guarantee you it's 
got the western leadership scared. As the elites lose their grip on power and control they are going to squeeze tighter. 
The west is going to become totalitarian and people need to prepare for that. It could, probably will, last your entire lifetime 
(See Russia: 1917 - 1991). When the west collapses, it'll be a generation of anarchy and civil war. There is no particularly 
happy future for any adults alive today. When the civil wars start, you'll wish you were back in the throes of the totalitarian 
goverment; at least you'll be safe and secure if you didn't voice wrong-think. 
 
As the west continues its slide into despotism, the developing world is going to take over. Look at places that are not quite 
first-world, but aren't far off it - these will be the strong governments / populations of the near future. 
 
The west is a 1,000 ton train going off a cliff, there's not much that anyone can do to stop it at this point. You've got to cut 
your losses and save what you can around you. If enough people accomplish this, working together, it WILL save the 
west, in some form. 
 
White nationalist movements are not strictly necessary, but culture is hard to separate from race. If you want to help 
preserve what you have, keep your culture's language, religion, and traditions alive. These are things that are hard for a 
government to ban but do a great deal to limit and blunt their power. 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: +kuOHdsM)  09/10/17(Sun)23:14:17 No.141110542▶ 
File: 1450758693056.gif (930 KB, 250x200) 

 
>>141110349 
ahhh the ol tricky dick 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: 1M+Oa3lg)  09/10/17(Sun)23:14:53 No.141110598▶ 
>>141109836 
How is WH anon a larper if he predicted the awan arrest before it happened? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: cPsiEs42)  09/10/17(Sun)23:15:34 No.141110647▶ 
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>>141105168 
>No. I'm pretty sure they're planning Project Blue Beam. The Space Force was a very high priority that came out of 
nowhere. 
What can you say about this thread from 2008 where some dude claims that Jared Kushner is the head of Project 
Bluebeam and that "the head of the illuminati" is a freak who "dresses like Kefka from Final Fantasy 6"? 
 
Here is a reddit discussion about this thread: 
 
https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/64b2tr/a_mysterious_poster_on_an_online_forum_claimed/ 
 
and here is an archive of the thread itself: 
 
https://archive.is/vT0FQ 
 
>Kushner is some guy who has ended up crawling into three of our primary parameters, as he purchased 666 5th Avenue 
which is a building we need and he got engaged to Ivanka Trump who is the girl we need. He also has enough incidental 
similarities to the head that I can describe the Head of the Illuminati in a way that people will assume I am describing 
Kushner, but it's not him. 
 
>So Rupert Murdoch is kind of like the guy monitoring the situation and we are going to do a big build up where the Head 
of the Illuminati smashes Kushner the fuck down, and Kushner is kind of like a fall guy to build up the Chief's power by 
making a big deal of how he kicked the ass of this rich kid handsome billionaire and stole his girlfriend. 
 
>The real head who I work for is someone who no one has ever heard of and he's incredibly, incredibly bizarre. He is in 
some stuff on the internet, but it's really strange shit. 
 
>So for example, the real head is also a boy genius who is from New Jersey and is Jewish and went to Harvard, but he is 
very eccentric, like sometimes he dresses like this: 
 
http://usuarios.lycos.es/varyfat/ff6kefka.jpg 
 
>To explain things, I use Kushner as a proxy place holder since most people would assume the Head of the Illuminati 
would be some kind of well put together society man. 
 
>He's not at all though. 
 
>He's a complete freak of nature." 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: o55C82/O)  09/10/17(Sun)23:18:13 No.141110837▶ 
>>141109376 
Lynn Forester de Rothschild is 10/10 blackmailer, isn't she? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: XKasP/tn)  09/10/17(Sun)23:20:25 No.141111006▶ 
File: worldcorp.jpg (33 KB, 480x360) 

 
What's the deal with Worldcorp? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: +kuOHdsM)  09/10/17(Sun)23:23:10 No.141111220▶ 
>>141109836 
MAKE A STRONG TRIP FOR LOVE OF GOD 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: cPsiEs42)  09/10/17(Sun)23:25:30 No.141111413▶ 
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>>141107605 
>Yes, that would be very naughty and bad. Golly, I hope no one gets ideas from people like you! 
Is Rachel Chandler a handler or close to them in any way? What about her colleague Walter Pierce? 

>> 

 Anonymous (ID: t31DGiLK)  09/10/17(Sun)23:31:37 No.141111833▶ 
>>141107985 
had a German call me by my first name shit was wierd 

http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/141101552 

 

File (hide): 842dcffe1e2c21e⋯.png (579.4 KB, 1200x1197, 400:399, senateanon.png) (h) (u) 

 
File (hide): a53b59937694366⋯.jpg (65.25 KB, 750x745, 150:149, 1487467416809.jpg) (h) (u) 
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▶US Senate Anon wants our help Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 

02:20:32 70aeb1 No.10589216>>10589743 >>10589806 >>10590902 >>10591096 >>10591158 >>10591659 >>10592479 >>10592596 >>10608902 [

Watch Thread][Show All Posts] 

Someone calling himself US Senate Anon has been posting on 4chan all night about pedophile rings and blackmail. 

These threads were full of some of the most sophisticated shills I've ever seen.  

The threads were mainly an attempt to encourage anons to take pizzagate into their own hands by "finding and exposing 

the blackmail handlers" by recording them in secret and immediately posting the material online anonymously.  

In one of the threads he reluctantly dropped some very specific names and places after repeatedly asking for promises 

that the information would be acted on. 

If this is not a LARP this man just risked his life to drop the following names and places for us to look into: 
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>the Royal Order of Jesters have a building in *Adams Morgan*, under *Billiken property management*. Last I heard, 

things go on there. 

>Pamela Harriman 

>Steven Jacobs 

>Keep digging on Racine. 

PART I 

>http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/141078354 

https://archive.fo/eOLHb 

PART II 

>http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/141090963 

https://archive.fo/w74Qg 

PART III 

>http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/141101552 

https://archive.fo/jx3L0 

PART IV 

>http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/141109967 

https://archive.fo/XYjw2 

I say we don't allow this man to risk his life in vain. 
Post last edited at 09/11/17 (Mon) 03:57:46 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 02:29:35 d32139 No.10589231>>10589251 >>10589545 >>10589781 >>10609665 

File (hide): fdbaad5f62a033c⋯.gif (2.01 MB, 500x500, 1:1, 1466888446294.gif) (h) (u) 

 

>no archives 

>crossposting to 4cuck 

Congrats OP. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 02:34:46 809af8 No.10589244 

bump 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 02:36:40 70aeb1 No.10589251>>10589289 

>>10589231 

Oops. Sorry. I copied that directly from 4chan. 

http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/141078354 

http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/141090963 

http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/141101552 

http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/141109967 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 02:40:52 70aeb1 No.10589268>>10589295 >>10589477 >>10596607 
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One anon did a little research and posted this in regards to the property under the Billiken group: 

So.. autismo came out.. the property is perry's in dc myvisajobs under billiken group. 

billiken group from Saint Louis 

(billiken is a weird idol created awhile ago for worship also tied to the ROJ, if you haven't do your own digging there)  

the address is 1811 Columbia Rd Nw Washington, DC 20009 

The Facebook page and bombshell: it's a sushi place… here's where I begin to really question LARP…  

saied(dot)azali on fb 

Whois info Led me to the owner, SAIED AZALI 

man.. I'm not gonna go down this hole as I just started… but I give you what I found in just a matter of minutes 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 02:45:52 8f8890 No.10589289>>10589686 

>>10589251 

Fucking lazy nigger. Archive links added below: 

>Oops. Sorry. I copied that directly from 4chan. 

PART I 

>http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/141078354 

https://archive.fo/eOLHb 

PART II 

>http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/141090963 

https://archive.fo/w74Qg 

PART III 

>http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/141101552 

https://archive.fo/jx3L0 

PART IV 

>http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/141109967 

https://archive.fo/XYjw2 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 02:49:10 70aeb1 No.10589295>>10589303 >>10589447 

File (hide): 8f45bf2f9749b82⋯.jpg (99.51 KB, 1280x960, 4:3, 1505122359658.jpg) (h) (u) 

 

File (hide): 23efd954fb97a4b⋯.png (1.34 MB, 1080x1920, 9:16,1505122746336.png) (h) (u) 
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File (hide): 75cd3e827f98ef2⋯.png (2.6 MB, 1080x1920, 9:16,1505122888411.png) (h) (u) 

 

File (hide): e569545c1253a79⋯.png (2.41 MB, 1080x1920, 9:16, rally.png) (h) (u) 

 
>>10589268 

The same anon made a few more posts: 

http://www.myvisajobs.com/Visa-Sponsor/Billiken/1203378_Review.htm 

>More pics of the restaurant.. and links.  

facebookcom/perrys.dc 

facebookcom/saied.azali 

Captch: Florida ogle 
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▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 02:51:40 70aeb1 No.10589303>>10589447 

File (hide): f45a68b2b3e87cd⋯.jpg (69.12 KB, 960x640, 3:2, 1505123377704.jpg) (h) (u) 

 

>>10589295 

>Pic is his wife, she seems? To be the tranny supporter as there's a lot of pics with her and they.. anyways he opened a 

new restaurant called the mintleaf.. not sure who currently owns the sushi place.. I'll be lurking 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 03:10:30 e2eac2 No.10589343 

File (hide): 8a1afd1dc66d2c4⋯.jpg (158.66 KB, 830x1059, 830:1059, SLIDEIT-kike.jpg) (h) (u) 

 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 03:30:19 68e5fe No.10589374>>10589407 >>10594592 

These threads always give me hope. 10 or so weaponised autists out do kike global schemes through digging 

>never stop you glorious wizards 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 03:48:40 70aeb1 No.10589407 

>>10589374 

I just realized this patriot did this on 9/11. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 04:20:00 70aeb1 No.10589447>>10589467 

>>10589295 

>>10589303 

>facebookcom/saied.azali 

Saied Azali used to work at an art gallery called DuPont Underground: 

facebookcom / DupontUnderground 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 04:31:41 809af8 No.10589467>>10592419 >>10594546 

>>10589447 

DuPont family, very powerful, definitely involved in PG. Didn't they build the tunnels under DC? 
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▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 04:38:06 c556e5 No.10589477 

>>10589268 

Some crazy cat lady came up with Billiken in the 30's and decided to worship it, but 30's America wasn't big on 

polytheism. The nips, on the other hand, have about 30,000 gods so weren't fussed by one more. Billiken is "enshrined" 

mostly around Shinsekai in Osaka (it was the site of a World's Fair type event early in the 20th century, now it's full of 

hobos), and is sort of a mascot of the area. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 04:38:38 70aeb1 No.10589480>>10589493 >>10589524 >>10589577 

I was just banned on 4chan for making a thread about this. The reasoning? 

You have been banned from /pol/ for the following reason: 

Don't post ridiculous roleplaying bullshit on /pol/. Go to /trash/ if you want to roleplay. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 04:46:18 809af8 No.10589493 

>>10589480 

cuck/pol/ mods are shills, more at 11 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 

05:09:20 392c51 No.10589524>>10589537 >>10589540 >>10589542 >>10589547 >>10589549 >>10589579 >>10589635 >>10589834 >>10591580 >

>10592850 >>10603264 >>10611107 

>>10589480 

Mods ain't wrong though 

The guy claimed project bluebeam was a real thing 

Project bluebeam is the kind of crap my dad believes. He thinks the earth is flat, nibiru's about to smash into us, and ufo's 

are flying around everywhere too. When my dad believes a conspiracy theory, I know it's a load of crap. 

For those who don't know, bluebeam's supposed to be a government plan to simulate either god or an alien invasion or 

maybe both using magitech that makes holograms in the sky. It's utter idiocy. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 05:18:45 70aeb1 No.10589537>>10590308 >>10593061 

>>10589524 

They didn't ban him though, or delete his threads. They banned a guy who made a continuation thread. 

About project blue beam, though, I've always thought it was stupid too but a few months ago I found out about a thread 

from 2008 where Jared Kushner was accused of being the "head of project blue beam" which I find extremely bizarre 

because nobody really knew who he was back then and now he's the court Jew at the White House. 

https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/64b2tr/a_mysterious_poster_on_an_online_forum_claimed/ 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 05:20:18 d3db2d No.10589540>>10589554 

>>10589524 

gtfo shill 

Bluebeam is nothing like flat-earth or ufos. Bluebeam is something that anyone with half a brain would do were they in 

power and with the technology and in a desperate enough position. That's not to say its actually all been planned out yet 

or that it is imminent, but it is not the a conspiracy in the vein of the others. You seem to be mistaking us for people who 

cannot think for ourselves; most of /pol/ plays political games where we put ourselves into the positions of leaders with the 

information that they know. It is why we have a near 100% track-record regarding false-flags and happenings. We 

obviously cannot know exactly when they are going to occur, and we cannot know exactly what will happen as everyone's 

mind is different and whilst we might have more information than a normalfag- we do not know everything. But we've 

come damn close to guessing what will happen next in the world so many times that it simply cannot be chalked up to 

coincidence or luck. We understand the mindset of the elites, and as such we know that something like Bluebeam will be 

planned at some point (assuming it has not been already). 
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Your typical shill tactic of associating outrageous claims with something that is not outrageous is well known. Leave this 

place and never return. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 05:21:40 c878dd No.10589542>>10589565 

>>10589524 

To us it is. Utter plebs would believe it though. It only depends on how far beyond public technology the elite are to pull it 

off. Can you imagine how many technological breakthroughs have occurred that we have no idea about? This is the kind 

of thing that enshrines the secrets of UFOs and similar phenomena. If we were to have some incredible public alien ET 

visitation, would you be one the many to be fooled? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 05:23:32 7e479c No.10589545 

>>10589231 

>we are one step closer to finding smoking guns for pizzagate 

>muh crossposting to 4cuck 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 05:26:57 e2eac2 No.10589547 

File (hide): 0752d487d3a589b⋯.jpg (82.25 KB, 625x550, 25:22, fc20ffa1d82b7ce31e2c28e24f….jpg) (h) (u) 

 
>>10589524 

>senator anon claims bluebeam is real along with pizzagate trafficing 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 05:27:09 809af8 No.10589549 

>>10589524 

>He thinks the earth is flat, nibiru's about to smash into us, and ufo's are flying around everywhere too 

Obvious shill. Those 3 don't match up 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 05:29:11 70aeb1 No.10589554>>10589567 

>>10589540 

Have you seen this? 

https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/64b2tr/a_mysterious_poster_on_an_online_forum_claimed/ 

https://archive.is/vT0FQ 

What do you think of it? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 05:31:02 70aeb1 No.10589558 

>Adelson is one of the biggest donors out there, and he runs CIA blackmail ops. Look into Steven Jacobs. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 05:34:18 c556e5 No.10589565>>10589630 >>10590695 

>>10589542 
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You can still only project lasers in a straight line, to have a convincing enough "alien invasion" you'd need ships to "fly low 

enough" for it to be obvious what they are, meaning any projector would have to be within a few miles. They'd have to do 

it in a major city, too, one leaked vid of somebody being shoo'd away from some sort of truck-mounted optical device, and 

it's all over. 

So if you do ever see wierd shit in the sky, search the ground! 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 05:35:03 e2eac2 No.10589567>>10591857 

>>10589554 

>>>/fringe/101710 

This is fringe tier stupidity. But if that senator is claiming it then holy fucking shit there might be some merit to those stupid 

fucks. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 05:42:14 39e032 No.10589577>>10589582 >>10590435 >>10594857 

>>10589480 

A strong indicator of the quality of a topic is definitely cuckchan's willingness to suppress it, US senate anon's threads did 

not necessarily blow the lid off anything but exemplified the need for the average anon's autistic skills to be at the forefront 

of our movement, betwixt the hurricane happenings and NK even 8pol was distracted and I must admit it was 

disconcerting as there was plenty of news regarding DWS and the Awan brothers and yet they paled in comparison to our 

hurricane generals. His suggestions were his breadcrumbs and also our local government, it was suggested that even low 

level pedophiles linked to pizzagate could not only be caught on a daily basis should we choose to allocate our collective 

autism to the task, but that within a year we could de-kike congress if we nutted up. 

Ostensibly it could be perceived as a CIA faggot trying to rile us up to vigilantism but investigations into pizzagate was 

goddamn common-place here just 10 months ago, Additionally his advice was to pursue local corruption with a local 

group, not online as such movements not only indicate what we've learned but the low hanging fruit that any one of us 

could find does not have the pull to suicide us within the day unlike the higher ups in american governments can. I am 

unsure of this advice but I'm already prepared to get suicided with three shotgun blasts to the back of the head and have 

been since hillary's nearly guaranteed election, what is stopping us now? 

To be quite honest family, I saw nothing wrong with the entire thread as it resembled our drive and modus operandi prior 

to the trump election, which admittedly the winning kept not only myself but others I had known to be redpilled quite lax on 

the rest of the subjects regarding the whole globalist cabal's grand endgame. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 05:45:10 5e5f8d No.10589579>>10589586 >>10590613 

File (hide): b35fe7a051976c9⋯.png (17.23 KB, 265x126, 265:126, Screen Shot 2017-09-12 at ….png) (h) (u) 

 

>>10589524 

remember when that document "leaked" during the podesta email happening? pretty sure there was talk of bluemean / 

firestrike 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 05:48:42 8f8890 No.10589582>>10589617 

>>10589577 

>even 8pol was distracted 

>8pol 

DELET 

Wasted dubs. 
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I had a pizza investigation thread a few months back, it got shilled hard even though the first half dozen posts pulled dubs 

of truth. No one wants an Iron Cross. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 05:50:47 8f8890 No.10589586>>10589591 

>>10589579 

It was a campaign strategy document. They considered a faking an ayy invasion to stop voters turning out on election 

day. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 05:54:36 e2eac2 No.10589591>>10589602 

>>10589586 

>stop people from voting 

This is the most beyond retarded reason to use such a thing. If I were the kikes and had the power to trick all the peoples 

of all kins, nations, and ethnicities I would fucking make a kike their ruler to trick them all. More or less worshipping the 

kike as to control the plebs from ever doing anything related to image boards and pedo investigations. 

Now imagine if 8ch controlled such a thing….. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 06:04:41 8f8890 No.10589602 

>>10589591 

>This is the most beyond retarded reason to use such a thing 

Not being on the side of truth is de facto retarded anon. They just can't help themselves. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 06:17:25 39e032 No.10589617 

>>10589582 

I made a distinction in a conversation pertaining to multiple instances of /pol/, I do apologize if you were triggered with my 

words meant to categorize the sources of information in my comment. Faggot. 

Now with mid terms coming up and trump memeing "ONE VOTE" the past couple of rallies he has been at I could only 

perceive this as being the Achilles Heel, not only in regards to draining our local swamps but also in the grand scheme of 

things pertaining to pizzagate. Regardless of your perception of the US Senate Anon's threads it should be a no-brainer 

that after all that has been said and done applying the learned manipulation of memetics these past couple of years 

should be exceptionally easier in a local setting than what it has been in this global arena. And anyone suggesting that 

you shouldn't had best explain their point of view. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 06:24:00 6555c0 No.10589630>>10590812 

>>10589565 

holograms can be made on the sodium layer and can appear very large, i would assume that select military bases have 

installed generators for just this event, like the jordanians did over the temple mount a few years back with a fleet of 

generators 

 

▶Sage  09/11/17 (Mon) 06:26:59 96511b No.10589635 

>>10589524 

My dad believes in all that shit too anon. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 06:49:41 e2eac2 No.10589686>>10589712 >>10589752 >>10592700 

>>10589289 

That senator seems extremely obsessed with not letting the dollar crash. Doesn't he know that it must fall to fix 

burgerland? Along with having real production infrastructure like iron factories, farms, and the such. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 07:02:54 e2eac2 No.10589712>>10591857 

>>10589686 

He also thinks nukes are real. Hmm I wonder how high on the totem pole you have to be to know they are fake? 
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▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 07:16:14 1880b9 No.10589743>>10589757 

>>10589216 (OP) 

Electric Pence, Indiana and pedophile rings, huh?  

I know a high level DNC lawyer there. Makes me wonder. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 07:19:17 8f8890 No.10589752 

>>10589686 

true 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 07:20:19 1880b9 No.10589754>>10589769 

File (hide): 83aa84fb2643dca⋯.png (2.8 KB, 93x75, 31:25, Caesars-Windsor-Header-Log….png) (h) (u) 

 

>They give hookers to influential people at the Indiana casinos, and then have cameras in their hotel room.  

That goes on all over the country. 

And outside the country. 

Say, human trafficking over an international border is a serious crime that attracts attention of third party IC. Just so you 

guys know. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 07:20:32 e2eac2 No.10589757>>10592054 

File (hide): b1b9a1c1167b68d⋯.gif (1.58 MB, 431x324, 431:324, fix-a-yiff.gif) (h) (u) 

 

>>10589743 

He sure advocates against faggotry alot for being a pedo. 

The TLDR of the senator anons advice is this: Find the fucking blackmailers of the pedo ring runners. If you take out the 

pedo rings themselves then the dollar gets shoahed off to chink land. But with the blackmailers info trump can work his 

magic. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 07:25:34 e2eac2 No.10589769>>10589844 

>>10589754 

<trafficking over an international border is a serious crime 

>what is all of western europe 

>what is the islands 

>what is argentina 

>what is australia's pedo districts 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 07:31:23 5c45e0 No.10589781>>10589799 >>10592011 

>>10589231 
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I'm 100% convinced that this is some kind of first reply AI. It's just too much. 

Sage for off topic. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 07:35:43 aea4f2 No.10589797 

Chilefag reading because of morbid curiosity and jesusfuck that is some deep shit. Blackmail rings pedonetworks and 

freemasonery.  

You will probably want to stay unorganized and coordinate with real people physically. Try cop friend/relatives and people 

in the hotel/accomodations business because those are accesible yet involved. 

Best of luck 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 07:36:26 e2eac2 No.10589799>>10590353 

File (hide): ca0863b1cd9fb11⋯.gif (348.07 KB, 278x200, 139:100, goons-shitpost-overdrive.gif) (h) (u) 

 

>>10589781 

>saging a important thread that is trying to be slid 

cunter sage 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 07:37:41 b897b7 No.10589806 

>>10589216 (OP) 

>LARPing on cuckchan taken seriously 

Enough now. Go the fuck back and stay there. Do you honestly think that any of us even go there? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 07:45:17 e15c42 No.10589820 

File (hide): 067656c248476fd⋯.jpg (301.04 KB, 800x1041, 800:1041, pepe spray.jpg) (h) (u) 

 

Reluctant bump as he could just be larping. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 07:49:51 ba691a No.10589834 

>>10589524 
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>talking this bad about your own father 

Have some respect, fool. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 07:55:03 7ed45b No.10589844 

File (hide): 37770202d7d73ce⋯.jpeg (10.7 KB, 259x194, 259:194, 77777.jpeg) (h) (u) 

 

>>10589769 

I meant that DGSE, MI6 and GRU all watch each other and are aware of the small and large fish. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 09:11:16 69aebc No.10590065 

just gonna throw a lil bump out there while i dig in to some of this 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 10:42:24 084b60 No.10590308>>10590317 >>10590837 

>>10589537 

That sent me down a crazy rabbit hole. Fucking crazy. So Kushner is the new illumanutti head and he was destined back 

in 2008 to be apart of the admin? Fucking crazy 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 10:44:09 abb8b6 No.10590313>>10590443 

File (hide): ec144c5750bc1cc⋯.png (49.5 KB, 759x304, 759:304, last hope.png) (h) (u) 

 

Poignant. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 10:45:14 abb8b6 No.10590317 

>>10590308 

Anon, I was watching that weird Obama dude at the 2004 convention and knew he was selected then. If you follow politics 

long enough, you see the patterns. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 10:56:26 bb7f28 No.10590353>>10590578 

File (hide): eec2017254447b9⋯.gif (2 MB, 367x227, 367:227, water bear.gif) (h) (u) 
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>>10589799 

>doesn't know what an off-topic sage is 

Off topic sages is not inherently malicious in intent, and saging doesn't bump a thread so there is no need to "counter" an 

off topic sage of courtesy. Sage bombs and autists who do nothing but sage are what you have to look out for. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 11:27:22 809af8 No.10590435>>10591084 >>10592110 

>>10589577 

> but I'm already prepared to get suicided with three shotgun blasts to the back of the head 

I've mentally prepared myself for the worst. If I get tortured the plan is basically to laugh in their face and mock them while 

ignoring excruciating pain just to mentally rape them as they kill me, knowing my stubborness I could pull it off. Other 

mental preparations include biting my thumbs off if I get handcuffed to something, just straight biting in the spook's jugular. 

I've already accepted my possible death in helping this cause. Fear nothing but fear itself should be our motto. It's a good 

thing a lot of us have deathwishes 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 11:28:54 526fad No.10590443>>10590584 >>10591084 >>10595460 

File (hide): 809a3d23c722949⋯.png (6.53 KB, 645x773, 645:773, feel.png) (h) (u) 

 

>>10590313 

Regardless if thats a larper or not, that makes me depressed. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 12:02:18 54acce No.10590575>>10590850 >>10591084 >>10592173 >>10595411 

File (hide): 6bb52139a704273⋯.jpg (44.3 KB, 480x309, 160:103, IMG_20170330_220812.jpg) (h) (u) 
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=Get back on topic you niggers= 

This intrigues me a lot because that anon mentions a few key things, like Pence's involvement, the Royal Order of Jesters 

which is only for high level Shriners, and connections to trafficking in Indiana.  

For giggles, I looked up the ROJ and their headquarters are in Indiana. 5725 Liberty Crossing Dr, Indianapolis, IN 46254. 

Right by a residential subdivision and school for starters. These are the fucks put in place in high positions in police 

departments to thwart pedo investigations. Another place he brings up is casinos, which northern Indiana has. State law 

makes it so gaming can only be done on boats. Casinos play a part in trafficking and Indiana's casinos can travel the 

great lakes if need be. Don't forget to look up other ROJ locations the anon talked about, especially the DC location.  

Lastly, as a bit of motivation, I caught a low level child trafficker in my own neighborhood. IRL ops are needed. This guy 

practiced no opsec at all. If I can do it, you can too. God speed. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 12:03:36 a85770 No.10590578 

>>10590353 

>trying to reason with reddit filth 

Don't waste your time m8 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 12:05:03 bb7f28 No.10590584>>10591424 

>>10590443 

That larp completely explains all those missing kid photos from Indianapolis. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 12:12:47 392c51 No.10590613>>10590710 

>>10589579 

Yeah, it was a load of bullshit 

If that kind of technology existed it would be getting used, not sitting around collecting dust. Especially considering how 

nuts the establishment went about trump. 

I'll tell you what that document really was: An attempt to make trump supporters look like a bunch of nutty conspiracy 

theorists who'd believe literally anything that was plopped into their lap. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 12:40:49 bb7f28 No.10590695 

>>10589565 

Actually we've already figured out how to soft bend light and create very simple and basic yet primitive hard light objects, 

but so far I haven't heard much come out about that anymore. We do have holograms and DIY hobbyists that play around 

with the stuff but it's a lot like video phones something that's cool in media but nobody really wants it. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 12:45:58 809af8 No.10590710 

>>10590613 

I recall exactly what happened. Let me set the record straight. It was a document, first part was real, don't exactly recall 

what it was about, but only the added clearly fake part was about project blue beamish. In conclusion it was obviously to 

discredit the real document, it involved shilling on /pol/ if I remember it right. Making us seem crazy may have been a 

secondary desired effect they intended, but it was primarily disinfo. 
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▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 13:19:28 70aeb1 No.10590812 

>>10589630 

> like the jordanians did over the temple mount a few years back with a fleet of generators 

>like the jordanians did over the temple mount a few years back with a fleet of generators 

Source on this? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 13:22:24 27a3fd No.10590817>>10591084 

>4cuck 

>this is not a LARP 

ebin meme 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 13:27:47 70aeb1 No.10590837>>10597574 

>>10590308 

He actually takes back his claim about Kushner being the head of the illuminati and later claims Kushner is the head of 

project bluebeam and the "real" head of the illuminati is some freak who dresses like Kefka that nobody has ever heard of. 

He claims he's on a few obscure things on the internet but other than that, nobody knows who he is. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 13:30:42 70aeb1 No.10590850 

>>10590575 

Excellent work, anon. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 13:32:03 e921c3 No.10590853 

I research Pamela Harriman and this is what I got: 

>Married Winston Churchill's son, Randolph. Got all his money. 

>Married Leland Hayward, wealthy man connected to Hollywood. Got all his money. 

>Married W. Averell Harriman, ambassador that was involved in World War II negotiations with the Soviet Union and 

negotiations during the Vietnam War. 

>Met Bill Clinton in 1981, had him and Hillary over for dinner. 

>Major player in the DNC. 

>British born. 

>Donated $12 million to Bill Clinton during his run for Presidency. 

>Got same level of influence as Alex Soros as a result - could ask for Bill to show up at her house in Georgetown, where 

he would show. 

>Member of the Council On Foreign Relations. 

>Approved to be Ambassador to France by the Council On Foreign Relations. 

>Served on The Rockefeller University Council. 

>Literally was a mistress to Baron Elie de Rothschild. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 13:39:49 e921c3 No.10590874 

So her third husband, W. Averell Harriman, was a member of: 

>Club of Rome. 

>Council On Foreign Relations. 

>Knights of Pythias. 

>Skull and Bones Society. 

>Psi Upsilon Fraternity. 

>Jupiter Island Club. 

Skull and Bones was mentioned a lot in the Senate Anon thread, especially in relation to Steven Mnuchin. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 13:40:33 69aebc No.10590878>>10591598 >>10598217 
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I found this email from 2005 alluding to sex acts and the ROJ. There are more links at the bottom. Its was pretty high up in 

my google search so probably nothing earth shattering but it has a few names to maybe track down.  

https://archive.fo/Kd1O1 

>From: 'Texas Mason' 

To: mason_stoppers@yahoo.com  

Subject: Shriners: Royal Order of Jesters  

Date: Tue, 19 Apr 2005  

>Jester Symbol Please post this anonymously! Please do not include my email address in your posting of this message. 

Masons and Shriners are pissed off about this email in Texas.  

>Most Worshipful Grand Master of the Most Worshipful Grand Lodge of Texas, Right Worshipful Grand Officers, and 

Brethren:  

>I’m a Shriner in Texas. I have been a Shriner for many, many years.  

>I am also a Jester in the Royal Order of Jesters within the Shrine. I have not attended Blue Lodge in ages. I am going to 

leave my name anonymous for various reasons. I am married to a wonderful woman (the 2nd one in my life thanks to the 

Shriners) and I have children who have moved on to lives of their own. However, what I am about to portray to you could 

endanger my life and the life of my family.  

>While in the shrine I was very active. Taking my family with me on the weekends to events was a very exciting time in my 

life, and the life of my family. I was approached in the Shrine and was told that I was a good Shriner and that I was invited 

to join a secret society within the Shrine–The Royal Order of Jesters. This "secret society" was started back in the late 

teens of the 20th century. The motto was "Mirth is King" and was devoted to not brooding over sorrows, but to forget them 

as far as possible. This meant home life as well.  

>My brothers, I am a sinner. I have sinned against my family. I have sinned against myself. I have sinned against God.  

>Jester Symbol During the initiation of new Jesters I was offered the opportunity by another fellow brother to sleep with a 

whore, even though I had a wife and kids waiting for me to come home. I was not strong at the time and I violated every 

oath I had ever taken with my wife. This did not stop at initiation. These were a constant occurrence at our Jester 

functions and they are a common occurrence today. The initiation practices have not changed as well. Prostitutes were 

offered/made available at our functions and often brothers would have sex in front of other brothers.  

<Oral sex competitions between brothers were considered “fun” activities to build a strong brotherhood bond between 

members of the Royal Order of Jesters. Potentates and Chaplains, Attorneys and Judges, Past Masters and brothers all 

participating or watching with open eyes, but closed minds. I often felt ashamed of what I was doing, but the pleasure 

outweighed the guilt. I had fallen within a deep hole and my cable-tow had been severed.  

>Sex, illegal gambling and Alcohol were and are the preferred order of business to ease the "pain" of brother masons. 

Prostitutes are available at Jester functions for the brothers to have their way with.  

>I am currently active in the Shriners and the Jesters. I am ashamed of what I have become and what the Shriners have 

become. I have seen threat after threat made against Masonic brothers who have not agreed or have spoken against the 

activities of our club. These activities are in every Royal Order of Jester’s club in the USA, and beyond our borders. You 

would be surprised if you knew who was Jester from your local blue lodges–outstanding, moral men–at least by their 

https://8ch.net/file_store/5cce8137b0fd911839ac51556b1516432456a372b954af13f76b79b5d7216c95.gif


outwardly appearance. Our Most Worshipful Grand Chaplain of the Most Worshipful Grand Lodge of Texas is a member 

of the Royal Order of Jesters, along with the Deputy Grand Master of the Most Worshipful Grand Lodge of Texas!!! I’m 

calling you out brothers. It is time for us to raise the bar of Masonry in Texas, even at the expense of our fraternity. Our 

Most Worshipful Grand Master Elmer Murphy of the Most Worshipful Grand Lodge of Texas always talks about the 

character of a Master Mason and now he has the opportunity to present his true Masonic character when dealing with this 

issue given how close he is in relation to current active members in the Royal Order of Jesters.  

<The Jesters pride themselves in having control of all leadership positions at all of the Shrine Temples in the US and 

Canada as well as the Imperial Shrine leadership. Also, they have risen through the ranks in every body of Masonry 

including the Scottish Rite, York Rite, Rosicrucians, Red Cross of Constantine, Eastern Star and the Demolay 

Organizations. There have been numerous past masters of the Grand Lodge of Texas who have been Jesters, including 

our most recent Grand Master Boyd Patterson, Reese Harrison Jr., and Michael Nanny. Find out who these other Masons 

are brothers within your local lodges and hold them accountable for their actions. I have invoked the cry of a Masonic 

brother in need of help! 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 13:45:46 a682f4 No.10590902>>10591112 >>10613617 

>>10589216 (OP) 

4pol is now /b/ browsing what was /pol/ 

Most of it is just shitposting 

In a jew site in a shill board  

they expect to find actual /pol/ users that will help them? Madness 

asking /pol/ to do hacking 

asking your enemies to help you 

not knowing the rocket science of covering the camera or not having one 

being more tech illiterate than /g/ 

Good for everyone they are kind of retarded 

Still this means pizzagate IS hurting them, going viral is always useful 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 14:30:06 e921c3 No.10591042>>10591047 >>10591104 

https://www.shrinershospitalsforchildren.org/Board-of-Directors 

hmm 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 14:32:00 69aebc No.10591047 

>>10591042 

caught my eye as well. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 14:45:12 cdf6ab No.10591084>>10592110 

>>10590435 

You should actually get trained. I know not everyone here is a vet, but a lot of you motherfuckers are crazy enough to be 

worth something in the event of hostilities. 

>>10590443 

Pizzagate is real, anon. That's why the msm shills had a script ready to go as soon as it gained traction. The owners of 

the msm specifically would be harmed by that info coming out. So, it's real. And we are the last hope of anything, really. 

>>10590575 

It's not surprising. A lot of these faggots are arrogant. The other thing is that they are not just guys that marry a teen girl. 

These fucks are baby rapists. It's probably the #1 thing I hate about masons is covering for this shit. Nasty fucks. 

>>10590817 

So I guess we are a 4cuck LARP too. 

>implying larping is a thing any more than muh racism 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 14:49:23 345133 No.10591096 
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File (hide): 9bc98afc3e2063d⋯.webm (2.05 MB, 854x480, 427:240, D O G.webm) (h) (u) [play once] [loop] 

 

>>10589216 (OP) 

If any of this is real, then we can do some serious damage with it. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 14:51:16 70aeb1 No.10591104 

>>10591042 

It probably would not be very difficult to get a hidden camera in a hospital. It would certainly be easier than a hotel, I'd 

think. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 14:53:33 32df23 No.10591112 

>>10590902 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yh4sno9WgsU 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 15:06:45 43c00c No.10591145 

File (hide): 517b5dd3577cbd7⋯.png (34.34 KB, 1332x614, 666:307, site.PNG) (h) (u) 

 
https://archive.is/LTicu 

>"Book of Play" - Jester's bullshit 

https://archive.is/dBWDe 

>read the comments 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 15:10:24 43c00c No.10591154>>10591237 

File (hide): 99368aa6506ddf9⋯.png (67.5 KB, 1360x697, 80:41, sameourguy.PNG) (h) (u) 

 

Sameourguy?  

https://archive.is/0B4h3 

>high level insider 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 15:10:56 0a64f4 No.10591158>>10591247 
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>>10589216 (OP) 

Okay so I was in the first thread and he left after the FIRST FUCKING TREAD 

I don't know what 2 though 4 is but last I saw it was 4cuck roleplaying with itself. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 15:14:24 43c00c No.10591167 

File (hide): a22fae9a1dc57f8⋯.jpg (79.62 KB, 420x313, 420:313, jumbo-cinnamon-jelly-beans….jpg) (h) (u) 

 
CNN 

https://archive.is/AfLN8 

>Documents from court cases in the U.S. and Brazil indicate that Schair's customers included members of the Royal 

Order of Jesters 

CNN 

https://archive.is/qy5Dx 

>FBI determined to be human traffickers numbering approximately 22,000. The FBI in Buffalo uncovered this formerly 

secret group of human traffickers, organized and calling themselves the Royal Order of Jesters (aka “The Jesters”). 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 15:22:07 32df23 No.10591202>>10591208 

File (hide): c1e99d7fe943da0⋯.png (1.35 MB, 1206x390, 201:65, quick.png) (h) (u) 

 

strange connections? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 15:22:40 32df23 No.10591208 

>>10591202 
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▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 15:28:30 70aeb1 No.10591237 

>>10591154 

This definitely feels like it's the same guy. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 15:31:32 70aeb1 No.10591247 

>>10591158 

No he did not. He himself provided a link in thread 1 to thread 2, and from 2 to 3 and 3 to 4. This is his post in thread 1 

linking to thread 2: 

US Senate Anon (ID: tdjrwA24) 09/10/17(Sun)19:17:14 No.141091021▶ 

New thread 

>>141090963 → 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 15:35:46 4278aa No.10591266>>10591271 

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1876200 

> INSIDER TIP: The Royal Order of Jesters run pedophile blackmail rings 

https://medium.com/@HeapingHelping/who-are-the-royal-order-of-jesters-55ffe6f6acea 

>Who Are The Royal Order of Jesters? 

Uncovering a Police-Driven, International Sex Trafficking Ring that Actually Happened 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 15:37:00 43c00c No.10591271>>10591304 

>>10591266 

Hi… archive… and the archive for the same link is right above. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 15:41:47 000000 No.10591282 

http://www.businessinsider.fr/us/sheldon-adelson-steven-jacobs-lawsuit-2015-4/ 

https://calvinayre.com/2015/07/22/casino/beijing-feared-las-vegas-sands-was-cia-partner/ 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 15:45:10 c00129 No.10591297>>10591304 >>10591434 

We're in hell. The jews are literally our keepers in this fucking place. There is no point at looking at anything as particularly 

evil or wrong: everything is equally fucked from top to bottom. We are the subjects but the knowledge of that does not 

absolve us of our responsibility to exist - our immediate problem. The horrible effects of the things that humans will do with 

power is beyond our own limit to perceive, and it would be better not only for ourselves but for nature (which keeps this 

madness alive) if we all just dehumanized and faced to bloodshed. The universe grants uncanny potential to any person 

that fucks with the jews, but not enough to actually maintain an organization of healthy-minded people that are ready to 

literally inherit reality. The fact that we are fucking with the jews means we are ready for our lives to end, and does not 

pertain to any kind of crucial paradigm shift within society. We would be better off throwing the collective momentum of 

our existence at them and sinking the whole fucking ship, but all humans are cowards so that scenario is yet but a dream. 

At least that way we could die with the peace of mind knowing that nothing this fucking fucked can ever happen again. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 15:48:24 43c00c No.10591304 

>>10591271 

>>10591297 

Prohibition passed for 13 years. In that time the jews did all they could to end it. Including all the jewish gangsters like 

Capone, etc.  

If we could pass a constitutional amendment for 13 years just 97 years ago, we still have a chance. They aren't invincible. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 16:03:06 c00129 No.10591348>>10591389 >>10591857 

Jewish cultists invented our entire legal system in caves thousands of years ago. The whole thing is another thought 

system they have engineered to subdue to the mind of the goy. You can't kill an engineer with his own weaponry. He 
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designs his defences for his own weaponry before he makes his weaponry. He projects everything that he has done, to 

nature and to mankind, onto the goyim because he has divided and atomized the consciousness to the point where we 

are not only unaware of the very existence of the jews but are unable to engineer our own defensive thought systems. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 16:13:34 70aeb1 No.10591389>>10591396 

>>10591348 

This isn't true. Our legal traditions descend from Greece and Rome, Jews have merely infiltrated our systems. They can't 

make their own system. They are parasites that require a host to invade. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 16:15:43 c00129 No.10591396>>10591857 

>>10591389 

good goy 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 16:21:39 e921c3 No.10591422 

Billiken Royal Order of Jesters statue. 

https://archive.is/duSKQ 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 16:21:41 49c07b No.10591424>>10592071 

>>10590584 

Please elaborate. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 16:25:03 000000 No.10591434>>10591474 

>>10591297 

>Give up hope! 

Kys, kike. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 16:30:53 e921c3 No.10591460 

https://archive.is/O2G9O 

I guess it has an official building? Unless the International Royal Order of Jesters refers to a DIFFERENT Order of 

Jesters. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 16:34:29 43c00c No.10591474>>10591487 

>>10591434 

If they weren't scared of us, they wouldn't need to kill our leaders. Lincoln, Garfield, McKinley, JFK 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 16:34:56 2227bc No.10591477>>10591633 

I read through all of the SenateAnons posts, and as much as I would really be willing to do an IRL investigation I honestly 

would have no clue where to even begin. How does one begin an operation of this sort? Are there any sources you Anons 

could point me to or some tips on starting this? 
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https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/2121610 

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/2121610 

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/2121610 

There is now a really good VOAT thread on this that has uncovered that a Comet Liquor right next to the Billiken building 

that US Senate Anon called out last night. 

This is not a drill. "Comet" is apparently a chain of establishments! 

This is the background on this discovery: 

This post: 

In the thread that was deleted, an anon did a little research on the Biliken group building. I am going to quote his post 

here. This was reposted on 8chan with images. 

So.. autismo came out.. the property is perry's in dc myvisajobs under billiken group. billiken group from Saint Louis 

(billiken is a weird idol created awhile ago for worship also tied to the ROJ, if you haven't do your own digging there) the 

address is 1811 Columbia Rd Nw Washington, DC 20009 The Facebook page and bombshell: it's a sushi place… here's 

where I begin to really question LARP… saied(dot)azali on fb Whois info Led me to the owner, SAIED AZALI man.. I'm not 

gonna go down this hole as I just started… but I give you what I found in just a matter of minutes 

Lead to SAIED AZALI whose facebook says he is the former owner of Perrys.DC which is apparently right next to Comet 

Liquor. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 16:38:24 9f73ba No.10591487>>10591497 

>>10591474 

Three interesting things I had learned and discussed in the last few days, both online and off: 

>Titanic sunk because they wanted to oppose the national reserve. All the people for it were on the ship, all the 

(((people))) against it happened to cancel or trade their tickets just days before. How lucky! 

>JFK wanted to restructure the military, which would cost a lot of mobsters and military people a lot of money and jobs. If 

you look at the video, you can hear 8 or so gunshots from the area after he gets hit in the shoulder 

>9/11 was a massive insurance scam and inside job, and designed to create pretext to go to (((war))) in Afghanistan 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 16:42:14 43c00c No.10591497 

>>10591487 

My latest  

>Wayne Wheeler head of Anti-Saloon league in early 1900s. Known as most influential man in politics during time period, 

controlled both political parties and president.  

>Responsible for Prohibition 

>Jewish gangsters and Jews in general were biggest opponents 

>2 weeks after prohibition repealed, Wayne Wheeler's father and wife die in house fire. 2 weeks later he dies.  

>3 presidents killed within this time span of 70 years. 3 out of 4 of presidential assassinations. 
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>>10591483 

Cowabunga! 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 16:47:14 43c00c No.10591511>>10591529 >>10591857 >>10593414 

File (hide): 3f35358b008e2a0⋯.png (863.91 KB, 1204x713, 1204:713, OH SHIT.PNG) (h) (u) 

 

>>10591483 

OH SHIT SHIT SHIT 

http://jewishfoodexperience.com/comet-liquors-deli-brightened-neighborhood/ 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 16:48:52 70aeb1 No.10591515>>10591520 >>10591526 

>>10591505 

Here is an article on Comet Liquor. I am not sure if this is still in business, so I think I might be wrong about "Comet" being 

a chain. Now I think it may be the business Alefantis got his sign from. Either way, this is giant. 

Here is an article I just found on Comet Liquor: 

http://jewishfoodexperience.com/comet-liquors-deli-brightened-neighborhood/ 

>Do you remember Comet Liquors in Adams Morgan? Located on Columbia Road between 18th and 19th Streets, it had 

a distinctive neon sign. Most who remember the business don’t realize it was opened by a Jewish immigrant in 1940 and 

continued to be Jewish-owned throughout its existence. 

>When Oscar Gildenhorn opened Comet Liquor, the neighborhood was not yet called Adams Morgan, but the name had 

caught on by the time Gildenhorn’s son-in-law Howard Speisman took over management 25 years later. 

>Sidney Drazin bought Comet in 1980. Drazin, a native Washingtonian, had served in World War II and then run a few 

different businesses before buying Comet. 

>In 1989, as neighborhood demographics changed, Drazin added a deli counter. Earlier in the 20th century, it was 

common for Jewish grocers in Washington to move into the liquor business, but now, a few decades later, a liquor man 

was adding food to his business. the deli offerings like white fish salad and lox with a bagel hinted at the Jewish 

ownership. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 16:50:11 43c00c No.10591520 

>>10591515 

you need to spoiler tag 
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>>10591515 

you need to spoiler tag >>10591515 

It was sold in 2011… to CPP 

https://thelocation.wordpress.com/2011/10/07/central-liquor-sign-sold-to-comet-ping-pong-owner/ 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 16:52:01 c46582 No.10591527>>10591542 >>10591563 >>10591594 

>adlson is one of the biggest donors out there, and he runs CIA blackmail ops. Look into Steven Jacobs.  

Who is Steven Jacobs? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 16:52:20 96b548 No.10591529 

>>10591511 

Checked  

Eli Sizemore 

Paul Sizemore 

Ryan vaughn  

Amanda Kleineman 

Bif Skipman 

Dave Stone  

576 pakala Lane Kauai Hawaii  

Underground melting chambers  

#murder 

#hotard 

JimmyComet 

Sasha Lord 
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seeing stars 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 16:56:21 70aeb1 No.10591542>>10591563 

>>10591527 

Nobody has looked in to him yet. Everyone has focused on this Billiken building and I've seen a little digging on Pamela 

Harriman, but apparently she's dead.  

It would be good if someone could look into Steven Jacobs but his name is a little generic so I don't know where to start. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 17:05:02 70aeb1 No.10591563>>10591568 

>>10591527 

>>10591542 

Found some info on Steven Jacobs in the voat thread: 

http://www.businessinsider.fr/us/sheldon-adelson-steven-jacobs-lawsuit-2015-4/ 

>Adelson likes to blackmail Chinese government officials in Macau: 

https://calvinayre.com/2015/07/22/casino/beijing-feared-las-vegas-sands-was-cia-partner/ 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 17:08:39 2227bc No.10591568 

>>10591563 

lawsuit was settled in may of 2016. in a confidential settlement 

https://archive.fo/Av1WM 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 17:12:25 2227bc No.10591576 

File (hide): 5994654ea05a023⋯.png (92.67 KB, 1280x869, 1280:869, jacobs.png) (h) (u) 

 

forgot pic of jacobs. sage for double post 
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>>10589524 

>earth is flat 

flat earth is a psyop and one of the most successful ones they've had in years 

it proved you can take really stupid people, make them believe they have "greater knowledge", and see how long it takes 

them to infect the world with their insanity….it was strictly a numbers test because they already know most people are 

really fucking dumb 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 17:20:25 70aeb1 No.10591594>>10592283 

>>10591527 

So, Steven Jacobs is the former head of the Las Vegas Sands' Hotel Macau location, which is owned by Sheldon 

Adelson. 

This hotel is suspected by Chinese officials to be working on behalf of the US government to blackmail Chinese officials.  

Steven Jacobs filed a lawsuit that was settled in May of 2016 that alleged that the Sheldon Adelson personally approved 

of prostitution at the Macau casino and demanded he help blackmail high-ranking Macau officials. 

Another claim was that the company preferred to use prostitution as a business strategy even though Jacobs tried to ban 

it from the casino. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 17:21:39 000000 No.10591598>>10599720 

>>10590878 

He should have specified that he meant AMORC and not "Rosicrucians". Recently Aquino, yes THAT Aquino, has 

become publicly affiliated with AMORC. I think they deserve some increased scrutiny from anons. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 17:37:27 83b00a No.10591633>>10591648 >>10591652 >>10591857 

>>10591477 

Every now and then on 4cuck/pol/ there's a general thread "HTG" human trafficking General. These are the folks that will 

give you info on where to look, trafficking patterns, etc. I'm surprised no one here has started a HTG thread. They get 

really intense and pick small areas and map them out and a bunch of other autistic shit. Search for those threads and hell 

maybe I'll make one here later and see who wants to join in. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 17:42:08 651eb9 No.10591648>>10591716 

>>10591633 

How good are they? 

But yeah we should coordinate with them. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 17:43:14 2227bc No.10591652 

>>10591633 checked 
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thanks, I have looked at those threads on cuck/pol/ but I didn't have any motivation to dig too deep. Something about this 

SenateAnon seemed pretty legit to me. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 17:44:28 0882d2 No.10591659 

File (hide): fe464e1b2129181⋯.jpg (317.15 KB, 1831x1022, 1831:1022, 1502238266742.jpg) (h) (u) 

 

>>10589216 (OP) 

Bump, this might just be something. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 17:46:49 70aeb1 No.10591662>>10591705 >>10591730 

Reminder of 2012 story implicating FL Congressman Bilirakis, Royal Jesters and underage prostitutes…  

http://www.wctv.tv/home/headlines/Florida-Congressman-174484421.html 

>As Eyewitness News first exclusively reported, Congressman Gus Bilirakis gave campaign funds to a group called the 

"Royal Order of Jesters" Tampa Chapter for dues and an event registration. 

>In a sworn federal document, the FBI says the Jesters parties or "books of the play" generally include prostitutes who 

perform commercial sex acts on members. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 18:02:28 70aeb1 No.10591705 

>>10591662 

Here is a great post from the VOAT thread about Racine: 

When this Anon said "keep digging on Racine", I decided to look into it because a recent comment on an earlier thread 

here about Racine sparked my interest. In my first few hours, I've found a few interesting tidbits: 

1) There are a few major "Clusters" where there are multiple sex offenders living very closely together, sometimes next 

door to eachother (except there's 4 or 5 houses in a row with sex offenders) 

2) Each cluster that fits my brief description above tends to either be by a Park (Roosevelt Park, West Park, etc). 

3) Elementary schools tend to be near these clusters (Wisconsin Lutheran Middle School, Racine KinderCare, Red Apple 

Elementary school, Jane Elementary School, Stephen Bull Elementary, and Racine Early Education) 

4) In one cluster at 1400 washingtone ave in Racine, I was returning results for either an Herb Shop as being at that 

location, or something called Genesis Behavioral Health Services. There are at least 4 Genesis Behavioral Health 

Services locations within a few miles of eachother in Racine. 

5) There is a childcare loophole in the state of Wisconsin that is absolutely fascinating and could be extremely relevant: it 

was possible for some time (maybe it still is) to receive money from the government by opening up a childcare center but 

enrolling your own children and employees children. So, people would open up childcare centers with their friends and 

only enroll their children yet receive benefits and bill the government (I believe that's roughly how it works.) However, look 

into the scandals involving some of these places. Probably lots of neglect, shitty living environments, etc. I read one story 

about a childcare center (run out of a womans home, too) that was shut down because one of the children she cared for 

was found wandering the streets alone. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 18:05:10 83b00a No.10591716 

>>10591648 

Those dedicated to htg are good, of course, ignore the shills. The only kind of thread on 4cuck worth digging in to 

anymore. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 18:10:32 96b548 No.10591729 
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>>10591536 

And a comet  

>1st pic 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 18:11:28 70aeb1 No.10591730>>10591746 

>>10591662 

Another good post from VOAT calls out the Brown Palace in Denver and says that politicians usually only go to one or two 

hotels when they stay overnight somewhere. 

>In every city where politicians routinely overnight, there is usually one or two hotels where they mainly go. For example, 

in Denver there's the Brown Palace where many out of town politicians stay. Assuming that these are the most likely 

places where such filming takes place, if someone can get access to that video– perhaps some basic hacking of their 

computer system, a friend works there, etc. then this might be the easiest, safest, and best method for getting the proof 

needed to bring these pedos crashing down. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 18:16:52 96b548 No.10591746 

File (hide): 3309718d90cd065⋯.jpg (28.35 KB, 330x137, 330:137, IMG_1538.JPG) (h) (u) 

 

>>10591730 

? 

pic mildly related 

Pretty sure they record all fucking in all hotels 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 18:27:32 70aeb1 No.10591778>>10592489 

An ex chef from Bucks ( the guy worked 6 years at JA's restaurant) now works (or worked) at Perry's. 

"Tom Sietsema of theWashington Post reports that chef Robert Dahlia, a Buck's Fishing & Camping alum, will take over in 

June, when Furstenberg can continue working on his own business plans." 

https://www.washingtonian.com/2010/04/30/the-wrap-up-the-week-in-food-54/ 

"The menu changes, including a tweaked brunch menu, will coincide with the arrival in June of a new chef, Robert Dahlia, 

a six-year veteran of Buck's Fishing & Camping, who initially will work alongside Furstenberg. (Full disclosure: The baker 

and I are longtime friends.)" 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/04/27/AR2010042701154.html 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 18:55:16 781818 No.10591857 

>>10589567 

/fringe/ is like /x/, Alex Jones, and tabloids. Occasionally hits on the truth amid a sea of bullshit, and makes the truth 

appear to be bullshit by association. It doesn't help that Smiley is the face of /fringe/ despite ostensibly losing BO of it. 

Meanwhile, you have niggerfaggots like >>10589712 showing up even here. 

>>10591396 

>>10591348 

>shilling for anarchism 

Kill yourself. 

>>10591511 

>>10591526 

Stop trying to break links with a spoiler, anon. That was the worst way to do it when it was still necessary, and it isn't 

necessary. 

>>10591633 
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There have been plenty of PG threads here and even a stickied investigations thread here. If people actually paid 

attention to them something could get done, but people seem to prefer to bitch about shit and ignore them while pushing 

the "muh nu/pol/" meme instead. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 19:21:41 70aeb1 No.10591930>>10591972 

From Voat: 

>A name that keeps coming up as I am digging accordingly is one I have not seen mentioned here but he is one of the 

wealthiest in the world and some nasty stories connected to Pence, Jesters, Racine, etc……..Charles Ergen 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 19:40:16 e2eac2 No.10591972 

>>10591930 

He is cianigger mis-direction. I don't see him in lists of rich fuck made five years ago in 2012 but yet he is now a 14 dollar 

billionare as of 2014. Very fishy. He might be a pseudoname for another rich fuck though. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 19:58:40 ab724e No.10592011 

>>10589781 

No, he has a point faggot. And you also saged. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 20:02:14 000000 No.10592020>>10592026 >>10592044 

Here's the only question that matters: do we have the balls to follow up on this? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 20:04:18 96c67b No.10592026>>10592043 >>10592090 

>>10592020 

if I had the first clue of where to start absolutely 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 20:09:20 000000 No.10592043>>10592087 

>>10592026 

There are 4 entire threads explaining this in intricate detail. What else do you need to know? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 20:09:26 bb7f28 No.10592044>>10592053 

>>10592020 

Internet connections will eventually require more opsec however, the biggest targets to go for are actually the small fries. 

Unfortunately ANons need to physically go out of their way to snoop. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 20:13:00 000000 No.10592053>>10592054 >>10592058 

>>10592044 

What do you mean "unfortunately"? That's the exact point I'm making. Do we have the balls to get off our asses, break out 

the binoculars and cameras, and see who's diddling the kids? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 20:14:02 e2eac2 No.10592054 

>>10592053 

See >>10589757 . Use the pedos to find the blackmailers. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 20:14:57 651eb9 No.10592058>>10592074 >>10592081 >>10596062 

>>10592053 

Wouldn't /k/ be the best place to recruit people who could do that? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 20:19:04 bb5182 No.10592071 

>>10591424 
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I think he's referring to this thread: 

>>10588784 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 20:19:40 e2eac2 No.10592074>>10592093 >>10596062 

>>10592058 

No because all image boards are heavily monitored. If you organize here you will be infiltrated. As the senator anon said. 

Best way is grass roots investigations without searching anything on the internet or organizing via it. Find anons you can 

trust irl. Then form groups to do shit. Or hell just investigate alone and post it here once you have all the evidence to find a 

blackmailer of pedos. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 20:21:46 000000 No.10592081 

>>10592058 

What? No! Jesus Christ, you want to just start shooting people? We're talking about doing legal private eye stuff. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 20:24:47 96c67b No.10592087>>10592102 >>10592109 

>>10592043 

i read all 4, kinda cryptic tbh. do I just hang out at my local Shriner lodge hoping a Jester shows up? Do i join the free 

masons to infiltrate? Do i try and find a membership list, find the police on the lust and then follow them around to see if 

they protect kiddie diddlers. there really wasn't much to go on. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 20:25:57 70aeb1 No.10592090>>10592097 

>>10592026 

If you could figure out what hotels politicians tend to stay at, someone could try to get a cleaning job there. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 20:28:00 70aeb1 No.10592093 

>>10592074 

Investigating alone is probably the best course of action for most anons. Finding a group can be pretty difficult. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 20:30:12 96c67b No.10592097>>10592109 

>>10592090 

well if what he said about even more local guys being involved i should probably just start gathering local DA and state 

rep info. that might be a good place to start. i know the state gov where i am is balls deep in this stuff. I'm pretty sure a 

detective even ended up dead trying to expose it a few years ago. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 20:31:10 70aeb1 No.10592102>>10596062 

>>10592087 

Maybe talk to people who work at hotels and see if you can't figure out what hotels tend to have politicians or famous 

people stay at them. If you can figure that out, try to get a camera placed in a room some how. Maybe bribe a low level 

janitor or something. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 20:33:05 000000 No.10592109 

>>10592087 

Do whatever sounds like a good idea, and don't talk about the specifics here.  

>>10592097 

Child rape and murder. Uhh… yeah. That's a good place to start. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 20:33:19 9789db No.10592110>>10592112 
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>>10590435 

God damn!  

>>10591084 

Where should anons get trained? I'm all ready suicidal and mentally fucked so I should prepare myself even if it's unlikely. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 20:34:35 000000 No.10592112 

>>10592110 

Normally, I would say to take a firearms training class. But maybe not if you're suicidal… 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 20:53:23 0a6976 No.10592173 

>>10590575 

>which northern Indiana has. 

several in the south too 

t. hoosierfag 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 21:00:24 d8fe11 No.10592196>>10592440 >>10592467 

I want none of this to be real, but I want the truth. Is there proof he is not a larper? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 21:05:07 e2eac2 No.10592208>>10592217 

/pol/ and /sudo/'s index pages and catalog just go shoahed on cloudfare for me and on archive.fo. Anyone else havint 

DOTR feelings? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 21:10:27 651eb9 No.10592217>>10592222 

>>10592208 

It's happened to us before, since threads still work i'm assuming it's just technical problems. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 21:11:24 e2eac2 No.10592222>>10592440 

>>10592217 

Oh, I am a newfag so I will just stfu now. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 21:18:29 70aeb1 No.10592241>>10592440 
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This thread may or may not have relevant information about places that we can look into around the DC area. 

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/2123416 

https://archive.is/m6XBR 

This picture is on Saied Azalis facebook. 

Note the post share caption: "Who else spent all of their teens, 20s and 30s at these places?" 

Original Post archived here: https://archive.fo/QX7sk 

This means these are all places. 

Also note: on the original post, there was a comment by a particular individual by the name of "Curtis Newman" who 

states: "I'll reaise your collection by 3000 or more. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 21:19:16 70aeb1 No.10592243>>10592440 

Note this person makes the following comment on the "Fifth Colvmn" main Facebook Page: https://archive.fo/k4OYO 

Where in he notes the following the information: 

D.C. bars back in the day 

If they have an address I have the Matches with Address and Ph# 

21st Amendment was a GW hangout 

3514 (12th St NE) 

5th Column 

930 Club (Was F St now 815 vst) 

Abbey Road 

ACME Bar and Grill 

Act IV (next to good guys 

American Cafe 

Andalusian Dog 

Annies - Annistatia's 

Apple Pie (end of M St) 

Archibalds 

Asylum 

Au Pied 

Babes 

Bardo Rodeo 

Ben's Hideaway (close to U of Md) 

Benny’s Rebel Room 

Black Greco 

Bojangles later The Cellar (This was the only Underground bar one entrance and exit only) It was filled in and paved over 

in cement. 

Bronco Billy's (now Recessions) 
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Buzz 

Cafe Med 

Cagney's 

Cap’n Guys 

Carmichael's 

Casino Royale (14th St.) 

Cellar Door 

Chadsey's 

Chadwicks 

Chancery 704 New Jersey Ave. NW 

Chatters 

Chaplins 

Charing Cross 

Chicago's 

Childe Harold 1610 20th St NW 

Circus Maximus 

Cities 

Clancy's 

Club Bound 

Club Red 

Club Soda 

Club Saba (originally The Roxy) 

Club Zei 

Company (Georgetown) 

Cousin Nicks 

Cousteau's 

Crowbar 

Dancing Crab 

Dante's 

DC Eagle (leather) 

DC Space 7th and E NW 

Deja Vu 

Desperado's 

Devon (2000 Pennsylvania ave) 

Devonshire Bar and Grill (Tenley Circle) 

Diamond Jims 

Duddington's Underground on a Friday night 

Duke Zeibert's 

Dylan's Cafe 

East Side Club (1824 Half St SW) 

Fish Market 

Flaps/Acme 

Flap Rickenbackers 

Friendship Station 

GG Flips 

Grog and Tankard (2408 Wisconsin Ave) 

Gusti's (19th & M) 

Ha Penny Lion 

Harold's Rogue & Jar on N st NW 

Hayloft Room (14th & H Street) 

Heaven and Hell 



Houstons 

Insect club 

Ireland's 32 

Irish Connection 

Irish Times 

J Pauls 

Jenkin's Hill on a Saturday night 

Joe and Moe's 

Julio's (801 Pennsylvania Ave SE) 

Kazz Club 

Kelly's Irish Times 

Kilamanjaro 

King Aruthers 

Kitty O'Sheas 

Lord Telefords (Dart Bar) 

Lulu's 

Madhatter 

Maggies (Tenley Circle) 

Malarkey's 

Matt Kanes 

Marigold's around (17th and H) 

Midtown Bar & Grill 

Mike Baker's 

Montego Bay (Adams Morgan) 

Mountain Lodge 

Mr. Day's 

Mr. Days Mr Days, the rally in the alley was at a place called EJ Oreilly's, Black Rooster, Gusti's, Cousteau's, Bronco 

Billy's, Flap Rickenbackers, etc." 

Mr. Eagan's on Connecticut Ave 

Mr. Henry's (1225 Wisconsin Ave 1967 to 1986) 

Mr. Smith's 

Nathan's and the original Four Ps. 

New Vegas lounge (1415 P St NW) 

Numbers 

Old Mac's Pipe and Drum 

Old Stoney's 

One Flight Up (4934 Wisc Ave) 

One Step Down (2517 Pennsylvania Ave) 

Ozone 

Pattons Wisconsin Ave 

Paul Mall 

Paul Young's, Trav's, its successor 

Phantasmagoria 

Pierce Street Annex 

Planet Fred 

Polly Esther's 

Poor Roberts 

Poseurs 

Post Pub 

PsycheDelly 

PW's Saloon 



Quigleys 

Rabbit's Foot 

Rain Forest Cafe 

Rand’s Club 

Rascal (Conn Ave) 

Reeks On The Hill 

Rocket Room 

Rocky Raccoon's (1243 20th St. NW) 

Rootie Kazooties 

Rumors 

Safari Club (925 5th St NW) 

Saloun (3239 M St NW) 

Samantha's 

Scandals now Zara 

Sign of the Whale (wAS PJ Finley's) 

Silver Dollar 

State of the Union 

Tammany Hall 

Tap Inn 

Tequila bar and Grill 

The Alpine Club 

The Bachelors 

The Bank 

The Bayou 

The Birdland 

The Blue Max 

The Butterfly 

The Cave 

The Cellar 

The Citidel Center 

The Circle Bar 

The Complex 

The Crazy Horse 

The Crosstown Lounge 

The Dome 

The Dubliner 

The Famous 

The Far Inn (Club Soda) 

The Fireplace 

The Gentry (Cap. Hill - 406 8th St SE) 

The Greenery 

The Guards (2915 M St NW) 

The Hayloft 

The Hideaway in the back of the Madison Hotel in the 80s 

THE HUNG JURY 

The Inn at Glen Echo 

The Intrigue bar on New Hampshire Ave. 

The Keg 

The Library formerly Johnny K's, and Cardinal Club 

The Malt Shop - Great bar above Dancing Crab 

The Montage 



The Oasis 

The old Fox & Hounds 

The Parkside Lounge 

The Peppermint Twist 

The Phase (gay) 

The Plum 

The Pound Table 

The River Club (K street) 

The Rogue (Drag) 

The Roxy (Then Club Saba) (1214 18St and Conn NW) 

The Shamrock 

The Showboat 

The Silver Slipper for burlesque / strippers ( Fannie Foxe and Wilbur Mills fame ) 

The Southland 

The Spa 

The Starlight Club 

The Thre Deminsions (4926 Wisc Ave) 

The Tombs, pre-Clydes 

The Vault 

The Zanzibar 

The Cage 

Third Edition 

Timberlakes 

This Is It 

Tiber Creek Pub 

Tom Foolery 

Tracks (gay) 

Varsity Grille 

Victoria Station 

Vinnie’s 

Vous II 

Wax Museum 

Whispers 

Windsor McKay's 

Winston's 

Zebra Room 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 21:43:18 b3d2fe No.10592283 

>>10591594 

Does anyone remember awhile back there was something about how all of the rooms in Vegas were cammed so they 

could blackmail whomever was staying there? I wonder if that has something to do with it. I can't remember what the 

context was about, but that stuck with me. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 22:22:33 f0bad7 No.10592419 

>>10589467  

I bet they know Tony Podesta. If you remember that article about his basement and he said something like he had it built 

for displaying "complex" artworks. This looks like the same stuff the fat faggot would be interested in. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 22:27:49 000000 No.10592440>>10592473 

>>10592196 
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There's 4 threads and lots of specific information to research. Stop being a dependent thinker, and make your own 

judgment call on the evidence. 

>>10592222 

Digits confirm the wisdom of humility. 

>>10592241 

This is a huge leap from the info in the threads.You took one person and leaped from match boxes on their social media 

to those being pedo locations. This is exactly the 6 degree of Kevin Bacon anon warned about. Stick to the location 

provided, and do hard intelligence work. 

>>10592243 

Stop. This is a wild goose chase away from the leads given. Store that list somewhere, that goes on the back burner. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 22:38:10 70aeb1 No.10592467 

>>10592196 

The property he called out under the Billiken property management group (Perry.DC) is literally next door to the old Comet 

Liquor building, which is where Alefantis bought his sign from after they went out of business. 

He's almost certainly legit. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 22:39:29 70aeb1 No.10592473 

>>10592440 

Fair enough. I'll let the one anon on Voat who made that thread do his research and if anything comes out of it he can let 

us know. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 22:41:02 943276 No.10592479>>10592488 >>10592541 

>>10589216 (OP) 

>Something Anon on 4chan 

These are always LARPs, saying things anons want to hear and leading them on wild goose chases. The only reason 

people play along is because they want to believe. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 22:43:25 000000 No.10592488>>10592512 

>>10592479 

Pack it up. The kikes said there's nothing to see. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 22:43:49 70aeb1 No.10592489 

>>10591778 

>An ex chef from Bucks ( the guy worked 6 years at JA's restaurant) now works (or worked) at Perry's. 

>"Tom Sietsema of theWashington Post reports that chef Robert Dahlia, a Buck's Fishing & Camping alum, will take over 

in June, when Furstenberg can continue working on his own business plans." 

https://www.washingtonian.com/2010/04/30/the-wrap-up-the-week-in-food-54/ 

>"The menu changes, including a tweaked brunch menu, will coincide with the arrival in June of a new chef, Robert 

Dahlia, a six-year veteran of Buck's Fishing & Camping, who initially will work alongside Furstenberg. (Full disclosure: The 

baker and I are longtime friends.)" 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/04/27/AR2010042701154.html 

Mark Furstenberg is the owner of Marvelous Market. This shop is now called Little Red Fox, next door to Comet Ping 

Pong. Another tie to Perry's. 

 

▶Rothschild Anon  09/11/17 (Mon) 22:56:28 943276 No.10592512>>10592517 >>10592525 >>10592541 

>>10592488 

No, you're right. 
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In fact, I'm actually Rothschild Anon. You guys should dig into the Rothschilds. When you find something, that will prove 

I'm legit and definitely not just LARPing with a reasonably plausible premise do encourage autists to dig into my pet 

interest. :^) 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 22:57:55 e2eac2 No.10592517>>10592525 

>>10592512 

Hand with timestamp or troll. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 22:59:20 943276 No.10592525>>10592533 >>10592560 

>>10592512 

See how that works? 

>be autist with pet interest about something 

>think anons should dig into something, tell /pol/ to do it 

<fuck off, NYPA 

>think for a minute 

>create a 4chan thread, LARP as 'Something Anon', claim to have insider knowledge 

>anons dig into something because they want to believe my LARP was legit 

>>10592517 

What would that prove, that I have hands and a sharpy? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 23:02:01 e2eac2 No.10592533>>10592553 >>10592560 

>>10592525 

It would prove you aren't a robot or a fed because they would never do such a thing since they are too stupid. It's simple 

really. Put your hand infront of a peice of paper with the date and time on it. Then take a picture of it and upload it. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 23:04:05 bb7f28 No.10592541>>10592562 

>>10592479 

>>10592512 

Actually some basic fact checking for pedo rings and Senate Anon's info is at least correct. Virgina has a huge missing 

children database with a lot of missing photos so that they cannot be cross checked with child pornography and this ring is 

ran by the state police. At the minimum he is simply correlating information that is independently true and simply basing it 

on that. 

God forbid anyone did an actual larp of Canada's pedo rings and slave trafficking, it's so bad that even the newspapers 

will comment on it but through a very narrow Liberal lens like "oh those poor minorities, and those minority sex slaves 

killed with drugs". 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 23:10:54 943276 No.10592553 

File (hide): 214a5d56387e921⋯.png (896.72 KB, 733x685, 733:685, wow, I proved.... nothing.png) (h) (u) 
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>>10592533 

You'll find another excuse to dismiss what I'm saying. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 23:14:38 e2eac2 No.10592559>>10592567 

What the fuck is a rotchschild doing in norway? Diving lessons perhaps? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 23:14:55 000000 No.10592560 

>>10592533 

>It would prove you aren't a robot or a fed because they would never do such a thing since they are too stupid 

You are a fucking idiot. Did you know cops have to tell you they're a cop if you ask 3 times? The sad part is, I don't even 

think you're one of the CIAnigggers, you actually are this bad at figuring out ways to vet information. 

>>10592525 

The anon provided specific intel within the DC area that has been shown to be plausible if not probable. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 23:15:18 70aeb1 No.10592562>>10592567 

>>10592541 

This. If the guy is LARPing he certainly did his homework beforehand (and hired a horde of shills to argue with him). 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 23:18:57 943276 No.10592567>>10592576 >>10592589 >>10595235 

File (hide): a7a2f910a631af9⋯.jpg (114.03 KB, 960x642, 160:107, a7a2f910a631af99d978ef2880….jpg) (h) (u) 

 

>>10592559 

I'm here for the canned fish. 

>>10592562 

>he certainly did his homework beforehand  

The anons that do this sort of LARPing are dig autists. Of course he did his homework. By all means, dig into the matter. 

But don't jerk the guy off and act like his LARP is legitimate. 
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>>10592567 

Haha, with some pizza on the side right? Whether the natsocs win or (you) do, God will still judge all of you. Repent, the 

end is near. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 23:31:02 70aeb1 No.10592589 

>>10592567 

If it's a LARP it's not some autist doing it, the shill count proves that. If he's LARPing it's a full on psyop, with a team of 

hired shills ready to shill desperately against him. 

There is no way to write this off as some random autist messing with people. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 23:33:31 000000 No.10592592>>10592604 >>10592610 

Let us pretend for just a moment that I have trusted, though currently inactive, accounts on most major pedo sites. Can 

some crafty anons think of any ways to use this as ammo? 

Though, for many reasons, I doubt the elite of fairfax county have any need of such publicly* available sites, I believe they 

could be, theorhetically, used to our advantage.  

Even if it only is to a small effect, something inside me wants this to be true, hence why I pose such an insane 

hypothetical situation. 

protip: I'm a drunken coward.  

This should end well… 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 23:35:49 3521ab No.10592596>>10592615 >>10595235 

>>10589216 (OP) 

I was watching those threads. One of the things that struck me was that he seemed to have no knowledge whatsoever of 

anything happening re: Assange in October. He even suggested Assange was a "limited hangout" I actually tend to think 

that's plausible post-October, but not pre-October… cunt went missing for a reason. 

In any case, if the other info that he's provided appears good, so be it. It'll add authenticity to the other shit he's saying. 

But until then, I'm sceptical but support his general idea of getting to the "handlers". 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 23:41:57 943276 No.10592604>>10592618 

>>10592592 

Kill yourself immediately. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 23:43:19 90119a No.10592610 

>>10592592 

kys maybe? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 23:44:51 70aeb1 No.10592615>>10592830 

>>10592596 

> I actually tend to think that's plausible post-October, but not pre-October… cunt went missing for a reason. 

I think I have possibly figured out what happened in October, actually. 

Assange disappeared, probably on the advice of his lawyers, to get out of his Swedish rape charges. If you recall, the 

Swedish prosecutor attempted to meet with him during this time but was unable to meet with him face to face. 

Consequently, Sweden dropped the rape charges against him, because "all avenues" had been exhausted or something. 

Assange later blamed the CIA in an interview for creating a disinformation campaign designed to reduce public confidence 

in Wikileaks and reduce donations. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 23:46:23 e2eac2 No.10592618 
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>>10592604 

We got a hothead here. Go back to snacking on that tuna you cannibal. 

 

▶Sticky needed Anonymous  09/11/17 (Mon) 23:55:50 a203fb No.10592644>>10592690 

So regardless of the authenticity of said Senate Anon, he makes a very good point. We need to investigate the 

blackmailers. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 00:17:30 70aeb1 No.10592690 

>>10592644 

This. He told us the most realistic way that the blackmail networks can be taken down. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 00:21:00 be775d No.10592700>>10592721 

>>10589686 

>Doesn't he know that it must fall to fix burgerland? 

Perhaps not. He's still just human, even senators don't know basic shit about the economy. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 00:26:05 70aeb1 No.10592721>>10592733 >>10592895 

>>10592700 

He seemed to have a pretty good grasp of what he called the "American System". What he says makes sense to me 

about the economy being impossible to fix because blackmail handlers won't allow it.  

Saying the system HAS to crash to be fixed plays into the hands of the blackmailers, whose intent is to crash the 

economy eventually and run off to China and New Zealand. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 00:29:50 943276 No.10592733>>10592739 >>10592828 >>10593967 >>10595235 

>>10592721 

If the jews wanted the economy to crash, it would have already crashed. They can crash it anytime they want. They don't 

want to crash it because they have more to lose than anybody else. They're investing in China and New Zealand as a 

contingency plan. They always have contingency plans. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 00:31:17 e2eac2 No.10592739>>10592754 
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>>10592733 

T.rothschild 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 00:35:56 943276 No.10592754>>10592772 >>10592841 

>>10592739 

They own the currency you fucking idiot. They control the Fed. They can crash the economy at the drop of a hat. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 00:42:18 e2eac2 No.10592772 

File (hide): 1823fd7822464c3⋯.jpg (50.12 KB, 600x600, 1:1, burning-teeth-pepe.jpg) (h) (u) 

 

>>10592754 

>what is losing (((your))) control of the USD 

>what is implementing a silver based currency with silver from mexico 

>what is DOTR happening to kill all kikes in burgerland 

DO IT. LET IT ALL BURN. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 01:10:52 70aeb1 No.10592828>>10592877 

>>10592733 

A contingency plan against what, though, if not their blackmail networks being taken down? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 01:11:07 3521ab No.10592830>>10592841 

>>10592615 

I've seen this explanation before and although it was a good one, it still doesn't address all that happened. 
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>rt interview that was doctored (concern here is not that it was doctored but that it was initially released to combat 

concerns of assange's well being when it was obviously recorded prior to Oct 16th) 

>future insurance files were unsigned 

>fuckery with wikileaks.org/files (files modified, dates set to 1984) 

>cryptome tweets (wrong ec bolthole, assange escape plans - one involving a "mini-sub", etc - all since deleted) 

>censorship on the chans of any alleged secret key (i witnessed this personally) 

>massive dos attack around ~Oct 21st 

>persistent dos on bitmessage and other platforms 

>largest spam attacks ever (at the time) on bitcoin's network around Oct 21st (imo this was likely coincidental) 

>gavin macfadyen's death Oct 22nd. 

There's a whole lot that is suss as fuck about everything that happened there. The fact that JA now has his own Twitter 

account makes me think a deal may've been reached and he's distancing himself from WL as it's no longer a platform that 

he controls in its entirety. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 01:14:29 70aeb1 No.10592841>>10592861 >>10595235 

>>10592754 

Precisely. So what do you think they will do if their blackmail networks get taken down? They will drop the hat 

immediately.  

>>10592830 

>future insurance files were unsigned 

>fuckery with wikileaks.org/files (files modified, dates set to 1984) 

>cryptome tweets (wrong ec bolthole, assange escape plans - one involving a "mini-sub", etc - all since deleted) 

>censorship on the chans of any alleged secret key (i witnessed this personally) 

>massive dos attack around ~Oct 21st 

This is the part that still confuses me almost a year later. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 01:19:40 1a4beb No.10592850 

>>10589524 

Where do these pieces of shit come from? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 01:22:33 3521ab No.10592861 

>>10592841 

>This is the part that still confuses me almost a year later. 

One other thing: At one point, may've been December'ish, WikiLeaks' Facebook started LiveStreaming this song (Laiback 

- Whistleblowers). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c6Mx2mxpaCY 

Never an explanation, but was ominous as fuck. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 01:34:32 943276 No.10592877>>10592883 

>>10592828 

4th Reich. 
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>>10592877 

Oh there's no stopping that. The real question is which continent are you keeping when the ashes start to fall. Chink land 

sounds best for you atm. Europe will easily be reconquered. Asia not so much. I bet you could get chink land to conquer 

australia back as another private island for (you).  

You see the fourth reich starts when the USD falls. Everyone on /pol/ wants it to fall. Because then rebuilding can start in 

a gold or silver backed currency. Till then it is like mind control on the plebs thinking it is valuable to be enslaved to you. 

For now. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 01:45:29 943276 No.10592895>>10592912 

File (hide): dc070b3ceb4c166⋯.jpg (74.83 KB, 725x451, 725:451, rise of fascism.jpg) (h) (u) 

 

File (hide): 222c36a75079b8f⋯.png(339 B, 15x15, 1:1,bypass.png)(h) (u) 

 

>>10592883 

>You see the fourth reich starts when the USD falls. Everyone on /pol/ wants it to fall. 

No kidding. Tell it to: >>10592721 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 01:56:35 e2eac2 No.10592912>>10592929 

File (hide): a39650763d395ff⋯.gif (902.15 KB, 400x328, 50:41, spin-me-right-round-right-….gif) (h) (u) 

 

>>10592895 

Not everyone is aware of everything going on at all times. 
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Why is bluebeam being pushed for recruitment in the USA? Why not kill all those involved with TANGO in the USA before 

it crashes? Or is bluebeam happening soon? Not like anyone here would beleive such a thing could ever happen with all 

the kekistan faggotry you push. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 02:09:36 943276 No.10592929>>10592945 

>>10592912 

Bluebeam is a bullshit cover story for German saucers from Antarctica. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 02:11:04 70aeb1 No.10592931>>10592942 >>10592945 >>10592950 

File (hide): f99b90b308ec264⋯.png (503.87 KB, 1200x1000, 6:5, cruzgate.png) (h) (u) 

 

Did something happen with Ted Cruz? There's a thread on 4chan now: 

http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/141234442/cruzgate 

>(LARPer?) Senate Anon posts about Cruz' infidelity at 7:03 PM PST 

>"Sexual Posts" Uploads a cheating video at 9:39 PM that Cruz "likes" soon after 

>The fiasco breaks out on 9-11 

>Remember "Grab em by the pussy"? 

>Remember "Golden Showers"? 

>Whether he was LARPing or not, Senate Anon was right about there being blackmail rings. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 02:18:03 943276 No.10592942 

>>10592931 

see: >>10592274 

Spoilers: It's probably legitimate. "Conservatism" is a joke. Politicians like Ted Cruz cynically play a role to exploit dumb 

boomers for votes. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 02:19:44 e2eac2 No.10592945>>10592950 

>>10592929 

Kill yourself for thinking I am stupid enough to fall for that bullshit pushed by cianiggers. 

>>10592931 

Archive https://archive.fo/xGN5M 
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File (hide): e07e5972b392a92⋯.jpg (453.78 KB, 980x653, 980:653, 1459222263297.jpg) (h) (u) 

 

>>10592931 

Also, we knew Ted Cruz's family was CIA and that he cheats on his wife during the primary season. That "Senate Anon" 

isn't saying anything that wasn't known on /pol/ two years ago. 

>>10592945 

Hey, you were stupid enough to think I'm a sardine-munching scandinavian jew. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 02:27:44 e2eac2 No.10592959>>10592963 

>>10592950 

T.the guy who gave the hand timestamp and fucked up and is still saging a important topic 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 02:29:41 943276 No.10592963>>10592972 

>>10592959 

Yeah, I really messed up by not putting my giant stack of anchovy cans out of the frame. 

>important thread 

>thread about a 4chan LARPer 

Pick one. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 02:32:01 3521ab No.10592966>>10592979 

>>10592950 

>Also, we knew Ted Cruz's family was CIA and that he cheats on his wife during the primary season. That "Senate Anon" 

isn't saying anything that wasn't known on /pol/ two years ago. 

Part of me wonders if this is a threat to a Cruz underling suspected of being Senate Anon a "we know your fetish" and a 

punishment to Cruz himself for not ousting him earlier. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 02:34:31 e2eac2 No.10592972 

>>10592963 

Take another picture with the anchovies in the frame and post it then if you fucked up. 
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▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 02:34:51 70aeb1 No.10592973>>10592978 

>>10592950 

>Also, we knew Ted Cruz's family was CIA and that he cheats on his wife during the primary season. That "Senate Anon" 

isn't saying anything that wasn't known on /pol/ two years ago. 

That's true but it's the timing that's so weird. Within hours of being called out for cheating specifically, Ted Cruzs' social 

media account then "likes" a porn video that is specifically about cheating, causing a minor scandal. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 02:36:52 e2eac2 No.10592978>>10592983 >>10595235 

>>10592973 

Maybe the blackmailers of pedos are mostly kikes? There are alot of kikes/babylonians in the tech industry so that would 

make sense then the speedy reaction. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 02:37:47 70aeb1 No.10592979>>10614618 

>>10592966 

>Part of me wonders if this is a threat to a Cruz underling suspected of being Senate Anon a "we know your fetish" and a 

punishment to Cruz himself for not ousting him earlier. 

>Part of me wonders if this is a threat to a Cruz underling suspected of being Senate Anon a "we know your fetish" and a 

punishment to Cruz himself for not ousting him earlier. 

This is a very logical explanation. Anyone know if Ted Cruz drinks diet sprite out of a coffee mug? One of the more 

ominous shills in Senate Anons threads was trying to figure out who he was and asked specifically "Does your boss drink 

diet sprite out of a coffee mug?" 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 02:43:49 70aeb1 No.10592983>>10593062 >>10595235 

>>10592978 

There's definitely a ton of Jews involved. We know that from Epstein however US Senate Anon also named Sheldon 

Adelson as running blackmail in his hotels. 

Also, the Royal Order of Jesters property that Senate Anon brought our attention to, at Adams Morgan under the Billiken 

Property Management, is literally right next door to the old Comet Liquor, which is where James Alefantis bought his 

Comet sign. 

Comet Liquor was owned by Jews. Here is an article about Comet Liquor: 

http://jewishfoodexperience.com/comet-liquors-deli-brightened-neighborhood/ 

Three names are mentioned in this article: 

>Oscar Gildenhorn opened Comet Liquor 

>Gildenhorn’s son-in-law Howard Speisman took over management 25 years later. 

>Sidney Drazin bought Comet in 1980 

Any of these three people may be worth looking in to. There's definitely something going on at or around Adams Morgan. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 03:03:31 7111b8 No.10593012>>10593019 >>10593031 >>10593066 >>10595235 

Senate Anon did say to "focus on small opponents instead of Hilary for now because those guys are too hard. Everyone is 

screaming she is not in prison." This could be a trick to buy time. Plus (((they))) are known to rat out their own if needed. 

Also White House Anon, an anon that holds water, said "most of the White House Staff is good" and Senate Anon said 

"most of the White House Staff is bad." He said White House Staff specifically. This very well may be a move to get us to 

lose hope even though it won't happen. God only knows. Either way, I think we are on the right track. Anyone got any 

proof besides Senate anon Mike is a traitor? Good luck! 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 03:07:24 e2eac2 No.10593019>>10593027 

File (hide): 5f9e0d16ccdbaa4⋯.jpg (70.73 KB, 501x576, 167:192, kike-or-not.jpg) (h) (u) 
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>>10593012 

>ignore the comet ping pong connection goyim 

>focus on doing nothing goyim just be happy trump will do it all even though he is alone in not being blackmailed in 

washington 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 03:13:07 b34fab No.10593027 

>>10593019 

What's your proof he is alone? Also I just said we're on the right track. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 03:15:58 70aeb1 No.10593031>>10593040 >>10593997 >>10595235 >>10596894 

>>10593012 

This could be an elaborate, well informed LARP by Steven Bannon as part of his "war" on Republicans who are opposing 

Trumps agenda. 

Either way, the idea that regular anons should try to brownstone the blackmail networks is a good one, and the most likely 

thing that will result in the dismantling of said blackmail networks. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 03:21:40 e2eac2 No.10593040>>10593042 >>10593043 >>10593046 >>10593049 

wtf. Why was >>10593031 deleted? I can't beleive I saved it here in time https://archive.fo/jSFgK 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 03:23:13 70aeb1 No.10593042>>10593046 >>10593052 

>>10593040 

It's remarkable to me that you made this post just now, because I literally had this typed up and was about to press "post": 

In case anyone is interested, I found an archive of the follow up thread that got deleted and the OP was banned for 

"larping". 

https://archive.is/K8XeE 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 03:23:14 e2eac2 No.10593043>>10593046 >>10593049 

>>10593040 

Oh it's just cloudfare being a bitch. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 03:24:34 b34fab No.10593046 

File (hide): c41fbeebbbc9297⋯.png (43.99 KB, 1352x355, 1352:355, 555.png) (h) (u) 
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>>10593040 

>>10593043 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 03:25:11 70aeb1 No.10593049 

>>10593040 

>>10593043 

Oh, sorry. I thought you were linking to the archive of the deleted 4chan thread but you were linking to an archive of this 

8chan thread. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 03:27:12 70aeb1 No.10593052>>10593066 

>>10593042 

This is a good post from the thread that got deleted: 

Look at how the shilling has already started in this thread. This has somebody bothered. This is a post from the last thread 

by a based anon: 

I decided to contribute some autism and I did a quick analysis of Senate Anon's 3 previous threads, to see if I could see 

any trends in the attacks against him. All I did was look for posts that attacked him for being a "LARP!!" I didn't include the 

other numerous attacks, just this new "fag" "retard" etc. attack. 

I broke the attacks down into categories, drive-by shootings ("1 post by this ID") and posts by those who posted more than 

once in the thread. 

Here's what I found: 

Thread 1: 

12 drive-by 

8 multiple 

Total: 20 

Thread 2: 

10 drive-by 

16 multiple 

Total: 26 

Thread 3: 

12 drive-by 

19 multiple 

Total: 31 

So a couple of interesting things show up: First, in each thread somewhere between 5% and 10% of the posts were 

simply accusations of Senate Anon being a larper. In threads that all hit the bump limit. Next, even though the threads 

start later and later (it's now 3 am on the East Coast), the number of "LARP" attacks keeps increasing. Finally, the number 

of drive-bys stays relatively constant, but the posts by people who get ever more shrill and committed to attacking him 

keeps increasing - doubling by the third thread. 

This is all very serious circumstantial evidence that Senate Anon isn't larping, and is in fact under direct attack by forces 

who do not want us to consider what he's saying. 

This should be considered an attack not just on Senate Anon, but on all of our freedom - to discuss what we want with 

who we want, and to think for ourselves and participate in our country's politics as we choose. This isn't an attack on just 

Senate Anon, it's an attack on all of us. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 03:32:24 d81ff0 No.10593061 

>>10589537 

>The head of the Illuminati is Kefka from Final Fantasy 6. 

Fitting how the head of the Illuminati decides to dress and maybe act like the last good Final Fantasy villain. 

Maybe this is why FF6 was so good. A bit of blending of reality and truth into that story. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 03:32:33 f1070a No.10593062>>10593078 

>>10592983 
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Agree this is of relevance. Don't forget that quite a number of properties in the area were known for having rat runs and 

tunnels for transporting liquor during the prohibition. This always piqued my curiosity about using an old liquor store sign, 

that store probably had a tunnel prior to being legally allowed to sell alcohol. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 03:34:21 b34fab No.10593066 

>>10593052 

Maybe, but how is >>10593012 wrong. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 03:42:14 70aeb1 No.10593078 

>>10593062 

>Don't forget that quite a number of properties in the area were known for having rat runs and tunnels for transporting 

liquor during the prohibition.  

That is an extremely useful observation. Maybe if there are local liquor stores that were around during the prohibition era 

could be checked out? If there is unusual activity at a place like that literally anyone could place a hidden camera there. 

Their weak point has to be these cash based businesses like the businesses on Comet Ping Pong's street and Perrys.DC. 

Absolutely nothing is standing in the way of someone putting a hidden camera in a place like that. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 05:46:41 ab59d8 No.10593414>>10595235 

>>10591483 

>>10591511 

jews? 

thats just a (((coincidence))) just like with 9/11, nothing to see here 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 07:39:43 000000 No.10593663 

>Bugsy Malone 

>Splurdge guns 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 08:23:43 70aeb1 No.10593779 

Good post from Voat: 

>Looking at my county for ROJ activity, the secrecy is a reality so it's hard to find anything. BUT obituaries are very telling 

of associations and companies the dead member of ROJ was involved in and their siblings. Also abourt following the 

catds. Marin county which comes in 3rd from suadi Arabia and DC in child trafficking also has one card room. PETE'S 881 

CLUB, in San Rafael. If following the cards, means following the casinos then…PETES 881 club is s very discrete 

location. 
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 

 

>>10592733 

and kill one of their largest running schemes? Nah, they would rather keep milking this bitch for a few more years. I 

suspect when Trump finally drops the hammer we might see a bump in the economy. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 09:33:12 b3d2fe No.10593997>>10595235 

>>10593031 

Bannon is smart enough to know how to drop enough info for us to take the bait. He's maybe the only guy of that age 

range I think that truly knows how to push our buttons. 

Regardless, there was interesting information that should be looked at in this and everyone should proceed carefully. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 10:45:34 25d898 No.10594214>>10594235 >>10594869 >>10595325 

Don't want to be discouraging. But the other thing I wonder is, if we would succeed in dismantling the current pedo 

networks. Wouldn't that make the country prone to taken over by new Handlers. This all looks like the war on drugs - 

unwinnable. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 10:51:48 4778b3 No.10594235 

>>10594214 

It is only unwinnable if one is not dedicated enough to do whatever is necessary for victory. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 12:15:47 24f57f No.10594546>>10594643 

File (hide): 5681c4725d0c0fc⋯.jpg (1.81 MB, 2428x1536, 607:384, satan city.jpg) (h) (u) 

 

>>10589467 
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There is a pizzaria at the dupont circle which is at the upper left corner of the smaller pentagram. Maybe unrelated but i 

dont know. Caught my eye. Didnt find anything weird about it otherwise 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 12:24:11 70c648 No.10594592 

File (hide): 7c1abd5865eceb0⋯.jpg (70.72 KB, 640x480, 4:3, 1l707t.jpg) (h) (u) 

 

>>10589374 

Wow thanks, now I know about water bears. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 12:32:57 943276 No.10594643>>10594829 

File (hide): 3e78ff74686ac2d⋯.jpg (26.82 KB, 440x330, 4:3, owl.jpg) (h) (u) 

 
>>10594546 

Oh you sweet naive child, it's so much worse than you think. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 13:10:27 a7430c No.10594829>>10594865 >>10595235 

>>10594643 

Owls were a comon symbol of the freemasons. It's not a surprise that there's be one in DC. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 13:15:36 4c9a1d No.10594857 

>>10589577 

Weaponized autism needs to keep the eye on the prize. We have a chance to dig now to BTFO the pedos in midterms 

next year. If some sperglord can uncover enough dirt and it's released in time next year to primary motherfuckers out, 

sitting congresscritters and senators can become major lolcows. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 13:17:14 943276 No.10594865 

>>10594829 

It's the mark of a Minerva cult. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 13:17:44 32df23 No.10594869 

>>10594214 

or a weakened nation unable to stop foreign invasion 
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▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 14:25:52 31123e No.10595125 

File (hide): fc4547eb4145db7⋯.jpg (232.34 KB, 1242x1375, 1242:1375, Ed Murray.jpg) (h) (u) 

 

Pure coincidence I'm sure. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 14:52:30 000000 No.10595235>>10595243 >>10595282 >>10595325 

>>10592567 

You have no basis to say whether his info is legitimate or not. Further, LARP doesn't mean false. He could be an FBI 

agent in DC, or a police detective in Indiana trying to throw you off the scent of his real identity. 

>>10592576 

Hitler was a kike. 

>>10592596 

How would he even know this? He's have to have insiders at the CIA to know this, and he claimed to be a Senate insider. 

>>10592733 

They can't crash the economy while also looting the assets and getting overseas and avoiding being hung. 

>>10592841 

How do they crash everything when all of their people have been removed from positions of power? That's literally the 

whole point anon made. They can't control anything without blackmail. 

>>10592883 

>give up hope, goys! 

>>10592978 

Obviously, the kikes run the blackmail. 

>>10592983 

Anon said the building was where things went down. That means someone in DC needs to go, in person, and investigate. 

>>10593012 

Is it easier to get to a veteran public official who has extensive experience in espionage and is surrounded by guards, or 

get to one of her assistants? 

>>10593031 

Steve Bannon fits the facts perfectly, except he said Bannon was blackmailed. Couldn't he have said the globalists just 

forced Bannon out? I just can't quite fit that in with Bannon's motives here, other than as a perfect maneuver to cover up 

Bannon being the LARPer himself, and knowing that his own reputation doesn't matter right now. 

>>10593414 

Kikes. 

>>10593997 

The more that I think about it, the more I think it is Bannon or someone close to him. 

>>10594829 

Minerva, the ancient mysteries. Bavarian Illuminati and OTO have Minerval ranks IIRC. 
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▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 14:54:24 9a6a14 No.10595243>>10595362 

>>10595235 

>Hitler was a kike. 

??? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 15:02:10 9789db No.10595282 

>>10595235 

>Is it easier to get to a veteran public official who has extensive experience in espionage and is surrounded by guards, or 

get to one of her assistants? 

We are so close and she and her friends are so dumb they can be the focus. Also how is Mike a traitor? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 15:15:22 70aeb1 No.10595325>>10595348 >>10595362 

>>10594214 

>>10595235 

>Anon said the building was where things went down. That means someone in DC needs to go, in person, and 

investigate. 

It would be VERY easy to place a hidden camera inside a place like Adams Morgan. It would have been unbelievably 

easy to get a camera in any of these "Comet Ping Pong-esque" businesses.  

If we can find more businesses like Comet, Little Red Fox, Besta Pizza, etc. there is absolutely nothing standing in our 

way from spying on those places with hidden cameras. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 15:19:41 70aeb1 No.10595348 

>>10595325 

Speaking of places like this, the owner/former owner of the building Senate Anon called out, Perrys in DC, is owned by 

Saied Azali. He also owns a second restaurant underneath it called Mintwood Place. From the article:  

>"Saied pounced when the space below Perry's (previously a Latin market) became available. "I didn't want anybody to 

go underneath me and destroy my business upstairs." 

Someone needs to get a hidden camera in Perrys and Mintwood Place ASAP before they clean up their activities like they 

did at Comet. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 15:21:58 afb4b8 No.10595351>>10595362 

USE TRAIL CAMERAS, USE GAME CAMERAS 

These fucking things cost next to fucking nothing and can hang somewhere for weeks at a time, only being activated 

when movement is detected within range.  

Also, GPS trackers are your friends, when you are the ones using them… Not sure about legality, but tactical use can get 

your camera pointed in the right direction. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 15:24:26 000000 No.10595362 

>>10595243 

His dad was an illegitimate Rothschild. 

>>10595325 

We just need someone in DC with a pair of balls. This applies nationwide. 

>>10595351 

Whatever you have and want to use. The more varied our methods, the harder it is to defend against them. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 15:28:39 70aeb1 No.10595378>>10595430 

>Not sure about legality, but tactical use can get your camera pointed in the right direction. 

Anyone who does this has to be very careful and cannot attempt to take credit for anything they find because spying on 

people like this violates wiretapping laws. 
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▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 15:40:00 320135 No.10595411>>10595430 >>10597063 

File (hide): 9e53dd986b923a2⋯.jpg (23.42 KB, 248x239, 248:239, drawncrest.jpg) (h) (u) 

 
>>10590575 

This is right beside a college in Toronto. I think they were pimping out some of the college students. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 15:44:16 000000 No.10595430 

>>10595378 

You can do a lot more than you think without breaking the law. Filming a house or business from the outside is legal in 

most places. Check your state laws if you're worried. Also, keep in mind diddling kids is illegal, too. 

>>10595411 

They call it "riding on the camel's hump" and I'm not joking. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 15:51:09 391711 No.10595455>>10595471 

U.S. Senate anon I will provide all the info you request on condition I receive a full pardon for any crimes I have committed 

up to the date I produce evidence for "pedo gate" and for any crimes that are currently unknown but may become known 

later. 

Deal? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 15:52:54 34dcd4 No.10595460 

>>10590443 

Don't let it anon! We are the last hope we must act better, be better. We are to never fail never surrender. Failure is not an 

option! 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 15:54:00 000000 No.10595464>>10596241 

Just a tip for you all if you want politicians to bend the knee phoning them is the way to go. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 15:56:07 000000 No.10595471>>10595486 

>>10595455 

How could he even set this up? That would have to come straight from Trump. Just leak it anonymously. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 16:01:36 391711 No.10595486 

>>10595471 

That's not my job to figure out anon. 

I will not be a second class citizen, Liberty or Death. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 16:25:44 391711 No.10595565>>10595640 
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Let's agree to not discuss tactics here on this open forum. Do what you can if you can 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 16:54:04 70aeb1 No.10595640>>10595643 >>10595651 >>10595654 >>10595750 

File (hide): c407537fc5604db⋯.jpg (140.38 KB, 1296x864, 3:2, perrys in dc bedroom.jpg) (h) (u) 

 

>>10595565 

THIS is on the Perrys.DC facebook page: 

https://scontent.fphx1-2.fna.fbcdn.net/v/t31.0-

8/20776655_696327823887509_1591576247290564376_o.jpg?oh=a6f6698eb4a74d63c5159a01dd27826f&oe=5A44F0A

F 

This is a restaurant? With a bedroom in it? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 16:54:54 70aeb1 No.10595643 

>>10595640 

There is no way blackmail is not going on in this room. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 16:57:07 e2eac2 No.10595651>>10595667 

File (hide): b3790fae8435e4f⋯.jpg (14.25 KB, 299x300, 299:300, dynamite-bait.jpg) (h) (u) 

 

>>10595640 

This is misdirection and bait. Do not click unless behind seven proxies. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 16:58:05 e2eac2 No.10595654>>10595667 

>>10595640 

or more specifically that is a cianigger website. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 17:01:33 70aeb1 No.10595667>>10595684 

>>10595654 

>>10595651 
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It's straight from the Perrys.DC Facebook page: 

www.facebook dot com/pg/perrys.dc / photos / ? ref = page_internal 

Technically you are correct, since Mark Zuckerberg is most certainly a CIA nigger. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 17:06:31 70aeb1 No.10595684>>10595698 >>10595710 >>10595816 >>10595835 >>10596645 >>10597017 

File (hide): 15940e7e9dcd396⋯.jpg(86.97 KB, 657x960, 219:320, perrys in dc kids with tra….jpg) (h) (u) 

 

File (hide): 2756c65cd3f093b⋯.jpg(83.43 KB, 720x960, 3:4, perrys in dc splits.jpg) (h)(u) 

 

>>10595667 

These two pictures are right next to each other in the Perrys.DC Facebook page. These pictures are randomly placed in 

between a bunch of pictures of food. 

https://archive.is/5Q9gi 

https://archive.is/Zir7M 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 17:09:57 e2eac2 No.10595698>>10596652 

>>10595684 

That second picture looks like a gay trap. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 17:15:21 5cdff0 No.10595710 

>>10595684 

>Kid on top left in first image. 

AYYYYYYY 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 17:26:43 70aeb1 No.10595750 
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>>10595640 

I probably should have waited to post the pictures of the kids and trannies since I it's probably more important to bring 

attention to this room: 

https://archive.is/Pth9y 

Can it be confirmed that this bedroom is, in fact, inside the Perrys restaurant?  

If it is, this is almost certainly a blackmail room. Suddenly I am reminded of the "la boom boom room" at Comet Ping 

Pong. Alefantis was probably a blackmail handler too. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 17:45:03 961ed6 No.10595816 

>>10595684 

Fucking grotesque. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 17:49:40 e73034 No.10595835 

>>10595684 

Sick fucks 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 19:03:20 70aeb1 No.10596058 

Saied Azali's Facebook page lists Comet Ping Pong among his favorites. Scroll all the way to the bottom of his Facebook 

page. It's under "Favorites," subsection "Other". 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 19:04:28 59c941 No.10596062>>10596123 >>10596127 

>>10592058 

>>10592074 

Did you ever watch GitS: Stand Alone Complex? 

That's what you need here, a stand-alone complex. Individual actors, not tied to each other.  

That also means, get up and do it yourself. Prepare a dead man's switch.  

>>10592102 

Man, I know of a place like that. Frequented by senators and wall street types. Never been though. It's owned by the 

parents of a literally autistic friend of mine, but I've only met them once when they were picking him up after we went to a 

convention. 

 

▶US Senate Anon  09/12/17 (Tue) 19:18:32 000000 No.10596111>>10596127 >>10596206 >>10596607 

Now you're finally getting somewhere. Remember, I leaked this on the condition that you go beyond 6 degrees of Kevin 

Bacon, and start investigating in the real world. If you prove trustworthy in this, you will be given more leads. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 19:22:20 70aeb1 No.10596123 

>>10596062 

>Man, I know of a place like that. Frequented by senators and wall street types. Never been though. It's owned by the 

parents of a literally autistic friend of mine, but I've only met them once when they were picking him up after we went to a 

convention. 

It sounds like you are in a really good position to actually get a recording of someone. Don't say anything about the place 

online, see if you can't figure out when someone important is going to stay there by talking to or bribing employees. Then 

see if you can't bribe someone to put a tiny camera in the room, like this: 

https://www.supercircuits.com/ultra-small-color-cmos-micro-video-camera-

pc210?gclid=Cj0KCQjwi97NBRD1ARIsAPXVWWCsiknvw-

zJZafSubopsRTmxgdP5se5qWNJzIsc2JblEvP7eskDGpUaArFpEALw_wcB 

Be a hero, anon 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 19:23:11 70aeb1 No.10596127 

>>10596111 
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>>10596062 

I think he's responding to you, anon. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 19:47:07 391711 No.10596206>>10596275 

>>10596111 

Just tell us who we have to kill quit complicating shit. "Exposing" them didn't work in Nevada and got one of our own black 

bagged, probably killed or currently held and being tortured now in some CIA blacksite near Langley. 

You know what will work? Ending the threat. You don't handle a corrupt system by trying to work within it, you go outside 

the system which should be patently fucking obvious since you're doing it now. 

Literally what you're asking us to do would be considered treasonous at best under the current government. The penalty 

will be the same for anyone engaging in this shit so why the fuck not just get it done right the first time? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 20:01:02 70aeb1 No.10596241>>10596298 

>>10595464 

What do you mean by this? Phone them with regular old concerns about government or phone them and confront them 

about their blackmail after you catch them? 

I think everyone should go back and read the posts by the Anon with the ID: 000000 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 20:04:53 000000 No.10596256>>10596266 >>10596810 

Maybe it's just better to leak to Assange. This world is a clown world or maybe a dystopia. Logic and reason out the 

window, just like it was with that former Google employee and his well written and cited open letter. Pure evil rules all the 

great nations of the world and the American people who see these leaks and truths mostly do nothing. Dead nation, dead 

world. What was even the point of keeping guns? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 20:07:54 70aeb1 No.10596266 

>>10596256 

But didn't you tell us Assange was a limited hangout that was designed to be demoralization propaganda? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 20:09:16 19c141 No.10596275 

>>10596206 

this tbqh 

a list of names and a list of addresses and a list of crimes is basically the ideal 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 20:14:40 70aeb1 No.10596298 

File (hide): 8dc6d291115c530⋯.jpg (78.14 KB, 600x900, 2:3, drag brunch girl love logo.jpg) (h) (u) 
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HighLevelInsider on Voat, who is suspected of being US Senate Anon, has also been making posts simultaneously with 

the ones he's just made here on 8chan. 

He just made this post: 

>The blackmailers like to have lots of different things available. Drag Queens might tickle the fancy of "good Christian" 

closeted homosexuals like Lindsey Graham and Marco Rubio. Imagine the blackmail value of a picture of them "eating 

brunch" with a Drag Queen… 

<February 12, 2017 poster has girl lover symbols. 

He's not kidding about the February 12th poster. Pic related. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 20:58:34 3a20ea No.10596446>>10597637 

>>10591580 

ok then prove it, since you larping faggot cannot provide any in your post of nothing but ridicule. 

meanwhile hundreds of experiments can be run right now by anyone, using scientific method, with 100% repeatable 

results in the field that conclusively prove yes indeed motionless and flat, check. 

into the oven with you 

dont let the door hit you on the way in 

never mind that hissing sound 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 21:08:03 e2eac2 No.10596482 

>"eating brunch" with a Drag Queen… 

Literally who cares? Unless eating brunch is codeword for something else. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 21:37:12 6ed1bb No.10596607 

>>10596111 

>>10589268 

It seems the traffickers actually mananging the traffic and or the ones getting the "dirt" for the blackmailers are all middle 

eastern. Awan, arun rao, and now this guy 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 21:41:45 70aeb1 No.10596624>>10596810 

High level insider said on Voat: 

>The blackmailers like to have lots of different things available. Drag Queens might tickle the fancy of "good Christian" 

closeted homosexuals like Lindsey Graham and Marco Rubio. Imagine the blackmail value of a picture of them "eating 

brunch" with a Drag Queen… 

I think he is telling us that if anons start going to these brunches, they might see a politician there having brunch with a 

tranny and all you need to do is take a picture or video of it. 

Someone should start going to these Tranny Brunches and wear spy glasses or something. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 21:49:40 2227bc No.10596645>>10603069 
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>>10595684 

wtf is going on with this guys face 

>pic related 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 21:51:20 2227bc No.10596652 

>>10595698 

anon…they are both drag queens 

>sage for double post 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 22:01:56 70aeb1 No.10596709>>10596733 

Barack and Michael Michelle Obama hosted a dinner for donors at Mintwood Place, the restaurant underneath Perry's 

drag queen-frequented eatery (which US Senate Anon called out). 

http://www.morrisanderson.com/company-news/entry/Presidential-diners-give-restaurateurs-a-big-rush/ 

"Longtime Washington restaurateur Saied Azali recalled a presidential dinner at his restaurant Mintwood Place hosted by 

the Obamas for a group of grass-roots donors. In preparation, Secret Service agents came into the restaurant every day 

for a week, Azali said. During the dinner they closed off two blocks around the restaurant. 

Having to keep the visit a secret, Azali told his staff those men in suits were caterers." 

>Having to keep the visit a secret, Azali told his staff those men in suits were caterers." 

>Having to keep the visit a secret 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 22:07:08 2227bc No.10596733>>10596757 

>>10596709 

well, I've been on the fence about SenateAnon, but this has my plugs sparking 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 22:10:50 70aeb1 No.10596757 

>>10596733 

What convinced me was the fact that this same building, Perry's, is right next door to the old Comet Liquor, which is where 

Alefantis bought the Comet sign from. 

Adding an Obama into the mix really makes it clear that the guy at least knows where to look. I've no idea if he's really 

from the Senate but I do agree that he's a HighLevelInsider at this point. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 22:24:32 401c3d No.10596810>>10596979 >>10598596 

>>10596256 

The problem is actionable intelligence.  

All that can currently be done is process certain groups and figure out what the networks are than progress to figuring out 

who the blackmailers are via links. Whistle blowing doesn't work, D.C. Madame was never black bagged and taken away 

somewhere before dying.  

Funding and technology is needed for what is proposed, longer term surveillance, which few have. Hard to organize.  
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>>10596624 

You should start digging around on fetlife.com to see if you can find the local trannies up. I'm sure there'll be links of them 

there. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 22:39:35 70aeb1 No.10596859 

From Voat: 

Azali does seem to be tied in pretty well with D.C. government. He was the keynote speaker in 2014 at an event held by 

the Dept. of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs: 

https://dcra.dc.gov/sites/default/files/dc/sites/dcra/release_content/attachments/FINAL%20Entree_DC_Press_Release%2

08%2020%2014.pdf 

His would be a great resume for a political blackmailer, especially with the handy bedroom suite at Perry's. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 22:49:16 198ca6 No.10596894 

File (hide): c770d347977fd8f⋯.png (371.84 KB, 1030x928, 515:464, thebegginingofanewstrategy.png) (h) (u) 

 

>>10593031 

>Bannon  

It could be. And your post reminded me of something I saw on cuckchan a while ago which seems related if only 

tangentially. But it is worth a read: 

https://archive.fo/KgHVC 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 23:20:23 32a0a0 No.10596979>>10597022 >>10598381 

>>10596810 

I don't know if you know any working girls or victims of these pervs. 

Psychos have habits and like to keep trophies. Instead of trying to access the front door of a busy establishment. Maybe 

some dark room has what we need. 

If you find something keep it to yourself, don't tip anyone off who reads this. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 

23:30:09 401c3d No.10597006>>10597022 >>10597028 >>10599721 >>10600527 >>10600547 >>10600555 >>10600583 >>10600588 >>10600606 >

>10608698 
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Very odd halfway house / moving company. None of their trucks have a DOT number, but according to the internet they've 

moved people across the nation and have warehouses across the USA.  

They use cult tactics to recruit new members: 

>The first few months of Delancey Street are considered the “immigration” phase. Upon acceptance, men will have their 

hair trimmed to short length and become clean-shaven, and the women are asked to remove all makeup. Clothing is 

provided and the first focus is to turn around street and/or gang images and develop new self-concepts. These first few 

weeks are spent in maintenance jobs such as cleaning the facilities and serving meals. Residents are allowed to write 

immediate family after 30 days, and make a call after 90 days; however, they are generally encouraged to spend their 

time and energy in “immigration” getting to know those around them, and becoming involved in their new environment. 

Following that, letters, phone calls and visits are earned along with responsibilities and rewards. 

————————– 

They have multiple large properties around the nation.  

San Francisco - https://archive.is/UZ26U 

Los Angeles - https://archive.is/W5m8i 

San Juan Pueblo, New Mexico (on an indian rez) - https://archive.is/bZmmm 

Greensboro, North Carolina (no warehouse just a house) - https://archive.is/AhiGF 

Brewster , New York (1 hour from NYC) - https://archive.is/fRhkM 

————————— 

Look at their list of benefactors. Some names sound familiar.  

archive.is/edabn 

>For our 25th anniversary we invited a select group of friends to celebrate Delancey’s quarter of a century of struggles 

and successes, and simultaneously expand Delancey CIRCLE. Our National Board of Governors consists of: 

>Former Secretary of State George Shultz 

>Co-founder of the Farm Workers Union Dolores Huerta 

>Senator Dianne Feinstein 

>(Former CEO Gap, Inc.) Current J Crew CEO Mickey Drexler 

>Nobel Peace Prize winner Elie Weizel 

>Federal Judge Thelton Henderson 

>Former Parade Magazine Publisher Walter Anderson 

>Former Bank of America CEO Richard Rosenberg 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 23:32:36 d0256e No.10597017>>10597671 

File (hide): 7d31eb795a33002⋯.jpg (13.13 KB, 180x179, 180:179, ayy.JPG) (h) (u) 
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>>10595684 

AYY 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 23:34:39 70aeb1 No.10597022>>10597076 >>10597164 

>>10596979 

There is a Royal Order of Jesters organization in every single state, I think. Every US based anon could watch the local 

ROJ headquarters in their state.  

>>10597006 

Anon this looks like a very promising lead. Any anons from California, New Mexico, North Carolina or New York want to 

set up a hidden camera near this company? Or follow their trucks around? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 23:35:29 70aeb1 No.10597028>>10597076 >>10597164 

>>10597006 

Could someone put a GPS tracker on some of these trucks??? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 23:43:41 2656ad No.10597063 

File (hide): d8b28d2454c266d⋯.jpg (281.15 KB, 413x561, 413:561, shriners fun kids.jpg) (h) (u) 

 

>>10595411 

 

▶Anonymous  09/12/17 (Tue) 23:47:59 401c3d No.10597076 

>>10597022 

>>10597028 

Several different DOT numbers.  

#289919 - archive.is/MzsB4 

36 power units, 40 drivers, 260,000 miles a year.  

#651086 - archive.is/Bxomq 

5 power units, 4 drivers, 35,000 miles a year 
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#419465 - archive.is/nnk4H 

8 power units, 8 drivers, 90,000 miles a year 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 00:15:07 401c3d No.10597164 

>>10597022 

>>10597028 

289919 is part of a parent company 

Here is who they're linked with.  

https://archive.is/Xpv7T 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 01:46:02 32df23 No.10597400>>10597415 

File (hide): 04081491323eb21⋯.jpg (598 KB, 2145x1419, 65:43, sitestepsreduced.jpg) (h) (u) 

 

I know masons engage broken suburban kids with demolay, I've been in temples, I am related to a Shriner in L.A. Can't 

say I saw anything fishy. But if looking for youth groups don't forget to check here, blue lodge level does community work I 

think, the youth groups roll up under the blue lodge management as seen bottom center. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 01:55:27 32df23 No.10597415>>10597484 

File (hide): 9dbbd87cc326623⋯.png (625.55 KB, 677x477, 677:477, ff.png) (h) (u) 

 

>>10597400 

also notice with mason symbology in mind, the master of the Order of DeMolay, his dress, in black and red, upon a black 

shadow, distanced from the other blue lodge orders. Maybe the Order of the Eastern Star as well, look at the double star. 
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>>10597415 

also.. 
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>>10597484 

strange political shifts 

http://www.laweekly.com/music/the-shrine-used-to-host-the-oscars-now-it-hosts-steve-aoki-parties-2412088 
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▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 03:35:17 e2b8bf No.10597574 

>>10590837 

Confirmed Zuckerberg. Boy wonder, went to Harvard etc. 
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>>10596446 

You are an absolute fucking moron. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foucault_pendulum 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 04:30:01 e2b8bf No.10597671 

>>10597017 

What…the…fuck…is that? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 04:32:26 6fe575 No.10597679 

Why 4cuck links aren't broken? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 08:08:39 ccb162 No.10598217>>10598242 

>>10590878 

>Please do not include my email address 

>mason_stoppers@yahoo.com  

GOOD TO SEE WE CAN FOLLOW BASIC INSTRUCTION, HUH? 

==FUCK THE SATANIC JEWISH MASONS AND THEIR SATANIC BULLSHIT.== 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 08:16:47 9c8b08 No.10598231>>10598381 

So have any of you heard about the mayor in seattle washington that resigned/got arrested for kiddy diddling? 

from what i read "first openly gay mayor of seatle". dont have any details about the victim gender or age (aside from 

"under 18") 

i wonder if this has more implications or if its any bigger. or was he just a faggot in seattle fucking boys. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 08:21:47 ccb162 No.10598242 

>>10598217 

WHY IS HIDDEN TITLE TEXT BROKEN NOW? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 09:08:23 401c3d No.10598381 

>>10598231 

>i wonder if this has more implications 

We both know there's more implications and it's not just an isolated incident, just like Rotherham was not an isolated 

incident. There's a need to find the links between, to find the blackmailers.  

>>10596979 

I do not. But, if you're trying to track down trans members and get photos of people in more compromising situations, 

you'd wanna go to fetlife. It's the degenerate's facebook. 
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▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 10:09:34 045000 No.10598596>>10598704 >>10599721 >>10600356 

>>10596810 

Newfag from Voat here, found some great starting leads 

Researching The Shriners and The Royal Order of Jesters it appears that both orders are controlled by an exclusive 

branch of the Jesters named The S.O.B.I.B. The Arabic title translates as The 'Order of Brothers in Blood', the 'S' for 

'Secret' 

With only 254 members in 2008, this handful of men are said to dominate both the Jesters and The Shrine. 

The SOBIB 'Confidential Membership Roster' from 2008 including members names and addresses can be found at the 

link below. 

Let's get it before it goes; it's not archiving -  

https://www.scribd.com/doc/6686825/Sobib-Directory // 

Quick rundown of the S.O.B.I.B. - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VtgBdUtw26cYouTube @ 54.35 

Pizzagate related due to the leads from Senate Anon in which he suggests that we investigate the blackmailers, police 

controllers and our local persons of influence. He suggests this as an effective way to reach the higher levels of trafficking 

and sex rings. This doc gives us an excellent starting point. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 10:41:41 70aeb1 No.10598704>>10599524 

Here is an article from back in 2008 called "Jesters Exposed" 

https://sandyfrost.newsvine.com/_news/2008/02/15/1304754-jesters-exposed 

>>10598596 

>Founded September 10th, 1979… 

US Senate Anon made his threads on this organizations anniversary.  

>Pizzagate related due to the leads from Senate Anon in which he suggests that we investigate the blackmailers, police 

controllers and our local persons of influence. He suggests this as an effective way to reach the higher levels of trafficking 

and sex rings. This doc gives us an excellent starting point. 

This is way more than just a starting point. These guys exist in all 50 states and now we have both their addresses and 

their faces.  

Everybody needs to read this, especially if you are considering doing some spying yourself. There is someone in YOUR 

area you can watch right now. 

You can also Google your state + "Shriners" or "Jesters" because there will be an organization there. 
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>>10597529 

http://www.almalaikah.com/history.htm 

https://archive.is/zOK6U 
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https://books.google.com/books?id=ITwwAQAAMAAJ&pg=PA434&lpg=PA434&dq=shrine+of+al+grotto+malaikah&source

=bl&ots=_OfksEvZHh&sig=Log_gDyQCuNO5HCxFRo6sWcEEqw&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwig2feD-

qLWAhUV32MKHRq9DCAQ6AEITTAK#v=onepage&q=shrine%20of%20al%20grotto%20malaikah&f=false 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 13:09:14 32df23 No.10599271>>10599529 

>>10599253 

hah "SIGNET chapter" 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signals_intelligence 
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▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 14:06:45 045000 No.10599524 

>>10598704 

Checked and thanks anon. You're right, this doc is way more.  

I saw lots of anons saying they wouldn't know where to start, so this is where they can.  

We're collating the members by state just now over at V, lots of articles coming out too. 

Thanks for any help infinity bros - https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/2125555 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 14:08:15 481678 No.10599529>>10599852 

File (hide): d7c0e88e4c13870⋯.jpg (22.95 KB, 300x300, 1:1, 1508-masonic.jpg) (h) (u) 

 
>>10599271 

A signet is an entirely different thing that's also quite relevant here, though. 
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File (hide): c3c73655630ddbe⋯.jpg (26.08 KB, 566x479, 566:479, ScreenShot_049.jpg) (h) (u) 

 

Presidents Harry Truman and Gerald Ford were both members of The Royal Court of Jesters 
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Some Royal Court of Jesters events artwork 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 14:20:24 e73034 No.10599598>>10599688 

>Royal Order of Jesters 

>Royal Court of Jesters 

Both are valid? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 14:42:37 045000 No.10599688 

>>10599598 

No anon, my mistake. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 14:50:37 171679 No.10599720 

>>10591598 

>Recently Aquino, yes THAT Aquino, has become publicly affiliated with AMORC 
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From what I remember, his membership was rescinded when they found out that he was a member of the temple of Set. I 

remember a rant from him on the Rosicrucian forum about this. (The member forum where you need to provide your 

member key to read and post).  

I've been a Rosicrucian for 40 years (having been born into the order). My mother has been a member for 60.  

Also, Rosicrucians don't associate with Masons. Or at least the ones I know. When I was much younger, any time I 

brought up freemasons, I was more or less told that at one time they shared a common heritage but eventually split into 

two paths and modern day Masons have nothing in common with the practice of Rosicrucianism or Rosicrucians in 

general. 

 

▶JosephCampbellsHADOW  09/13/17 (Wed) 14:50:40 4452a1 No.10599721>>10599782 >>10599788 >>10600356 

>>10597006 

>>10598596 

>>10598596 

>Pizzagate related due to the leads from Senate Anon in which he suggests that we investigate the blackmailers, police 

controllers and our local persons of influence. He suggests this as an effective way to reach the higher levels of trafficking 

and sex rings. This doc gives us an excellent starting point. 

TAKE A LOOK AT PAGE 24 OF THE SCRIBD SOBIB FILE - NONE OTHER THAN NYS SUPREME COURT JUDGE 

RONALD TILLS SHOWS UP.  

https://voat.co/v/pizzagatewhatever/2127575 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 15:00:16 045000 No.10599782 

>>10599721 

Very nice find there. Checked. Would be good if the OP posted here also - https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/2125555 

There's a list of all the Texas members of SOBIB from the Scribd file posted on the thread above too, alongside a partial 

list of CA members.  

Is it cool to post them here? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 15:01:18 70aeb1 No.10599788>>10599825 

>>10599721 

This guy was arrested for human trafficking. Google is completely censoring this, which this article shows. 

https://medium.com/@HeapingHelping/who-are-the-royal-order-of-jesters-55ffe6f6acea 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 15:07:45 045000 No.10599825 

>>10599788 

Indeed he was alongside 2 other Jesters. Here are some articles I found on DDGo (didn't do Google) -  

Secret Society ‘Royal Order Of Jesters’ Charged With The Mann Act (Human Sex Trafficking) 

https://stevenjohnhibbs.wordpress.com/2010/06/20/secret-society-royal-order-of-jesters-charged-with-the-mann-act/ / 

https://archive.is/fq66m 

Judge Central Figure in FBI Probe, the S.O.B.I.B. and the Jesters' Half Million Dollar Weekend Parties 

http://freemasonrywatch.org/judge.sobib.html / https://archive.is/rh39M 

Three Jesters Convicted in an FBI Human Trafficking Sting 

http://aconstantineblacklist.blogspot.nl/2009/10/tax-returns-reveal-jesters-controlled.html / https://archive.is/4Vcz8 

Canada Police launch Shriners investigation (2001) 

http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/police-launch-shriners-investigation-1.264494 / https://archive.is/HYAVZ 
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>>10599529 

indeed 

5 sided laser shows now 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 15:25:53 32df23 No.10599886 

>>10599852 

the lineup has interesting names 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 15:52:27 70aeb1 No.10600010>>10600316 

For anyone considering investigating, here is a guide on how to be a private investigator. This is section 3 which focuses 

on surveillance.  

https://www.pinow.com/articles/1195/private-investigator-basics-surveillance 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 16:56:07 e2eac2 No.10600316 

>>10600010 

That link is a literal owned by (((amazon))). Have an archive https://archive.fo/jEmo3 . 

 

▶Delancy Place listed compounds Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 

17:06:02 401c3d No.10600356>>10600454 >>10600527 >>10600555 >>10600583 

>>10599721 

>>10598596 

Delancey Street 

Public facing information: 

City: San Francisco, California.  

Address: 600 Embarcadero San Francisco, CA 94107 

Phone: 

415-512-5104 (Tel) 

415-512-5141 (Fax) 

No motorpool.  

One city block large compound, near the water. 370,000 square foot complex. Housing for 500. 

City: Los Angeles, California 

Address: 400 N. Vermont Ave.  

Los Angeles, CA 90004 

Phone: 

323-644-4122 (Tel) 

323-644-4147 (Fax) 

Parking under the building, several multipassenger vans in their front lot. There's a big rig in their google maps image, 

they're able to load and unload from a dock in the front.  

Maybe someone local can hang out at the denny's while doing work.  

literally next to an onramp for Hollywood freeway / 101.  
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Former hotel, 200 rooms, 300 occupants.  

50,000 square foot warehouse nearby.  

Location: New Mexico  

P.O. Box 1240 

San Juan Pueblo, NM 87566 

505-852-4291 x304 (Tel) 

505-852-4292 (Fax) 

This location exists, but not at this location.  

17 acre ranch, in the middle of an indian reservation, in side a larger reservation.  

38,000 square foot warehouse.  

Location: North Carolina 

811 N. Elm Street  

Greensboro, NC 27401 

336-379-8477 (Tel) 

336-379-9449 (Fax) 

Small house, only 30 residents. Seems to possibly be the leaders? It's a nice place.  

Might be able to accept a big rig, but very tight. 3 bloocks from an interstate. Nice central location, but small. 

Location: New York 

Address: 100 Turk Hill Road 

Brewster, New York 10509 

845-278-6181 x205 (Tel) 

845-278-2326 (Fax) 

Address isn't the giant castle, it's a no shit castle on 50 acres, 1 hour north of NYC. Huge. 

Definitely built for trucks, with turn arounds, turn off. Weird that the addresses don't add up.  

Location: North Charleston, SC 

Address: 2510 N Hobson Ave, North Charleston, SC 29405 

Literally a block away from a port. Probably not truck access.  

STRONG MOVING AND SHIPPING! DIFFERENT COMPANY NAME?! 

Complex of three homes, sister company. southcarolinastrong.org/ 

Quarters Y 

24,000 square feet in historic officer quarters district at the Navy Yard. Connected to Quarters Z with garage and storage 

space.  

Quarter Z 

Sister to Y, connected.  

Quarters C 

2 story, 4,160 square foot house. Close by, but not connected.  

LOT LOCATION:  

4800 Park Circle, North Charleston, SC 29405 

On right at the North Rhett entrance to circle 

(843) 554-5179 

Location: Stockbrige, MA 

Address:  

Former Norman Rockwell house. No listed address.  

Overlooks the Housatonic River. Hosted the 2007 Norman Rockwell Museum Board of Trustees meeting at the house, 

"An Evening with Norman Rockwell", catered by Delancey Street 

 

▶Delancy Place DOT numbers Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 

17:25:34 401c3d No.10600441>>10600454 >>10600527 >>10600555 >>10600583 

Compounds from DOT numbers: 

https://ai.fmcsa.dot.gov 

TOTAL FLEET SIZE:  
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Trucks: 35 

Tractors: 14 

Trailers: 18 

#419465 - archive.is/nnk4H 

137 OLD ALCALDE ROAD 

SAN JUAN PUEBLO, NM 87566 

FLEET:  

Number of Trucks : 5  

Number of Tractors : 3  

Number of Trailers : 4  

Discription:  

This compound weirds me out, large motorpoo here. Very built up, very remote, on an indian reservation.  

PEDO RIG SHOWS UP IN STREET VIEW.  

#289919 - archive.is/MzsB4 

ADDRESS: 5700 3RD STREET 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94124 

This is their main motorpool.  

FLEET:  

Number of Trucks : 27  

Number of Tractors : 9  

Number of Trailers : 12  

No discription, check it out.  

#651086 - archive.is/Bxomq 

ADDRESS: 811 N ELM STREET 

GREENSBORO, NC 27401  

FLEET:  

Number of Trucks : 3  

Number of Tractors : 2  

Number of Trailers : 2  

This goes back to their NC house. I don't know if this is just their dispatch, and they have a compound nearby or not. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 17:28:51 70aeb1 No.10600454>>10600472 

>>10600441 

>>10600356 

Great work, anon. It's hard to keep track of all this information, what is the relevance of Delancey place/street to all this? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 17:32:39 401c3d No.10600472>>10600505 

>>10600454 

They're the creepy cult trucker school that has housing for 1,000 people across the nation. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 

17:38:53 32df23 No.10600505>>10600527 >>10600545 >>10600547 >>10600555 >>10600568 >>10600583 >>10600588 >>10600596 >>10600600 >

>10600611 >>10600914 

>>10600472 

¿got sauce? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 17:44:18 401c3d No.10600527>>10601861 

>>10600505 

click on the ID # and you can highlight posts by the same person. Try it newfriend, now bring this info back to pizzagate 

on voat.  

>>10600441 
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>>10600356 

>>10597006 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 17:49:05 32df23 No.10600545 

File (hide): 3be96e8e80e2260⋯.jpg (94.25 KB, 620x422, 310:211, aaron.jpg) (h) (u) 

 

File (hide): 2d8b187769403b1⋯.jpg (41.47 KB, 633x423, 211:141, 15dtp3p.jpg) (h) (u) 

 

File (hide): 00fb28c427e45aa⋯.jpg (77.22 KB, 1280x720, 16:9, Oklahoma_satanic_statue.jpg) (h) (u) 

 

File (hide): 93a250d2f5f89c7⋯.jpg(237.16 KB, 560x865, 112:173, the-sound-of-q-dance-shrin….jpg) (h) (u) 

 

>>10600505 

>sauce 

thought so 
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0x6b 0x69 0x73 0x73 0x65 0x73 0x73 0x77 0x65 0x65 0x74 0x79 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 17:50:15 70aeb1 No.10600547 

>>10600505 

He is talking about this: 

>>10597006 

There is a pedo logo. This looks like a seriously promising lead. If someone could get GPS trackers on those trucks they 

could potentially reveal a lot of incriminating information. 

If this company really has the likes of Feinstein and Eli Weizel on their national board of governors, and a pedo logo on 

their trucks and buildings, then they absolutely need to be investigated in person. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 17:51:20 401c3d No.10600555 

>>10600505 

click on the ID # and you can highlight posts by the same person. Try it newfriend, now bring this info back to pizzagate 

on voat.  

>>10600441 

>>10600356 

>>10597006 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 17:55:01 32df23 No.10600568 

>>10600505 

>sauce 

thought so 

0x6b 0x69 0x73 0x73 0x65 0x73 0x73 0x77 0x65 0x65 0x74 0x79>>10600505 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 18:00:12 401c3d No.10600583 

>>10600505 

click on the ID # and you can highlight posts by the same person. Try it newfriend, now bring this info back to pizzagate 

on voat.  

>>10600441 

>>10600356 

>>10597006 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 18:02:28 70aeb1 No.10600588>>10601042 

>>10600505 

>>10600505 

He is talking about this: 

>>10597006 

There is a pedo logo. This looks like a seriously promising lead. If someone could get GPS trackers on those trucks they 

could potentially reveal a lot of incriminating information. 

If this company really has the likes of Feinstein and Eli Weizel on their national board of governors, and a pedo logo on 

their trucks and buildings, then they absolutely need to be investigated in person. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 18:04:28 401c3d No.10600596 

>>10600505 

Click ID to see previous posts friend. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 18:07:37 401c3d No.10600600 

>>10600505 

Click ID to see previous posts friend. >>10600505 
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▶SFDenton  09/13/17 (Wed) 18:09:50 9fc310 No.10600606>>10601042 

>>10597006 

The Business Training Center Is One 3rd Street At The Corner Of Carrol. Address 5700 .  

Was In Area And Took Some More Pix. See Below 

https://imgur.com/a/sO5dN 

Please Open In New Browser Window To Get Descriptions. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 18:11:51 401c3d No.10600611 

>>10600505 

Look at some of my earlier posts, try clicking my ID number 

 

▶Returned To Area SFDenton  09/13/17 (Wed) 18:14:22 9fc310 No.10600618>>10601042 >>10605988 >>10608698 

Their other compound in SF is Located On 3rd and Carrol, in the Bayview District. I returned there today to take some 

more pics 

https://imgur.com/a/sO5d 

Notes: 

-Railway with Junction to Caltrain leading into their compound 

-Filled in metal pipes sticking out of concrete loading platform 

-All windows blocked out 

-Larger fleet than expected, with buses, vans, small vehicles, Trailers, and Semis. Couldnt get all on camera without 

invading property line. 

-Got glared at really crazy by an employee with a neck tatt as I did a u turn in their open driveway. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 19:46:22 401c3d No.10600914 

>>10600505 

Click my ID to see prior posts 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 20:11:14 401c3d No.10601042>>10601239 

File (hide): e230779694f75ed⋯.jpg (27.16 KB, 778x257, 778:257, dot identification.jpg) (h) (u) 

 

>>10600588 

It's the reverse of a pedo logo. It supposedly means continual change. But like, look at the list of addresses, they have 

actual compounds and shit. FISHY. 

>>10600606 

Thanks for the photos.  

What I'm saying is it's weird that they're registered for commercial use, but not displaying a DOT #. Normally as a 

commercial truck you have to have door lettering saying who you belong to.  

martinstuartdecalandsign.com/truck-decals.html 

>>10600618 

Does that match up to any of my other addresses? If not (I don't know if it does, I wanna say it's the 5700) addy, add the 

address and use your local clerk of court to find the owner. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 20:48:14 70aeb1 No.10601239>>10615149 >>10616219 

>>10601042 

>What I'm saying is it's weird that they're registered for commercial use, but not displaying a DOT #. Normally as a 

commercial truck you have to have door lettering saying who you belong to.  
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>martinstuartdecalandsign.com/truck-decals.html 

This is extremely suspicious. If only we could figure out where one of these trucks is going… 

 

▶Anonymous  09/13/17 (Wed) 23:01:06 32df23 No.10601861 

>>10600527 

voat no tanks 

 

▶Anonymous  09/14/17 (Thu) 01:33:08 e2eac2 No.10602364 

bump 

 

▶Anonymous  09/14/17 (Thu) 03:44:20 e2eac2 No.10602702 

bump le 

 

▶Anonymous  09/14/17 (Thu) 05:36:30 70aeb1 No.10602982>>10603012 >>10603017 

Want to know where and when the Jesters meet in real life? Check this Voat thread:  

https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/2128681 

>ROJ get-togethers are called Imperial Sessions. Here is the itinerary for their Imperial Session 2016: 

https://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:hayoULPamcUJ:https://xa.yimg.com/kq/groups/8UGFLvvreNM

BsD5k3Q–/K0fieHztf9EmTWQijFtZ/name/2016%2BImperialSessionAgenda%2BFinal.pdf+&cd=4&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=au 

>Imperial Officers and others are listed. There's a dearth of information here: 

http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:r_EKk3TOWOAJ:www.imperial2017.com/+&cd=1&hl=en&ct=cln

k&gl=au 

>Imperial Session 2019:  

http://www.imperial2019.com/ 

>More info and names: 

https://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:iyMpggKLBRMJ:https://www.readfrontier.org/stories/doerflinge

r-a-member-of-secret-luxury-social-club-since-2010/+&cd=14&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=au 

>Jester parties are called 'books'. Here is a schedule for 2015–too many for me to count. Lots of names and contacts 

here: 

http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:U7qLRQT0jjcJ:myemail.constantcontact.com/Royal-Billiken-

Board—March-2015.html%3Fsoid%3D1118464826940%26aid%3DikbWSZfj_Fo+&cd=14&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=au 

>Each party/book has a flyer, such as this: 

http://files.ctctcdn.com/22eb24da001/f1daaaf5-0878-44c0-9378-d7e7afeffc43.pdf 

>Their facebook page: 

www facebook dot com / Shriners-Imperial-2017-2018-136142566508663/ 

>Each 'book' has a 'play'. It's awfully creepy: 

https://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:hayoULPamcUJ:https://xa.yimg.com/kq/groups/8UGFLvvreNM

BsD5k3Q–/K0fieHztf9EmTWQijFtZ/name/2016%2BImperialSessionAgenda%2BFinal.pdf+&cd=4&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=au 

 

▶Anonymous  09/14/17 (Thu) 05:51:21 e2eac2 No.10603012 

>>10602982 

>no archive links 

>most links are fucking botnets or hosted by botnets 

I am skeptical of those anon. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/14/17 (Thu) 05:53:26 70aeb1 No.10603017>>10609616 >>10610928 

File (hide): 1c4035f5d609f51⋯.png (857.2 KB, 1862x1048, 931:524, Oceanwalk Daytona Beach pe….png) (h) (u) 
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>>10602982 

http://www.imperial2017.com/12-sample-content/88-daytona-beach-shriners-tour-featuring-artist-perego 

There is a HUGE boylover logo on one of the buildings they the Shriners visited during this get together! Pic related. The 

place is at Oceanwalk Daytona Beach. 

Any Florida anons able to check this place out? This couldn't be any more blatant. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/14/17 (Thu) 06:14:42 c2910b No.10603069 

File (hide): ee7cfcfb25b6d7d⋯.jpg (222.36 KB, 1200x1096, 150:137, 13781972391732.jpg) (h) (u) 

 

>>10596645 

What the fuck? His face is melting off. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/14/17 (Thu) 07:06:43 5a3bdf No.10603264 

>>10589524 

>Flat earth closed system created by God 

>But still UFOs floating around and we're going to get hit by a planet 

I give this shilling a 5/10, believable if you don't know what those theories actually are lmao 

 

▶Anonymous  09/14/17 (Thu) 07:07:37 5a3bdf No.10603268 

>>10591580 

>its a psyop 

>but they still can't show me the curve 

 

▶Anonymous  09/14/17 (Thu) 13:03:34 9357ae No.10604847 

bumperoo 

 

▶Anonymous  09/14/17 (Thu) 16:06:54 70aeb1 No.10605841 

This is interesting. 

Saied Azali seems to have used his drag queen associates to run a 2006 brownstone-ish operation at Perry's on Leonard 

Downie, who was then executive editor at the Washington Post.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leonard_Downie_Jr. 
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FreeRepublic.com posted a Washingtonian story detailing the revelations of two anonymous letters sent to the 

Washingtonian that gave details of the event at Perry's and the evidence coverup afterward.  

http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-chat/1756904/posts 

If you click on the Washingtonian link provided in the Free Republic post, you'll see the story has been 404'd, and what 

displays is a page covered with PANDAS:  

https://www.washingtonian.com/articles/mediapolitics/2902.html 

Here's the Washingtonian article posted on FreeRepublic.com: 

<Len Downie's (WaPo Editor) Lap Dance With Drag Queen (Coverup/Dinosaur Media DeathWatch™) 

<The Washingtonian ^ | December 21, 2006 | Harry Jaffe 

<Posted on 12/21/2006, 10:42:28 AM by abb 

>The Post's editor had a R-rated encounter with a drag queen during a Post party this month—but so far the photos have 

stayed private. 

>Journalists get the occasional juicy and anonymous letter. Most are titillating but not worth publishing or broadcasting. 

The letter in large type about a party hosted by the Washington Post photography staff seemed to fit the second category: 

It mentioned in paragraph three that Post executive editor Len Downie was “the recipient of a lap dance and breasts in his 

face” by one of the party’s entertainers—who were drag queens! 

>Too good to be true? 

>A second anonymous letter said word had gone out at the Post to kill any pictures of Len’s lap dance. 

>I started making a few calls, figuring that if such an event had taken place, photos and videos probably would be on 

YouTube or some other website. If it had indeed taken place. 

>I got eye witness accounts. I wondered: Could a monthly magazine, with a lead time of several weeks, actually break a 

story about the Post’s top editor caught in an amusing, if not compromising, situation? 

<Here’s the scoop: 

>The Washington Post is not known for throwing lively parties, especially under staid executive editor Leonard Downie. 

>When the photo department decided to bid farewell to retiring staffers, it did not intend to get racy. Photo editor Joe 

Elbert booked Perrys, a sushi restaurant in DC’s Adams Morgan, for a Saturday afternoon. Owner Saied Azali promised 

to do something special because he was friends with well-known Post photographer Lucien Perkins. 

>Would the something special be free champagne? Special sushi? Not exactly. 

>Azali invited male dancers dressed as women who perform at Perrys’ Sunday “drag brunches.” Len Downie made an 

appearance just as the queens began to mingle. According to eye witnesses, one performer sat down next to Downie and 

wrapped him in a big hug. 

>Downie seemed at bit shocked, but one photographer says: “He took it in good humor at the time.” 

>But apparently Downie was less amused by the photos and videos being shot, and he asked that they be kept private. 

>No leaked pictures, so far, but many of those retired staffers would dearly love a picture of Downie in the embrace of a 

drag queen. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/14/17 (Thu) 16:33:14 4d2fd8 No.10605988 

>>10600618 

Your imgur link got nuked. Might as well post your pics here. Be sure to back them up else where. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/14/17 (Thu) 21:00:18 215734 No.10607382>>10607773 

>>10599852 

Any symboltists out there, what's up with all the Qs? I know the capital G is the masons talking about god but this Q thing 

hasn't been on my radar 

 

▶Anonymous  09/14/17 (Thu) 22:23:51 40eb9b No.10607773>>10608147 >>10608676 

>>10607382 

1 billion hours in searching. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Order_of_Quetzalcoatl 

The Order of Quetzalcoatl, colloquially known as the "Q", is a Masonic invitational body. It is heavily involved in 

philanthropy, and its main contribution is towards transportation funds for Shriners hospitals. 
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▶Anonymous  09/15/17 (Fri) 00:11:17 e2eac2 No.10608147 

>>10607773 

Quetzalcoatl is actually another one of (((their))) false gods see https://archive.fo/Kd9tm . Also If you are still using Qwant 

as a search engine I advise you stop now. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/15/17 (Fri) 02:12:54 40900d No.10608676>>10608698 >>10608902 

>>10607773 

>>10607773 

This is spicy anon. Nice find. Transportation costs?  

I found something interesting which may fit with your find.  

Here is the current board of directors for S Hospitals - https://www.shrinershospitalsforchildren.org/Board-of-Directors 

The first one on the list, the chairman of the board is a top Shriner & Jester. He also happens to own a big removals and 

storage company on the south coast at Galveston. FB open. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/15/17 (Fri) 02:16:30 70aeb1 No.10608698>>10608805 >>10608902 

>>10600618 

>>10597006 

>>10608676 

>The first one on the list, the chairman of the board is a top Shriner & Jester. He also happens to own a big removals and 

storage company on the south coast at Galveston. FB open. 

What's the name of his company? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/15/17 (Fri) 02:43:12 40900d No.10608805>>10608825 

>>10608698 

Gary Berge // nske has owned and managed his own company for the past 30 years, J&J // Metro, a Moving and Storage 

Company serving Florida with nation wide service. The company is a full service moving company providing storage, 

packing, crateing, and relocations. www.jjme // tro.com 

/ remove the slashes. His fb is wide open and i want to archive the friends list which is full of S's. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/15/17 (Fri) 02:47:54 40900d No.10608825 

>>10608805 

( and Jesters and SOBIB's I'm sure ) 

 

▶Anonymous  09/15/17 (Fri) 03:09:35 40900d No.10608902 

>>10608698 

>>10589216 (OP) 

>>10608676 

Apologies, this one isn't Galveston but Florida. I was thinking of another one I was looking into. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/15/17 (Fri) 07:28:36 3dc535 No.10609616>>10610928 

>>10603017 

it's just a normal circular spiral. the boylover symbol is triangular. that building specifically is a generic parking garage. I've 

personally used the "spiral sun" in beach-y designs; there's nothing nefarious about it. 

 

▶Hitler Himself  09/15/17 (Fri) 07:45:30 1f0b0d No.10609665 

>>10589231 

What's hilarious is anon's like me actually go hard over 4chan. And I promise you, "by myself" I do more than a loy of 

people from here. There has to be a medium. Were too lethal together, and it's just another divide and conquer tactic. The 
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ONLY people who insult infinity are the MODS and paid shills. Everyone else (All real channers) like the 8th. It's just too 

fucking slow here, and we don't feel like either talking to ourselves or waiting an hour+ for a reply. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/15/17 (Fri) 12:12:21 70aeb1 No.10610928>>10612408 

File (hide): 717c18e6f9c761b⋯.jpg (52.2 KB, 500x444, 125:111, elpidalogo.jpg) (h) (u) 

 

>>10609616 

There are two "boy lover" graphics. The "teenage" boy lover logo is a triangle, but the "little" boy lover logo is a swirl that is 

almost identical to what you see on that building. I don't think it's a coincidence that the Shriners took a picture of it. 

>>10603017 

 

▶Anonymous  09/15/17 (Fri) 13:01:05 20ec23 No.10611107>>10612320 

File (hide): 9190dd7d8209e2d⋯.gif (734.59 KB, 320x234, 160:117, horse_projected_onto_cloud….gif) (h) (u) 

 

>>10589524 

lying kike, it's already been done. Cowboy on a riding horse.  

From 2015 

Forget watching films on long flights, in the future you could view entire movies while staring out of the window. 

A pair of designers has built a modern-day projection system that uses lasers and lenses to beam moving images onto 

clouds from an plane. 

>The researchers were able to project a galloping horse from a distance of 164ft (50 metres) onto a cloud and hope to 

develop the technology to beam images from the ground and the sea.  

http:// www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3151026/Watch-movie-projected-CLOUDS-Lasers-fitted-plane-beam-

galloping-horse-sky.html 

 

▶Anonymous  09/15/17 (Fri) 14:36:19 e2eac2 No.10611683>>10612365 

bump 

 

▶Anonymous  09/15/17 (Fri) 17:25:39 20ec23 No.10612320 

File (hide): 72f5c6458bd75fb⋯.png (269.4 KB, 1366x768, 683:384, Screenshot (2088).png) (h) (u) 
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File (hide): a475e94e099ff47⋯.png (339.62 KB, 1366x768, 683:384, Screenshot (2093).png) (h) (u) 

 

File (hide): 68bf8cb32e03fee⋯.png (266.61 KB, 1366x768, 683:384, Screenshot (2096).png) (h) (u) 

 
>>10611107 

https ://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FspFOdR9vjE 

>project bluebeam 

 

▶Anonymous  09/15/17 (Fri) 17:37:15 20ec23 No.10612365>>10612435 

File (hide): 621e5820911d65b⋯.png (515.02 KB, 1366x768, 683:384, Screenshot (2085).png) (h) (u) 

 

>>10611683 

bumpin with ya 

>pic is related w all of this 
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>>10610928 

this 

 

▶Anonymous  09/15/17 (Fri) 17:48:23 f2e98a No.10612435>>10612464 >>10612701 >>10612798 >>10614787 

File (hide): 43892c45baa2813⋯.png (1.93 MB, 1569x947, 1569:947, Cum_Panda_Costume.png) (h) (u) 

 

>>10612365 

Try searching for panda on pornhub, I wonder if there is anything funny lurking there. 

There is. Be careful, anons. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/15/17 (Fri) 17:49:59 abb909 No.10612444>>10612499 

Bump 

 

▶Anonymous  09/15/17 (Fri) 17:56:15 20ec23 No.10612464>>10612499 

File (hide): c98d75a003c42de⋯.png (710.2 KB, 1366x768, 683:384, Screenshot (2041).png) (h) (u) 

 
>>10612435 

How the fuck havent I thought of that! use other code words on msm porn sites.  

>we delete cp goy! 

>goy doesnt know the proper places to look on msm porn, search words 

The blackmailers are the key. 

as usual, follow the money trail. 

think "outside the box" 

cliche, sort of, but remember Rockefeller said I make money in ways you could never think of 
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>>10612444 

Checked and rewarded: http://www.lhohq.info/this_is_money.html 

>>10612464 

> think "outside the box" 

Wouldn't it be fascinating if you all started posting redpills on pornhub? Maximize exposure to "normies", and minimize 

censorship. Backdoor the brainwashing effect of porn. Seems you could even use tags that Manwin currently uses to 

target white men and white women to get them to recommend redpills to your target audience. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/15/17 (Fri) 18:11:46 e2eac2 No.10612509>>10612514 >>10612559 >>10613604 

>>10612499 

That link is cianigger owned. Tis a botnet chaim. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/15/17 (Fri) 18:13:32 a782ff No.10612514>>10612559 >>10613604 

>>10612509 

This 

 

▶Anonymous  09/15/17 (Fri) 18:21:45 a782ff No.10612544>>10612594 

File (hide): 0329299010e1a1b⋯.png (532.21 KB, 1366x768, 683:384, Screenshot (116).png) (h) (u) 

 

>>10612499 

>youre right! 

NOT 

obvious kike, ctr, jidf, cointelpro, etc is obvious 

Nope, we will follow the money trail u fucking kike 
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>>10612509 

Thank you for your valuable 42 contributions to this thread, you have imparted much knowledge to anons trying to fight 

corruption. You have also saved many from clicking external links owned by cianiggers, such as this (>>10600010) 

anon's helpful guide to gathering actionable intel IRL. Well done. 

>>10612514 

Thank you for joining the thread, (1)! If you would be so kind, please do share with us your tips for reading and posting of 

endorsement of your other IP's posts in less than 3 seconds. 

kindly fist yourself, faggot. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/15/17 (Fri) 18:35:38 f2e98a No.10612594>>10612667 

>>10612544 

Do you guys have a bank of Screenshots numbering into the thousands? Are you a chat bot? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/15/17 (Fri) 18:38:23 e2eac2 No.10612603 

File (hide): 01cc84fe3e56bb7⋯.jpg (41.39 KB, 411x480, 137:160, disfigured-kike.jpg) (h) (u) 

 

>>10612559 

>he doesn't think that everything posted on /pol/, the board of peace, is a nonactionable work of autistic fiction 

>what is wordplay trapping because desperate kikes 

Get back on topic. 
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>>10612559 

give up, youre not even good at this u lazy kike. 

just face it! 

Your neck will soon swing in a noose hanging from a tree, while the rest of you scurry n flee like the rats that you are from 

a sinking ship, to go to communist chinkland. 

your time is almost over in America. 

GOOD RIDDANCE 

I CANT WAIT TILL THE GENERAL PUBLIC COMES AFTER U  

>its coming very soon 

 

▶Anonymous  09/15/17 (Fri) 18:53:05 a782ff No.10612667>>10612683 

File (hide): 1cb97f1c847fc83⋯.png (872.22 KB, 1366x768, 683:384, Screenshot (90).png) (h) (u) 

 

>>10612594 

nope 

we are russian haxxors!!!!! 

 

▶Anonymous  09/15/17 (Fri) 18:56:47 e2eac2 No.10612683>>10612703 

File (hide): b5f094a98da676f⋯.png (29.71 KB, 420x204, 35:17, accurate-bbc-logo.png) (h) (u) 

 

>>10612667 

So how's your day going at the not secret agency? I'd imagine the coffee is alright being late in the day for you burgers. Is 

your new shill tactic to bumplock threads that are important with useless information? 
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>>10612435 

>>10612435 

>>10612435 

>>10612435 
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>>10612435 

>>10612435 

>>10612435 
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[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 

 

>>10612683 

project bluebeam is being tested on buildings as well 

 

▶Anonymous  09/15/17 (Fri) 19:06:57 a782ff No.10612724>>10612742 >>10612862 

[pop]YouTube embed. Click thumbnail to play. 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H4JYpF5DpFo 

projection from 2010, ralph lauren  

dont tell me project bluebeam is false fucking lying kikes. 

this is just what (((they))) show to the public…Imagine what the secret beam tech is like. remember the pc mouse was 

around in the 60's 
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▶Anonymous  09/15/17 (Fri) 19:12:08 e2eac2 No.10612742>>10612785 >>10612798 

>>10612724 

>pc mouse around in 1960's 

lulwut 

Also why no webm? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/15/17 (Fri) 19:25:52 a782ff No.10612785>>10612798 

File (hide): 440b013a8634728⋯.png (806.26 KB, 1366x768, 683:384, Screenshot (305).png) (h) (u) 

 

>>10612742 

The trackball, a related pointing device, was invented in 1946 by Ralph Benjamin as part of a post-World War II-era fire-

control radar plotting system called Comprehensive Display System (CDS). Benjamin was then working for the British 

Royal Navy Scientific Service. Benjamin's project used analog computers to calculate the future position of target aircraft 

based on several initial input points provided by a user with a joystick. Benjamin felt that a more elegant input device was 

needed and invented what they called a "roller ball" for this purpose.[6][7] 

The device was patented in 1947,[7] but only a prototype using a metal ball rolling on two rubber-coated wheels was ever 

built, and the device was kept as a military secret. 

DATAR was similar in concept to Benjamin's display. The trackball used four disks to pick up motion, two each for the X 

and Y directions. Several rollers provided mechanical support. When the ball was rolled, the pickup discs spun and 

contacts on their outer rim made periodic contact with wires, producing pulses of output with each movement of the ball. 

By counting the pulses, the physical movement of the ball could be determined. A digital computer calculated the tracks 

and sent the resulting data to other ships in a task force using pulse-code modulation radio signals. This trackball used a 

standard Canadian five-pin bowling ball. It was not patented, since it was a secret military project.[9][10] 

Early mouse patents. From left to right: Opposing track wheels by Engelbart, Nov. 1970, U.S. Patent 3,541,541  

. Ball and wheel by Rider, Sept. 1974, U.S. Patent 3,835,464  

. Ball and two rollers with spring by Opocensky, Oct. 1976, U.S. Patent 3,987,685  

Douglas Engelbart of the Stanford Research Institute (now SRI International) has been credited in published books by 

Thierry Bardini,[11] Paul Ceruzzi,[12] Howard Rheingold,[13] and several others[14][15][16] as the inventor of the mouse. 

Engelbart was also recognized as such in various obituary titles after his death in July 2013.[17][18][19][20] 

By 1963, Engelbart had already established a research lab at SRI, the Augmentation Research Center (ARC), to pursue 

his objective of developing both hardware and software computer technology to "augment" human intelligence. That 

November, while attending a conference on computer graphics in Reno, Nevada, Engelbart began to ponder how to adapt 

the underlying principles of the planimeter to X-Y coordinate input.[11] On November 14, 1963, he first recorded his 

thoughts in his personal notebook about something he initially called a "bug," which in a "3-point" form could have a "drop 

point and 2 orthogonal wheels."[11] He wrote that the "bug" would be "easier" and "more natural" to use, and unlike a 

stylus, it would stay still when let go, which meant it would be "much better for coordination with the keyboard."[11] 

In 1964, Bill English joined ARC, where he helped Engelbart build the first mouse prototype. Engelbart never received any 

royalties for it, as his employer SRI held the patent, which expired before the mouse became widely used in personal 

computers.[23] In any event, the invention of the mouse was just a small part of Engelbart's much larger project of 

augmenting human intellect.[24][25] 

Inventor Douglas Engelbart holding the first computer mouse,[26] showing the wheels that make contact with the working 

surface 

The Engelbart mouse 
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On October 2, 1968, a mouse device named Rollkugel (German for "rolling ball") was described as an optional device for 

its SIG-100 terminal was developed by the German company Telefunken.[29] As the name suggests and unlike 

Engelbart's mouse, the Telefunken model already had a ball. It was based on an earlier trackball-like device (also named 

Rollkugel) that was embedded into radar flight control desks. This trackball had been developed by a team led by Rainer 

Mallebrein  

When the development for the Telefunken main frame TR 440 (de) began in 1965, Mallebrein and his team came up with 

the idea of "reversing" the existing Rollkugel into a moveable mouse-like device, so that customers did not have to be 

bothered with mounting holes for the earlier trackball device. Together with light pens and trackballs, it was offered as an 

optional input device for their system since 1968. 

>no webm cuz a lil lazy n having to pull shit like this up n bluebeam 

 

▶Anonymous  09/15/17 (Fri) 19:28:39 f2e98a No.10612798>>10612838 

>>10612785 

>>10612742 

Are you done sliding this? Blue beam is real but irrelevant. Filtered. 

>>10612435 

Monetized content on a major porn site connecting to blackmail rings.  

Bump. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/15/17 (Fri) 19:40:29 a782ff No.10612838 

File (hide): 2d1c340e3309531⋯.jpg (44.65 KB, 402x380, 201:190, lieutenant la sherrif.jpg) (h) (u) 

 

>>10612798 

im hardly sliding this. 

it was my post that got this response>>10612435 

kikes try to lie about bluebeam, its all tied together. Think Big. a newfag didnt even know how old the mouse is 

 

▶Anonymous  09/15/17 (Fri) 19:44:48 8d83cd No.10612862 

>>10612724 

I have had personal experience with blue beam. 

Once when I was very young, several months old to 2 or 3 and I saw a blue colored floating angel ghost woman in the 

corner of my room late at night. 

The second time was when I was 12 - 13 and again in my room late at night, this blue plasma-looking ball (which I would 

later find out is called ball lighting) floated slowly from my living room to my bedroom, stopped at the end of my bed then 

disappeared into nothingness. 

The first episode could have been a lucid dream, the second I was absolutely awake and when it happened at first I 

thought it was spiritual, until recently when I discovered about blue beam and MKULTRA. 

I wonder why they have been spying on me for so long, is it because they're bored? 

Did they think I would make a good test subject? 
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▶Anonymous  09/15/17 (Fri) 21:07:00 d10815 No.10613446 

bump for interest 

 

▶Anonymous  09/15/17 (Fri) 21:26:00 1ee621 No.10613604 

>>10612509 

>>10612514 

What do I do if I clicked this link without any sort of protection like TOR or a VPN? 

 

▶Anonymous  09/15/17 (Fri) 21:27:40 365ef0 No.10613617 

>>10590902 

If you spend enough time lurking you can find good stuff(often reposts from here) , I got on 4/pol/ at first terrorist 

attacks,and spent 2 years there , one day I thought about mentioned"exodus" ,compared catalog from half to catalog here 

, and choose the one without 50%Blacked.com threads 

 

▶Anonymous  09/16/17 (Sat) 03:11:27 8db511 No.10614618 

>>10592979 

Tell me about Cruz's father, why does he put on the M. A. S. C. 

 

▶Anonymous  09/16/17 (Sat) 05:30:10 f2e98a No.10614787 

File (hide): 33896d14cab8a09⋯.png (481.37 KB, 1025x743, 1025:743, IMG_4991.PNG) (h) (u) 

 

File (hide): 4291b2e5a6f4fec⋯.png (445.69 KB, 750x1334, 375:667,IMG_5152.PNG) (h) (u) 

 
>>10612435 

Bumping past our newest version if weirdly evolved shills. Leggo truth 

 

▶Anonymous  09/16/17 (Sat) 08:11:07 391711 No.10615149 

>>10601239 
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Soon as my check clears we can start work on that 

 

▶Anonymous  09/16/17 (Sat) 12:38:36 9357ae No.10616219 

>>10601239 

It's extremely weird. That other anon scoping out the place didn't get any DOT Numbers from the vehicles. All of their 

photos on the web and pictures taken by people getting moved by them, lack door numbers. If it's a commercial vehicle, 

you have to display that information.  

Go look at their violation histories, to get an idea of where they were pulled over and where their trucks are licensed in. 

https://8ch.net/pol/res/10589216.html 
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